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ABSTRACT 
In light of research demonstrating that eating disordered women have difficulty 
recognizing and expressing emotions, this study began by critiquing the popular 
conclusion that bulimic behavior signifies an arrest at the separation-individuation phase 
of development.  Since the prevalence of bulimia nervosa has increased dramatically in 
the past thirty years, socio-cultural factors must also play an important role.  This 
investigation therefore attempted to illuminate how dominant cultural ideologies 
perpetuate stereotypic, gendered family structures, which in turn shape the intra-psychic 
and interpersonal psychodynamics of bulimic women. 
 
This multifarious approach towards understanding the construction of bulimic 
subjectivity necessitated that the present study use a layered, interpretive methodology.  
Empirical data, gathered through semi-structured interviews, embodied reflexive process 
notes, and the Rorschach protocols of four bulimic women were interpreted through an 
explicitly articulated feminist socio-cultural analysis of their developmental histories and 
familial relationships.  Specific analyses of the emotional, relational, and embodied 
aspects of the participants’ discourse yielded repetitive themes.  The researcher’s 
interpretation of these themes suggested that the participants’ difficulty with recognizing 
and expressing their emotions is directly related to personal conflicts over dependence 
and autonomy.  Although these conflicts were often enacted in their relationships with 
their mothers, they are also supported through cultural mores which seem to place young 
women in double bind situations as they desire to become subjects in a world where they 
are treated as objects.  The participants demonstrated their struggle through these double-
 vi
binds as they often alternated between intense immersion in private subjective 
experiences and critical self-objectification.   The researcher concluded that their 
vacillation between these two polarized perspectives analogizes to an internalization of 
other culturally-determined binary oppositions, such as mind vs. body, and that bingeing 
and purging on food can be seen as a way to negotiate the boundaries between such 
binaries from within. 
 
This alternative understanding offers the bulimic individual more agency than do 
etiologies that cite developmental arrest or faulty genetics as the cause of her behavior.  
The research also has clinical implications, as it highlighted the intersubjective and 
emotional experiences of bulimic women, thereby calling into question the utility of the 
current treatment of choice: cognitive-behavioral therapy.  This research suggests that 
interpersonal and experiential therapies that focus on the emotional aspects of the 
therapeutic relationship should be integrated into treatment protocols for bulimic women.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Bulimia Nervosa is currently the most prevalent of the DSM-IV defined eating 
disorders.  It is estimated that as many as 20% of women meet its diagnostic criteria and 
that as many as 64% of college-aged women have engaged in bingeing and purging 
behavior (Mintz & Betz, 1988).  These numbers are staggering and they confirm the 
necessity for continued research into this particular disorder.  Since its popularity has 
risen considerably among teenage and college-aged women in the past 3 decades, one 
might conclude that the disorder is essentially a cultural phenomenon.  Indeed, popular 
discourses about obesity and over-consumption of fast-food on the one hand and weight 
loss and fitness on the other, do seem to mirror the characteristic vacillation between 
compulsive over-eating and obsessive body-image concerns that are typical of bulimia. 
 While these social factors likely play a role in the increasing prevalence of the 
disorder, both clinicians and researchers have confirmed that bulimic women tend to 
present with similar patters of personal history and personality as well.  The present study 
is concerned with one such dimension which has long been noted by psychotherapists, 
but has only recently been systematically studied; specifically, the bulimic individual’s 
difficulty with recognizing and speaking about her emotional experience.  Recently, 
researchers have classified this tendency as, “alexithymia,” a clinical term derived from 
the older, “pensee operatoire,” (Krystal, 1988) which describes a personality type 
characterized by concrete, non-symbolic thinking and difficulty with the linguistic 
expression of affective states.  Since the 1970’s, clinicians have discussed the alexithymic 
personality as characteristic of individuals who presented with chronic psychosomatic 
symptoms.  
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 In the past decade, empirical research has demonstrated a strong correlation 
between alexithymia and eating disorders (Cochrane, Brewerton, Wilson, and Hodges, 
1993; Jimerson, Wolfe, Franko, Covino, and Sifneos, 1994; Laquatra & Clopton, 1994).  
Some studies have found that up to 77% of their eating disordered sample is alexithymic 
(Taylor, Bagby, & Parker, 1997).  Interestingly, however, most of these studies have also 
shown that eating disorder patients rarely completely fit the alexithymic profile.  The 
current operational definition of alexithymia is based on a three-factor model, which 
includes: the inability to identify emotions linguistically, the inability to differentiate 
affective states from physiological ones, and a tendency towards concrete, non-symbolic 
thinking (Taylor, Bagby, and Parker, 1997).   Yet, according to empirical research, only 
two parts of the construct, specifically, the inability to identify and differentiate affective 
states, actually correlate highly with eating disordered behavior (Jimerson et. al, 1994; 
Laquatra & Clopton, 1994, Sureda et al., 1999.)  They do not present the tendency 
towards concrete, non-symbolic thought that has long been a hallmark characteristic of 
alexithymia (Krystal, 1988; Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970).  This finding problematizes the 
conclusions drawn from these studies, which contend that many eating disordered women 
are definitively alexithymic.  While women with eating disorders tend to share certain 
characteristics with alexithymics, to classify them as alexithymic simply because of these 
similarities causes researchers to ignore the important differences in their presentations 
and the possibility that different factors may be involved in their respective etiologies. 
Clinical anecdotal evidence suggests that individuals with alexithymia 
experienced relational trauma during early childhood, typically through neglectful or 
conversely, overly intrusive caregivers, such that they never learned to identify or express 
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their feelings (Krystal, 1988; McDougall, 1989; Taylor et al., 1997).  Many researchers 
have drawn from these etiological theories of alexithymia to posit that these bulimic 
women must have experienced similar dysfunctional relationships, specifically during the 
language acquisition process, when most children learn to pair linguistic referents to 
subjective experience (Chassler, 1997; Cole-Detke & Kobak, 1996; Krueger, 1997; 
Taylor et al., 1997; Wheeler & Broad, 1994).  This speculation is further supported by a 
large body of research on eating disorders and attachment, which has demonstrated that 
many eating disordered women show signs of ambivalent attachment to care-givers (e.g., 
Brogberg, Hjalmers, & Nevonen, 2001; Ward, Ramsay, Turnbull, Benedettini, & 
Treasure, 2000).  Based on this research, it is often assumed that the mothers of eating 
disordered women were not “good enough” in fostering the separation-individuation 
process, and that during adolescence, these young women regressed back to an earlier 
stage of development wherein they become dependent on food as a substitute maternal 
object (Fowler, Brunnschweiler, & Brock, 2002; Jacobson, 1988; O'Kearney, 1996).    
There are several problems with this common etiological speculation about 
bulimic women.  First, the empirical research seems to reject a simple linear relationship 
between eating disorders and alexithymia.  As most women with eating disorders do not 
in fact share the complete psychological profile of the traditional alexithymic, to conflate 
their etiologies may be to make a reductive clinical mistake.  Secondly, the move to 
reduce these problems to an abnormal attachment experience, for bulimic-alexithymics, 
ignores the extremely pertinent fact that the prevalence of bulimia in women has 
skyrocketed in the past thirty years, indicating that the contemporary cultural context may 
play a profound role in constituting the disorder.   
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Feminist theorists have certainly written a great deal on the cultural factors 
contributing to the presence of eating disorders, however this work tends to focus more 
on the social signification of food and women’s bodies and the market’s interest in both 
(e.g., Bordo, 1993).  Certainly, these analyses have made an invaluable contribution to 
eating disorders research and women’s studies in general.  However, by focusing on 
larger social and cultural issues, these theoretical accounts can also lose sight of the 
individual and interpersonal dynamics of women suffering from these disorders.  While 
some theorists have discussed how the family systems and personality types of bulimics 
and anorectics are supported and perpetuated by the current social and cultural milieu 
(Bloom, Gitter, Gutwill, Kogel, & Zaphiropoulos, 1994), as of yet, there is no empirical 
research demonstrating how these factors might together construct the lived experience of 
eating disordered women. 
The current study attempts to address this problem by investigating how four 
bulimic women experience and express their emotions and by contextualizing their 
experience within an explicitly articulated interpersonal and socio-cultural context.  In so 
doing, I aim to demonstrate how the non-expression of emotions can be understood 
psychodynamically and intersubjectively, as an important facet of bulimic women’s 
personal psychological landscape.  Moreover, by locating these individual issues within a 
particular socio-cultural context, I aim to shift the mother-blaming discourse that 
saturates psychodynamic eating disordered research away from early developmental 
experiences and toward the dominant discourses of patriarchal culture. 
The significance of researching this phenomenon for clinical practice is great.  
Manualized cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) is currently the treatment of choice for 
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bulimia however the recovery rates for this treatment are low.  CBT tends to focus on the 
dysfunctional thoughts and behaviors of the eating disordered patient, rather than the 
interpersonal and emotional aspects of her experience.  It may be that CBT’s ignorance of 
how these important factors contribute to bulimic behavior leads to its poor outcome 
statistics, and that other types of therapy may be more appropriate for this population.  
The current study holds this possibility as its ultimate motivation, maintaining that a 
deeper exploration of the emotional and interpersonal lives of bulimic women can help 
clinicians to better understand how these culturally-determined and largely unconscious 
factors motivate their dangerous behavior. 
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LITERATRE REVIEW 
Bulimia Nervosa 
Phenomenology 
While the self-starvation practices of anorexia nervosa have been described since 
the 19
th
 century, cases of bingeing and purging were extremely rare until the latter third 
of the 20
th
 century.  Early psychoanalysts had described cases of “psychogenic 
vomiting,” which they typically attributed to oral impregnation fantasies (Chassler, 1997; 
Taylor, Bagby, & Parker, 1997).  However, it was not until the 1970’s that the 
psychotherapeutic community began to actually see these individuals on a regular basis.  
Bulimia Nervosa was identified as a distinct eating disorder in by Russel in 1979 and was 
included in the DSM-III in 1980 (Fairburn & Wilson, 1993).  Prevalence rates of the 
disorder have risen dramatically in the past 20 years, and researchers now estimate that 2-
18% of all women meet its diagnostic criteria (Kenney & Hart, 1992; Zerbe, 1995).     
Bulimia Nervosa is characterized by regular episodes of binge eating, usually over 
1,000 calories in one sitting, with subsequent compensatory behavior following the binge.  
The most common compensatory behavior is vomiting, although many women will 
employ multiple means to evacuate the food, such as by taking laxatives, vomiting, 
and/or by fasting the following day.  Because none of these methods work successfully 
enough to purge their entire caloric intake, bulimics, unlike anorexics, are often within 
normal weight ranges
1
.   
                                                 
1
 There are also a number of individuals who binge-eat without engaging in compensatory behavior and 
these individuals are typically obese.  However in order to qualify for bulimia, one must engage in some 
behavior that attempts to compensate for the binge.  There are currently efforts being made to include 
“binge-eating disorder” in the DSM, and to recognize these individuals as also having a diagnosable mental 
illness (Fairburn & Wilson, 1993). 
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Constant bingeing and purging behavior results in great health risks, including 
dental erosion, gastritis, esophagitis, colonic dysmotility, and cardiac abnormalities 
(APA, 2000), yet many bulimic women find it nearly impossible to stop a regular binge-
purge cycle after it has begun.  Because of this some have targeted bulimia as a type of 
compulsive addiction and speculate that these individuals may be addicted to the 
euphoric “high” they experience following a binge, which is likely due to the ingestion of 
large amounts of carbohydrates (Davis & Claridge, 1998; Katherine, 1991; Trotsky, 
2002) 
Many bulimics also describe feeling disassociated during a binge episode, as if in 
a “fog” or a “trance” (Waller et al., 2003).  Theorists have speculated that these 
individuals have poor tolerance for negative affect, and they use the bingeing as a way to 
dissociate and “deaden” those painful feelings (Aronson, 1993; Bromberg, 2001; 
Krueger, 1997).  Bingeing and purging behavior thus becomes a functional necessity in 
the service of protecting the individual from experiencing threatening affect.  As Reiser 
(1990, as cited in Aronson, 1993) writes,  
For some bulimic individuals, achieving this change in feeling state may 
 constitute a powerful primary conscious rather than incidental aim of bingeing.  
 Life conflicts that evoke strong affective arousal – for example, lust, anger, 
 competitive aggression, loneliness – frequently precede and precipitate binges.  
 Achieving altered ego states can be an unconscious motive for bingeing.  
(pp 35- 36). 
It is often further hypothesized that either a history of trauma or poor attachment 
to caregivers has foreclosed the possibility of more sophisticated ways to modulate these 
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negative affective experiences.  For example, David Krueger (1997) suggests that eating 
disordered individuals are developmentally arrested prior to the development of a fully 
integrated and individuated ego.  Drawing from self-psychology and object-relational 
theory, he posits that bulimics in particular lack the healthy selfobject function that others 
use to self-soothe and process distress.  He writes; 
When aggravated by an interruption in the emotional availability of an important 
other, the incomplete self enters a cycle of hurt, anger, and disorganization.  The 
individual’s response to the experience of an empty, depleted self is typically an 
attempt to gain control of forces regulating the unpleasant affect.  The effort of 
attempted restitution of the selfobject involves the symbolic equation of food.  (p. 
629). 
Other clinicians likewise understand the bulimic’s use of food as an “adult holding 
environment” (Gutwill, 1994) or substitute for the primary, comforting maternal object 
that was never fully integrated into her adult ego. 
These typically psychodynamic understandings of the disorder posit that intense 
psychotherapy which focuses on the relationship between client and therapist can re-
structure this faulty object-relatedness, thereby helping the bulimic learn how to tolerate 
distressing emotions without dissociating through bingeing.  For, as Bromberg (2001) 
describes the function of dissociation, “It is above all else, a dynamic mental organization 
designed for affective self-regulation – a mental structure tailored to anticipate trauma, 
but sufficiently permeable to be a potential doorway to therapeutic growth,” (p. 75). 
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Treatment Considerations 
 Indeed, some psychoanalytically-oriented clinicians describe successful 
therapeutic outcomes through intense, long-term therapy with bulimic patients 
(Petrucelli, 2001; Rizzuto, 1988).  However, there are also several drawbacks to using 
this type of treatment with bulimics.  It is often costly and time-intensive and therefore 
not compatible with the short-term treatment model often favored by most health 
insurance providers.  Moreover, many clinicians admit that in order to benefit from 
psychodynamic therapy, individuals must have the ego strength and maturity that only 
comes with age, yet most bulimic women are of high school or college age.  Finally, 
psychodynamic clinicians also admit that with this type of therapy, patients often get 
worse before they get better (Brisman, 2001), and with such a dangerous disorder, many 
individuals, parents, and clinicians are not be willing to take such a risk.   
Subsequently, the “treatment of choice” (Wilson, 1996, p. 197) for most large-
scale institutions treating eating disorder patients on a regular basis is cognitive-
behavioral therapy (CBT), as its course can be completed within 12 sessions in its 
standardized form.  The cognitive-behavioral model of BN developed by Fairburn, 
Marcus, and Wilson (1993, as cited in Wilson, Fairburn & Agras, 1997) states that low 
self-esteem causes “extreme concerns about shape and weight” (p. 70), which leads to 
strict dieting.  The individual who is restricting her food intake eventually reaches a point 
where she is “physiologically and psychologically susceptible to periodic loss of control 
over eating” (p. 70), and subsequently engages in a binge.  Fairburn (1997) later added 
that the dietary restricting preceding a binge usually occurs during periods of negative 
affect for the individual.  This negative affect makes it even more difficult for the 
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individual to continue to restrict, and binge eating seems to alleviate her distressing 
emotions.  In order to compensate for the large caloric intake of a binge, however, the 
individual then engages in purging behavior. The perceived lack of control, which occurs 
with the binge, also leads back to the initial low self-esteem, extreme concerns over shape 
and weight, and strict dieting.  Since the model is circular, the individual finds it 
extremely difficult to exit the cycle once it has begun, and cognitive-behavioral therapy is 
prescribed in order to teach the individual how to break the cycle of maladaptive thoughts 
and behaviors. 
While CBT is continually cited as the front-line treatment of choice for eating 
disorders, the actual numbers of individuals who are recovered from BN following a 
round of CBT are disheartening.  Overall, only about 50% of patients cease bingeing and 
purging altogether following treatment, and the remission rate of those patients has been 
cited at 55% (Wilson, 1994; 1999; Wonderlich, Mitcherll, Peterson, & Crow, 2001).  
Therefore, if roughly seventy-five percent of the patients who receive CBT fail to make a 
full recovery, the question arises as to whether there is a possibility of a more effective 
standard of care for BN.  While espousing a similar sentiment, Kathryn Zerbe writes: 
These stark findings demonstrate that almost one-half of those diagnosed as 
having an eating disorder are plagued by more than the mere symptom of sporadic 
gluttony or food restriction alone.  They suffer mightily in many areas of their 
lives.  This concomitant dysfunctioning will come as no surprise to anyone who 
gets to know individuals with eating disorders.  They are filled with unexplained 
anxieties and are unable to relieve their inner tension, yet they want to get close to 
others and are afraid to.  Often they will cry out for (but simultaneously reject) 
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interpersonal relationships, even with family members.  This contradictory 
behavior makes it difficult for other people, including their therapist, to reach out 
to them consistently.  Consequently, many clinicians are only too aware of how 
often their treatment efforts will fall short, often leading to personal feelings of 
inadequacy that are echoed by the patients themselves and their family members.  
(pp. 18-19). 
       Zerbe’s call for a more multifarious exploration into the complex processes that 
constitute an eating disorder suggests that any such exploration will likely involve an 
array of overlapping compound factors.  Indeed, it may be near impossible to formulate a 
comprehensive etiology of bulimia.  However, researchers can begin to look to other 
common features of the disorder in order to improve current treatment approaches.  The 
following section concerns one such frequently noted aspect of the disorder, specifically 
the great difficulty that many bulimics experience with the spoken expression of 
emotions.  Perhaps through further exploration into this common and yet elusive 
characteristic, clinicians can better address some of what Zerbe called the “concomitant 
dysfunctioning,” that exacerbates and perpetuates bulimic behavior.  
Bulimia and the Verbal Expression of Emotions 
 That many bulimics seem to have difficulty with recognizing and speaking about 
their emotional experience has long been noted by psychotherapists.  For example, Ana-
Maria Rizzuto (1988) observed this phenomenon when working psychoanalytically with 
“bulimarexic” patients: 
They are able to express emotion about events that do not concern them directly.  
They freeze, withdraw, or get furious when they are asked to describe their own 
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feelings or their private thoughts.  However, their language limitation is barely 
noticeable because they frequently speak with a poorly disguised sense of 
superiority.  What seems impaired in these patients is the affective and self-
referential component of speech.  They cannot use language to reveal themselves 
to others or to understand the intent of others to communicate intimately with 
them.  They cannot use private speech to relate meaningfully in their imagination 
either to objects or to themselves.  (p. 370). 
Many theorists have suggested that this inability to verbally express emotions results 
from poor affect tolerance.  For example, Ira Mintz (1992, as cited in Aronson, 1993) 
writes that, “the silence was a consequence of such frightening thoughts and intense 
feelings that the patient felt overwhelmed by them and so felt it necessary to suppress 
them by all means possible, including silence,” (pp. 36-37).  
Other researchers have classified this tendency as, “alexithymia,” a clinical term 
coined by Nemiah and Sifneos (Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970) and derived from the older, 
“pensee operatoire,” a phrase used by the French psychoanalysts Marty and de M’Uzan, 
to describe the concrete, non-symbolic thinking characteristic of patients who present a 
pattern of psychosomatic complaints  (Krystal, 1988).  Drawing from interviews with 20 
“psychosomatic” patients, Nemiah and Sifneos (1970) first described alexithymia as 
such: 
In summary, it can be said that: (1) The majority of the patients manifested a 
striking incapacity for the verbal description and expression of feelings.  (2) In 
most of the patients, their associations referred to external events and actions 
rather than to internal fantasies.  The associations were, in other words, stimulus-
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bound rather than drive-determined.  (3)  Furthermore, our own introspections 
revealed a sense of frustration when interviewing the patients, and a feeling that 
they were dull, lifeless, colorless, and boring, and did not respond to our 
interventions like those with the common psychoneuroses. (p. 159) 
Since the 1970’s, clinicians have discussed the above alexithymic personality style as 
characteristic of individuals who experienced poor attachment to primary caregivers and 
who later manifest psychosomatic difficulties (Krystal, 1988; McDougall, 1989; Nemiah, 
1977; Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970; Taylor et al., 1997).   
Empirical Research on Eating Disorders and Alexithyima 
In the past decade, empirical research has demonstrated a strong correlation 
between alexithymia and eating disorders (Cochrane, Brewerton, Wilson, and Hodges, 
1993; Jimerson, Wolfe, Franko, Covino, and Sifneos, 1994; Laquatra & Clopton, 1994), 
To date, most of this research has relied on the statistical correlation of at least two self-
report scales, one to measure eating disordered pathology and the other to measure 
alexithymia.  Although the scales used to measure eating disorders vary to some degree, 
the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS) has been used consistently to measure alexithymia.   
The TAS was developed by Taylor, Bagby, and Parker (1997) as a self-report 
scale that would tap into the construct as it was first described by Nemiah and Sifneos 
(1970) and others.  Their work on the TAS yielded the operational definition of 
alexithymia, which was subdivided into four factors: I) an inability to identify emotions, 
II) an inability to differentiate affective states from physiological ones, III) an inability to 
daydream and use metaphors, and IV) a predominance of concrete, non-symbolic 
thinking (Taylor, Bagby, and Parker, 1997).   Using this instrument, several studies have 
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presented statistical correlations between measures of eating disordered pathology and 
alexithymia.  For example, Bourke, Taylor, Parker, and Bagby (1992) found that 77.1% 
of their 48 anorexic patients could be labeled as alexithymic by reaching the cut-off score 
on the TAS, as opposed to 6.7% of the 30 women in their matched control group.   
While attempting to explore the relationship between eating disorders and 
alexithymia, concerns have arisen over simultaneous confounding variables, such as 
depression, which is commonly found to be co-morbid with eating disorders.  For 
example, Laquatra and Clopton (1994) gave the Eating Disorders Inventory (EDI) and 
the TAS to 308 female college students, and found a statistically significant correlation 
between scores on the EDI indicative of pathology and items on the TAS that measured 
the affective (factors I and II), rather than cognitive (factors III and IV) deficits of 
alexithymia.  In their discussion of the results, these authors hypothesized that 
“disordered eating and cognitive disturbance…may be two secondary patterns of 
behavior that can develop in young women who are struggling with affective 
difficulties,” (p. 378).  They suggest the possibility that the alexithymic characteristics 
found in these women may be more related to other psychological disorders, such as 
depression, which often presents similar cognitive and affective symptoms.   
Following this line of reasoning, some researchers have attempted to control for 
depression in their analysis of the correlation between alexithymia and eating disorders.    
In a study designed to assess the differences in presence and degree of alexithymia 
between different types of eating disorders, Corcos, Guilbaud, Speranza, Paterniti, Loas, 
Stephan, and Jeammet (2000), found that alexithymia, depression, and anxiety were 
significantly elevated in anorexic patients as compared to bulimics, but when depression 
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was controlled for, there were no differences in alexithymic characteristics for anorectics 
vs. bulimics.  Similarly, Sexton, Sunday, Hurt, and Halmi (1996), gave the TAS, EDI, 
and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) to 53 female inpatients diagnosed with either 
anorexia – restricting subtype (AN-R), anorexia – binge eating – purging subtype (AN-
BP), and bulimia nervosa (BN).  They found all the groups to be significantly more 
alexithymic than controls, but after controlling for depression, only AN-R scores on the 
TAS remained higher than controls.  They also found that level of depression and 
avoidant personality disorder were significant predictors of high scores on the TAS.  The 
authors conclude that “depression negates diagnostic differences on alexithymia,” and 
that therefore, “for AN-BP and BN patients alexithymia may be a reactive condition 
rather than a causative factor.  In contrast, for AN-R patients ratings of alexithymia, 
particularly difficulty in expressing feelings, were not influenced by level of depression 
and may not be an underlying pathognomonic variable,” (p. 285).   
 Indeed, concerns over whether alexithymia is a temporary state of these 
individuals, and thus a secondary characteristic of the psychopathology, or a more stable 
trait, which would pre-dispose certain populations to eating disorders, has led to a kind of 
chicken versus egg debate which researchers have been attempting to unscramble through 
pre and post treatment designs. For example, Schmidt, Jiwany, and Treasure’s 1993 study 
attempted to control for differences in alexithymic characteristics among the different 
types of eating disorders, specifically, anorexics, bulimics, and bulimic-anorexics.  Their 
results did show significantly elevated TAS scores for all of the eating disorder 
subgroups as compared to controls.  They also gave a group of bulimic patients the TAS 
at pre and post 10 week drug treatments, and found that despite improvements in 
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symptoms, the bulimics’ scores on the TAS remained stable. This led these authors to 
conclude that the alexithymia is a stable “trait” of the bulimic individuals, rather than an 
effect or “state” due to the acute stage of the disorder.   Similarly, De Groot, Rodin, and 
Olmstead (1995), tested 31 bulimic patients pre and post treatment at a partial hospital 
program for alexithymia, bulimic symptoms, and depression.  Their results showed that 
the bulimic patients were significantly more alexithymic than a control group of nurses at 
both pre and post treatment.  Since the alexithymic symptoms remained after treatment, 
the authors concluded that the findings supported Schmidt et al’s earlier drug treatment 
study, which suggested alexithymia to be a more enduring trait of these individuals.  
They also concluded that depression and alexithymic symptoms are similar and 
overlapping, but ultimately separate conditions in these individuals.  Other studies have 
also attempted to uncover possible confounds to the simple correlation, including the 
presence of co-morbid Axis I and Axis II disorders, as well as more general, non-
diagnostic personality types such as Type A personality (Sureda, Valdes, Jodar, & de 
Pablo, 1999). 
Problems with the Correlational Research: Construct Validity of Alexithymia 
Perhaps the most puzzling finding from several studies, however, concerns the 
construct validity of alexithymia as it is measured by the TAS.  Over the years, the TAS 
has been modified extensively by its creators; Taylor, Bagby, and Parker (Parker, Taylor, 
& Bagby, 2003; Parker, Taylor, & Bagby, 1989; Taylor et al., 1997), who have 
conducted several studies designed to test its reliability and validity.  For example, they 
noted that some studies demonstrated that the third factor, lack of daydreaming, had 
“little theoretical coherency with the other facets of the alexithymia construct,” and that 
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“a three factor solution was a better match to the data,” (Taylor, et. al, 1997).  They 
therefore dropped this factor from the earlier four-factor version, which resulted in the 
current 20-item Toronto Alexithymia Scale, or the TAS-20, which is now based on a 
three-factor model of alexithymia.   
The TAS-20 lists 20 statements that respondents code on a five-point likert scale, 
as to how much they agree or disagree with the expressed sentiment.  These 20 items are 
subdivided into the three factors, so that statements such as: “I am often confused about 
what emotion I am feeling,” “I have feelings that I can’t quite identify,” and “I don’t 
know what’s going on inside me,” fall under Factor 1: Difficulty Identifying Feelings.  
Factor 2: Difficulty Describing Feelings, is determined by items such as: “It is difficult 
for me to find the right words for my feelings,” and “I am able to describe my feelings 
easily,” (reverse scored).  Finally, statements such as: “Being in touch with emotions is 
essential,” (reverse scored), “I prefer talking to people about their daily activities rather 
than their feelings,” account for Factor 3:  Externally-Oriented Thinking (Taylor, Bagby, 
& Parker, 1992). 
Using either the earlier four-factor model or the current three-factor model, quite 
a few studies have shown that eating disordered behavior seems to correlate highly only 
with the first two factors: inability to identify and describe feelings (De Groot, Rodin, & 
Olmsted, 1995; Jimerson, Wolfe, Franko, Covino, & Sifneos, 1994; Laquatra & Clopton, 
1994; Sexton, Sunday, Hurt, & Halmi, 1998; Sureda, Valdes, Jodar, & de Pablo, 1999).  
This finding yields several important questions concerning the demonstrated correlation 
between eating disorders and alexithymia.  First, is it possible that within these studies, 
the TAS was tapping into something that shares certain characteristics with alexithymia, 
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but is not necessarily what is commonly understood as alexithymia?  If so, is the TAS a 
valid measure of the phenomenon as it is presented with eating disordered individuals?  
Finally, if it is not, should alternate measures of, for example the verbal expression of 
emotional experience, be used with this population?  
The questions posed above, which address the common pattern throughout the 
research that eating disordered behavior only correlates highly with the first two factors 
of the TAS concern the construct validity of alexithymia, as it occurs with eating 
disorders.  The TAS has been shown to be a valid and reliable scale for measuring what is 
traditionally referred to as alexithymia, but if the eating disordered subgroup of 
alexithymics consistently miss the mark on demonstrating full-blown alexithymia, then 
perhaps their experience is similar but different to that of the typical alexithymic, and 
they should not be labeled as such.  If this is the case, then inquiries concerning the 
etiology of these characteristics among eating disordered patients may not (and perhaps, 
should not) lend themselves to the popular and traditional understandings of alexithymia. 
In the clinical literature, alexithymics are often described as “normopaths,” 
(McDougall, 1989), “normotic personality,” (Bollas, 1987), or simply “dull automatons” 
who have no concern with psychic experience or fantasy (Krystal, 1988).  For example, 
Henry Krystal (1988), who wrote a book on alexithymia, based on his work with 
alexithymic patients who were often victims of profound trauma, such as the Holocaust
2
.  
He described these patients as those who “give a boring recital of information with 
banality approaching that of mental retardation,” (p. 272) such as one man spent his 
entire time at the cinema observing the behaviors of the audience, because he could not 
                                                 
2
 Nemiah’ and Sifneos’ original theory of alexithymia was also developed in large part from their 
interactions with shell-shocked war veterans. 
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appreciate the psychological drama of the movie (p. 283).  This personality style seems to 
be similar to what Taylor, Bagby, and Parker were trying to measure with statement #20 
of the TAS: “Looking for hidden meanings in movies and plays distracts from their 
enjoyment,”(Taylor, Bagby, & Parker, 1992).  Indeed, in their original conception of 
alexithymia, Nemiah and Sifneos, whom Taylor at. al. (1997) credit as developing the 
construct, described alexithymic individuals as, “dull, lifeless, colorless, and boring,” 
(Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970) 
I have yet to come across a description of eating disordered patients in the clinical 
literature that is similar to the dull or “normopathic” personality commonly attributed to 
alexithymics.  Further, drawing from my personal experience of working with over 100 
eating disordered patients in a partial hospital program,
3
 I do not see much similarity at 
all between the alexithymic individuals described above and the eating disordered 
patients with whom I worked closely.  I have also had personal conversations with more 
experienced clinicians who have had clinical encounters with both the “dull, normopathic 
alexithymics,” and eating disordered clients, and who agree that they have very different 
presentations, interpersonal styles, and psychological dynamics. 
These clinical observations and the inconsistency in the empirical research calls 
into question the classification of eating disordered individuals as alexithymic simply 
because they score highly on the TAS.   Although the TAS is divided into three factors, 
its scoring system is uni-dimensional.  The scores on each of the items are summated and 
there is a cut-off score: those who score at or above 61 are categorized as alexithymic, 
and those who score below are not.   Further, while the authors do state on the scoring 
                                                 
3
 I am referring to the clinical practicum I completed at the Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, 
(WPIC), Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, from August 2001-May 2002, supervised by Elizabeth McCabe, LCSW. 
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sheet that; “although alexithymia is a dimensional construct, and TAS-20 scores best 
analyzed as a continuous variable,” they suggest that the “empirically derived cut-off 
scores may be used for identifying individuals with alexithymia,” (Taylor et al., 1992).  
Many researchers, including Taylor, Bagby, and Parker themselves, have used the 
demonstrated correlation between high scores on the TAS and eating disorder 
symptomology to transpose general theories about the development and etiology of 
alexithymia onto theories about eating disorders (Cochrane, Brewerton, Wilson, & 
Hodges, 1993; De Groot et al., 1995; Laquatra & Clopton, 1994; Mazzeo & Espelage, 
2002).  I contend that this conflation of eating disorders and alexithymia is problematic, 
since eating disordered women consistently fail to present a fully alexithymic profile. 
Kirmayer and Robbins (1993) recognized this difficulty following their study of 
the cognitive and social correlates of the TAS, where they concluded that each factor 
measures very distinct and heterogenous facets of experience.  They stated that, “placing 
patients within broad categories may impede understanding of their problems.  Dividing 
alexithymia into specific cognitive and social components can help clinicians identify 
patients’ skills and resources as well as their deficits, thereby promoting accurate 
assessment and effective intervention,” (p. 50).   Indeed, within the alexithymia research, 
there seems to be circular logic operating between construct and measure.   This is a 
legitimate validity concern which has been noted as a common occurrence with this type 
of psychological research (Cosgrove, 2004), whereby the measure creates the very 
construct it is meant to assess.  Thus, although Taylor, Bagby, and Parker first developed 
the TAS as a simple method to demonstrate the presence of the alexithymic personality 
style, their tool has now become the definitive yardstick of alexithymia, so that 
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alexithymia is defined by scoring above a 61 on the TAS
4
.  If this is indeed the case, then, 
as Kirmayer and Robbins point out, the clinical utility of labeling people as alexithymic 
must be called into question, especially where researchers assume that because there is a 
correlation between two conditions, similar dynamics must contribute to both. 
The possibility exists that there are no current measures that can accurately tap 
into the eating disordered individual’s unique experience of emotions, and that the 
measures which are currently used in experimental research designs, such as the TAS, 
lead the researcher down the wrong theoretical path when conceptualizing the specific 
psychological processes of this population.  At the very least, however, this research does 
indisputably demonstrate that many women with eating disorders do have difficulty with 
verbally expressing their emotional experience; an observation which psychoanalytic 
clinicians have noticed with their eating disordered patients for decades.  Perhaps if 
researchers were not so quick to classify this occurrence as “alexithymia,” and place 
these individuals into a category where they do not completely fit, a greater 
understanding of the phenomenon and its underlying dynamics could be established. 
Psychodynamic Theories on Bulimia, Emotional Expression, and Attachment 
Psychodynamic Conceptualization and Clinical Observations  
 Scattered throughout the many descriptions of bulimic patients in current eating 
disorder literature are observations and discussions of these patients’ typical resistance to 
speaking about their emotional experience.  For example, Rizutto (1988) writes that, 
                                                 
4
 Another piece of evidence contributing to this definitional circularity is the myriad studies that Taylor et. 
al. and others have conducted using the TAS to demonstrate correlations between alexithymia and such 
disparate medical and psychological disorders as: depression, anxiety disorders, substance abuse disorders, 
somatoform disorders, chronic pain, hypertension, diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, borderline personality 
disorder, and others.  That alexithymia, as measured by the TAS, seems to be significant within all of these 
populations calls into question its utility as a descriptive and distinct psychological construct.   
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“patients suffering from [bulimia] are most disinclined to talk about themselves as feeling 
persons.  Externalization, attention to the outside world, prevails over self-inquiry and 
communication of conscious mental processes,” (p. 370).  One of the earliest 
psychoanalytic clinicians to work with and write about eating disordered patients, Hilde 
Bruch, noted that these patients, “experience their emotions in a bewildering way and 
often are unable to describe them,” (Bruch, 1973, as cited in Taylor, et. al, 1997).  Bruch 
also noted that these patients had difficulty identifying and acting upon any internal 
feeling-state, including those that were physiological in origin.  According to Taylor et. 
al. (1997), she theorized that this, “interoceptive confusion is a consequence of 
consistently poor attunement between the innate needs of the child and the responses of 
the caregivers in the environment,” (p. 193). 
Many psychodynamically-oriented clinicians follow Bruch’s initial attempt to 
understand this problem by tracing it back to a mis-attunement by the mother to the 
infant’s affective experience, which they believe paves the way for life-long confusion 
over the meaning of internal emotional states.   Such theories draw from psychoanalytic 
object-relations and attachment theorists such as Mahler, Winnicott, and Bion, who first 
described how infants acquire the ability to differentiate feeling states and linguistically 
symbolize them within the "holding environment" (Winnincott, 1953/1986) of their 
mothers
5
.    
According to such theories, at this early stage in life, the infant is unaware of self 
and other; her entire field of awareness remains a state of symbiosis, where hunger and 
distress are magically relieved with nourishment and satisfaction.  Margaret Mahler 
                                                 
5
 Of course, the primary caregiver could be someone other than the mother, however, most of these early 
theorists only referred to the mother, and today the mother is still the dominant caregiver in our culture.   
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(1986) described the first few weeks of life as “normal autism,” whereby “the infant 
seems to be in a state of primitive hallucinatory disorientation, in which need satisfaction 
belongs to his own omnipotent, autistic orbit.”  (p. 200).  The main goal of the infant at 
this time is to achieve a state of homeostasis, which is accomplished through tension-
reducing activities performed by both herself and her mother.  It is commonly understood 
that if the infant is securely attached and the mother is “good enough,” (Winnicott, 1960) 
in responding to her infant’s needs, they will be attuned to each other.  Such attunement 
is a necessity at this stage of the infant’s life, as she has no formal way to communicate.  
However, as Mahler has described (1975), in order to grow into an individual 
person, the infant must achieve separation and individuation from this symbiotic 
connection with her mother.  This separation-individuation phase is no small task for 
either the infant or the mother to navigate successfully.  In order to help the child develop 
a separate sense of self, the mother must loosen her attuned hold on the infant at times, so 
that the infant can learn to rely on her own sense of self to learn how to operate in the 
world.  During this “practicing phase,” the mother should also remain as the safe “home 
base,” to which the infant can return when she needs help in her task.  The mother must 
therefore walk veritable balance-beam of holding on and letting go, and it is at this 
important stage where many object-relational theorists believe that one false step can lead 
to a lifetime of psychological difficulty.  Perhaps the most famous proponent of the 
necessity of this maternal balancing act, was D.W. Winnicott, who stated (1960), 
As a result of success in maternal care there is built up in the infant a continuity of 
being which is the basis of ego strength; whereas the result of each failure in 
maternal care is that the continuity of being is interrupted by reactions to the 
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consequences of that failure, with resultant ego-weakening.  Such interruptions 
constitute annihilation, and are evidently associated with pain of psychotic quality 
and intensity.  In the extreme case the infant exists only on the basis of a 
continuity of reactions to impingement and of recoveries from such reactions.  
This is in great contrast to the continuity of being which is my conception of ego 
strength (pp. 248-249). 
Winnicott advocated that if the bond between mother and infant is strong the mother will 
simply “know” the correct balance between attunement and separation - a proposition 
that has met with some criticism by feminist theorists (e.g., Doane & Hodges, 1992). 
Nonetheless, for the present purposes, it is also important to recognize that this is 
the period in child development when the process of language acquisition occurs.  As the 
infant learns to discriminate between his own emotions and the emotional atmosphere in 
the environment, he is also learning how to cognitively categorize those experiences by 
labeling them with words.  In describing this process, Bion (1962) discussed the role of 
beta-elements and the alpha function in the child’s emotional and cognitive development.  
Beta-elements are pure affects that have not been represented by cognitive categories.  
They, “are not felt to be phenomena, but things in themselves,” (p. 6), or “undigested 
facts,” (p.7).  The alpha function serves to symbolize these beta elements through 
cognitive processes, and thus render them digestible.  The alpha function, as learned and 
secondary, must first be mediated through the mother, who serves as a “container” for the 
child’s pleasant and unpleasant experiences.  The mother must fulfill this role so that the 
child can learn to contain, and then cognitively and linguistically symbolize these affects 
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herself.  According to Bion, the ability to identify these emotional states in conscious 
awareness is tantamount to developing an integrated sense of self. 
When discussing the paucity of verbal emotional expression noteworthy of 
bulimics, many clinicians have drawn from these theories to hypothesize that something 
must have gone wrong during this important stage in their development.  Taylor (2000) 
quotes Bruch (1973) when stating that, “the mother’s misinterpretation of the non-verbal, 
presymbolic communications of her infant, and the parents’ ‘direct mislabeling of a 
child’s feeling state, such that he must be hungry (or cold, or tired) regardless of the 
child’s own experience…leads a child to mistrust the legitimacy of his own feelings and 
experiences’ (p. 62),” (p. 193).  Rizzuto (1988) claims that when consistent mis-
communication occurs between mother and child, particularly about affective states, the 
child cannot learn to trust that her own experience is “right.”  She states that this, “partial 
failure of language to achieve its affective and communicative function…may bring 
about the conditions for somatic reactions, fear of the power of words, feelings of not 
being seen and heard, and the disappearance of the wish to communicate,” (pp. 375-376).  
Therefore, if the caregiver was either too symbiotic with the infant, by not differentiating 
the infant’s experience from her own, or was too distant and did not help the child to 
learn how to adequately conceptualize her feeling states, the result is confusion over what 
the child herself is feeling.  Connecting these early confusions to later bulimic behavior, 
Thomas Ogden (1989, as cited in Aronson, 1993) writes, “An important aspect of the 
experience of these patients is an unconscious fear that the patient does not know what he 
desires.  This leads him to ward off the panic associated with such awareness by behaving 
as if it is food that is desired,” (p. 68). 
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Such theories further claim that these early mis-attunements and subsequent 
individuation experiences between the infant and mother can lead to poor object-
relatedness later on, such that the child either feels too enmeshed or too withdrawn from 
the maternal object, or perhaps a combination of both.  According to object-relations 
theory, children must learn to introject the maternal object so that they can later soothe 
themselves when she is not actually there.  Winnicott (1962), was the first to describe this 
process of transition from the actual mother to a substitute material transitional object, 
and finally to a psychic representation of that object, in the service of self-soothing and 
the regulation of affect.  Should the child fail to develop an adequate intrapsychic 
representation of this object, she will have no internal guide to help her sort out and 
mitigate distressing internal experiences.  In the bulimic’s case, she may turn to food, 
which, because of its earlier soothing qualities, is reminiscent of the early maternal 
object.  As David Krueger (1997), who uses the more ego-psychological term selfobject 
writes, “food, a concretized selfobject for these individuals, is more tangible, and 
predictable than disappointing and/or unavailable other human selfobjects,”  
It is therefore commonly thought that because these individuals were never taught 
how to conceptualize and regulate complex emotional experiences, they cannot speak of 
those experiences, and what is felt, rather than, “a little anxiety,” or “nostalgic sadness,” 
is simple, overwhelming distress.  As Taylor (2000) states, “Unable to insulate 
themselves against overstimulation, and without the ability to soothe themselves, bulimic 
patients are considered prone to intolerable inner tension and a sense of deadness or 
emptiness pervading their inner worlds,” (p. 195).  Many theorists therefore contend that 
a binge functions as a self-soothing device, as a way to placate those intolerable feelings 
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by stuffing them down with food.  This contention seems to be supported by clinical 
observation.  Flarsheim (1975, as cited in Aronson, 1993), wrote of one patient, “[she] 
said that in the past all she ever wanted to do was to die and be dead to stop feeling, and 
that eating and vomiting, ‘full and empty,” was a way of stopping feelings,” (p. 32).   
Bromberg (2001) writes that because these individuals were not able to achieve 
secure relatedness to primary objects, their adult interpersonal relatedness suffers as well.  
Healthy separation from the mother entails developing the capacity to tolerate the loss of 
her power as one who can magically soothe away painful affect. According to object-
relations theory, one does so by gradually incorporating that maternal soothing function 
into one’s own ego.  However, those who never learned to incorporate the maternal 
object remain in mourning, especially when faced with interpersonal situations that 
remind them of the loss and “insufficiency” that is fundamental to human life.  According 
to Bromberg, “the degree to which one draws satisfaction from human relatedness will 
keep him from seeking nonhuman solutions  (such as food) as a means of compensating 
for the experience of loss,” and further, “the person who eventually shows up at the 
therapist’s office, no matter how she chooses to define her presenting problem, is 
someone whose real problem is that she is at the mercy of her own feelings, someone 
who is enslaved by her felt inability to contain desire as a regulatable affect,” (p. 74).     
Thus, to summarize these psychodynamic theories, bulimic behavior is essentially 
a learned, compensatory soothing function used for the regulation of overwhelming 
affective experience.  For these individuals, normal emotional states are experienced as 
diffuse and intolerable because of failures in early ego development during the 
separation-individuation stage, whereby the ability to conceptually process 
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psychosomatic affect and render it less threatening through the abstracting function of 
language, was not adequately developed.  Since the primary caregiver is seen as 
responsible for teaching the child how to utilize language to differentiate and process 
emotional experience, it is often assumed that this relationship must have been 
dysfunctional for the bulimic.  As such, she has also failed to develop healthy object-
relatedness, which precludes the ability to tolerate much of life’s stresses.  Lacking a 
more mature capacity to bear these distressing experiences, she substitutes food, the 
original soothing connection between herself and the maternal object, to regulate those 
experiences.  In addition, since she has not adequately developed the ability to 
discriminate different emotional experiences with language, she feels only diffuse, global 
distress to which she cannot apply a linguistic referent.  Hence, she does not know what 
she feels, and she certainly cannot communicate that to others. 
Empirical Research on Eating Disorders and Attachment 
If this formulation is correct, than we would expect that many bulimics would 
have dysfunctional relationships with their primary caregivers and show other signs of 
poor attachment as well.  In fact there have been a number of empirical studies that 
support this claim.  Several studies have given measures of attachment such as the 
Attachment History Questionnaire (AHQ) to samples of eating disordered inpatients and 
college-aged women, and have found that the eating disordered women consistently score 
higher on measures of ambivalent attachment than their non-eating disordered peers 
(Broberg, Hjalmers, & Nevonen, 2001; Kenny & Hart, 1992; Chassler, 1997; Ward, 
Ramsay, Turnbull, Benedettini, & Treasure, 1999).  In one such study, Kenny & Hart 
(1992) found that their sample of eating disordered women, “characterized their 
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relationships as more affectively negative, described their parents as less supportive of 
their independent strivings, and described themselves as less likely to seek out and 
receive comfort from their parents in times of stress,” (p. 524).   
Similarly, Chassler’s (1997) sample of anorectic and bulimic inpatients scored 
significantly higher than their non-eating disordered peers on the AHQ.  She found 
further significance within two of the four factors of the AHQ, lending support to her 
conclusion that these women did not have a secure attachment base and had experienced 
threats of separation.  After analyzing individual questions, she further surmised that 
eating disordered women were more likely to experience feelings of helplessness, shame, 
guilt, loneliness, and responsibility for their parents’ happiness.   
Ward et al. (2000), gave the Reciprocal Attachment Questionnaire (RAQ) to 
eating disordered inpatients and controls, which revealed a particular pattern of “push-
pull” attachment among the eating disordered women, who scored highly on measures of 
both compulsive care-seeking and compulsive self-reliance.  The authors noted that these 
results were consistent with clinician descriptions of these patients’ conflicted 
interpersonal styles, where cries for help will often alternate with demands to “leave me 
alone!” (p. 374).  Similarly, Broberg et al. (2001) found that their sample of 145 eating 
disordered inpatients scored significantly higher than controls on measures of ambivalent 
attachment, leading these authors to suggest that clinicians focus on “both sides of the 
coin,” when working with eating disordered patients, as it seems that these women will 
simultaneously long for closeness and independence. 
Thus, the contention that many bulimic women have difficulty verbally 
expressing emotional experience, and that this is likely coterminous with an ambivalent 
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attachment style seems to be supported by the empirical research, although the 
connections between the two factors has not been studied as systematically
6
.  Moreover, 
since it is generally accepted that attachment styles develop in the first three years of an 
individual’s life, and that the outcome is largely due to the nature of the relationship 
between the child and her primary caregiver (Mahler, 1986a, 1986b), it is often 
concluded that these women have experienced some type of dysfunction within these 
early relationships.  Further, since most children’s’ primary caregiver is their mother, 
mother-daughter relationships are often seen as occupying the seat of the problem.  
O’Kearney (1995), summarizes this formulation by stating that, “the failure to develop 
autonomy from parenting figures, especially the mother, because of parental intrusiveness 
and over-control,” leads the adult bulimic woman to binge “as a way of maintaining an 
attachment to the mother via sensorimotor representation,” especially during adolescence, 
a time of “demands for greater physical and psychological autonomy,” (pp. 118-119).   
Indeed, although most clinicians accept a multi-etiological model of eating 
disorders and admit that cultural factors also contribute to its etiology, many therapeutic 
interventions remain focused on dysfunctional attachment experiences and mother-
daughter relationships.  Thus, within clinical settings, mothers are often deemed at least 
partially responsible for their daughter’s disorder, either implicitly or explicitly, such as 
the following statement from Jacobson (1988): “Abnormal eating patterns such as 
anorexia nervosa and bulimia suggest the presence of severe psychopathology, the roots 
of which can be found in an undependable and conflicted mother-infant relationship.” (p. 
113).   
                                                 
6
 A PsycInfo database search on March 8, 2005 yielded two studies (both dissertations) on this topic 
(Bogaert-Martinez, 1996; Trichilo, 1998). 
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Certainly, the practice of “mother blaming” has a long history within the field of 
clinical psychology and more specifically psychoanalysis, and has resulted in many 
feminist critiques (Chodorow & Contratto, 1989; Debold, Wilson, & Malave, 1993; 
Doane & Hodges, 1992).  I contend that a disproportionate focus on the mother-daughter 
relationship is particularly problematic in the clinical treatment and research of eating 
disorders, since they are so clearly contingent on a specific cultural and historical milieu, 
i.e., young women in late twentieth century, post-industrial, Western culture. As Rabinor 
(1994) points out, “conceptualizations that acknowledge socio-cultural factors yet focus 
on pathological mothering, fail to expand our understanding of either the etiology or the 
treatment of disordered eating, and often produce therapeutic interventions that damage 
the mother-daughter relationship,” (p. 274).   
I agree with Rabinor that to focus exclusively on early developmental 
experiences, particularly with a disorder that is so obviously rooted in a specific socio-
historical context, is a careless and potentially damaging move in both the research and 
treatment of the disorder.   Common sense dictates that if the cause of the disorder could 
be found exclusively within poor attachment experiences, then men would be as 
susceptible as women to bulimia, yet we know that eating disorders are vastly over-
represented by women.  Similarly, we might have seen the disorder appear earlier than in 
the last thirty years, as instances of poor attachment between parent and child have 
undoubtedly existed throughout time.  Yet statistics show that there is currently a rise in 
clinical populations of bulimic women.  With this evidence, it seems imperative to begin 
asking questions about how the complex interactions between personal development, 
modern culture, and family structure co-construct these specific subjectivities.  
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Theoretical work on the prevalence of eating disorders within our culture has already 
been accomplished in large part by feminist writers and clinicians.  I will briefly present 
some of that work, with the hope that I can begin to conceptualize these complex 
interactions by examining them through the often incompatible fields of feminism and 
psychodynamic theory. 
Feminist theories of bulimia  
Cultural-feminist Perspectives 
There have been myriad feminist theories put forth as to why we have seen such a 
dramatic increase in prevalence of eating disorders in the past three decades. One 
common hypothesis suggests that while bulimic and anorexic symptoms are relatively 
new to modern culture, the same underlying suffering has been experienced by many 
women for centuries.  This suffering manifests itself in different ways, depending on the 
prescriptive gender roles of the time, and it seems to rise in popularity following periods 
where feminism has made very public strides. 
For example, the psycho-historian, Nancy Theriot (1988), describes the 
widespread cases of chlorosis, or “green sickness,” that occurred in the mid to late 
nineteenth century.  Like the modern day anorectic, the sufferers were typically middle 
class adolescent girls who experienced “amenorrhea, a disturbed mental state, a 
pronounced disturbance of appetite, [and] loss of weight,” (p. 463).  Theriot connects 
chlorosis to anorexia in ways beyond the likeness in symptoms however, as she also 
locates the rise in incidence of both disorders occurred during historical shifts about the 
social expectations and opportunities for women.  Although she more specifically situates 
individual cases of chlorosis within mother/daughter relational tensions brought about by 
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these social and historical transformations, Theriot also recognizes what many other 
feminists have noted: that the symptoms of these disorders mirror and exaggerate the 
expected feminine traits of the time.   
Other theorists have likewise compared the modern-day anorexic to the Victorian 
hysteric (Romanyshyn, 1989; Showalter, 1993); often viewing the presentation of a 
particular set of symptoms “as a specifically feminine protolanguage, communicating 
through the body messages that cannot be verbalized,” (Showalter, 1993, p. 286).  Thus 
the bodies of the hysteric and the anorectic become a type of visual protest to the 
prescriptive gender roles of that era.  As Susan Bordo (1993) writes, 
In hysteria, agoraphobia, and anorexia, then, the woman’s body may be viewed as 
a surface on which conventional constructions of femininity are exposed starkly 
to view, through their inscription in extreme or hyperliteral form.  They are 
written, of course, in languages of horrible suffering.  It is as though these bodies 
are speaking to us of the pathology and violence that lurks just around the corner, 
waiting at the horizon of “normal” femininity.  It is no wonder that a steady motif 
in the feminist literature on female disorder is that of pathology as embodied 
protest – unconscious, inchoate, and counterproductive protest without an 
effective language, voice, or politics, but protest nonetheless. (p. 175). 
Bordo’s writing describes a common “body as protest” theory, which understands an 
eating disordered woman’s body to be the text upon which certain cultural conflicts are 
exposed.  Susie Orbach (1986), writing almost a decade earlier than Bordo, stated similar 
ideas: 
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The political prisoner who embarks upon a hunger strike does so to draw attention 
to the injustice of her or his incarceration and the righteousness of his or her 
cause.  The anorectic woman on a hunger strike echoes these themes.  Her self-
denial is in effect a protest against the rules that circumscribe a woman’s life, a 
demand that she has an absolute right to exist.  (p. 107). 
 Such theories have the positive effect of calling attention to the active nature of 
the anorectic’s behavior.  They challenge the common assumption that these women are 
simply passive dupes of media images who unconditionally accept pop culture’s 
prescriptive messages that ultra-thinness is equated with beauty, power, and success.  For 
as Abigail Bray (1996) states, “While eating disorders are clearly sociopolitical problems, 
to devalue women’s abilities to resist media interpellation is to frame the female audience 
(and thus women in general) as weak-minded, docile bodies,” (p. 420).  Bordo’s and 
Orbach’s positioning of the eating disorder as a form of political protest thus somewhat 
empowers these women for at least making active (though dangerous) statements about 
their felt conflict over societal values. 
Nonetheless, there have been several critiques of these types of arguments from 
other feminist writers.  Susan Bordo has consistently utilized Michel Foucault’s concept 
of bio-power to explain how institutional power works on bodies in order to render them 
more capable of external control.  In the introduction to Unbearable Weight (1993), she 
places “eating disorders as arising out of and reproducing normative feminine practices of 
our culture, practices which train the female body in docility and obedience to cultural 
demands while at the same time being experienced in terms of power and control.”  (p. 
27).  Instead of viewing the anorectic’s “hunger strike” as a simple reaction to 
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objectifying discourse however, a Foucaultian analysis of discursive power could also 
imagine the anorexic subject in a process of negotiating her identity through the play of 
discursive strategies which are not necessarily “simple bipolar relations of power and 
powerlessness,” (Weedon, 1987, p. 110), but rather dynamic and reversible forces.  In 
line with this theory, Elspeth Probyn (1987) proposes that, “to consider [the anorectic’s] 
fast solely as a causal reaction to the interpellations of discourses is to impoverish her 
act,” (p. 205, emphasis mine).  She further suggests that, “Anorexia can be taken as a 
practice or strategy for negotiating discourses,” (p. 206).   
Certainly these early understandings of the political nature of eating disorders 
draw important connections between patriarchal discourse, popular images, and gendered 
subjectivities.  Yet it also seems that within these feminist discourses, the eating 
disordered individual often becomes one-dimensionalized into a symbolic martyr.  From 
a clinical standpoint, I can say that I have never found it useful to conceive of the woman 
sitting across from myself in the therapy room as being on a political hunger strike.  
Intrapsychic, familial, and interpersonal factors seem, more often than cultural issues, to 
play a central role in these patients’ lives. 
Moreover, when writing about the political nature of eating disorders, feminists 
have in large part limited their discourse to discussions of anorexia, while in reality 
bulimia is a much more common disorder.  Perhaps the practice of self-starvation more 
easily lends itself to images of protest or of exaggerated femininity.  It is extremely rare 
to find a feminist discussion of the socio-political dimensions of bingeing and purging 
behavior.  In Bordo’s (1993) Unbearable Weight, now prominent within women’s studies 
curricula, there is only one discussion of the cultural symbolism of bulimic behavior, 
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specifically on page 201, where she compares the act of bingeing and purging to the 
capitalist culture of over-consumption on the weekend followed by self-denial and over-
working during the work-week.  Susie Orbach likewise devotes only 2 pages (pp. 15-16) 
in her landmark book, Hunger Strike, to discussing the possible cultural and 
psychological factors that might contribute to bulimic behavior – the other 199 pages are 
devoted exclusively to discussions of anorexia.   
Indeed, within most feminist accounts of pathological eating practices, bulimia is 
either subsumed under the blanket category of eating disorders in general or ignored 
altogether.  Yet, I believe that to conflate the two disorders is to overlook the very 
different psychological mechanisms that they each present.  While there are many 
similarities between the anorectic and bulimic woman (e.g., a strong desire to be thin), 
the act of bingeing and purging lends itself to quite different psychological processes than 
that of self-starvation.  Perhaps since most bulimic women are of normal weight, their 
appearance challenges the argument that eating disordered women are using their bodies 
to exaggerate the culture’s thinness ideal.  This makes it more difficult for feminists to 
use their images strategically in order to instill shock, anger, and sympathy in viewing 
audiences.  However the sheer numbers of women who are engaging in this type of 
behavior, warrants that we take a closer look beyond bulimic’s “normal” appearance, and 
develop feminist theories which do not require her to be a synecdoche for women’s 
oppression, but rather locate her suffering within a complex matrix of cultural pressure, 
family relationships and emotional experience. 
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Feminist-psychodynamic Perspectives 
 Feminist-psychodynamic theorists, because of their clinical training, have been 
better able to theorize how cultural ideals become imbued within family dynamics and 
individual psyches.  Kim Chernin, in her book, The Hungry Self (1985), maintains that 
eating disorders arise out of a daughter’s fear of surpassing her mother in today’s more 
equitable society.  Chernin believes that the guilt a daughter feels for having the 
opportunities not available to her mother drives her to regress to an infantile state where 
food and eating are more important than educational and economic success.  She 
describes several stories of daughters who left successful career paths because of their 
eating disorders, as well as the mothers who take care of them.  She states:  
For the mother of the modern day is a woman who knows that the world of larger 
possibilities stands open before her but has not yet been able to make the choice 
to enter it.  Mothers and daughters of the modern era face one another therefore, 
as beings in a struggle for a self – the older woman, having already failed in this 
quest as the younger starts out on it.  This is the psychological background to the 
epidemic of eating disorders among women today.  (p. 81). 
While Chernin’s theory does recognize that these disorders arise within a culturally 
determined background of personal and familial conflict over the possibilities of success 
for women, her generalization that all eating disorder women share a sort of “survivor 
guilt” over bypassing their mothers has not been verified through either empirical 
research or clinician observation and therefore has remained on the back-shelf of popular 
feminist theories about eating disorders. 
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Nancy Chodorow, a trained psychoanalyst and sociologist, does not write about 
eating disorders specifically, yet her theory about how gendered subjectivity develops 
through the modern family structure may be a more useful template for a more complex 
feminist-psychodynamic understanding of eating disorders.  In her opus, The 
Reproduction of Mothering (1978), Chodorow explains how a patriarchal capitalist 
economic system and the wage gap perpetuate the customary role of women as primary 
caregivers in the family.   Drawing from classic psychoanalytic and object-relations 
theory, she describes how mothers and daughters develop a different type of relationship 
than mothers and sons.  While sons will resolve the Oedipal complex by attempting to 
identify with their (real or symbolic) father and becoming everything mother is not, i.e., 
rational instead of emotional and autonomous instead of relational, daughters must 
identify with their mothers in order to develop a heterosexual gendered identity.  Both 
daughters and sons attempt to differentiate from their mother by turning to the more 
distant parent, traditionally the father.  However, while sons learn to become like their 
father, daughters can only idealize him for representing freedom and power.  Since the 
gendered norms of society dictate that they will never be able to fully achieve the 
freedom and power of their brother and father, girls return to their primary identification 
with their mother and the feminine gender role. 
 According to Chodorow, it is this conflict between the desire for differentiation 
from the mother and a simultaneous over-identification with her, which causes girls to 
experience conflict over self-other boundaries.  She writes, “Most girls can act in the 
world according to the reality principle, know cognitively that they are differentiated.  In 
relation to their mother, however (and similarly, the mother in relation to her daughters), 
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they experience themselves as overly attached, under-individuated, and without 
boundaries,” (p. 137).  Furthermore, since mothers themselves are women and have also 
developed in this way, they interact differently with their daughters than with their sons.  
Chodorow states that, “primary identification and symbiosis with daughters tend to be 
stronger and cathexis of daughters is more likely to retain and emphasize narcissistic 
elements, that is to be based on experiencing the daughter as an extension or double of a 
mother herself,” (p. 109).  In her later book, (1989) Feminism and Psychoanalytic 
Theory, Chodorow explains how this process can hinder women from developing an 
appropriate sense of self and self-other boundaries: 
The situation reinforces itself in a circular fashion. A mother, on the one hand, 
grows up without establishing adequate ego boundaries or a firm sense of self.  
She tends to experience boundary confusion with her daughter, and does not 
provide experiences of differentiating ego development for her daughter or 
encourage the breaking of her daughter's dependence. (p. 59) 
It is in this later piece that Chodorow also describes how during adolescence, the 
young girl finds herself in a conflicted double-bind situation.  In modern society, girls are 
expected to compete with their male peers in the outside world, where masculine traits 
remain more highly valued.  However, while the social world may have changed in the 
last thirty years to offer greater opportunities for girls and women, this process of 
mothering has not.  Thus, according to Chodorow, girls are at a disadvantage, as they 
have not gone through the type of identificatory processes which would help them to 
cultivate the highly valued social expectations of autonomy and rationality.  Furthermore, 
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once she enters adolescence, a young girl is expected to embody feminine characteristics 
as well.  Chodorow writes, 
As she gets older, however, her peers and the adults around her cease to tolerate 
overt envy of males and attempts to engage in male activities or to achieve like 
men.  She is supposed to begin to be passive and docile, to become interested in 
her appearance, to cultivate her abilities to charm men, to mold herself to their 
wants.  This is not a one-sided requirement however.  At the same time she is 
supposed to continue to do well in school but must expect to be stigmatized or 
reproved if she does.  In American society she continues in school to be instilled 
with "American (i.e. masculine) goals - success, achievement, competition.  She 
fails as a good citizen, as a successful human being, if she does not succeed, and 
as a woman if she does." (p. 43) 
The young girl is thus caught somewhere between being fully subject or simply object.  If 
she continues to assert her independence and thus independent subjectivity, she is 
degraded by society for not embracing femininity.  However, once she does become 
object, she loses the subjectivity that is valued in society, a subjectivity she once had, and 
she relegates herself to the second-class status of her mother. 
Returning to our discussion of bulimia, ambivalent attachment, and emotional 
expression, we can perhaps use Chodorow’s work to begin to understand how this 
phenomenon can be influenced by both early relationships and a specific cultural context 
which, through its production and reproduction of the gendered family, perpetuates a 
certain type of object-relatedness, particularly between mothers and daughters.  One 
could even make the argument that it is the conflict between identification with the 
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mother and feminine personality, on the one hand, and the drive to succeed in a 
patriarchal world where autonomy and independence are highly valued traits, on the 
other, which might enable the “push-pull” style of ambivalent attachment in interpersonal 
relationships previously presented.  Consider the feminist-psychodynamic clinicians 
Bloom & Kogel’s (1994) description of “The Bulimic Woman”: 
In many young bulimic women we see gendered life in its raw form.  Traits and 
values traditionally assumed to be masculine and associated with the work-world 
– independence, competence, distance, rationality, and lack of emotion – are 
crystallized as one part of the self.  Feminine traits associated with home and 
hearth – nurturing, interdependence, relating, emotion, nonlinear thinking – 
constitute another crystallized form of the self.  These crystal selves remain 
separate; they do not mesh into one larger structure.  They represent different ego 
states with different ways of being in the world, different values, aspirations, 
fantasies, and interactional patterns.  The bulimic woman struggles with these 
traits.  She moves back and forth between them trying to find her right place.  
Because each move represents a sacrifice of part of herself, no move is right.  The 
bulimic woman experiences these ego states as antithetical to each other, and the 
contradictions feel overwhelming and insurmountable. (p. 64) 
Moreover, according to Bloom & Kogel, “women’s bodies become the place to both 
contain and eliminate [these] contradictions,” (p. 64). 
If Chodorow is correct and mothers tend to over-identify with their daughters, 
than we can see how the earlier theories about the development of emotional expression 
may hold true for many women.  Recall from the earlier discussion that mothers who are 
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overly enmeshed with their infants often disallow the infant to feel differently from 
themselves (e.g., if mother is hungry, so too baby must be hungry).  If mothers are not 
pushing their daughters enough toward psychological differentiation, and if the 
development of the capacity to understand and thus speak one’s affective states depends 
on separation from mother, then the child might have later difficulty linguistically 
processing her emotional experience.   
This explanation seems to be the closest so far towards an integration of how 
early developmental experiences with the familial context and cultural variables might 
together construct the phenomenon in question.  However, Chodorovian theory itself is 
not without critique.  Doane and Hodges (1996) contend that Chodorow fails in her 
attempt to redirect the origins of psychopathology from the mother to the culture and 
economic system that perpetuates the act of mothering.  They believe that she does not go 
far enough in questioning the socio-political dimensions of the psychoanalytic theories 
she draws from.  They show how she retains the Winnicottian ideal of “good-enough 
mothering” without question; an ideal that they critique as a taken-for-granted masculine 
fantasy.  They write: 
By accepting as necessary “normal” maternal requirements and “normal” infant 
demands as they are constituted in object-relations theory, Chodorow confuses 
her own argument.  If prescriptions for “good enough” mothering are not difficult 
for “normal” mothers to fulfill, then why do women want men to share in the 
parenting responsibilities? And why do men refuse? 
Thus, although Chodorovian theory does explicate how the oppression inherent in 
cultural prescriptions of gendered identity becomes entrenched within individual 
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subjectivities, it is not without its faults.  As a practicing psychoanalyst, Chodorow seems 
to blindly accept certain constructs without questioning the social and cultural discourses 
supporting them.  Moreover, she assumes a hetero-normative, Oedipal family structure 
which does not allow for the many variations in contemporary family life.  Nonetheless, 
her socio-historical analytic method, because of its ability to forge pathways between 
cultural and economic context, family structure, and individual subjectivity, is the closest 
template to the type of method needed to adequately understand the complex dimensions 
associated with the phenomenon in question. 
While the aforementioned feminist theories can certainly lend insight to this 
phenomenon, there is a lack of empirical research demonstrating how they may be 
applicable to understanding the specific clinical sub-population of bulimic women who 
have trouble recognizing and articulating their emotions.  By including the actual 
experience of real women in a feminist analysis, one can avoid the likelihood of using a 
fantasized “bulimic subject” as an ideal symbol for a particular cultural theory.  Such 
symbols may be useful in developing socio-political analyses, but often fail to help the 
actual women suffering through the disorder.  Likewise, feminist and cultural analyses 
are almost universally absent from the psychological empirical research done with this 
population.  Therefore, it seems that a marriage of both feminist theory through cultural 
analysis and empirical investigation, will help to shed light on how individual 
psychodynamics and cultural determinants work together to co-construct this particular 
subjective experience.  This is the stance I adopted in beginning the present study, 
whereby I examined the voices of bulimic women through a feminist lens, in order to 
locate their affective and relational dynamics within a specific socio-cultural context. 
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Intersection: On Epistemology and Methodology 
Epistemological Framework 
 Certainly, these issues are complicated.  The sheer complexity and variety of 
psychodynamic and feminist discourses calls into question the possibility of a 
harmonious integration.  Yet, such an integrative move may not be necessary or even 
desirable for the present purposes.  Indeed, post-structural epistemology has exposed the 
endeavor to create a totalizing unified theory, whereby all discourses must assimilate to 
the rules of the most dominant, as a fiction that has failed to recognize those marginalized 
and contradictory perspectives that always exist alongside the hegemonic ones. 
 By approaching this project within such a post-structural epistemological 
framework I can recognize the socio-historical contingency of all knowledge claims and 
the social construction of subjectivity through various and often contradictory cultural 
discourses.  At the same time, I recognize myself, as knower, as occupying a particular 
position within these shifting and often conflicting discourses.  Conversations between 
competing discourses are therefore privileged over attempts towards integration into a 
unified whole.  I believe that a conversational model offers me the best means to listen to 
the various voices that will eventually help to construct my interpretations.  These 
interpretations can never be total, however.  By recognizing my own limited perspective, 
I also acknowledge that there are voices within the conversation that I cannot hear.  
 This act of positioning oneself epistemologically can also be described as a 
feminist-standpoint epistemology
7
, which was first described by Haraway (1991) as a 
                                                 
7
 The term, “feminist-standpoint” is often taken as an essentialist position, whereby one can make claims 
for the universal nature of certain “givens,” such as theories that support the idea of innate differences 
between the genders.  I believe that this is a misunderstanding of the original intention of the term, which I 
trace back to Haraway’s description, as presented above. 
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middle ground between the impossibility of complete objectivity on the one hand and the 
infinite regression of critical practice on the other.  The former, as the false god of so 
many social scientists, does more harm than good by pretending that we can glimpse the 
“Truth,” without recognizing the complicity of our own vision.  The latter, developed as a 
post-structural strategy to counteract these false claims, is so radically contingent that it 
doesn’t offer any ground to stand on, and therefore cannot allow “knowers” to move 
forward, whether in protest or further discovery.  As Haraway states in “Situated 
Knowledges,” 
So, I think my problem and ‘our’ problem is how to have simultaneously an 
account of radical historical contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing 
subjects, a critical practice for recognizing our own ‘semiotic technologies’ for 
making meanings, and a no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a ‘real’ 
world, one that can be partially shared and friendly to earth-wide projects of finite 
freedom, adequate material abundance, modest meaning in suffering, and limited 
happiness. (p. 187) 
Her solution, and the one that I adopt here, is to recognize that one’s own position as 
knower is necessarily embedded within a social and personal context that has its own 
unconscious motivations, blind-spots, and implicit agenda, and to move forward 
nonetheless.  By presenting both the object and subject of the knowledge in question in a 
way that highlights their very fluidity, dynamism, and personal agency, one allows for 
further movement, such as evolution and liberation, to occur (Haraway, 1991).   
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My Standpoint as a Psychodynamically-Informed Socialist-Feminist 
 My position can be best categorized as a psychodynamically-informed socialist-
feminist.  Yet my simply stating that position is insufficient.  Rather, it is essential that I 
unpack and expose those terms and discuss why I think this standpoint can be beneficial 
to contextualizing the narratives of my participants.  First, by “psychodynamically-
informed,” I am referring to the way I conceptualize individual subjectivity, which draws 
from the interpersonal and object-relational schools of thought within psychoanalysis. 
Although each theorist who has contributed to these schools has offered varied 
perspectives, a gross generalization of the contribution of object-relational and 
interpersonal traditions to the psychoanalytic tradition is that such theories insist on the 
primacy of relationships for understanding human subjectivity. 
 Second, I understand the term “socialist-feminist” as Weedon (1987) defines it: 
Socialist feminism has attempted to extend to women the Marxist assumption that 
human nature is not essential, but socially produced and changing.  Socialist 
feminists do not see patriarchy as monolithic, but as forms of oppression which 
very historically.  They do not prioritize the oppressive structures of capitalism, 
patriarchy and racism, but see them as discrete forms of oppression which are 
often interrealated, as in the case of the family.  Socialist feminists stress the need 
to take account of biology but to see its meaning as historical and social.  They do 
not see women as primarily either sexual or procreative beings – these are only 
two aspects among many which constitute women.  Socialist-feminist analyses of 
stress the need to take into account the psychic dimension of gender, but to see it 
as historically produced and argue that while the family is the key site of all of 
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these issues, it cannot be seen in isolation from broader social relations of work, 
leisure, and public life, all of which require transformation.  (pp. 17-18) 
There are of course, critiques of this position as it differs from liberal, radical, relational, 
and other feminisms, and while I recognize that “any feminist standpoint will necessarily 
be partial and will to some extent merely reflect our embeddedness in preexisting gender 
relations,” (Flax, 1990), I also understand my position as a psychodynamic-socialist-
feminist to be rooted in a larger post-structuralist epistemological framework.  I believe 
that post-structuralism’s critique of the stable unitary subject, in light of its insistence on 
the social construction of experience through shifting and contradictory discourses, can 
serve as a larger framework within which object-relational psychoanalysis and feminism 
can have a useful conversation.   
 Certainly object-relational theory itself has been shaped by dominant, and often 
patriarchal, ideologies which assume, for example, that the most important relationship is 
the bond between mother and infant.  Yet a socialist-feminist perspective can show that 
these assumptions are not fixed or natural, but rather have gone through traceable, 
historical transformations and are therefore contingent upon social, economic, and 
political forces.  Through the process of uncovering these historical contingencies, a 
socialist interpretation of cultural practice can serve as a useful adjunct to a post-
structural feminism, which, “requires attention to historical specificity in the production, 
for women, of subject positions and modes of femininity and their place in the overall 
network of social power relations,” (Weedon p. 135) 
 For example, one of the first and foremost object relational/attachment theorists, 
John Bowlby, is credited for developing the attachment theory that formed the basis for 
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subsequent object-relational accounts of the development of personality and 
psychopathology. Yet as Polly Young-Eisendrath (1999) points out, “much of what we 
currently regard as a scientific defense for the singular importance of the mother comes 
from attachment theory and a set of studies carried out on British children separated from 
their parents during and after World War II,” (p. 101).  She uncovers how Bowlby’s 
research on these orphans “were used to draft an official British government document 
that encouraged women to leave their places in the work world and become full-time 
caregivers for their children when their husbands returned from the war,” (p. 102).  This 
is not to say that Bowlby’s attachment theory should be discarded.  Rather, my purpose in 
presenting the example above is to demonstrate that adopting a feminist-psychodynamic 
lens need not entail that one blindly accept all of the implicit assumptions underlying 
psychodynamic theory either.  I contend that it is in fact possible to interpret subjectivity 
through this lens while simultaneously exposing the patriarchal ideology that tends to 
cloud it over.   
 I am also aware that not all feminists agree with this approach.  Indeed, the most 
common critique brought against psychoanalytic-feminists such as Nancy Chodorow is 
that they seem to take for granted certain “givens” of psychoanalytic theory, thereby 
perpetuating the implicit patriarchal ideologies that support them (Doane & Hodges, 
1992; Flax, 1990; Wood, 1994).  Without question, feminists’ adherence to these 
ideologies necessitates critiques of the oppressive nature of any totalizing theory, such as 
the following from Chris Weedon: 
It is important to see subjectivity as always historically produced in specific 
discourses and never as one single fixed structure.  As an effect of discourses 
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which are heterogeneous and often conflicting, the structures of subjectivity 
within which the individual is constituted as a subject vary.  There is no one given 
universal structure of subjectivity such as both rationalism and psychoanalysis 
propose. (p. 90) 
As a poststructuralist and socialist-feminist, I agree with Flax and Weedon that feminists 
should maintain a critical attitude to the “truth claims” of psychoanalysis and other grand 
theories, and we should always be able to locate those claims as specific discursive 
strategies motivated by other systems (patriarchal, economic, etc.)  At the same time, as a 
clinician, I cannot ignore the very real ways in which early and primary relationships 
seem to shape our subjectivity in characteristic ways.  Thus, I believe that feminists who 
focus solely on how social and cultural discourses shape subjectivity are missing a larger 
part of the subjective picture.  Flax (1990) argues along similar lines when she states, 
“creating conversations between feminists, psychoanalysts, and postmodernists will 
reveal how narrow the limits and constricting the boundaries of postmodern narratives are 
as alternatives to philosophical practices,” (p. 11).   
 Weedon (1987) calls for a feminist theory that;  
must be able to address women’s experience by showing where it comes from and 
how it relates to material social practices and the power relations that structure 
them.  It must be able to recognize and account for competing subjective realities 
and demonstrate the social interests on behalf of which they work.  This involves 
understanding how particular social processes create the conditions of existence 
which are a one and the same both material and discursive. (p. 8) 
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It is my contention that a socialist-feminist-object-relational perspective will best allow 
me to do just that.  As a clinician with an object relational perspective, I believe that we 
are primarily relational beings, and that we relate to others in characteristic patterns 
which are predicated upon our earliest relationships.  In this particular socio-cultural 
milieu, our primary care-giver is typically our mother, but that is not to say that this is 
natural or necessary for our healthy development.  What a culturally (materially and 
discursively)-sensitive object-relational position can reveal is how our mother has her 
own relationship to her mother, husband, father, etc, and they each have their own 
relationships, ad infinitum.   Moreover, this position can (theoretically) expose how each 
of those relationships were themselves constructed by and through the historical 
fluctuations of economic, moral and social institutions.   
 Indeed, the social sciences would benefit from recognizing what other sciences 
have been touting for decades, as Flax states, “the real is flux,” and let go of outdated 
Newtonian epistemologies that attempt to fix reality as fundamental and unchanging.  
Because object-relational theory, as opposed to a more Freudian or Kleinian structural 
psychoanalysis, allows for these fluctuations in subjectivity through its insistence on the 
primacy of relationship, it is best suited to the project of developing a historically and 
socially specific psychoanalytic theory.  Both Chodorow and Flax advocate this approach 
as well.  From Flax (1991): “The logic of object relations theory suggests that human 
nature may have many forms.  As social relations and family structures change, so would 
human nature.  As the kinds of objects and relations between them a child internalizes 
change, so too would ‘the child’ and the nature of ‘childhood’ itself,” (p. 110).  Likewise, 
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Chodorow (1999) calls for a culturally sensitive psychoanalysis that recognizes the 
historical specificity of subjectivity: 
Developmental theories in accord with our clinical understanding, then, need to 
situate development in an internal and external relational matrix, and, unlike the 
classical psychosexual model of developmental stages, the structural-ego-
psychological model, they need not tell us what is set down, enacted, and 
determinative for psychic contents and modes of functioning. (p. 51) 
 I maintain that this type of psychoanalytic theory also allows for a personal 
agency on the part of the subject herself, since she can negotiate relationships and change 
the patterns themselves through alternate discursive strategies.  Discourses that enable the 
personal agency of individual women are profoundly important to both feminism and 
psychoanalysis.  As Weedon states, “a poststructuralist feminism…never fixes meaning 
once and for all,” and this commitment to “the principles of difference and deferral,” 
opens up spaces for the subject to “resist particular interpellations or produce new 
versions of meaning from the conflict and contradictions between existing discourses.”  
She further argues that, “Knowledge of more than one discourse and the recognition that 
meaning is plural allows for a measure of choice on the part of the individual and even 
where choice is unavailable, resistance is still possible,” (p. 106, emphasis mine). 
 This then, returns me to my current project and hopefully clarifies why it was 
important for me to reveal the standpoint from which I am speaking as I create yet 
another discourse on the topic of eating disorders.  Within the current political and 
cultural milieu, where the government is funneling tens of millions of dollars into the 
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search for the genetic foundations of eating disorders
8
, I find it necessary to offer another 
interpretation to the “epidemic.”  In so doing, I hope to offer an alternative perspective, 
which, in opposition to the current hegemonic discourse of genetic determinism, listens to 
the voice of the woman who is suffering rather than ignoring it altogether. 
Research Questions 
When beginning this study, I developed several preliminary research questions in 
order to guide the empirical process.  Those questions are as follows: 
1. How does a bulimic woman experience affect, and how does that affect 
get expressed?  What is the function of bulimic behavior (bingeing and 
purging) in relation to her affective experience and expression? 
2. What are the familial experiences and object relations of women with this 
type of suffering, and how are those interpersonal patterns related both to 
the bulimic behavior and the expression of affect? 
3. How do socio-cultural variables influence this pattern of living and 
experiencing one’s self (including one’s relationship to language, emotion, 
and the body)?  Further, how do socio-cultural factors influence women’s 
attachment experiences, and vice-versa, such that these patterns of 
behavior and emotional experience manifest psychodynamically? 
4. What has happened in the past thirty years, such that this generation of 
women is so susceptible to developing bulimia nervosa with this particular 
style of interpersonal functioning and this noted difficulty with expressing 
emotions? 
                                                 
8
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5. Which types of therapy and treatment would be best suited to help bulimic 
women with these particular problems, and what types of preventative 
measures could possibly be instituted to help decrease the amount of 
women who develop this very dangerous disorder? 
The purpose of this study is not to find definitive answers to these questions, but rather to 
open up a space for further exploration in order to develop alternative understandings of 
the phenomenon.  Hopefully, those understandings will yield novel ways of 
conceptualizing the bulimic’s experience that may help others with their own search for 
answers.  
On Methodology 
To begin this exploration I wanted to locate women experiencing the 
phenomenon, specifically, bulimic women who have difficulty verbally expressing their 
emotional experience, and ask them to tell their own stories.  I expected that through the 
telling of these stories, I would be able to draw out connections between the culture at 
large, the family, and individual subjectivity.  Such connections would not be simple 
cause and effect types of explanations for how these systems influence the development 
of bulimic behavior and emotional expression.  Rather, the complexity of this particular 
phenomenon calls into question linear models of causality, which often form the 
epistemological underpinnings of psychological theory, and thus necessitates the 
adoption of complex research strategies.  Such strategies need to be amenable to 
multidimensional explanations that go beyond the ontological separation of culture and 
psyche.  My methodology attempted to represent that multidimensionality by being both 
multi-perspectival and poly-vocal. 
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The research method was multi-perspectival in the sense that I continually and 
reflexively interpreted and re-interpreted my findings through several different theoretical 
perspectives (e.g., psychodynamic, feminist, phenomenological) and by using several 
different pre-established methods of analysis.  It was poly-vocal because, through these 
different layers of interpretation, I allowed several voices to emerge.  Explicitly, those 
voices were my own and those of my participants, but perhaps more implicitly, our 
voices reflected others, including but not limited to, our families of origin, those of 
society and culture, and others who have shaped our own understandings of what it 
means to be bulimic.   
Of course, as most, if not all, of our experiences are constructed through these and 
other discourses, the task of “separating them out,” and getting to the “core” of the 
experience is impossible.  I attempted instead to trace out several of those voices within 
my participants’ own spoken discourse, in order to better understand how the interplay of 
certain specific voices, i.e., the familial and socio-cultural, helps to construct her 
experience of emotions, language and her body.  Finally, a major challenge with this 
approach for the present study is that what is not voiced is a major aspect of the 
phenomenon in question.  In order to address this difficulty, I chose to include the 
Rorschach Interpretive Method (Weiner, 2003) as a way to reveal some alternate layers 
of my participants’ experience that may not be easily articulatable, but exist nonetheless.    
The Rorschach as research tool 
In addition to the discursive data I planned to gather through semi-structured 
interviews with my participants, I wanted to include a measure that might demonstrate their 
difficulty with recognizing and speaking about their emotions, beyond their verbal 
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affirmation of this difficulty.  Although the TAS is the most popular measure of this 
phenomenon, in light of my previously described concerns with the construct validity of 
the scale, especially when used with eating disordered participants, I chose not to use it.   
Instead, I chose to use the Rorschach Interpretive Method (RIM) (Weiner, 2003), because it 
does not require that the participant explicitly articulate her experience of emotions.  
Rather, through comparisons of scoring variables to established population norms, the 
respondents’ characteristic elaborations of ambiguous visual stimuli can reveal how they 
typically experience and express affect.  In addition, the more idiographic thematic imagery 
within the content of the participants’ responses can reveal her how she views herself and 
others in relationship (Weiner, 2003).  Since attachment style and interpersonal patterns 
might play a role in the bulimic woman’s experience and expression of emotions, these 
aspects of the test could also add much to the discursive data.  Indeed, since the method 
itself offers numerous ways to interpret the each protocol, the RIM is also aligned with the 
multidimensionality inherent to my overall methodology.   
The Rorschach has been used in studies of both alexithymia and bulimia nervosa.  
Although the reliability and validity of Rorschach indices of alexithymia have been called 
into question (Taylor et al., 1997), research has demonstrated that individuals who are 
shown to be alexithymic by other measures, such as the MMPI and the TAS-20, tend to 
show similar patterns on several Rorschach indices (Greenberg & O'Neill, 1988; Porcelli 
& Meyer, 2002).   For example, in a recent study of the construct validity of Rorschach 
variables for alexithymia, Porcelli and Meyer (2002) examined six sets of “marker 
variables” that seemed to be linked, at least theoretically, to the typical alexithymic 
profile.  These marker variables and their concomitant indices were: fantasy (R, M%), 
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affect (WSumC, FC%, Afr, DEPI), adaptive resources (EA%, FD%, EB) cognition 
(Blends, Pure F%, Zf, DQ+, PSV, AN+Xy, a:p, Pure A), social adaptation (Pop, Pure H, 
CDI, Sum T, Mo/u) and projection (All movement, special scores, X-%).  Through their 
comparison of these indices to population norms, they found that individuals who scored 
as alexithymic on the TAS-20, tended to show less capacity for fantasy, poor modulation 
of emotions with limited awareness of feelings, poor interpersonal skills, low level of 
internal resources, limited capacity for introspection, an inconsistent coping style, and 
lack of cognitive complexity (Porcelli & Meyer, 2002). 
Several studies have also been conducted using the Rorschach with bulimic 
individuals.  Some of theses studies have used the indices of the Comprehensive System 
(CS) (Exner, 2001) to explore trends in responding among bulimic women.  For example, 
Weisberg, Norman, and Herzog (1987) studied the Rorschach protocols of 57 bulimic 
women, and they found that this sample differed significantly from non-patients on 
several indices.  The bulimic women tended to score more highly on the CF+C>FC ratio, 
indicating a greater tendency towards emotional lability, but they also had significantly 
lower affective ratios (Afr), suggesting that they are more likely to avoid emotional 
experiences.  The bulimics also had more reflections (Fr+rF), signifying egocentricity 
and narcissism and more space responses, which indicate anger.  They did not show 
heightened levels of aggressive content, however, which indicates that this anger is likely 
expressed internally or passively (versus outward acts of aggression).   
As a follow up to the Weisberg et. al. (1987) study, Smith, Hillard, Walsh, 
Kubacki, and Morgan (1991), examined the Rorschach protocols of three groups of 15 
female participants, where two of the groups represented a sub-type of bulimia (purging 
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vs. non-purging).  They found that bulimics tended to have more distorted responses (X-
%) and more special scores than controls, indicating some cognitive disturbance.  Like 
the Weisberg et. al. (1987) study, their bulimic participants were significantly more 
ambitent than controls, which indicates a tendency to be inconsistent in their problem-
solving style.  They also found some differences between the purging subtypes of 
bulimia, such as their finding that this group tended to show more aggressive content and 
space responses. 
Other studies have focused more on content-related themes in their analysis of the 
Rorschach protocols of bulimic women.  For example, Bornstein and Greenberg (1991) 
found that eating disordered patients offered significantly more content related to food 
and oral dependency than did controls.  Expanding on this research, Fowler, 
Brunnschweiler, & Brock (2002), used the Rorschach Oral Dependency Scale (ROD) 
(Bornstein, 1996) and the Mutuality of Autonomy Scale (MOA) (Urist & Shill, 1982) to 
frame their research within a psychoanalytic perspective.  They hypothesized that bulimic 
women’s struggles between autonomy and dependency were cathected through the oral-
aggressive behavior of bingeing and purging, and that this would manifest in their 
Rorschach protocols with higher oral-related content.  They found instead, that bulimic 
women showed fewer oral-dependent responses on the Rorschach than the control group.  
The researchers speculated that in contrast to Bornstein and Greenberg’s findings from a 
study of both anorexic and bulimic patients, their results are specific to bulimic 
personality dynamics.  They concluded, based on this finding, that although “bulimic 
patients appear to experience intense dependency needs and wishes, they may be more 
ambivalent than other females in accepting their longings,” (Fowler, et. al., 1991, p. 154).  
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Their participants also showed a marked tendency towards a fusion of dependent and 
aggressive themes, and as evidenced by their scores on the MOA, struggled to maintain 
cohesiveness of bodily boundaries. 
Parmer (1991), utilized the Separation-Individuation Theme scale (Coonerty, 
1986) in his analysis of the Rorschach protocols of thirteen bulimic women and thirteen 
normal weight controls.  The Separation-Individuation Theme scale is a content-based 
scale based on Margaret Mahler’s three stages of attachment and individuation: (a) 
preseparation-individuation, (b) separation-individuation, and (c) rapprochement 
(Coonerty, 1986).  Parmer found that the bulimic participants’ tended to give more 
responses indicative of the preseparation-individuation phase than their non-bulimic 
peers, leading him to speculate that, “when these bulimic women were infants beginning 
to differentiate, they may have encountered ambivalence from their primary caregivers so 
that now they vacillate between seeking to regain positive introjects by bingeing on an 
oral representation of mother only to be frightened by potential merger and the loss of 
their tenuously differentiated self,” (p. 274). 
 By including the Rorschach Interpretive Method as part of my data analysis I 
aimed to examine many of the same affective and interpersonal indices and thematic 
imagery of my participants’ protocols as were studied above.  My purpose for including 
this data was to include a non-directive measure of the typical ways they experience their 
emotional and interpersonal lives, both to support their verbal discussion of these aspects 
and to reveal those aspects that they may not be able to put into words.  I hoped that their 
Rorschach protocols might therefore help me sketch a more dimensional picture of their 
psychic lives, which I could then weave into my presentation of their various voices.  
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This presentation would then be further contextualized in light of their position within 
hegemonic social institutions and dominant cultural discourses. 
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METHOD 
Participants 
Criteria for participation and Recruitment 
There were three key criteria that the participants had to meet in order to qualify 
for inclusion in the study.  1) They had to be women who are 19-29 years old and have 
lived in the United States since 1990, 2) they must have met the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic 
criteria for bulimia nervosa, and 3) they had to admit to having some difficulty with 
emotional recognition and expression. 
I chose to include only participants who were born between the years 1975 and 
1985, because I was concerned with how this phenomenon manifests in a particular 
socio-cultural context, specifically with women who reached adolescence in the U.S., 
sometime in the 1990’s.  It is in this decade and in this country that we have seen the 
most dramatic increase in prevalence of bulimia nervosa in young women, and as this 
study will be concerned with investigating the cultural dimensions that perpetuate the 
disorder, the participants must have been teenagers in the United States in the 1990’s. 
I chose to include women who are currently experiencing bulimic symptoms.  By 
only including those who are currently bulimic, I felt that I could develop a more accurate 
picture of this particular lived experience.  During my second, follow-up interview, I 
asked each participant specific diagnostic questions in order to determine if she currently 
meets DSM-IV-TR criteria for bulimia nervosa (see appendix H).  Those criteria are as 
follows: 
A) Recurrent episodes of binge eating.  An episode of binge eating is 
characterized by both of the following: 
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1) Eating, in a discrete period of time (e.g., within any 2-hour period), an 
amount of food that is definitely larger than most people would eat 
during a similar period of time and under similar circumstances. 
2) A sense of lack of control over eating during the episode (e.g., a 
feeling that one cannot stop eating or control what or how much one is 
eating. 
B) Recurrent inappropriate compensatory behavior in order to prevent weight 
gain, such as self-induced vomiting; misuse of laxatives, diuretics, enemas, or 
other medications; fasting; or excessive exercise. 
C) The binge eating an inappropriate compensatory behaviors both occur, on 
average, at least twice a week for three months. 
D) Self-evaluation is unduly influenced by body shape and weight. 
E) The disturbance does not occur exclusively during episodes of Anorexia 
Nervosa. 
Purging Type:  During the current episode of Bulimia Nervosa, the person has 
regularly engaged in self-induced vomiting or the misuse of laxatives, diuretics or 
enemas. 
Nonpurging type: During the current episode of Bulimia Nervosa, the person has 
used other inappropriate compensatory behaviors, such as fasting or excessive 
exercise, but has not regularly engaged in self-induced vomiting or the misuse of 
laxatives, diuretics, or enemas. (DSM-IV-TR, p. 594.) 
Research has shown that while a large percentage of bulimic women have difficulty with 
expressing affect, some do not.  By including a criterion that makes this difficulty with 
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affective expression a requirement for my participants, I will be better able to investigate 
why so many bulimic women share this particular experience. This criterion was 
addressed through the advertising flyer (Appendix A) which announced: “BULIMIC 
WOMEN: When asked to describe how you feel, do you often draw a blank?”  
 I recruited participants by sending these flyers to various therapists and 
counseling centers in the Pittsburgh area.  A letter was included with these mailings 
(Appendix B).  I posted flyers on bulletin boards on local college campuses.  I also ran a 
brief advertisement in a local university’s student newspaper (Appendix C) however I 
pulled the advertisement after one day because I had already received too many inquiries.  
In total I received over twenty calls and e-mails from eligible participants.  After I had 
scheduled interviews with five participants, I sent an e-mail to other inquirers letting 
them know that I was no longer recruiting for the study.  I included in this e-mail a list of 
local and national resources on eating disorders (Appendix D). 
Description of participants 
 I originally interviewed five participants.  They were all compensated fifty 
dollars.  They all signed consent forms (Appendix E) and we discussed confidentiality 
before I collected any data.  I also gave each participant a list of local and national 
resources on eating disorders (Appendix F).  One participant was later excluded from the 
study because she did not meet diagnostic criteria for bulimia nervosa.  This participant 
likely met the criteria for Anorexia Nervosa, Purging subtype (AN-P) (DSM-IV, TR).  It 
is common to confuse these disorders, since these anorectics purge their food as well.   
 The four remaining participants were all white women.  Three were twenty-one 
years old and seniors in college.  These three participants all lived off campus.  The other 
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participant was twenty-eight years old.  She worked at a university in a clerical position 
and lived at home with her family.  All of the participants met diagnostic criteria for 
bulimia nervosa.  All of the participants admitted to having difficulty either recognizing 
or speaking about their emotions. 
Data Collection 
Meeting 1:  Semi-structured Interview 
  I met with three of the participants twice and one participant once
9
.  The first 
meeting lasted about two hours.  I discussed the consent form with the participant and we 
both signed it once she understood her role and rights and a participant.  At this time I 
also explained the purpose of the study as an exploration of how bulimic women 
experience their emotions.  I then proceeded to conduct a semi-structured interview with 
the participant.  It was important that the interview be semi-structured, as I had particular 
areas of interest of the participant’s experience, and I will want to make sure I receive 
adequate data about these experiences.  However, at the same time it was important that 
the participant felt free to discuss whatever topics she feels are associated with my line of 
questioning, as these topics could yield additional information about her experience.  
Therefore, while I left the interview open enough to discuss with the participant whatever 
topics she deemed important, I made sure that our conversation includes information 
from several key areas (see Appendix G for interview guide).  The questions were 
designed to tap into four main themes as follows: 
1. The familial and social context in which the participant initially developed 
bulimia and how it has perpetuated since that time. 
                                                 
9
 This participant asked if we could combine the two meetings into one on a weekend morning, and I 
agreed 
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2. How she understands the function of bingeing and purging in her life 
currently, and in what interpersonal and socio-cultural contexts. 
3. How she experiences her emotions, and in what specific interpersonal 
contexts.  
4. How she understands her experience of emotions to relate to her bulimic 
behavior. 
Once these issues were adequately addressed, I asked each participant to comment 
on her experience of the interview.  This question was particularly important for two 
reasons.  First, I was able to “check in” with the participant to see if she was experiencing 
any distress, and if so, take appropriate measures to help to alleviate some of that distress.  
Second, the participants’ “here and now” descriptions of their experience of our 
interaction provided further information about what it is like for them to talk about their 
emotions and how they experience emotionally-colored interpersonal situations.   
Meeting 2: Follow-up, Developmental History, and Rorschach 
 Between the two meetings, I listened to the audio tape of the interview and took 
notes on what topics I needed to follow-up on to gain additional information or 
clarification.  I also scanned the developmental history interview guide (Appendix H) to 
note which pieces of information about the participant’s history I still needed to obtain.  
At the beginning of the second interview, I asked the participant these follow-up 
questions.  After the participant answered these questions, I asked her more specific 
questions about her familial and developmental history and her bulimic behavior that had 
not been previously revealed in the semi-structured interview.  Once we had finished this 
interview, we began the Rorschach test. 
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 I explained to each participant that I was using the Rorschach to gain additional 
information about her personality which will help me further understand how she 
experiences her emotions and I asked her if she had any questions.  During this 
discussion, I also explained that the participant might feel uncomfortable or anxious 
during the Rorschach.  When the participant agreed to continue with the test 
administration, I asked her to tell me whenever she feels uncomfortable.  None of the 
participants admitted any discomfort with the Rorschach procedure.          
Process notes: Embodied Reflexivity  
Reflexivity is a key component to my methodology and therefore I used process 
notes to record my experience of interacting with the participants.  Process notes, written 
during the process of data collection, can help the researcher to note specific instances of 
her own experience of the researcher-participant relationship, which she can then use to 
enhance her analysis of the participant’s spoken discourse (Walsh, 1996).  Through this 
work, I was able to explicitly acknowledge some of the ways in which each interaction 
with the participants influenced the research process.    
 Since a consideration of the non-linguistic, embodied, and emotional aspects of 
the interpersonal experience of bulimics is extremely important to the present study, my 
process notes focused primarily on these aspects of my interactions with the participants.  
This practice is aligned with what Burns (2003) called, “critical embodied reflexivity,” 
(p. 230) in her study of the discursive construction of bulimic subjectivities.  I agree with 
Burns that, “as ethical researchers we should also be concerned with potential ‘extra-
discursive’ effects,” (p. 231), particularly when engaging with a population for whom 
language and the body are problematic.  In order to provide a richer description of how 
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hers and her participants’ bodies were involved in the research process, Burns integrated 
descriptions of her own embodied reactions during her interviews into her data analysis.  
I followed her example by developing my own method of including a critically embodied 
reflexivity as follows. 
 First, during the interview, I used a two-column note recording sheet (Appendix I) 
to write down any sensation, thoughts, or feelings that I experienced during the interview.  
Following each interview, I wrote descriptive notes of what I observed during the 
interview, under three different themes: 1) Participant’s presentation, where I noted the 
ways in which the participant presented her body throughout the interview (e.g., 
comportment, posture, gesturing, etc.); 2) My experience, where I noted any embodied 
feelings I had during the interview (e.g., feeling “constricted,” “relaxed,” etc.); and 3) 
Our interaction, where I noted my observations and felt experience of our interaction.   
Materials 
 Both meetings were audio-taped in their entirety and then transcribed by myself.  
I also used note-taking materials.  For the second session I used a set of Rorschach plates, 
and a Rorschach scoring sheet, borrowed with permission form the Duquesne University 
Psychology Clinic, and my laptop computer for recording Rorschach responses.  The 
tapes, notes, and Rorschach data were labeled with each participant’s pseudonym and did 
not contain any other identifying data.  All of the materials were kept in a locked file 
cabinet in my house at 7722 Abbott St, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  Following their 
transcription the audio tapes were erased.  The transcriptions were coded through the 
qualitative research software program, Qualrus 1.1 (Idea Works, 2002). 
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Data Analysis 
The process of data analysis was guided by several methodological considerations 
and proceeded in several phases.  As was previously stated, the multidimensionality of 
this particular phenomenon and the research questions necessitated a layering of several 
different analytic methods.  These methods were chosen in combination in order to get 
the fullest interpretation of the data that would best address the research questions.  
Part I: Rorschach protocols 
 I coded and scored the Rorschach protocols in their entirety, by hand, according 
to Exner’s Comprehensive System (1986).  A colleague then checked my scoring for 
accuracy.  There were several key clusters of scores that I paid particular attention to, as 
they are theorized to directly relate to the emergence of bulimia.  These included the level 
of emotional expression and emotional control (WsumC, Blends, Shading responses, S, 
Color-Shading Blends, FC: CF+C, pure C, Afr, and CP), interpersonal skills (COP, AG, 
a/p), interpersonal defenses (Isolate/R, PER, Cg, HVI), and quality of object relationships 
(H:(H)+Hd+(Hd), (H)+(Hd):(A)+(Ad), Food responses, Texture responses, the content of 
pair responses, and the content of all human responses) (Finn, 1991).  I also noted the 
other scores and indices, however, particularly those that were unusual as compared to 
population norms.  In order to easily compare the scores of the participants to established 
population norms and the results of studies which analyzed the Roroschach protocols of 
bulimic and alexithymic individuals (separate studies), I organized all of these scores in a 
table labeled “Rorschach Results,” which can be found in Appendix J. 
 I also analyzed the content of the protocols for thematic imagery.  Through this 
analysis I checked for anything that could be coded within the following three content-
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scales which have been used successfully to better understand the Rorschach protocols of 
bulimic women: (a) the Rorschach Oral Dependency Scale (ROD) (Bornstein, 1996), (b) 
the Mutuality of Autonomy Scale (MOA) (Urist & Shill, 1982), and (c) the Separation-
Individuation Theme Scale (Coonerty, 1986).  Of the three scales, only the Separation-
Individuation Theme scale was pertinent the Rorschach protocols of my participants.  
Part II: Listening to the participants 
For the second phase of interpretation, I conducted five interpretive readings of 
the interview transcripts.  This method was originally developed as an integration of the 
“The Listening Guide,” developed by Carol Gilligan, at the Harvard Graduate School of 
Education, Project on Women’s Psychology and Girl’s Development (Brown & Gilligan, 
1991), and Smith, Jarman, & Osborn’s (1999) Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis.   
The Listening Guide.  Although the Listening Guide was developed by 
researchers studying the development of moral voice in girls, the basic ideology behind 
the method was aligned with the purpose of the present research, which is also concerned 
with voice, or in particular, how bulimic women voice and do not voice their emotions.  I 
have explicitly stated my own position in relation to the phenomenon; specifically that I 
aimed to interpret the women’s voices from a socialist-feminist-psychodynamic 
standpoint whereby I recognize that their voices arise within an intersubjective cultural 
context which is reflective of a multiplicity of gendered, embodied, cultural and familial 
meanings.  Brown and Gilligan (1991) acknowledge these factors in the voices of their 
participants as well, as they describe the characteristics of the method as such: 
Our “Guide to Listening,” concerned as it is with voice, is both a literary and a 
clinical method: responsive to the layered nature of the psyche, the harmonics of 
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psychic life, the nonlinear, nontransparent orchestration of thoughts and feelings, 
the polyphonic nature of any utterance, and the symbolic nature not only of what 
is said, but also of what is not said.  And, as a relational approach, attentive to 
body, relationships, societal context, and cultural framework, it is also a feminist 
method – concerned particularly with acknowledging the pervasiveness of 
patriarchy/androcentricity in American culture at this time in history and its 
effects on girls and women as speakers, listeners, and readers.  (p. 44). 
The Listening Guide has been used with success by researchers studying phenomena 
other than the development of moral voice.  For example, Rogers (1994) used this 
method to examine dissociation and “the return of the repressed,” in the narratives of 
adult women who had been sexually abused.   
The Listening Guide suggests that researchers listen to the interview four times 
and trace in colored pencil the development of different voices throughout the transcript.  
Traditionally, through these sequential steps, researchers listened for 1) the narrative, or 
the participant’s story, 2) the self, 3) the context of relationships within the participant’s 
story, and 4) the societal and cultural framework (Gilligan, Spencer, Weinberg, and 
Bertsch, 2003).  Gilligan et. al., (2003) state that the listening guide, “is intended to be a 
guide, or a set of steps that provide a basic frame, rather than a set of prescriptive rules to 
be followed.  The researcher must make decisions with regard to how precisely to 
implement each step of this method in a particular research project” (p. 169).  Since I was 
primarily concerned with how my participants’ interpersonal experience and socio-
cultural framework together shape their experience of emotions and perpetuate bulimic 
behavior, I altered my readings of the transcripts to suit these purposes.   
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Originally, I planned to “listen” for each participant’s 1) emotional and 2) 
embodied selves, within specific 3) relational and 4) socio-cultural contexts and then 
integrate my own 5) embodied reflexive experience of the interview as an interpersonal 
situation.  However, as I began the process, I had to alter my approach.  First, I found that 
I was missing the narrative aspect of the participant’s story as well as her images of her 
self.  I therefore added a first listening for biographical narrative and self.   
Second, I had a very difficult time taking embodied, reflexive process notes 
during the interview.  There are several reasons for this.  The first is that none of my 
participants moved very much, so there was not much body language to describe.  
Second, in trying to pay attention to their stories, my conscious awareness was much 
more focused on them then on my own internal sensations.  I did find that after each 
interview, I was able to record some process notes about their presentation, my felt 
experience, and our interaction, and I decided to include these process notes in the later 
interpretive and narrative integration of the data.  I also realized, however, after reading 
the transcripts that my questioning and rhetorical style differed with each interaction.  I 
therefore re-named the fifth listening step: “interactive reflexivity.”  This fifth reading 
can be best described as an informal type of reflexive “conversation analysis,” (Packer, 
2001) whereby I paid attention to the conversational tactics and discursive style of our 
spoken interaction. 
Finally, my participants spoke very little about larger social and cultural issues.  I 
realized that while particular cultural meanings were pervasive throughout their stories, 
those factors are often ubiquitous and inchoate, especially through the medium of the 
personal narrative, where biographical events are deemed more important.  The 
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participants seemed not to recognize nor care much about how the larger cultural 
framework may have structured their lives.  Since their discourse lacked much, if any 
articulation of the impact of society and culture on their experience, this aspect could not 
be teased out as explicitly as the other themes.  I therefore decided not to include a 
specific listening of how they voiced the socio-cultural context.  Instead I decided that the 
analysis of the social and cultural context would be completed following the integration 
of the individual and interpersonal data, whereby I would explicate my own feminist 
understanding of relevant aspects of a specific historical and cultural milieu through 
which their experiences were constructed.  I would use this analysis in the discussion, as 
a final lens through which I would interpret my earlier interpretation of the participants’ 
biographical, relational, emotional, and embodied voices.  Thus, the “listenings” were to 
proceed in the following order: 1) listen for biography and narrative of self, 2) listen for 
relational voice 3) listen for emotional voice 4) listen for embodied voice, and 5) listen 
for interaction.   
The text of the interviews themselves were downloaded into the qualitative 
research software program, Qualrus, 1.1 (Idea Works, 2002).  Initially, I followed 
Gilligan et. al.’s (2003) procedure, whereby I went through the interview transcript five 
times and traced out in color (the program allowed me to highlight text in color) each 
listening.  Eventually, however, I found that this process was both time-consuming and 
unnecessary.  It was also difficult because many of the voices overlapped, yet I could 
only code each instance of text with one color.  Since Qualrus allows the researcher to 
overlap codings, such that one could code the same segment of text multiple ways, I used 
this method instead, and I coded all four “listenings” simultaneously.  I coded these major 
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listenings in capital letters, so that each aspect of the interview was coded with at least 
one of the following: BIO, RELATIONAL, EMOTIONAL, EMBODIED and 
INTERACTION.  This stage of the analysis was guided by a “top-down” reading of the 
data, as these five major categories were determined prior to the listenings, and these 
remained the same for each participant. 
Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis.  The second stage of the analysis 
followed a “bottom-up” coding method, whereby idiosyncratic themes emerged from 
within each of these five listenings for each participant.  The style of coding for this 
phase was drawn from Smith et. al.’s (1999), Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis.  
According to Smith et. al., researchers using IPA, “are trying to get close to the 
participant’s personal world,” (p. 218) while at the same time recognizing that their own 
interpretations of that world are a necessary instrument in that understanding.  They 
delineate a specific method where the researcher notes anything significant about the 
participant’s interview in the right hand margin of the transcript.  They then write 
“emerging theme titles,” (p. 221) or descriptions of general themes of the participant’s 
discourse in the left hand margin.  Finally, a “master table of themes,” (p. 223) is 
organized and created, where the researcher lists the general emergent themes and the 
specific sections of the transcript that substantiate those themes.   
Following this method within each “listening,” I also looked for and coded 
emerging theme titles.  I found Qualrus 1.1 very helpful for this endeavor, since a 
layering and overlapping of theme codes is easily manageable with this software.  For 
example, I might code an entire chunk of transcript, where a participant is describing a 
story about her father, as “BIO”.  Within that chunk, however, there might be relational 
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and emotional themes as well.  Thus there would also be sections within that chunk coded 
as “RELATIONAL,” and “EMOTIONAL.”  Next I gave specific, descriptive codes to 
what was happening within those larger categories, so that within the “RELATIONAL” 
section, I might have coded “aggression,” “sexualized,” and any other themes that might 
have emerged.  Likewise, within the “EMOTIONAL” section, I might code for “anger,” 
“shame,” “crying” or any other instance of emotion.  Thus, the coding system itself was 
multi-layered and followed both a top-down and bottom-up interpretive system
10
. 
Part III: Tabular and narrative integration of data 
After all of the interviews were coded, I organized the coded interview segments 
into tables, one table for each listening (see Appendix K for sample tables).  Through this 
process, I found that some themes were unique, while others fell into common patterns.  
For example, each participant’s Biographical Table was arranged similarly, beginning 
with developmental history, descriptions of family members, and then chronological 
stages of their personal history (high school, college, etc.)  The participants’ discussions 
of their eating disordered experiences were also included in the biographical tables.  
Again, these were specific to each participant, but they tended to fall into similar 
chronological patterns (i.e., development of disorder, description of a binge, treatment, 
etc.).  Finally, participant’s discourse on and images of her self were categorized into 
major themes at the end of the Biographical Tables. 
The Relational Tables were the most idiosyncratic as they were organized 
according to the major themes that seemed most pertinent to each participant.  By 
                                                 
10
 Qualrus 1.1 also keeps track of the way the research codes, and learns from it to suggest codes for each 
segment.  It also has functions whereby it notices an overlapping of codes – using synonyms to code a 
similar piece of text, for example – and suggests an integration of these codes.  The software has other 
numerous capabilities for “intelligent” coding that I did not utilize due to time constraints. 
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contrast, the Emotional Tables were organized in the same format for each participant.  
As I was organizing the emotional data, I found it helpful to categorize the participant’s 
emotional discourse and expression on one of five ways:  (a) lexical, or using actual 
emotion words such as “sad,” or “embarrassed,”; (b) metaphorical, (c) enacting, whereby 
the participant seemed to be enacting an emotionally charged situation in the interview 
itself, such as exclaiming, “and I was like ewwww!!!!”; (d) embodied, where the 
participant either expressed a feeling through bodily action such as crying or laughing, or 
discussed expressing emotion through these actions in the past; and (e) meta-emotional 
discourse, where the participant talked about her experience of emotions (i.e, herself as 
an emotional or non-emotional person, her own understanding of how she processes and 
expresses emotions, etc.). 
The Embodied Tables were also organized similarly for each participant, where 
the three major theme categories were: (a) embodied action during the interview, (b) 
talking about her body, and (c) use of bodily metaphors.  Finally, the Interaction Tables 
were categorized by the rhetorical techniques that I tended to use most often with each 
participant such as: requests for clarification, reflective questions, suggestive questions, 
and laughing. 
I then wrote narrative descriptions of each of these tables, whereby I described the 
themes that emerged from each participant’s biographical narratives, Rorschach 
protocols, emotional, relational, and embodied voices, and our interaction, which drew 
from both my embodied reflexive process notes and the data in the interaction tables.  
These results are titled “Narrative compilation of analyses,” and can be found in 
Appendix L.  Following the writing of this narrative compilation, I wrote summaries of 
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each section and an individual psychodynamic interpretation of the data for each 
participant.  These summaries and interpretations comprise the results section. 
Part IV: Description of historical context and feminist interpretation of data through that 
context. 
A major goal of this study was to demonstrate how I could interpret individual 
experience through a psychodynamic perspective, and then situate that interpretation 
within a particular social, cultural, and historical framework.  In so doing, I hoped to 
demonstrate the feasibility and appearance of a psychological research method that is 
grounded in a post-structural, feminist-standpoint epistemology.  However, before I could 
situate the participants’ voices and my interpretation of those voices within a larger 
cultural framework, I had to describe the particular framework that I was referring to.  
Thus, a final piece of the research itself involved developing a historical narrative that 
would further explain the cultural ideology that supports the matrix of relationships 
through which my participants developed a psychological schema of interdependent 
interpersonal patterns, emotional experience, and bulimic behavior.    
As I learned with my failed attempt to tease out the socio-cultural context from 
the participants’ discourse, it is all but impossible to separate the cultural aspects of one’s 
personal narrative as if it was merely an adjunct to our psychological experience.  As 
Chodorow (1999) states, “meaning is an inextricable mix of the sociocultural and 
historically contextualized on the one hand, and the personally psychodynamic and 
psychobiographically contextualized on the other,” (p. 2, emphasis mine).   It is due to 
this inextricability that I chose to weave the historical narrative into my interpretive 
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discussion of the participants’ voices.   Therefore, this final, and perhaps most important, 
piece of the research will therefore be integrated throughout the discussion section.  
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RESULTS 
Summary and Interpretations of Individual Analyses 
 
Participant #1: “Ellen” 
 
Biography 
 
 Ellen is a twenty-eight year old woman who has been bulimic for ten years and 
appears to be clinically depressed.  She currently binges and purges about six times per 
week and is not in treatment.  She holds an office job at a university and lives at home 
with her family, including both of her parents and two brothers.  Ellen graduated college 
about five years ago with a major in film.  Soon after, she moved to L.A. to work on 
movie sets and try to break into the film industry.  She had a difficult time with this as 
well as being far away from her family.  She became very depressed and her bulimia 
spiraled out of control.  She returned home and she has been living with her parents ever 
since.  Since her job is on a 9-month university schedule, she was planning to return to 
L.A. for the summer to see if she might be able to move back there.  Between our first 
and second interview she received a job offer there from a friend, and she was both 
excited and nervous about the move.    
 Ellen’s bulimia began during the summer of her senior year.  She had been 
overweight due to compulsive overeating most of her life, and she failed at dieting.  She 
felt like purging was her “quick fix,” and used it to lose weight.  At the time, she spent 
the summer in a lake resort town where her family “summered.”  She was able to finally 
develop the type of social life she had always wanted, with dating, friends, and parties.  
She returned home during the school year and attended a local college.  She was 
depressed most of this time, socially isolated, and she continued to overeat compulsively, 
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without purging as much.  Since this caused her to re-gain the weight she had lost, she 
would then have to “make weight” for the summer when she would return to the lake 
resort town and her friends. 
 Ellen admitted that she was sexually abused when she was young, but did not 
want to talk about it in detail.  Her mother and brothers are also compulsive overeaters. 
She discussed how food played a very important role in their lives growing up.  It was 
used for rewards, comfort, and celebration, and was often a source of competition 
between herself and her brothers.  She spoke most often of her relationship with her 
mother, with whom she identifies with and feels very dependent on.  Her father and 
mother do not get along, and her father makes inappropriate and sexualized comments to 
Ellen.  Both of her brothers are also psychologically troubled.  Her older brother is 
abusive and violent, and her younger brother is obsessive-compulsive, and although this 
bothers her a great deal, she does feel protective of both of them.  She described the home 
atmosphere as extremely volatile and rife with conflict.  At the same time, she often 
described her home as “the nest” and talked about how she and her brothers cannot seem 
to leave the nest, even though she thinks they are too old to still be living there. 
 Ellen is worried about being bulimic and wants to stop.  She is also very private 
about her problems.  Her best friend in L.A. knows about her bulimia, but Ellen will not 
talk about it with her.  Ellen has tried a few times to talk about it with her mother, who 
was very dismissive about the issue.  Ellen feels like she has to take of this problem on 
her own.  She admitted to having a lot of issues with food.  She has a very difficult time 
limiting her intake because she feels like she is entitled to eat everything she wants and 
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feels deprived if she doesn’t.  Thus, she looks for ways to have her food controlled 
externally, such as buying things that have set portions, like meal bars. 
 She admitted to having a lot of fears about “growing up” and leaving home.  
However, she is worried that if she does not become more of an adult and venture on her 
own, she will lose out on the type of life that is typical of someone in her twenties.  Ellen 
is also very concerned with how she appears to others.  She spoke often of “disguising” 
her real self, and at times throughout the interview, it seemed as if Ellen experiences 
multiple manifestations of herself, which she feels she can create at will.  She is very 
concerned about her appearance, and she believes that the only way to have relationships 
and a social life is to be thin and pretty.  She is extremely self-deprecating when she does 
not live up to these high standards, which is most of the time.  She also constantly 
monitors and takes a very harsh and controlling attitude toward her appearance.  For 
example, she talked about not “allowing” herself to have “fat” clothes, and described 
what she “should” look like in order to be “presentable.” 
Rorschach Results 
 Ellen’s Rorschach scores indicate that while she tends to withdraw from 
emotional experience, she has great difficulty modulating emotional expression and is 
likely seen by others as intensely and overly emotional.  Some of her responses suggest 
that she is currently experiencing very painful affect, and that she can be introspective 
and self-critical.  Several indices showed that she is clinically depressed.  The content of 
several of her answers included images of things being damaged or polluted.  Besides 
indicating depression, these types of responses are common among sexual abuse victims, 
as was Ellen.  Also, one of these responses indicated that her self-perception may become 
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distorted when in the midst of this painful affect.  Ellen’s Rorschach also suggested that 
she has a tendency to be self-absorbed and that she likely maintains superficial 
relationships with others.  Other indices showed that although she is very concerned and 
focused on others, she has a tendency to avoid interpersonal relationships.  At the same 
time, she longs for nurturance and interpersonal contact.  One response highlighted the 
type of “push-pull” struggle indicative of separation-individuation difficulties.  This 
seems to suggest that Ellen might experience her relationships as both inviting and 
aggressive at the same time. 
 Several themes repeated throughout the content of Ellen’s responses.  For 
example, she often saw beings that were either passive moving to active such as 
something “ready to spring,” suggesting that she may be hesitant to interact at times, 
preferring to think things through first.  Other movement responses indicate activity 
retreating into passivity and passively-active movement such as hang-gliding and water 
falling.  These types of movement responses may indicate desire for interpersonal 
interaction but without initiation.  Also, Ellen’s own perception was often part of the 
percept itself.  For example, she repeatedly noted that the blot involved her (or “you”) 
looking at something, and often this vision was distorted by light.  This tendency was 
repeated throughout the protocol and may suggest that Ellen feels like an “outsider 
looking in.”  It is also supportive of her other Rorschach scores which suggest that she 
has trouble maintaining psychological distance from situations and may have difficulty 
negotiating personal boundaries.  Moreover, her perception of a situation is likely to 
become distorted because of this difficulty maintaining boundaries and personal distance. 
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Relational Voice 
 Ellen is extremely concerned with how she appears to others, physically.  She will 
not engage in any social activities, including calling friends on the phone, if she is 
unhappy with her appearance.  Since this is most of the time, Ellen is often socially 
isolated.  Ellen also tries to hide or disguise her more “internal” self from others as well.  
She described several ways that she will “put up a front” for the benefit of others and 
hide her true feelings or opinions.  She admitted that she has a lot of difficulty 
communicating to others, especially about her problems.  Although these tendencies keep 
Ellen from having close relationships, she strongly desires friends and an active social 
life.  In fact, much of her eating disordered behavior is motivated out of this desire for a 
social life, since she will only allow herself to make friends and interact with others when 
she is thin.  This becomes a vicious circle, because the more eating disordered Ellen 
becomes (i.e., bingeing and purging more often), the more she isolates herself socially 
and feels negatively about her appearance.   
 Ellen’s family relationships are colored by abuse, inappropriate sexuality, 
manipulation, enmeshment, and withdrawal.  Her relationship with her mother was most 
prominent in the interview.  Her mother suffers from depression and also overeats 
compulsively.  Further, her mother’s love and nurturance for her family has historically 
and continues to be expressed with food.  Ellen strongly identifies with her mother, but 
she also seems to feel overwhelmed and angry by her mother’s displays of intense 
emotionality. Ellen stated repeatedly that her mother “smothers” both she and her 
brothers, and because of this she feels dependent on her as the only person who can 
provide her with the unconditional love and nurturance she desires.  Unfortunately, 
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Ellen’s mother will withdraw her support and love for Ellen as a way to get what she 
wants, and this behavior has caused Ellen a great deal of anger towards her.  Ellen also 
enacts a similar type of struggle with others in her life.  On those rare occasions where 
she opens up to another and shows her “real self,” she tends to become overwhelmed 
with emotionality.  She then pulls herself out of the relationship and will attempt to avoid 
that person entirely. 
 Ellen’s father often makes inappropriate comments and sexual innuendos towards 
her.  Ellen believes one of the reasons he does this is because he hates her mother and 
wants to make her jealous.  Although Ellen is repulsed by his behavior, she believes that 
she re-enacts this pattern by seeking out relationships with older men in authority.  She 
said that she has had inappropriate sexual relationships with all of her male bosses, and 
she believes that she unconsciously evokes their attraction to her.  This typically results 
in her feeling disgusted and attempting to end the relationship. 
Emotional Voice 
 Ellen often used emotion words throughout the interview.  She typically talked 
about feeling sad, miserable, anxious, nervous, scarred, worried, afraid, frustrated, 
shameful, vulnerable, angry, hopeless, lonely, envious, and disappointed.  In fact, she 
only mentioned feeling happy when in the context of bingeing, being thin, and dating.  
Ellen also enacted emotional experience very often by stressing her words, raising her 
voice and intonation, and imitating a dialogue with another or an interior monologue.  
She also expressed emotion physically often throughout the interview.  In fact, she began 
crying almost immediately after we started, and she would cry off and on throughout.  
This crying was typically very quiet, perhaps better described as weeping.  She also 
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became very quiet and whispered, especially when discussing something embarrassing or 
particularly painful.  She did not use many metaphors to describe her emotional 
experience.  Ellen discussed her emotional life as well.  Since she has experienced 
powerful mood swings all her life, she thinks that she might be “bipolar.”  She also talked 
about how she tends to hide her emotions from others, but once she does start emoting, 
such as in the interview, she has a very difficult time controlling the expression.   
Embodiment 
 Ellen was tall, of medium build, and slender to average weight.  She had straight 
blond hair, wore glasses, and was dressed casually.  She appeared well groomed and 
wore minimal make-up.  Ellen’s comportment throughout the interview seemed closed in.  
She sat in the same position, slightly hunched over, with her eyes mostly downcast.  She 
seemed to be cocooning herself.  She fidgeted by playing with the cuff of her jeans or a 
tissue, but she did not make any other more overt gestures.  During her second interview, 
Ellen appeared more cheerful and put together, and she did not cry.  She did not talk 
about her body very much.  When she did, it was usually concerning her weight (“thin” 
or “heavy”) and her experience of hunger. 
Interactive Reflexivity 
 Since Ellen wept throughout most of the 165 minute interview, I felt 
overwhelmed by intense emotionality.  I felt shaken after the first interview and I felt like 
crying and smoking a cigarette (I had quit six months prior) on my way home.  I dreaded 
the second interview because of this, but Ellen was not emotional during this meeting.  I 
also felt very connected towards Ellen during both meetings.  I matched her quiet tone of 
voice, and I often responded empathically towards her.  However, there was one instance 
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where I seemed very dismissive of what Ellen was saying and took on the role of a 
questioning “diagnostician.”  Since I typically try to attune myself to another’s emotional 
experience, I was disturbed by this tone as I heard it on the tape.  I later surmised that I 
used this different style of straight questioning as a way to damp some of Ellen’s 
emotionality, which seemed to increase whenever I offered a more empathic comment. 
Interpretation 
 Although Ellen is twenty-eight, she has yet to successfully separate from her 
family and begin her desired “adult” life.  Ellen admits that her experience with bulimia 
has contributed to this difficulty, but also that she is afraid of leaving her family and 
particularly her mother.  Ellen’s fears about separation are partially supported by her 
attempt to begin her adult life five years ago in L.A.  At that time she experienced a great 
deal of loneliness and depression, and her bulimia became very severe.  Ellen returned to 
“the nest” in order to heal from this experience, and has not left home since.  Ellen admits 
that she is fearful of what might happen when she does return to L.A.  Her Rorschach 
results reflected her stance of cautious preparation for this important event. 
 As shown in the Rorschach and supported by my own experience of the interview, 
Ellen has difficulty modulating her intense, and often painful emotional experiences.  Her 
preferred style of emotional expression seemed to be primarily enacted and embodied.  
This may stem from her inability to maintain distance from emotional experience, which 
was evident in her Rorschach protocol.  In other words, speaking metaphorically about 
emotions requires a level of abstraction and symbolization which is necessitated by some 
distance.  Ellen’s more embodied and enacted emotional style shows intense involvement 
with what she is experiencing.  She seems to have developed two ways of regulating this 
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intense emotionality – by withdrawing from others and bingeing on food – two strategies 
that her mother uses to modulate her own emotionality and that of her family.  
Unfortunately, by engaging in these patterns, Ellen enters a cycle of depression, isolation 
and bulimia which she has yet to figure out how to exit.   
 Further, since Ellen believes that a certain appearance is necessary for social 
interaction, she keeps herself from forming and maintaining close, interpersonal 
relationships.  Ellen was able to gain the confidence necessary to develop friendships and 
dating relationships only when she was thin.  However, since she can only maintain her 
desired appearance for short amounts of time and will withdraw from social interaction 
when she falls short of her acceptable appearance, her relationships with others tend to be 
shallow and fleeting.  Ellen seems to have developed an image of an ideal, thin self that 
she can live up to at times but also has a false quality.  Ellen is reticent to show others her 
“real” self for fear that they would not like her and would leave.  She therefore maintains 
a harsh and punitive attitude about her self for failing to live up to these standards.   
 Although Ellen withdraws from relationships, she is very focused on others and 
longs for interpersonal contact.  As suggested by the Rorschach and supported by her 
experience, since she is wary of forming close relationships, she is often “on the outside 
looking in.”  When she does develop close relationships, she has difficulty opening up to 
others and communicating her experience to them and fears that if she does share her 
feelings she will be patronized and judged.  She therefore tends to push others away when 
she does become close to them.  Ellen’s Rorschach results show that Ellen indeed 
experiences relationships as characterized by this type of push/pull struggle.  This style of 
relating makes sense as there is virtually no communication in her family, and when 
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Ellen has attempted to discuss her problems with her parents she is either belittled or 
ignored.  Closeness in Ellen’s family is experienced through food and intense, overly-
emotional and boundary-less contact.  Her family members regulate these intense, 
enmeshed experiences through aggression.  Ellen’s Rorschach supports the interpretation 
that Ellen sees aggression as a way to modulate emotionally charged relationships and 
“create order out of chaos.”  Furthermore, the act of bingeing and purging itself can be 
seen to fit a push/pull pattern and a way to maintain order over what seems out of control.  
 Although she did not speak of it much, Ellen’s history of sexual abuse should be 
taken into account when interpreting her relational and emotional tendencies.  Ellen’s 
negative image of herself as “damaged,” as seen through the Rorschach, is likely related 
to this abuse.  Her abuse history is also likely related to the bulimia, as these factors have 
been shown to be related through empirical research. 
Participant #2: “Claire” 
Biography 
 Claire is a twenty-one year old woman who has been bulimic and anorexic for six 
years.  She is currently struggling to recover from her eating disorder – she still restricts 
her food intake daily and binges and purges about twice a month.  She is currently in 
therapy, and had been treated at residential treatment facility for eating disorders about a 
year before this interview took place. Claire is in a committed relationship with her 
boyfriend of two years.  At the time of the interview, they were both about to graduate 
from college and were planning on moving to a new city together, although they will live 
separately.   
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 Due to her father’s career as an oil company engineer, Claire moved about every 
three years when she was growing up.  Her family currently lives in a small town in 
Alaska. When Claire was an adolescent she had a difficult time with moving around, 
particularly when her family moved from Alaska to Texas (they moved back to Alaska 
later).  She became angry with her parents and felt like she didn’t know where she “fit 
in.”  She also admits that she was never able to maintain long-term friendships since they 
moved so often, and it was too painful too keep in touch with former friends. 
 Claire’s parents are extremely overprotective and intrusive.  She was not allowed 
to do many activities with other kids, like skating, because her parents were concerned 
about her safety.  Claire also described a family life where she had no privacy.  She was 
expected to empty her book-bag out from school and could not keep her room the way 
she wanted it.  She said that the family even announce to each other when they are going 
to take a shower.   
 Claire also stated that her family has put a great deal of pressure and expectations 
on both herself and her three younger sisters to succeed.  She described each of the sisters 
as very talented in school, sports, and art, and admitted that there is “not a lot of room for 
mediocrity” in her family.  She said that since as far as she can remember her mother 
treated her like a “genius” and a “star baby.”  She also admitted that she has put a lot of 
pressure on herself to be extraordinary, such as when she was in kindergarten and tried to 
teach herself fractions.   
 Claire began dieting and later bingeing and purging in high school.  She cited 
several reasons for this, the first being that she began developing a “bodacious” body and 
was very uncomfortable with the attention she received because of this.  She also became 
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sexually active at this time and even though she “didn’t like it,” she felt peer pressure to 
do so.  She claimed that these experiences caused her to want to “get away from the 
body,” and that she felt like she was “too much.”  Claire continues to be preoccupied with 
her body and often thinks that she is larger than everyone else, even though she is 
actually quite small.   
 Claire has maintained high expectations for herself throughout her life and feels 
pressure to succeed in everything she does.  At the same time, however, she feels like 
something is inherently wrong with her self and that she is never “good enough.”  Claire 
also believes that many of her actions are contradictory.  For example she is unsure why 
she continues to engage in eating disordered behavior, when it marks her as abnormal. 
 Claire expressed a strong desire to run away and start her life over.  She said that 
she often feels like running away from her problems, and that this is one of the reasons 
why she chose to attend college four thousand miles from her home.  Claire also stated 
that she often wants to hide, disappear, or ignore her problems and that when she 
experiences difficulty in her life she will, “stick her head in the sand,” or else pretend that 
everything is fine.  Claire also has difficulty being honest with others.  She said that 
growing up she felt like she had to lie to her parents to get privacy and her own space, but 
that she is often dishonest in her current relationships as well.  This bothers Claire and it 
is something she is trying to change.   
Rorschach results 
 Claire’s Rorschach protocol supported much of her personal narrative.  For 
example, that she tends to be an overachiever, but she has a poor sense of self-worth.  It 
also suggested that although she prefers to avoid emotional experiences, she has 
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difficulty modulating her emotions and can act on them impulsively.  Moreover, her 
protocol indicated that her sense of self can become distorted in the face of intense affect.  
She also had a great deal of internal anatomy percepts, suggesting both that she focuses 
excessively on somatic concerns and that she may feel transparent, or without thick 
boundaries.  She also had some sexualized imagery, but it was often distorted and/or 
damaged.  This suggests that her perception of herself becomes distorted in tandem with 
sexual ideation.   
 Her Rorschach protocol also illuminated some aspects of Claire’s interpersonal 
life.  While she did have a normal amount of human percepts in her responses, showing 
that she is interested in others, the human figures were never engaged in cooperative 
activities.  In fact, it was quite common throughout her protocol to have two beings 
connected but acting aggressively towards one another, suggesting that Claire does not 
see relationships as mutually benevolent and that she becomes angry at others whom she 
perceives as intruding on her personal space.  Also, the aggressive behaviors that Claire 
described were often orally enacted, such as by yelling. 
Relational Voice 
 Claire said that she felt a lot of pressure from both her family and her community 
to succeed and “do something amazing.”  Since she experienced her parents’ over-
protectiveness as intrusive, she spent a lot of time as a teenager rebelling against them, 
and cites her eating disorder as a way to “punish” her parents.  She admitted that she used 
lying as a way to create some distance from her parents, and that she still finds herself 
lying to them and to her boyfriend, especially in situations where she feels intruded upon. 
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   Claire also described difficulty communicating to others, especially about her 
feelings and her eating disorder.  She discussed how her eating disorder has gotten in the 
way of her relationships by contributing to her isolation and because others don’t 
understand her problems.  Claire also described being isolated from others, especially in 
college where she became “a recluse.”  She has not maintained any close relationships 
through her college years, except with her boyfriend.  Finally, Claire described her 
tendency to entertain others with jokes and her bubbly personality, as with her first 
therapist.  
Emotional Voice 
 Claire spoke most often of feeling sad, depressed, or angry, but usually in 
reference to a past event.  When she discussed her current feelings, she mentioned feeling 
frustrated that she is not recovered from her eating disorder, and also apathetic. 
 Claire’s presentation throughout the interview supported her self-description as 
lacking emotion.  Although she laughed and joked throughout the interview, she did not 
physically express any other emotions, except when she imitated herself crying when 
recounting a story about being emotional.  Thus, she more often acted out an emotion 
than genuinely expressed it.   
 Claire also used metaphors to describe her emotions, typically referring to them as 
a powerful or violent force or a temperature.   
Embodiment 
 Claire did not move very much during the interview.  When she did display an 
overt and assertive movement – putting her feet up on the coffee table, she quickly 
apologized and took her feet back down, even though I told her this was fine.  Thus, it 
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seems like Claire might still harbor her adolescent feelings that she “takes up too much 
space.”  Indeed, her gross body image distortions (e.g., thinking that she is larger than 
everyone on a bus when objectively she is very small) and body preoccupation support 
this as a possibility. 
Interactive Reflexivity 
 Claire was very petite, both short and thin, with straight, strawberry blonde hair.  
She was dressed casually and appeared to be well-groomed with minimal make-up.  The 
interviews with Claire were enjoyable for me, as she was easy-going and her narrative 
was often humorous.  Indeed, it is easy to see why she was the “entertainer” for her first 
therapist, as I often felt like I was being entertained.  It seems like this sort of performing 
and story-telling comes very easily for Claire, and she certainly has had a lot of practice 
talking about her life and her bulimia since she has been in several different therapies for 
many years.  Yet when asked to discuss how she really felt “inside,” or when asked a 
question she may have never considered, Claire had a noticeably difficult time, which 
was displayed by her pausing, looking confused, or stating that she didn’t know.  Perhaps 
this is why I felt the need to jump in at times and “suggest” something to her, because 
when the previously enjoyable pace of the interview broke down in these instances, I felt 
uncomfortable and like I was pushing her too much.  Claire seems to still be attempting 
to tease out what’s “real” in and what is just part of “the story,” which might explain the 
several instances of “sandwiching,” (previewing and concluding a negative comment 
with two positive ones) “negation,” and “revision.”  In other words, Claire can paint a 
comprehensive verbal picture of herself, but there are obvious holes in that story, which 
in itself might be a way to give meaning to her life when it has “always felt empty.”  
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Interpretation 
 Although Claire is a very personable young woman, she is extremely independent 
and seems more concerned with protecting herself against others’ intrusiveness than 
seeking out and maintaining relationships.  Claire often has fantasies of running away or 
disappearing from others, rather than facing the difficulties that come about in a 
relationship.  This is likely related to the fact that she moved every three years as a child 
and so she never go the chance to learn how to maintain long-standing relationships.  At 
the same time, however Claire found herself feeling depressed and lonely during college, 
where she finally achieved the anonymity she craved.   
 I suspect that it is very difficult for Claire to achieve the “semi-permeable” 
boundaries necessary for a close friendship.  Her only relationship right now is intense 
and romantic.  Thus, it seems like she feels she has to be either completely open to 
another, and risk them stifling her, as her parents did, or else she must close herself off 
completely.  This sense that of having no external membrane or boundaries was also 
apparent in the very high number of anatomy responses in Claire’s Rorschach protocol.  
Moreover, when pairs of people or animals were present in Claire’s Rorschach protocol, 
normally indicating a healthy attitude towards relationships, they were connected, but 
interacting aggressively.  These responses suggest that although Claire is interested in 
other people, she does not see relationships as mutually benevolent or interdependent.  
Others are simply there, and when they intrude on her “space” she becomes angry and 
aggressive. Moreover, the aggressive behaviors that Claire described were often orally 
enacted, such as yelling. 
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 Claire claimed that her eating disorder was a way to assert herself as it was 
something her parents couldn’t control.  To this day she admits that a large part of her 
identity is tied up in being eating disordered, which makes sense considering that she has 
spent most of her adolescence in this state.  It seems like Claire spent a lot of time living 
up to her parents’ expectations of her, and was not allowed the personal space to discover 
who she was on her own.  Indeed, Claire admitted that she felt “empty” throughout her 
life, and that she used food to fill herself up.  
 She also stated that she has difficulty being honest with others, because she would 
lie to her parents to give herself some space and keep some things private and personal.  
Even though Claire did not like moving as a child, she often desires to move far away and 
start over when her life is difficult.  In fact, she chose to go to a large university over 
4,000 miles away from home, mainly because she wanted “anonymity” and isolation 
from others “knowing her business.”  Unfortunately, when she achieved that anonymity 
and isolation she became very depressed and turned to bingeing as a source of comfort.   
 Further, although Claire was clearly unhappy when she is isolated from others, 
she seems to have a difficult time opening up to others in a balanced and moderated way.  
When she does so she has a tendency to feel emotionally vulnerable and then she desires 
to disappear, hide, or run away.  Her use of food through her eating disorder mimics these 
patterns, as she either keeps strong external boundaries through keeping food out of her 
body, or else impulsively and intensely opens herself up to food through a binge.  Once 
she does so, she feels “greedy” and has to evacuate the food from her body. 
 Claire’s interview alternated between her presentation of an easygoing and 
entertaining narrative and difficulty describing her experience.  It seemed like she could 
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present a certain pre-fabricated picture of herself, but she had a difficult time when asked 
to describe an experience she has had yet to articulate.  This conversational style, with 
her tendency to negate or revise her answers, suggests that Claire is often unsure about 
what her genuine thoughts or feelings, and that she might be more concerned with living 
up to others expectations of her.  Her past feelings of being “empty” and her fantasy that 
she can find herself once she is free of the pressure of others’ expectations also lends 
support to this conclusion. 
Participant #3: “Sam” 
Biography 
 Sam is a twenty-one year old woman who has been engaging in bulimic behavior, 
off-and-on, for about two years.  She is currently in counseling for the disorder and has 
been a member of Overeaters Anonymous (OA).  She binges and purges approximately 
once a week.  She is about to graduate from college, and is still unsure about what to do 
next (i.e., graduate school vs. job).  Sam has a boyfriend who lives several hours away, 
although she clearly stated that she is not going to base her future plans on his.  Sam’s 
family lives in a different city on the other side of the state and she does not wish to 
return home.  One reason for this is that she does not get along with her father, and 
another reason is that Sam’s mother is depressed and an alcoholic and Sam has been the 
primary family member shouldering the burden of this knowledge for a few years.  Sam 
also grew up in the shadow of her older sister.  Both girls are “overachievers” involved in 
many activities, but Sam thinks her sister is more attractive than she, and that while Sam 
was ‘good at everything,” her sister was “great at everything.” Sam’s sister recently had a 
baby and the families’ focus has shifted to this event. 
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 Sam had a difficult time adjusting to college, as she never found a close group of 
friends like she had in high school.  Sam began bingeing and throwing up after she began 
college, and she has no idea what was going on in her life that might be connected to the 
behavior.  For a few years she binged and purged occasionally and this past fall it became 
“out of control,” where she would do so several times a day.  She joined OA, but did not 
align herself with their overall philosophy, so recently she began seeing a counselor at 
her university.  She likes therapy much better than OA, and she has decreased her 
bingeing and purging to about once a week. 
 Sam expressed a strong desire to be self-reliant, and to uncover and resolve the 
issues underlying her eating disorder through her own resolve.  At the same time she 
described herself as “spiritual,” and admitted that she felt comforted in knowing that she 
is “taken care of” by a higher power.  Sam also admitted to being an “overachiever.”  She 
is a “straight A” student and she participates in many extra-curricular activities, such as 
volunteer work.  Indeed, Sam stated that she is into “constructive things,” and she uses 
her time accordingly.  In fact, she said that one of the situations often leading to a binge is 
when feels bored or that she has nothing to do with her time. 
 Sam stated that she is “content” with her life, although she is dissatisfied with her 
appearance, and she often compares herself unfavorably to others.  She also admitted to 
experiencing a lot of contradictions and disconnections in her psychological life.  For 
example, while she knows that she feels better about herself and her appearance when she 
is not bingeing, part of her motivation for purging is fear of being unattractive.  This 
paradox is upsetting to Sam.  She also experiences a profound sense of disconnection 
between her behavior and her underlying emotions or motivations for engaging in that 
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behavior.  She often has the experience in therapy of coming to an understanding of why 
she does what she does, only to forget about it the next day, which frustrates her. 
Rorschach Results 
 Sam’s Rorschach protocol was extremely complex.  It suggested that she has 
difficulty modulating intense affect and can act impulsively from her emotional 
experience.  She also seems to be experiencing a great deal of anger.  Emotional indices 
indicated that Sam has a very complex emotional life, and her affect is often 
multidimensional and colored by painful anxiety and depression.  Her Rorschach also 
indicated that Sam currently feels overwhelmed by external pressures that she perceives 
as negative.  She also seems to suffer from low self-esteem and is preoccupied with 
internal somatic concerns as well as external appearances.  Several indices suggested 
depression, although it may be more unconscious and affective than cognitive in nature.  
This may explain why Sam didn’t talk about feeling depressed throughout her interview, 
but her presentation seemed “slow” and “subdued.”  Sam’s protocol also indicated that 
she is expending a lot of energy towards introspection, and this often occurs with painful 
affect.  In other words, Sam seems to be trying really hard to search “inside” herself to 
better understand her emotions. 
 Sam’s Rorschach also indicated that although she is very interested in others, she 
might focus more on certain parts of others or her own fantastical representations of 
them, and therefore she likely has difficulty seeing others realistically.  Also, whilw she 
understands the value in human relationships, she has a tendency to avoid them.  Most of 
her responses involving two beings showed them engaged in activities together, but not 
interacting with one another or depending on each other for the activity.  This may 
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suggest that Sam sees the importance of having interpersonal relationships, but she does 
not feel engaged with and/or dependent on the actions of others. 
Relational Voice 
 Sam is a very independent woman.  She enjoys doing things on her own and 
having privacy.  In fact, she has a very hard time opening up to others emotionally and 
sharing her more private thoughts and feelings.  Although she does have a strong desire 
act autonomously and seems to shun dependency on others, she also enjoys interacting 
with others and knowing that she can be around family and friends when she wants, 
although she rarely turns to them for support. 
 Sam’s relationship with her mother figures prominently in her life.  In many 
ways, Sam supports her mother emotionally, by protecting her mother’s feelings, and 
quite literally taking care of her when she is drunk.  Indeed, she feels guilty that she is 
leading a more independent life than her mother has, and that she is doing those things 
that her mother did not, such as going to college and living on her own.  It seems like 
Sam is used to this role of supporting others without receiving a lot of credit or support 
for herself.  Much of the attention from friends and family members seemed to fall on her 
beautiful and accomplished sister, and now on her sister’s baby.  Although Sam is very 
accomplished herself, she does not seem to get the same sort of attention as her sister or 
the baby.  Sam is likely seen as the strong, dependable one, and it seems like she views 
herself in this way as well.    
Emotional Voice 
 Although Sam easily discusses emotions and states what she had been feeling 
during particular situations, she seems to do so more intellectually and after-the-fact, and 
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she appears to be rather distanced from the immediate experience of her emotions.  She 
only used one metaphor to describe her experience, rarely used her body to express 
emotion, and she never used any “enacting” rhetorical techniques to describe emotion 
such as becoming livelier when relating an exciting story.  Indeed, Sam’s speech was 
virtually monotonous throughout the interview and she remained calm and nonplussed as 
she spoke, even when discussing very personal and intense topics, such as her mother’s 
alcoholism.  Thus, she certainly presented the type of disconnection from emotional 
experience that she described as characteristic of her personality.  Just as Sam described 
the paradox of how she feels content with her life but still engages in bulimic behavior, 
the content of the interview itself, which was often very disturbing, seemed very 
disconnected from her process of relating it, which was subdued and pleasant. 
Embodiment 
 Sam appeared to be of average height and build, and average to slender in weight.  
She had straight brown hair and appeared well-groomed with minimal make-up.  She was 
dressed casually and wore some silver jewelry.   
 While Sam certainly thinks about her body often, she was not physically engaged.  
She did not use her body very much during the interview for expressive purposes and she 
used minimal bodily-based metaphors to describe her experience.   
 When she discussed her body, it was mostly about how she is dissatisfied with it, 
although she does seem to believe that her body houses an important “core” of herself 
that she is currently in the process of uncovering (or recovering). 
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Interactive Reflexivity 
 It is clear from my process notes that I felt a sense of disconnection from Sam 
early on and throughout the interview, and even felt “sleepy,” and “subdued.”  Although I 
make mention of temporal factors and the weather, and suggest that they might have 
added to the somnolent quality of our interaction, I was also perplexed that I was not 
more emotionally engaged or interested, especially when Sam was discussing distressing 
topics.  It’s also interesting to note that while Sam herself was not physically expressive 
and did not talk about her body, I was very focused on my own body throughout the 
interview, and quite aware of its needs and fluctuating sensations.   
 I did not notice all of the instances of Sam stating “I don’t know” until I read the 
interview transcript, at which time her over-use of the term was quite striking.  Her use of 
this phrase certainly supports her own descriptions of the confusion and mystery 
surrounding her knowledge of her self.  
Interpretation 
 What seems most salient for Sam is a profound disconnection between her 
behavior and her conscious psychological life.  She describes herself as content and does 
not know of any emotional motivations for overeating.  At the same time, her Rorschach 
indicated that she is experiencing a great deal of painful and negative affect, and that she 
is likely depressed.  She did discuss being dissatisfied with her appearance and stated that 
she constantly judges herself against other people.  She also readily admitted that it is 
frustrating to her that she is bulimic, because she knows that it is unhealthy and she feels 
like her appearance is worse when she binges and purges often, so she can’t understand 
why she does it.  She says that unlike some of the other people she met in OA, who are 
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cognizant of the fact that they overeat when they are emotionally upset, she cannot find 
any reasons for overeating.  Looking back at when the bulimia became “out of control,” 
this year, Sam realizes that it happened at the same time that “there was a lot of buzz,” 
about her sister being pregnant, but didn’t seem to have any insight beyond this 
connection.  Sam talked often about her desire to uncover the reasons for her behavior. 
 In psychological terms, we could say that Sam lacks insight, yet she is in no way 
psychologically “simple” or shallow.  Quite the contrary in fact, her Rorschach is very 
complex, much more so than the other four participants.  Her large number of blends, 
particularly color-shading and shading blends, and the complexity of her responses, 
including her attention to the smallest details indicates that Sam has a very “deep” 
interior life, it just seems like it is blocked from her conscious awareness.  It almost 
seems as if she is living like in pea-soup thick fog, which she is trying very hard to swim 
through to find her self, much like some of her responses to the Rorschach itself (e.g., a 
dog swimming to a dock, an aircraft flying through a break in the clouds.)  Also, many of 
Sam’s responses involved dimension (FD), thus lending further support to the idea that 
she is doing some deep “soul searching.”  Further, it is clear from my own process notes 
that while meeting with Sam, I also felt as if I was in a thick fog.  I used the word 
“subdued” about three times to describe our interaction, and discussed how I also felt 
sleepy and disconnected. 
 Interpersonally, Sam seems often to take on the role of someone who is always 
sturdy and dependable.  More recently she has had to be the one taking care of her 
mother, who’s drinking has rendered her, according to Sam, “like a five-year old” whom 
she has to baby-sit and put to bed at night.  Sam is certainly in touch with her anger about 
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this, although she may not be aware of how she has been taking care of her mother 
emotionally as well as physically.  She admitted that she feels a lot of guilt over 
surpassing her mother by being able to do what she never got to, in terms of becoming an 
independent woman.  Indeed, it seems like a lot of Sam’s identity is tied into being 
independent and autonomous, even though she is the “baby” of the family.  Seen in this 
light, Sam’s behavior might be linked to the fact that now she is no longer the baby, since 
her mother has taken on that role, and there is quite literally, a “new kid on the block” 
with her sister’s baby.  There is not enough evidence to back this interpretation, yet it is 
interesting that of all the reasons Sam could think of about why her bulimia became out 
of control when it did, she mentioned the attention towards her sister’s pregnancy.  Also, 
the most intense display of emotion that Sam expressed in the interview occurred when 
she was describing how “pissed off” she was that her mother seemed only to want to 
attend her graduation because the baby would be there.  The great amount of white space 
responses in Sam’s Rorschach protocol also suggests that she is experiencing a lot of 
anger. 
 For the most part, Sam’s emotional expression was subdued and intellectualized.  
She rarely engaged in any embodied, enacting, or metaphorical types of emotional 
expression, which typically serve to bring the other closer to one’s own affective 
experience.  This was probably why I felt somewhat bored and disconnected when 
listening to Sam, even though the content of her narrative was interesting.  The strong 
disconnection between Sam’s emotional and cognitive life is unmistakable, and is 
certainly supported by her extensive use of the phrase, “I don’t know.”  Although Sam is 
a very bright and accomplished woman, she “doesn’t know” a lot about her interior 
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motives, desires, conflicts, desires and feelings.  Fortunately, it is clear from both her 
Rorschach and her own admission that she is actively searching to make those 
connections, and has begun to do so with the help of her therapist.  
Participant #4: “Abby” 
Biography 
 Abby is a twenty-one year old year old woman who has been eating disordered 
for over three years.  She most likely met the criteria for anorexia nervosa for the first 
two years of her eating disorder, as she severely limited her food intake and over-
exercised daily.  After that, she switched to bingeing and purging, which she would do 
several times a day. Although she states that she is currently in recovery, she is still 
bingeing and purging two to three times per week, and therefore she most likely meets 
the diagnostic criteria for bulimia nervosa.   
 At the time of the interview Abby was about to graduate from college, which she 
was “very excited” about.  She was going to return home to live with her mother, who is 
her best friend.  Abby grew up in the southwestern United States.  Abby’s parents 
divorced when she was in middle school, due to her father’s long-term infidelity, and she 
is still very hurt by this.  Her brother is nineteen.  He lives with her mother and has been 
getting in trouble with the law.  Abby has been an athlete all of her life, and was recruited 
to her university to play soccer.  She had a good social life at home and was close with 
her family, friends, and teammates, however when she came to college, she had a 
difficult time.  Besides developing severe acne, which caused her a great deal of 
embarrassment, she gained some weight and a young man she had a crush on told her that 
her butt looked big.  This boy also started dating her roommate, who had begun to lose a 
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lot of weight.  According to Abby, these events, “fueled the fire,” for her to begin to lose 
weight as well.  She started over-exercising and severely restricting her food intake.  
Abby lost forty pounds in a year, and was so thin she was not allowed to play soccer.  
Abby claims she lost all of her friends because she would no longer go out with them, 
and because they were talking about her behind her back.  She spent the next year and a 
half virtually in isolation, focused only on school and losing weight.   
 By the end of her junior year, Abby finally got “sick” of this lifestyle, and she 
started to eat more.  Abby gained weight very quickly, and she also found herself losing 
control amidst all the foods she had denied herself for so long.  She began bingeing on 
“junk food” and would throw up afterwards so that she wouldn’t gain weight.  Abby said 
she would often binge right after throwing up, and that she would binge and purge five 
times a day.  Abby described bingeing as “being in the zone,” where she dissociates from 
other people and only thinks about eating, to the point where she would eat food in the 
cafeteria without paying for it or eat food out of the garbage.  More recently, she has 
learned how to curtail her bingeing to two or three times per week.  Although she is not 
in therapy, she has done so by making sure she eats healthy all day so that her blood 
sugar doesn’t drop, engaging in distracting activities, and trying to relax rather than binge 
when she is stressed.   
 Abby described feeling very lonely, sad, and depressed during most of her years 
at college.  Since she has been “in recovery,” she has been much happier.  Although she 
still didn’t have any friends in college, she had been dating a young man for about three 
months, and she described their relationship as “good.”  She realized that being with 
others also helps to curtail her bingeing behavior.  Abby does not plan on continuing this 
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relationship when she returns home, and is excited to date more, as this was her first 
romantic relationship. 
 Being an athlete is a significant part of Abby’s identity.  She described herself as 
a “huge jock,” as she has been heavily involved in sports most of her life.  Until college, 
she found much emotional and social support through her teammates and coaches.  
Although she was laid back about grades in high school, Abby became very focused on 
academics in college.  She described herself as a perfectionist and said she was 
compulsive about her school work and keeping things organized.   
 Abby showed a lot of concern for others.  She described how she often wonders 
what other eating disordered women go through and she asked about my other 
participants.  She also seemed overly focused on what men think or what men want from 
women.  She was also very concerned over whether others are talking about her behind 
her back.  Although some of this is based in actual experience, much of it seems to be 
imagined.  When she imagined what others might say about her eating disorder, she 
became very defensive and seemed to get angry that others might judge her. 
 Abby was very present-focused during the interview.  Whenever she talked about 
something negative or painful from her past, such as her eating disorder or social 
isolation, she attempted to deflect the conversation back to the present, and the fact that 
she now feels stronger and more relaxed.  In fact, she very commonly used the word 
“great” to describe how she feels right now. 
 Finally, Abby seems to be preoccupied with food.  She talked more about food 
than any other participant, and would often become very excited as she described some of 
her favorite things to eat (e.g., peanut butter, cookies, etc.).  She also talked often about 
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how she is eating “good” foods to help fill her up and equalize her blood sugar so she 
doesn’t feel compelled to binge.   
Rorschach Results 
 Abby didn’t give many responses to the Rorschach.  She also didn’t give many 
emotionally-laden responses, although the ones she did suggest that she has a tendency to 
act impulsively based on her emotions, and that she tends to avoid emotional experiences.  
Her protocol indicates that she is very concerned with basic needs, such as food, and is 
doing a lot of thinking about how she can best meet these needs.  The Rorschach also 
indicated that she has low self-esteem, and that her self-image can become distorted when 
she experiences anything aggressive or malevolent.  She showed some tendency to be 
defensive and rationalize her experience.  It also seems likely that she is concerned that 
her perception of reality is aligned with what is the socially “correct” and common 
amongst most people.  While she had some pair responses with two or more beings, she 
seemed to focus primarily on their bodies and clothes (i.e. external appearances).  Finally, 
Abby also turned the cards around and around as she looked at them.  This typically 
signifies a compulsive personality style, which is supported by Abby’s own admission 
that she is “compulsive.” 
Relational Voice 
 Although Abby had a strong social network at home, she was unable to develop 
lasting relationships once she was on her own in college.   She clearly has a genuine 
desire for relationships and interest in other people, yet she spent “two and a half years in 
isolation.”  Abby is very concerned with what others think about her, and at times during 
the interview she seemed caught up in what she imagined others might say about her 
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behind her back.  She also fantasized about meeting other people who would understand 
her.  Her interpersonal perceptions thus seem to be somewhat immature as she was 
unable to form any meaningful, adult relationships with others.  Abby appears to be very 
happy once she has some relationships, such as her current boyfriend, and it is clear that 
she sees the value in living a life with others, it just seems that she lacks some skills in 
developing and maintaining these connections. 
Emotional Voice 
 Abby seemed to be able to discuss her emotional life on a basic level.  She 
certainly expressed her emotions facially; perhaps without even realizing it, for when I 
brought this to her attention she seemed embarrassed.  She also enacted her emotions 
quite a bit, such as surprise, shock and pleasure.  However, she didn’t seem to have a 
deep or complex interior emotional life.  She didn’t engage in much meta-emotional 
discourse, or use many emotional metaphors.  It may be that when Abby feels complex 
emotions, she lacks the ability to understand or express them in these ways, and so this 
may be why she can act on them compulsively, as through bingeing.  This seemed to be 
supported by her Rorschach, although, unlike other participants, she seems to experience 
her emotions very simplistically as well.   
Embodiment 
 Abby was average to tall height, with a thin, athletic build.  She has long blond 
hair and large blue eyes.  She was well-groomed and dressed casually and “sporty” for 
both interviews.  Her nose was pierced with a small stud, and she didn’t wear any other 
jewelry or make-up.  
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 More than any other participant, Abby was very aware of and concerned with her 
body.  This makes sense since she has been an athlete her entire life.  She seems to use 
bodily sensations to gauge how she is feeling and her body figures prominently in her 
memories of herself and others.  She is also very tuned into the somatic feelings that 
occur both before and after a binge, and she is attempting to physically control her 
behavior, for example through healthy eating and breathing exercises.  Abby also seems 
to have imbued her body with its own subjectivity, somewhat separate from her self, and 
has been lately trying to become more in touch with what “[her] body wants” and what 
will make “[her] body happy” in terms of food and exercise.   
Interactive Reflexivity 
 My experience with Abby seemed more like an objective interview than with any 
other participants.  I didn’t feel any connection to her, and she seemed not to want to 
make much of a connection with me, although she did want to tell her story.  I did not 
share any of my own experiences at all, and stuck mostly to her language, returning to her 
earlier statements.  Only a few times did I offer my own thoughts.  Therefore, I seemed to 
“keep myself out of” the interaction more so than with the other participants.  One reason 
why Abby and I didn’t seem to connect as much was that her persona seemed very young 
and immature.  She seemed automatically to view me as a type of authority figure, 
whereas the other participants seemed to think of me more like a peer.  I also fell into this 
pattern with her, as she seemed much younger to me than the other participants, even 
though she was the same age as two of them. 
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Interpretation 
 Abby admits that she is “compulsive,” and this was supported by her test-taking 
behavior during the Rorschach.  She very rigidly stuck to her “diet and exercise” routine 
for over two years, even though she knew she was miserable because of it, and it kept her 
from playing soccer, which is her favorite activity.  Since Abby had not had any mental 
health issues prior to attending college, it seems like this played a large part in the 
development of her eating disorder.  She admitted that she felt a lot more pressure with 
sports and with school, and that prior to attending college these activities had been more 
fun for her.   
 She also began developing an interest in men, which she had not had before.  
Indeed, much of Abby’s motivation for losing weight seemed due to her concern with 
how others, especially men, might perceive her.  Her self-esteem had also plummeted at 
this time due to the development of severe acne, and she experienced her first crush, 
which was not reciprocated.  It seems likely that she was very unsure of herself and how 
to interact with men.   
 Abby was very aware of her own embodiment; she discussed her body more than 
any other participant.   At times she seemed to imbue her body with its own, almost 
magical subjectivity that is partially separate from her self.  It makes sense that in times 
of confusion and uncertainty she turned to her body as a way to solve her problem, for 
example thinking that if she was thin she could “attract guys.”  Perhaps more 
unconsciously, this strategy led to further and profound social isolation, and kept Abby 
from having to make any relationships.  Although she was very unhappy, she did not 
know how to untangle herself from the isolation and compulsivity, so she again turned to 
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her body, this time feeding it.  Once again, compulsivity prevailed, and the bulimia 
began.  Fortunately, Abby has recently been able to use her keen somatic perception to 
control herself.  She has also been able to develop a healthy relationship and has begun to 
realize how important relationships are to her mental well-being.   
 It seems like a lot of these issues, such as difficulty managing relationships on 
her own, are due to Abby’s maturity level.  Her presentation and her Rorschach show that 
she is immature, and perhaps it was therefore difficult for her to be so far away from 
home and her support network.  Throughout the interview, Abby talked often about how 
much she missed her mother, and the quality of this speech was almost like a child, such 
as when she said her mother was her “bestest friend,” and how she wished she could be 
around her mother physically so she could cry and get a hug.  Indeed, I got the sense 
throughout the interview that Abby was almost like a lost little girl who missed her 
mommy.  This is not meant to be condescending in any way, in fact it was endearing to 
me, and one of the only ways I felt emotionally connected to her.  The fact that Abby has 
been able to decrease occurrences of bingeing behavior on her own, and that she has been 
able to develop a meaningful relationship shows that she is beginning to mature, and that 
she is probably just a late bloomer.  This also forecasts a hopeful prognosis and that she 
will eventually grow out of the eating disorder.   
 Finally, although Abby’s emotional life seemed more simplistic than the other 
participants; she is very aware of her own embodiment, especially the somatic aspects of 
affective experience.  She seems to be able to connect these bodily symptoms with 
precipitating events, e.g., a stressful exam, and has begun to use both physical and 
cognitive methods to keep herself from engaging in this behavior.  In fact, Abby has used 
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many of the skills that she would have learned in an eating disorder treatment program on 
her own, such as rational self-talk, relaxation through breathing, distraction, healthy 
eating, and developing healthy relationships.  Her knowledge of these skills might be 
residual from having been in counseling briefly, but it also underscores her own 
resilience, intelligence, and mental health to be able to “heal” her self in this way.  Thus, 
although she might seem on the surface like a “lost little girl,” she has done an exemplary 
job of finding and fighting her way back on her own. 
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DISCUSSION 
The format of this section will be similar to the method I used to analyze the data, 
which was tuned into “the collectivity of voices that compose the voice of any given 
person,” and “the myriad ways in which human society and history shape the voice and 
thus leave their imprints on the human soul,” (Gilligan, 1993, as cited in Gilligan et. al., 
2003).   These various voices, which included but were not limited to my own and those 
of my participants, will be presented as a conversation.  The growth of ideas will not 
always proceed linearly into a conclusive synthesis, as in the traditional format of a 
discussion section presented from a singular perspective.  Rather, the writing itself will 
mirror the type of conversations that I engaged with Ellen, Claire, Abby, and Sam, 
whereby we together negotiated multiple voices that were often contradictory and 
inchoate, and that concealed as much as they revealed.   
This section will integrate Part IV of the data analysis: “description of historical 
context and feminist interpretation of data through that context.”  Therefore, the 
conversation will also include a more explicit articulation of some of the cultural 
discourses that have amplified, suppressed, and harmonized with our voices.  This is in 
line with my adherence to a feminist-standpoint and post-structural epistemology, as I 
will attempt to “pay attention to the variety of experience…value whatever [I] can find of 
the local and particular,” (Flax, 1990, p. 41) and “recognize that experience is open to 
contradictory and conflicting interpretations (Weedon, 1987, p. 85).  In so doing, I will 
offer a multiplex perspective that calls into question the dominant discourse on eating 
disorders and hopefully offers a more liberatory account.   
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PART I: Biographical Narratives: Familial and Developmental Histories 
11
 
Mothers and Daughters in Context 
 “She was eager on my behalf and she delighted in my successes, and yet when I 
recall those images of her – mom abandoning her studio to fix us lunch, mom 
lugging in the groceries and making pâté, mom self-sacrificing and frustrated 
about it, and loving and angry, and full of passions that were never permitted to 
flower in full – I still feel a pang of the most intricate complexity: a blend of 
uncertainty and sorrow, some dark fear of betrayal, and a single, guilty 
question: How can I allow myself to have what she never had?”                           
- Caroline Knapp (2003), p. 80 
 
 
“So I guess in a way I was kind of like, doing what she never got to do. But I guess, I 
don’t know, sometimes I guess I felt guilty about that. [What do you mean?] I just have 
this like, desire for her to be happy. I just wish that she could be. And, just the fact that 
I got do the things that she never got to do...." – Sam 
 
“And, uh, my Dad was never home, he was working all the time. And uh, so she just 
kind of like in one hand smothered us with the love that she wanted in return and that 
we would give her like we totally always went to her: and never went to my father.  So 
she really loved that we needed her, we really really needed her… 
 
She likes to be needed…ya know she’ll complain about it but she’ll do it.   
She mothers and mothers and mothers, [um-hmm] and mothers.”  – Ellen 
 
 
“I see the mother-daughter relationship as the dark continent of dark continents.” 
-Luce Irigaray, 1979 
 
 
 Ellen, Claire, Sam and Abby are white, middle class, American women who were 
all born between the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.  There has already been a great deal 
written in the feminist and popular culture linking the rise of eating disorders and the 
more pervasive body dissatisfaction of this generation to the visible changes in the 
media’s portrayal of women’s bodies over the past thirty years (Bordo, 1993; Brumberg, 
1997; Waller & Shaw, 1994; Wolf, 1991).  I have no doubt these issues are intimately 
intertwined with the participants’ own self and body images.  When I directly asked them 
                                                 
11
 All of the participants reported healthy childhood histories.  Ellen was the only participant who 
experienced a major traumatic experience (beyond the death of a grandparent), and that was that she was 
sexually abused.  According to Zerbe (1993), “50-65% of all eating disorder patients report a history of 
physical or sexual assault,” (p. 200).  None of the participants suffered any serious physical illness or 
disease, and all reported meeting their developmental milestones on time. 
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about the cultural influences of their eating disorder, each of them spoke readily and 
easily for a few minutes about how popular images of women impacted their own self-
image and motivation to be thin.  Claire spoke of how she “covets” the models' bodies 
that she sees in Vogue; Abby celebrated the bodies of current pop divas Beyoncé and 
Jennifer Lopez for bucking against the stick-figure Hollywood standard; and Ellen, the 
oldest of the four, mentioned how she felt o.k. about getting older, because “Sex and the 
City let everybody know that thirty can be cute.”  Thus, like almost every woman in the 
developed Western world, they seemed very aware of the dominant cultural ideals for 
feminine beauty and could articulate how those ideals impact their thoughts, feelings, and 
behavior. 
 What was surprising, however, was that they didn’t seem very interested in 
talking at length about these topics.  They spoke much more often about their mothers 
and their mothers’ lives, marriages, and relationships to their children.  Their concern 
with their mothers over and above the images in Vogue or on Mtv makes sense, as their 
mothers are real people with whom they have a very close relationship.  Yet their 
association of their mothers to the context of the interview itself, which was about their 
experience with bulimia, merits some deeper exploration.   
 This discussion of mothers and daughters must proceed carefully for several 
reasons, however.  First, the description of the participants’ mothers in the context of the 
interview should not be taken at face value.  Whatever is said about the mothers is 
filtered through their daughter’s voices, and such accounts are undoubtedly tinged by 
personal projections and affectedly-laden interpretation.  Second, a major goal of this 
project remains to analyze and represent the psychodynamics of the participants, 
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including their interpersonal and attachment styles, without becoming ensnared in the 
mother-blaming rhetoric so pervasive in psychodynamic theory.  This is indeed a slippery 
slope, as the participants’ lives and object relationships were no doubt profoundly 
influenced by their mothers.  However, it is important to recognize that mother-blaming 
discourse is pervasive not only in psychology, but the lay culture as well, and therefore 
my participants and I are also entrenched in a dominant ideology which maintains that 
mothers yield an extremely powerful influence over our psychic lives.  This ideology 
likely influenced my participants’ tendency to talk about their mothers at length, 
especially when discussing their psychological problems.   
 The extent to which their interpretations of their relationships with their mothers 
are enhanced by these beliefs is impossible to tease out.  What is possible, however, is to 
discursively shift the burden from mothers to the social, economic, and political 
structures that support their all-powerful role in our lives.  Debold, Wilson, and Malavé 
(1993) contend that, “because we are not taught to explore the connections between our 
own mothers’ struggles and her lack of status in the world, mother blaming becomes an 
easy rationalization (p. 28).  Making these connections more apparent is a feminist 
strategy for re-directing the mother-blaming discourse away from mothers and towards a 
larger patriarchal culture whereby “mothers take the rap for a situation that is neither their 
fault nor their creation,” (Debold et. al., 1993, p. 39).  Though far from perfect, this is the 
strategy that I adopted here.  Since the final stage of my data analysis was to socially and 
historically contextualize my participant’s discourse, and since they spoke so often of 
their mothers, I developed a deeper understanding of the cultural climate that supported 
and perpetuated these particular and similar mother-daughter relationships.  That 
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understanding will be presented, in narrative form, as the context through which I will 
discuss these relationships. 
 Although their voices will be largely absent for the first part of this historical 
narrative, it is important that I historically situate my participants’ mothers within a larger 
story about women and mothering which has roots that stretch far back into the rise of the 
Industrial Empire.  Providing this cultural framework will help me to address the problem 
as voiced by Luce Irigaray (2000); “at the bottom of it all, we’re lacking a genealogy of 
women,” (p. 19) and Jane Flax (1991); “we need to re-write and recover the histories of 
women…Yet we also need to think about how so-called ‘women’s’ activities are partially 
constituted by and through their location within the web of social relations that make up 
any ‘society’ (p. 157).  Drawing attention to the ways that social forces construct my 
participants’ subjectivity is methodologically necessary to address my research questions.  
Since their subjectivity was so deeply shaped by their relationships with their mothers, it 
is important that I contextualize these relationships.  In order to do so, I must first 
describe the historical context that has perpetuated an ideology of mothering as exclusive 
and intense. 
Intersection: The historical context of intensive mothering. 
 The mothers of my participants most likely came of age in the late 1960’s and 
early 1970’s.  This was, of course, a time of profound changes on many levels, but what 
is important to the present discussion is how women’s roles, and more specifically, the 
practices of mothering, were experiencing their own transformation at this time.  1963 
was the year that Betty Friedan wrote the landmark book, The Feminine Mystique, which 
caused so many American women to realize that their unhappiness with their lives might 
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be due to social rather than internal factors.  Friedan called into question the idealized 
“domestic bliss” of suburban housewife of the 1950’s by exposing her underlying 
feelings of unhappiness and dissatisfaction with her role as full-time wife and mother.   
As LeGates (2001) points out, however, not every woman in the 1950’s was a stay-at-
home mom.  In fact the rate of women’s employment had been growing steadily since the 
1940’s (Lasch, 1997; LeGates, 2001; A. J. Stewart & Malley, 2004).   
 As Christopher Lasch (1997) explains, “In reality, full-time motherhood – the 
rejection of which touched off the latest wave of feminist agitation in the sixties – was 
something new and historically unprecedented.”  He goes on to describe how the notion 
that a woman’s ideal position was in the home taking care of children full-time, “was 
largely a product of the rapid growth of suburbs after World War II,” and therefore that, 
“the feminist revival initiated by Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique originated as a 
direct response,” not to the social expectation that women’s work was in the home with 
children, but rather “to the suburbanization of the American soul.”  (p. 94), which he 
claims left women isolated from their earlier urban communities and involvement in 
volunteer work and civic organizations. 
 Indeed, historians of motherhood do demonstrate convincingly that prior to the 
rise of the American suburbs after WWII, full-time motherhood, whereby the mother is 
the sole and constant care-giver of her child, was not a very common practice.  Hays also 
(1996) discusses how the very idea that in order to grow up healthy and happy, young 
children need full-time, intensive care and stimulation, did not exist until the Victorian 
era, and that prior to that time children were commonly seen, at the very least as an 
annoyance until they were able to work, and at worst as “demonic, animalistic, ill-
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formed, and physically fragile,” (p. 22).  Indeed, high infant and childhood mortality rates 
necessitated that parents should not become too emotionally, temporally, or financially 
invested in their children’s upbringing, as the deck was stacked against them surviving 
into adulthood anyway (Young-Eisendrath, 1999).   
 As the work-a-day world of industrial society began to take hold, the dark 
underbelly of capitalism – moral corruption, greed, and avarice – prompted a 
complementary ideal of the “purity” of women and children, and it was during this time 
that the separation of the public and private spheres of work and home life spawned the 
“cult of domesticity” and the ideology of “true woman” (Hays, 1996; Lasch, 1997).  Yet 
this ideology did not mirror reality.   In poor families everyone, including young children 
had to work.  The great industrial empire of America was partially built on the backs on 
children.  Moreover, although middle and upper class Victorian women were not part of 
the paid labor force, most spent a large majority of their time in civic organizations 
designed to make the gritty urban spaces safer for children and families (Lasch, 1997).  
Meanwhile, their children were being cared for by servants and immigrant or black 
domestics (Hays, 1996).  The consequence of middle-class women’s efforts which nobly 
advanced, among other things, child labor reform laws and the first feminist movement, 
was that children who had previously spent their days in the sweat-shops were now in the 
home.  Since their working-class mothers could not afford child-care, they now began to 
stay at home with their children, which, according to Hays, “gradually resulted in the 
assimilation of a form of the cult of domesticity among working-class women,” (p. 43). 
  Yet perhaps the most important era to the rise of the suburban housewife came 
after WWII. During the war, record numbers of women entered the work force in order to 
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do their part on the home front, yet once “the boys” returned home, many were reticent to 
give up these jobs (Faludi, 1991; D. E. Stewart, 1996).  At the same time, images of the 
happy housewife, devoted to keeping her house clean and her family healthy were 
inundating people’s homes through the proliferation of print and televised media.  Hays 
described the cultural forces involved in perpetuating such an incongruous rift between 
fantasy and reality: 
After the war a great deal of effort was expended to suppress the contradictions 
thus created.  The media, government, and business seemed particularly interested 
in urging ‘Rosie the Riveter’ to cheerfully quit her job and return home; ‘the 
feminine mystique’ told women that their ultimate fulfillment would be derived 
from their work as loving wives, nurturing mothers, and faithful keepers of the 
home; and programs like Leave it to Beaver, Ozzie and Harriet, and the Donna 
Reed Show were filling television screens with compelling images of familial 
satisfactions.  (p. 50) 
 One of the most important ways that women were urged to stay home with their 
children was through the rise in popularity of the expert advisor on child-rearing, such as 
Dr. Spock in America (Hays, 1996), and D.W. Winnicott in Great Britain (Doane & 
Hodges, 1992).  These doctors helped to create and perpetuate an “ideology of intensive 
mothering,” (Hays, 1996) which persuaded women that the healthiest way to raise 
children was to be their sole care-giver, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, until 
the children began school.  For example, Doane and Hodges’ (1992) discussion of the 
personal and political motivating forces behind the object-relational “giant,” D.W. 
Winnicott, places him in the post-war context, and exposes the personal and political 
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motivations behind his BBC radio broadcasts to mothers.  They write, “In Winnicott’s 
view ‘good enough’ mothering is natural, intuitive, and follows automatically from every 
little girl’s experience of playing with dolls.  As he says in one of his radio talks, ‘If a 
child can play with a doll, you can be an ordinary devoted mother,’ (Winnicott, 1957)” 
(p. 21).   
 Others echoed the theme that mothering was an innate talent, and that mothers 
only needed only to tap into their natural care-giving capabilities to be “good enough.”  
As Hays (1996) quotes Dr. Spock’s “most widely recognized piece of advice…a piece of 
advice that was echoed throughout the volume: ‘Trust yourself. You know more than you 
think you do,’ (Spock, 1946, as cited in Hays, 1996, p. 48).  She expands on this and 
writes that; 
Overall, Spock’s recommendations centered on the crucial importance of child-
rearing that was grounded in maternal affection, that followed from the child’s 
development, and that allowed the child ample room to express its wants and 
needs…Raising children is pleasurable, he implied, first because children are 
inherently good and friendly and second, because mothers are naturally loving 
and empathic.  These two beliefs were the ultimate basis for his claim that 
mothers should “relax,” “trust themselves,” and “enjoy” the process of child-
rearing. (p. 49) 
Fathers or other care-givers were often absent from the picture, although their occasional 
presence was appreciated.  As Doane and Hodges (1992) quote from Winnicott:  “it is the 
mother’s responsibility to send father and daughter, or father and son, out together for an 
expedition every now and again,” (p. 24).  By insisting that mothers were the best care-
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givers for their children, who need them to be present at all times, Spock, Winnicott, and 
others naturalized what was in effect, an economic and social prerogative: that mothers 
leave war-time jobs and allow men to take their place.   
 While mothers may have absorbed this ideology, they did not leave their jobs 
quite as readily as we often assume.  So, although Friedan’s image of the suburban 
housewife may not have mirrored every woman’s reality, the legendary status of The 
Feminine Mystique and its role in inciting the second women’s movement suggests that 
whether working or home alone with children, her exposé had touched a nerve among 
American women.  Since “the rate at which women entered paying jobs after the war was 
the same as the rate at which they entered it during the war, and mothers in particular 
were seeking paid employment in record numbers,” (Hays, 1996 p. 50), it seems likely 
that that this nerve had less to do with the lonely housewife and more to do with the fact 
that “women felt torn between conflicting ideal, enjoying their work yet in the absence of 
a high-profile feminist movement unable to resist the pressure to return to their homes 
after the war,” (Le Gates, 2001, p. 331).  The ideology of intensive mothering, ever-
present through media, child-rearing experts, and scientific exploration (e.g., John 
Bowlby’s attachment research and Harry Harlow’s research on monkeys), certainly 
personalized this contradiction for many mothers.   Scientific evidence played on their 
emotions by demonstrating that their love and presence was “crucial” to the healthy 
development of their children, and perhaps more importantly, that mothers, not fathers, 
grandmothers, nannies, or older siblings, know best. 
 The second-wave feminism of the 1970’s ushered in a new era of consciousness-
raising among women, which helped many to locate the causes of their personal suffering 
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as part of an oppressive patriarchal system (LeGates, 2001).  Indeed, within the current 
social and political atmosphere, where the leader of our country is actively pursuing to 
overturn Roe v. Wade, it seems unreal that in 1986, 56 percent of American women, 
when asked, considered themselves to be feminists (Ergas, 1994).  Although I was born 
after the peak of the movement, I can see clearly how their efforts played a part in 
shaping my own little girl consciousness to realize that I could “be whatever I wanted to 
be.”  As I listened to my favorite record album, Marlo Thomas’ 1972 “Free to be You 
and Me,” which included songs and stories teaching little boys that “it’s alright to cry,” 
and Diana Ross singing, “and I don’t care, if I’m pretty at all,” I learned that a girl could 
be a plumber who liked to play baseball, and a boy could be a stay-at-home Dad 
(Thomas, 1972).   
 I am aware that I have just glossed over what may be perhaps the most important 
decade in women’s history of the past century.  I am also aware of the complexities and 
contradictions within the movement itself, for example the splitting into factions such as 
the “women’s libbers,” versus the radical feminists (Ergas, 1994), yet my seemingly glib 
reduction of all the political intricacies of this moment in time to a children’s record 
album maintains a certain point for the telling of the present story.  Free to be You and 
Me was one of the only material remnants of the feminist movement that made it into my 
life, and as such it remains a very strong and affective memory
12
.   I, like all of my 
participants, was born in the time period of the late 1970’s – early 80’s, after the most 
turbulent and energized wave of the movement had crashed to the shore and began to 
recede backwards into history.  All of our mothers, then, were young adults and 
                                                 
12
 Recently, other men and women of my generation have been remembering the impact of this album and 
writing about it (Andrews, 2005; Douglas & Michaels, 2004). 
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adolescents during this time.  Certainly the women’s movement of the 1970’s was like a 
breath of fresh air for them, opening up many new possibilities – sexual, economic, and 
social – but at the same time, these were the children of the “feminine mystique,” who 
were mothered by mothers reading Dr. Spock and trying to locate the innate benevolent 
qualities within them that would make soothing a screaming infant a loving and 
pleasurable act.  
The current cultural climate: Feminist backlash and the “new momisn”  
 I was not able to talk to the mothers of Abby, Claire, Sam and Ellen, and so all I 
know about them is filtered through the memories of their daughters.  Yet I do know 
some facts for certain.  Claire’s mother was a nurse, Sam’s and Abby’s both did child-
care, Abby’s mother also taught home economics, and Ellen’s mother was a home-maker.  
By the time they reached adulthood, the opportunities for this generation of women had 
opened up considerably, but for many women, I believe, those opportunities were all but 
lost.  They had been told for decades what they were “good at,” and certain 
circumscribed paths had already been laid out before them.  I therefore do not think it is a 
coincidence that these mothers all chose care-giving professions.  As Caroline Knapp 
(2003) describes the struggles of her own mother at that time;  
But the mandates that defined femininity for her generation – the mandates that 
her own mother so fervidly adhered to and upheld – were still very much alive, 
and I suspect that like many women of her time, my mother found herself torn, 
some central part of her aware that certain rules were unequivocal: women (wives 
and mothers in particular) were to defer, to meet and anticipate the needs of 
others, to seek self-definition through family, and – perhaps above all – to convert 
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their own strivings (for love, work, sexual expression) into caring for and 
responding to others. (p. 60) 
 Certainly, the resurgence of feminism in the 1970’s allowed many women to shift 
gears and follow whatever career path was their heart’s desire, and it also gave support 
for the myriad women who had been struggling through the daily oppression they faced 
in their jobs, whether they were secretaries, welders, or physicians.  But for countless 
others, the women’s movement was not able to transform the very entrenched cognitive 
schemas and belief systems that they were already using to understand the roles of men, 
women, and relationships.  The women’s movement, necessary as it was, could not 
renovate the more nuanced and unconscious ways gender role prescriptions had 
constructed their own personality and self-image.  It came a little too late for them.  Their 
daughters were the ones who could begin fresh, who could enter this world believing that 
all paths were open to them should they try hard enough.  
 Growing up in the 1980s and 90s, Ellen, Claire, Abby, Sam and I were 
encouraged to strive to be and do anything we wanted, and while we may not always be 
conscious of the opportunities made available to us by second wave feminism, we live 
them nonetheless.  Abby’s life as a self-proclaimed “huge jock,” and the recognition she 
received from her athletic prowess, including a full scholarship to a large university, was 
probably influenced by Title IX initiatives.  Had I conducted these interviews three 
decades ago, it is unlikely that Claire, Sam, and Abby would have been so comfortable 
discussing the sexual relationships they had with men whom they had no intentions of 
marrying, and that Sam would be adamant about not “mak[ing] decisions [for her future], 
based on where [her] boyfriend’s going to be.”   
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 Unfortunately, as many members of a minority culture will tell you, the 
meritocracy ideal that this country was founded upon is just that – an ideal.   For at the 
same time that our lives are the product of these very visible changes in the world, our 
generation has experienced our own, deleterious waves in the movement of women’s 
identities through the twentieth century.  These waves operate ubiquitously and 
semiotically, and most importantly, they have moved the most empowering changes in 
our collective consciousness as women, backwards rather than forwards.  These waves 
have therefore been aptly labeled, by Susan Faludi and others, as feminist “backlash.”  
According to Faludi (1991) this is not a new phenomenon, backlashes seem to “return 
every time women begin to make some headway toward equality, a seemingly inevitable 
early frost to the culture’s brief flowerings of feminism,” (p. 46).  Moreover, unlike the 
very visible and strategic actions of the feminist movements, according to Faludi (1991), 
A backlash against women’s rights succeeds to the degree that it appears not to be 
political, that it appears not to be a struggle at all.  It is most powerful when it 
goes private, when it lodges inside a woman’s mind and turns her vision inward, 
until she imagines the pressure is all in her head, until she begins to enforce the 
backlash too – on herself. (p. xxii) 
A backlash therefore operates in a more Foucaultian fashion, whereby “power from 
below” operates not through a simple, top-down configuration of those in power 
consciously oppressing those who are weaker than them, but rather through the 
infiltration of our own beliefs, desires, and unconscious notions of what is good, right, 
and natural (Foucault, 1978, 1995; Weedon, 1987).  
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 Certainly, one of the central components of the most recent backlash is how 
images of the female form have been steadily shrinking since the 1980’s.  I will return to 
this vast issue later, as it is not important to the current chapter.  Faludi elucidates in 
painstaking detail, how the backlash of the 1980’s and 90’s has infiltrated our daily lives 
through many venues, including the rise of the “family values” of the new right and the 
amplified discourses of popular political, scientific, and social theorists, including Robert 
Bly and Carol Gilligan.  She locates the effects of the backlash in women’s minds, 
bodies, and paychecks through myriad structural forces.  The one aspect of the feminist 
backlash which is my present concern, however, has been named several different ways: 
as previously mentioned, “the ideology of intensive mothering,” (Hays, 1996), but also: 
“hothouse mothering,” (Young-Eisendrath, 1999), and “the new momism,” (Douglas & 
Michaels, 2004).   
 In the past two decades, during the time when my self and my participants were 
mothered, there has been a resurgent ideology of intensive mothering.  The current 
ideology exhibits some similarities the one of the 1950’s in content (i.e., mother knows 
best, childrearing is intense and of prime importance), but in many ways it has 
transformed to create even more of a double-bind dilemma for mothers.  As more women 
are working in demanding careers, either out of necessity or choice, the economic and 
temporal demands of intensive mothering become almost impossible to maintain, and 
have driven many women “nuts,” in the process (Warner, 2005)
13
. 
                                                 
13
 Fortunately some mothers are recognizing these contradictions and beginning to voice their discontent 
with the status quo (Douglas & Michaels, 2004; Warner, 2005).  Douglas & Michaels, authors of “The 
Mommy Myth” (2004), have, in Faludian fashion, carefully deconstructed some of our most taken for 
granted notions about what “good mothering” entails, and exposed them for their underlying moral, 
political and, primarily economic motivations.  They also expose the images of the “new momism” by 
juxtaposing them against the reality of many women’s lives, including their own, thus rendering all the 
prescriptions of how to be a good mother, detailed in magazines and books, as laughable.  For example, 
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 Polly Young-Eisendrath (1999) describes the results of the upsurge in child-
rearing advice media in the 1980’s as “hothouse mothering: the preoccupied style of 
mothering that inflates a mother’s every decision with portents of future meaning,” (p. 
92).  A Jungian analyst, Young-Eisendrath believes that this hothouse mothering has led 
to an idealization of children, which she aligns with the archetype of the “Divine Child,” 
“who is extraordinary, with enormous gifts and promise.”  She writes, “many hothouse 
mothers believe that their child are children are extraordinary in some positive way.  The 
idealization of mothers includes the belief that children, especially babies, are 
wonderful,” (p. 108). 
 In my interview with her, Claire seemed to have felt the effects of this idealization 
as a small child when she stated,  
my mother was just always like, I was the first child so I was kinda like the, the star baby 
like the genius not really but like the genius baby that was gonna like read to me when I 
was like, young. I was always really successful and gifted I guess and um, my mo-[laugh] 
and I just remember like growing up my mom treated me like I was like the most smart, 
like the most genius little child the most special kid in the world. 
 
Claire stated that while her parents never pushed her into anything, she always felt 
pressure, “to do something good or do something amazing.”  She believes that she 
internalized this pressure to be a “genius” and turned it on herself, without any prodding 
from her parents or other, as in this early memory she related: 
I honestly I remember being like, before I started kindergarten or something, finding this 
like grandpa used to send us schoolbooks, and I got this, math schoolbook, and I like to-
convinced myself I was gonna teach myself fractions, and li-[D: This was before you 
started kindergarten?] Oh yeah. Why not? And so I was like trying to teach myself 
fractions at the table and just-my parents came in and they-I was like crying just like, 
[pretend crying] ‘I can’t do this I’m stupid,’ blah blah blah. So I think a lot of it is-was 
like coming from me too like I put a lot of pressure on myself, 
 
                                                                                                                                                 
they poke fun at child care gurus like Dr. Spock by parroting their advice to mothers:  “Here were the rules.  
The last thing a mother should be is overprotective, but you had to be protective enough.  You couldn’t be 
over-attentive or “over-invested” in your kids lives, but you had to make them feel totally loved and that 
everything they said and did was wonderful,” and so on (Douglas & Micheals, p. 62).   
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Claire linked these early strivings to “do something great” to her current perfectionist 
tendencies, and her belief that she is “not good enough.”  
 Yet, the fact that Claire’s grandfather sent her the schoolbook and that she took it 
upon herself to use it, underscores the fact that Claire’s high expectations are backed by a 
powerful market.  Indeed, consumer culture works by perpetuating desire, often by 
engendering a sense in all of us that we “just aren’t good enough” and we therefore need 
to buy something for ourselves or our kids, like extra school-books, in the hopes that they 
will help us eventually reach a “good enough” standard.  This production of desire, 
necessary to the growth and survival of a capitalist marketplace, has its tentacles in every 
aspect of our lives, and the ideologies of the “divine child” and “hothouse mothering” are 
no exception.  Indeed, as Douglas and Michaels (2004), point out, the toy industry alone, 
tapping into such socially-constructed emotions as working mothers’ guilt for not being 
with their children constantly (as so many experts tell them they should), as well as our 
sense of competition and “the compulsion to have your kid a step above the others, be the 
envy of others, rise above the mass of others – to be seen as, well, a star,” (p. 307) has 
exploded in the past fifty years to spawn a multi-billion-dollar industry.  
 Perhaps the growth of this industry balances out what Hays (1996) described as a 
glaring contradiction in our capitalist culture.  It is extremely costly to be a “good 
mother” in our society.  Besides the thousands of dollars that middle-class families spend 
on books, toys, programs, and classes designed to foster the development of their little 
“stars,” the ideology of intensive mothering insists that children are being paid lavish 
attention to their developing needs, interests, and desires around the clock, which 
typically requires that one parent give up full or part-time employment, or else that they 
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spend money on the best day-care they can afford.  Since children yield no return on this 
investment (and often create more debt), this creates a contradiction within our capitalist 
ideology.  As Hays explains; 
Given the invasive logic of the larger society, one would expect mothers to 
consistently act like good capitalists or bureaucrats, consciously calculating the 
most efficient means of raising children – that which would offer them the highest 
personal returns based on the least amount of effort.  This after all would not only 
make their lives easier but should theoretically, constitute the most socially valued 
and socially appropriate method. (p. 12) 
Unfortunately, the marketplace doesn’t work so equitably; ensuring that everyone has a 
piece of the capital pie.  Rather, it has assured that it is not women who reap the benefits 
by raising their children the most efficient way possible, but the corporate hegemony that 
supports guilt and envy-induced spending.  Moms lose out, according to Hays, “in part 
according to a logic opposing that of self-interested gain – not because this is a necessity, 
not because they are irrational or selfless, and not because they are forced to, but because 
they are actively participating in a rejection of that logic,” (p. 173).  Again, a Foucauldian 
notion of power, which asserts itself through our own constant self-surveillance and 
comparison to the images and discourses that tell us we should be doing, offers the best 
way to understand how mothers do reject that logic on a daily basis. 
 While the ideology of intensive mothering insists that a mother is the best care-
giver for her child due to their “deep-seated drive – a strong feeling that their primary 
responsibility is to nurture their children and their spouse,” (Terry Brazelton, 1983, as 
cited in Hays, 1996), the reality is that most families can not afford to give up her 
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income, and must find alternative means of care.  However the backlash of the 1980’s 
also spawned a rash of media-induced frenzy over the “dark-side of day care,” (Faludi 
(1991), with an outbreak of child abuse scandals (many of which were later proved 
unfounded) that seemed to plague so many establishments (Faludi, 1991; Hays, 1996).  
Once again, playing on their own fear and guilt, the discourse of “day-scare,” offered 
many concerned working mothers little choice but to take a pay-cut or go on welfare, 
rather than take the risk of putting their children in harm’s way.  As Hays (1996) reveals 
through her many interviews with mothers who cite the lack of adequate child-care as a 
reason that they stay at home, the day-scare phenomenon runs across the economic 
spectrum.  Certainly, poor and working-class women more often face the risks that come 
with placing their kids in the cheapest situation, but day-scare discourse affects middle 
and upper class women as well, with the media constantly spotlighting the few stories of 
abusive or neglectful au pairs and nannies, not to mention the barrage of expert advice 
about the importance of one-on-one attention the mother-child bond (Douglas & 
Michaels, 2004; Hays, 1996; Warner, 2005). 
 The importance of being a stay-at-home mom was prevalent in the stories of my 
participants as well.  Sam stated that when she and her sister were very young, her mother 
“did child-care,” as a job, so that they “could go with her.”  She recalled that it wasn’t 
until she and her sister started first-grade that her mom went to work in a pharmacy.  
Abby explained that before she and her brother were born her mother taught home 
economics classes at a local university, but that after they were born she, “just stayed at 
home with [them] and, did child-care,” and that when they were older she “stopped doing 
day-care, cause we obviously didn’t need it and she didn’t want to keep on doing it if we 
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weren’t needing the care too.”  Although Abby’s mother provided in-home day-care 
while Sam’s mother worked at a center where she could bring her children, both women 
found a solution to the “day-scare” vs. loss of wage dilemma.  In so doing, they lived out 
the ideology that the best option for early child-care is for mothers to be with their 
children.  Abby demonstrated her own appropriation of this common belief when she and 
I discussed her experience of this situation on the second interview:  
 when we were born grew up she, just stayed at home with us and, did child-care. Day 
care. [D: So did you have kids coming over, to the house?] Yeah, um-hmm.  Yeah it was 
nice, I'm glad that that, (inaudible).  [D: Why are you glad?]  Just cause I know a lot of 
kids like have to go to day cares and stuff like that, I mean like the other kids came, but 
like day care like Kindercares and stuff like that where my mom like ya know.  And my 
mom's an, an excellent parent like, I want her to like raise my kids. 
 
Thus Abby somewhat clumsily expresses her gratitude that she did not have to go to 
“Kindercare” (a commercial day-care center) implying that this would have been a less 
desirable option, and perhaps a negative experience. 
 Ellen and Claire grew up in households with more discretionary income, and 
therefore their mothers were able to stay at home with their children.  Ellen’s mother 
continues to spend most of her time at home, as she runs an occasional estate-sale 
business with a friend, but unfortunately, her work often gets interrupted by the demands 
of her adult children and husband, as Ellen explained in response to my question, “Does 
your mother work?” 
 She has a um, estate sale business?  With two partners?  So she uh, works, to do that and 
um that is not all the time its basically like when (inaudible). Um, but, when she is away, 
they, my brothers and my father call her all the time.  And uh, yell at her on the phone 
and, [D: About what?] Like absolutely anything that’s going on with them, that um, they 
can’t handle, they need to bounce it off of her.  They need to have her approval they need 
to know where ya know, their pencil is…like they call for, the dumbest reasons and then 
they get disturbingly violent or emotional on the phone to the point where my mother is 
upset and, it interrupts her day, and her state, and she feels like going on an airplane and 
going home and, that kind of thing. [D: Has that happened where she came home?] Um, 
yeah, not um, she’s definitely done it uh, on a bunch of occasions she will return and then 
she feels that the house is falling apart. Which, it seems to every time she leaves. 
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 Claire’s mother has a career as an intensive care nurse, yet as Claire states, “while 
she was raising us, she worked, every other weekend, in the ICU.  She worked, limited 
hours.  Now she, she’s teaching a college class, and, working in a cardiac rehab lab, so.  
Yeah, but uh, as-as we were younger she-she didn’t work, as much.”  Claire also 
connected her mother’s occupation as a nurse to her intense over-protectiveness when she 
stated, “she’s an ICU nurse, so, a lot of her concerns, for us were like safety.”  Claire 
believes that this is why her family was the “safety family,” and she wasn’t allowed to do 
many activities with other kids, like skating, because her parents were afraid for her 
safety and were, in her words, “ridiiiiculous.”  I do not doubt that Claire’s mother’s 
occupation yielded a strong influence over her preoccupation with safety.  Yet, I also 
wonder how much of a role the “Divine Child,” archetype played in her parent’s quest to 
keep their children from harm’s way.  Douglas and Michaels (2004) echo Young-
Eisendrath’s description of this phenomenon when they write,  
 Now, how are we to account for this explosive rise in protectionism, and indeed, 
narcissism around our kids?  What we’ve seen since the early 1990’s is a 
hyperindividualized emphasis on how truly, exquisitely unique and precious our 
child is, the Hope diamond, more special than the others.  Yes, attitudes toward 
the preciousness of children have come a long way since the days when six year-
olds worked in factories rolling cigars or shucking peas,” (Douglas & Michaels, p, 
307). 
Certainly, no one wants to return to the time when young children were forced to work in 
factories, yet, all of these factors, the ideology of intensive mothering, the “new 
momism” “hothouse mothering and the divine child,” and the “day-scares” of the 1980’s, 
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all seem to play a strong supporting role in the background of my participants, and 
certainly with their relationships to their mothers, for it was through these pervasive 
cultural beliefs that Abby, Ellen, Claire, and Sam (and many other middle-class kids of 
our generation) were able to spend so much one on one time with their mothers, which 
according to psychodynamic theory, shaped their subjectivity in ways much different 
from the kids who went to work rolling cigars for ten hours a day.    
The psychodynamic impact of intensive mothering: Updating Chodorow  
 In order to better understand how the intensity of my participants’ relationships 
with their mothers may have influenced their current relational patterns, I return to Nancy 
Chodorow’s (1978, 1989) conception of how intense and exclusive mothering directly 
impacts the psychic life of women.  Although Chodorow locates the development 
unconscious mental processes, emotions, and primary object-relationships within the 
matrix of social and cultural forces, her theories are now twenty-five years old.  Since her 
conception of the development of gendered personalities is contingent on social 
institutions that change over time, I believe that to be useful for the present purposes, her 
theories must be updated and re-contextualized to the current cultural milieu.  Therefore I 
will first review Chodorow’s explication of how Oedipal family structures perpetuate 
women’s exclusive and intense mothering, which shapes gendered subjectivities that then 
reproduce asymmetrical family structures and intensive mothering practices.  I will then 
attempt to update her theory by suggesting that the backlash generation has begun to feel 
a rift in this cycle, which many women are painfully negotiating through a double-bind of 
competing ideologies.  Finally, I will discuss how Ellen, Claire, Sam, Abby seem to be 
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experiencing this double-bind through their feelings of guilt, rage, and desire in their 
relationships with their mothers. 
 In  The Reproduction of Mothering (1978), Chodorow argued that the dominant 
Western family structure and the sexual division of labor, whereby mothers mother in the 
“private sphere” and fathers are largely absent through their involvement in public life, 
sets the psychodynamic stage for the formation of gendered subjectivity.  While 
Chodorow believes that “a certain constancy and quality of care are most certainly 
necessary to achieve basic requirements of being a person,” (p. 74) she makes clear that 
anyone, not just the female who gives birth to her child, can provide this care.  However, 
since social mores and economic structures construct a situation whereby it is in the 
biological mother’s best interest to care for her child exclusively, “the infant develops its 
sense of self mainly in relation to her,” (p. 78). 
 Chodorow explicates that while both male and female infants develop their sense 
of self through this primary relationship with their mother, “mothers of daughters tend 
not to experience these infant daughters as separate from them in the same way as do 
mothers of infant sons…primary identification and symbiosis with daughters tend to be 
stronger and cathexis of daughters is more likely to retain and emphasize narcissistic 
elements, that is, to be based on experiencing a daughter as an extension or double of a 
mother herself,” (p.109).  She further claims that this makes separation and individuation 
a more difficult task for girls.  In the Oedipal years, boys are encouraged to identify with 
a male figure, however since that figure is typically at least partially, if not completely 
absent from their daily life, they don’t have much to identify with, beyond fantasized 
representations of masculinity.  The son, therefore, adopts a more “positional” 
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identification to the mother (as opposed to the direct identification of the daughter), 
whereby he strives to become everything mother is not.  As she is nurturing and 
relational, so he will become autonomous and independent.   
 A girl on the other hand, writes Chodorow, “tend[s] to remain part of the dyadic 
primary, mother-child relationship itself.  This means that a girl continues to experience 
herself in issues of merging and separation, and in an attachment characterized by 
primary identification and fusion of identification and object choice,” (p. 166).  
According to Chodorow, that women tend to be more relational and empathic than men, 
is due to this continuing struggle to differentiate from their mother, which causes their 
ego-boundaries to remain diffuse and less firmly walled off than those of their brothers
14
.  
Moreover, it is because mothers have more difficulty separating from their daughters, that 
“the daughter herself comes not to recognize, or to have difficulty recognizing herself as 
a separate person.  She experiences herself, rather, as a continuation or extension of her 
mother in particular, and later of the world in general,” (p. 103).  
 Chodorow further describes how the situation reinforces itself.  She argues that 
once women reach adulthood and are expected to be as individuated as men, they 
experience a loss of their primary relationship to their mothers.  They then seek to re-
create this bond by having a child of their own.  Chodorow writes that “women come to 
want and need primary relationships to children.  These wants and needs result from 
wanting intense, primary relationships, which men tend not to provide both because of 
                                                 
14
 Unlike some of her liberal feminist contemporaries, such as Carol Gilligan, Chodorow neither reifies nor 
valorizes these gender differences.  If women are more relational and empathic, this has both benefits and 
drawbacks.  Likewise for men’s more rigid ego boundaries.  It is the asymmetry in development and the 
subsequent polarity of these differences that Chodorow (and others) find problematic (e.g., Benjamin, 
1988; Debold, 2001). 
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their place in women’s oedipal constellation and because of their difficulties with 
intimacy,” (1978, p. 203).  It is these wants and needs, which perpetuates the cycle and 
reproduction of mothering.  “Because women are themselves mothered by women, they 
grow up with the relational capacities and needs, and psychological definition of self-in-
relationship, which commits them to mothering…Women mother daughters who, when 
they become women, mother,” (p. 209).    
 Chodorow recognizes the social and economic forces which are also at work 
behind this cycle when she states that, “women, as wives and mothers, contribute as well 
to the daily generational reproduction, both physical and psychological, of male workers 
and thus to the reproduction of capitalist production,” (p. 208), yet she also seems to be 
saying that beyond the economic interests of a capitalist economy, women want to 
mother; that they prefer to devote most of their energies to full-time care-giving because 
it satisfies a relational need that was not otherwise being filled.  Here she seems to be 
glossing over the economic reality in which many women would prefer not to mother 
full-time, but do so anyway because of economic and ideological pressure.  As Debold 
(2001) points out, “The reproduction of a similar set of choices, generation after 
generation, where women appear to choose to mother and, often, to abandon a full role in 
the public sphere, ends up supporting the premise that women’s desire to nurture is 
simply natural,” (p. 168, emphasis mine).  It is therefore important to recognize that 
those “choices” are made within a system where women still make only 75 cents on the 
dollar and face other systematic oppression throughout their careers.   
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 For example, Judith Warner (2005) describes how she and many other women of 
her generation wanted to have both children and careers, but ended up facing 
disillusionment once economic reality set in.  She writes,  
Most of us in this generation grew up believing that we had fantastic, unlimited, 
freedom of choice. Yet as mothers many women face "choices" on the order of: 
You can continue to pursue your professional dreams at the cost of abandoning 
your children to long hours of inadequate child care. Or: You can stay at home 
with your baby and live in a state of virtual, crazy-making isolation because you 
can't afford a nanny, because there is no such thing as part-time day care, and 
because your husband doesn't come home until 8:30 at night. 
There is a difference between Chodorow’s and Warner’s accounts of the motivations 
behind mothering.  Chodorow maintains that women have a profound psychological 
desire to mother exclusively, whereas in Warner’s story, women seem to desire to have a 
career and have children but not necessarily to mother full-time.  This difference might 
seem inconsequential, but I think there is an important factor that can account for this 
difference and merits further discussion: the progression of time.    
 Chodorow first wrote The Reproduction of Mothering in 1978, and so she was 
speaking about a very specific generation of mothers.  She was speaking, most likely, of 
the generation to which the mothers of my participants belonged to.  Warner, on the other 
hand, writing 25 years later, is speaking about women who mother right now.  In fact she 
explicitly defines her population as: “the first post-baby boom generation, girls born 
between 1958 and the early 1970s, who came of age politically in the Carter, Reagan, and 
Bush I years,” (p. 2) She credits the women’s movement of her childhood with allowing 
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she and her cohorts to be a “blessed group,” who were “bred for competition,” and told, 
“never to let the boys drown out our voices in class,” (p. 2).  She states, “We believed 
that we could climb as high as we wanted to go, and would grow into the adults we 
dreamed we could be.  Other outcomes – like the chance that children wouldn’t quite fit 
into this picture, never entered our minds,” (p. 2). 
 She then goes on to describe the profound sense of disillusionment that she and 
other women of her generation face as they realize that having it all, at least within the 
current economic system, is often a fantasy.  Peggy Orenstein (2000), after conducting 
hundreds of interviews with women in their twenties and thirties, also noticed how the 
rhetoric of “unlimited choice” often collides with social and economic realities to leave 
many young women disillusioned and confused.  She writes: 
 As these young women look forward, they see ‘choices’ threatening to morph into 
 cruel trade-offs: double-binds, which, along with their own subtly dual 
 expectations have already their influenced decisions regarding ambition, sex, 
 love, marriage and motherhood – and could ultimately trap them in the narrow 
 roles they’re expected to escape. (p. 18) 
 I believe that the discontent that Warner and Orenstein have observed among 
today’s young women signals another, perhaps “deeper” psychological transformation 
within the current generation.  I believe that this transformation signifies a rift in 
Chodorow’s reproduction of mothering.  I further contend that this rift can be observed in 
the ways that Ellen, Claire, Abby, and Sam struggle through their experiences of 
separation, yearning, and rage in their relationships with their mothers. 
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Ellen, Claire, Sam, and Abby and their Mothers: Working through guilt, rage, and desire.   
 The mothers of Ellen, Claire, Sam and Abby are caught between the generation 
that inspired Friedan’s Feminine Mystique and those who inspired Warner’s description.  
Unlike Warner’s  “tightly-wound,” over-achieving mothers of today who thought they 
could have it all, the mothers of my participants were raised right as the first whispers of 
the feminist movement were spoken.  By the time they became mothers, the feminist 
movement had secured at least an easier time for their daughters, should they want to 
become soccer stars or filmmakers, but in many ways it was too late for them, as their 
path in life was probably already laid down due to various reasons (both psychically and 
socially).  What we know of these women is filtered through their daughters’ often 
conflicted and emotionally-laden perception, but nonetheless, those glimpses seem much 
more akin to the mothers whom Chodorow imagined than those Warner has described. 
 The story of Ellen’s mother, pieced together through Ellen’s telling of it, begins 
when Ellen explains how, as an adolescent; she attempted to repeat the fairy-tale like 
meeting of her parents at the beach in the lake resort town where Ellen would later spend 
most of her summers.  She relates the story as follows   
My parents met at [lake resort town] and the whole romantic story behind it, now they’re 
totally dysfunctional but like then, was that my mother had um, saw him at the beach, 
and, back when, and thought he was cute and then was introduced to him by friends and 
she said oh, “the boy at the beach,” that’s sort of thing, and uh when I got up there that 
very first summer, in the, the local newspaper was this picture of this very cute boy 
playing softball.  It was like this really adorable picture I cut it out – I was like, “ooh he’s 
cute.  And uh, and like, it’s such a small town I was kind of like, keeping an eye on 
[him]…and when I met “Harry,” I, I was like “oh the boy in the picture” that’s really 
interesting and then I had this whole like, “oh, just like my mother” 
 
Although Ellen’s parents’ marriage would eventually become “loveless,” the 
romanticized version of their meeting seems to take on the fairy-tale quality as Ellen tells 
it.  A similar, romanticized story was told by Claire: 
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my Dad was like, really smart, really athletic like, apparently just, a really like, good kid 
like desirable, very popular and uh, my mom grew up kinda like knowing him, they lived 
in the same town and like watching him and they, they actually re-met after some years 
of kind of knowing who each other were um, when my mom was probably twenty-about 
twenty-five and my Dad was like, twenty-eight…They- they really like they had grown 
up in the same town, they knew who each other-they knew each other’s family, and they 
knew who each other were, it just, there was a big age difference, and then, when the met 
again, in uh, grad school, it was uh, my mom said it was love at first sight. So [laughs]. 
He was standing under this like bar sign, but it was like neon and, I always hear this 
story, and, my mom was like, ‘and it was like, shining down on your Dad,’ and I’m like, 
‘It was a bar sign!’ [laughs] But, so that’s-that’s their story. And they’ve been married for 
twenty-twenty something years.  
 
Both stories share similar themes – the woman admires the man from afar, until one day 
he finally recognizes her and her adult life with him can begin.  This is not a new story, in 
fact, it is reminiscent of several fairy-tales, including Sleeping Beauty and Snow White, 
where the female protagonist “sleeps” through her adolescence until the male protagonist 
finds her, magically wakes her up, and carries her off to her adult life in the castle.  
Debold, et. al. (1993), recognizing the power that the “romance story” yields in so many 
women’s lives, argue that women seek out the “hero” figure in the “romance story,” 
because they are searching for a way to regain the sense of power they had prior to 
adolescence.  They write, 
By seeking a man to fall in love with and follow, a girl’s agency, that sense of self 
that gives her confidence to act in the world, channels into providing some man a 
home base for his quest for financial and worldly success.  Within the few pages 
of the hero legend devoted to romance, a woman’s powerlessness is transformed.  
By succumbing to love for her, the hero – briefly – loses his head and heart and, 
thus, his power.  While the romance story fits perfectly into the chasm created by 
girls’ losses, it masks power relations as love, (Debold, et. al., p. 84). 
 Ellen’s mother seems to fit this story best.  There is a clearly unequal balance of 
power in her parents’ relationship.  She described her mother as the “yes-person wife” 
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who was submissive to her father, who in turn, “pays zero attention to her and only if 
she’s ya know done something wrong like he wants her to do everything for him.”  She 
also stated that, “He doesn’t function without my mother doing things for him.  He’s 
gone most of the time, to the club, traveling, um business, or otherwise. My mother’s left 
at home all the time.”  According to Ellen, this dissolution of the fairy-tale, along with 
the death of Ellen’s maternal grandmother, seems to have contributed to her mother’s 
depression.  She stated, “when my grandmother died my mother just kind of gave up on a 
lot of things, and, she had her mother and now, that’s gone and so she just kind of went 
into this whole like emotional, spiral.”  Ellen claims that her mother “clings to a lot of 
fantasy because she doesn’t have…a lot of her own life motivators.”  Moreover, as she 
faces on a daily basis the powerlessness that comes from a marriage where domination 
and humiliation are pervasive, Ellen’s mother seems to be able to wield her power with 
the only thing she has left, her own love and nurturance.   Ellen claims that her mother’s 
“mothering” and “smothering” of she and her brothers enables their dependency on her.  
She stated,  
So her thing is she, she uh makes us need her, need her and-and handle that at least 
emotionally need her and all that stuff and then she knows that she could pull away and 
then we’re like ‘uhhh!’ You know we have no one, that was the only person in the entire 
world that was supporting us and, and suddenly not supporting us, 
 
Ellen cites this behavior as a reason for why she and her adult brothers have yet to leave 
“the nest” that her mother created.  She stated that “she’s shaped a lot of and fed a lot of 
my fears, and um, it just, makes me sad that, that she’s done it, a lot of it because she 
doesn’t want to be alone.” 
 Perhaps more than any other participant, I hear echoes of Chodorow in Ellen’s 
story of her mother and their relationship.  Ellen’s mother was very close to her own 
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mother, so much so that her mother has never fully grieved the loss of their relationship.  
She looked to the “hero,” for some fulfillment, but finding only degradation in her 
marriage she has turned to her children whom she, according to Ellen, “mothers and 
mothers and mothers and mothers.”  This situation is reminiscent of Chodorow’s 
description of the middle-class mother: 
She is isolated with her children for most of her workday.  It is not surprising 
then, that she is likely to invest a lot of anxious energy and guilt and concern for 
her children and then look to them for her own self-affirmation, or that her self-
esteem, dependent on the lives of others than herself, is shaky.  Her life situation 
leads her to an over-involvement in her children’s lives.  A mother in this 
situation keeps her daughter from differentiation and from lessening her infantile 
dependence. (Chodorow, 1989, p. 64) 
Although Ellen’s mother seems to have over-invested herself emotionally, this “over-
involvement in her children’s lives” manifests in different ways for the other participants 
as well.  Claire described her mother as intrusive and over-protective.  Sam’s mother, 
according to Sam, “was like, supermom, basically. She, would do anything for my sister 
and I, ya know, she basically like, we were her lives.”  Abby’s mother is her “bestest 
friend,” and remains the only person from whom Abby seems comfortable receiving care. 
 All of these manifestations of intense maternal involvement likewise have 
different effects on the lives of their daughters.  Once again, the most Chodorovian of the 
four is Ellen, who both identifies with and is emotionally dependent on her mother.  
When discussing her mother’s grief over her grandmother’s death she stated, “So I had 
equal-equally scary thoughts like when my mother dies of me being, alone completely 
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alone, And uh, that’s very, that’s very upsetting. I’ll just think about that sometimes and 
just cry.”  She also spoke often of her struggles to separate physically and emotionally 
from her mother.  When discussing her upcoming move to L.A. she said, “that’s what, 
that’s what this is you know me, me trying to leave, me keeping trying to get an 
apartment and clinging to the you know trying to leave and trying to ya know cutting the 
strings,” but she also admitted her fears about what will happen when she does:  
I’m afraid that I’m, I’m not gonna be able to support myself. I’m afraid of how I’m going 
to miss my mother and, I’m afraid of, um, I’m afraid of feeling lonely and, and um, just 
feeling disconnected, like being around lots of people that I like but just feeling 
completely disconnected from them just close-or as much as I like them, ya know not, 
just being really antisocial and, um, and it, it not being understood.  
 
 Thus Ellen and her mother seem to be living out Chodorow’s mother-daughter 
cycle of dependency, whereby “A mother, on the one hand, grows up without 
establishing adequate ego boundaries or a firm sense of self.  She tends to experience 
boundary confusion with her daughter, and does not provide experiences of 
differentiating ego development for her daughter or encourage the breaking of her 
daughter’s dependence,” (p. 59).  This situation, according to Chodorow, “reinforces 
itself in a circular fashion,” such that daughters become like their mothers in their 
dependency on relationships to fulfill their sense of self.  Again, this seems pertinent to 
Ellen’s life, when she described how she recognizes her mother in herself, especially in 
romantic relationships.  “I turn into that person who bakes and like is submissive like my 
mother and, does everything to please them and they just walk all over you and um, and 
then they end up ya know not liking you, as much. That’s not what they wanted in the 
first place.” Ellen also concedes to the intergenerational reproduction of this dependency: 
"So I kind of see my relationship now with my mother as, as what she had with her 
mother. Just very clingy and, equally needy and um, but…Trying to cut the cord! Or at 
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least, at least stretch it out to California. I don’t think that’ll work. But uh, yeah that’s 
pretty similar.” 
 Although Claire’s mother was also overly-involved in her daughter’s life, she 
didn’t seem to be enabling emotional dependency in the same way.  Perhaps this is due to 
the fact that Claire’s parents are happily married, and therefore her mother does not need 
to look to her children to fulfill her emotional needs.  Claire’s mother seemed to engage 
in the “hothouse mothering,” as Young-Eisendrath (1999) describes it and Claire seems 
to be the closest to the “divine child” complex.  She connects her feelings of pressure to 
be “exceptional,” in part to her mother’s early expectations of her as a “genius,” and a 
“star baby.”  Indeed, if Claire’s mother did view Claire as her own “divine child,” her 
over-protective concern for her safety makes sense – the “divine child” needs to be kept 
safe and free from harm’s way.  According to Young-Eisendrath, this over-investment on 
the part of mothers, keeps children from developing their own sense of self.  She writes 
that, “the Divine Child cannot use her normal creative and aggressive impulses to 
develop her own autonomy,” (p. 117).  She claims that when Divine Children grow up, 
they “begin to feel the absence of authentic source.”  By attempting to live out her 
mother’s expectations of her, Claire seems to be caught up in displaying a pre-fabricated 
image of her self.  Perhaps this is why, when sitting with me, Claire seemed more like the 
“entertainer” that she had described herself as enacting with a previous therapist.  It 
might also explain why Claire admitted that she “always felt empty,” or even why she 
does not know what she herself is feeling or thinking, as when she stated, “A lot of times 
when someone asks me what I’m thinking, I always think like, what should I be thinking.  
Uh, but I don’t know exactly what.”  Chodorow too recognizes this sense of emptiness 
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when she states, “women who feel empty of themselves feel that they are not being 
accorded a separate reality nor the agency to interpret the world in their own way,” and 
she further claims that “this feeling has its origins in the mother-daughter relationship,” 
(1978, p. 100).   
 Like Claire, Sam experiences a sense of emptiness and disconnection to her self, 
and like Ellen, her emotional life seems entangled with that of her mother.  Her mother’s 
story differs from Ellen’s and Claire’s, however, as her mother’s mother died when she 
was a teenager.  Sam explained that, “She had to take care of her Dad after her mom died, 
he was very like, overbearing, and, right away from there she got married to my Dad and 
like, just like she never got on her own.”   She later added that her maternal grandfather 
was not just over-bearing, but an abusive alcoholic as well.  Thus Sam’s mother literally 
lost her relationship to her own mother at an early age, and she spent the early years of 
her adult life taking care of men.  She is not happily married to Sam’s father, and Sam 
describes her own theory about their conflicts: 
I remember the fighting probably, end of elementary school, early middle school? 
Umum, my own theory, is, that my mom probably rushed into things, in order to get out 
of the house with her Dad. Um, so she kinda just went from taking care of her Dad into, 
getting married, to my Dad. Um, (I just think she was) ready to take the first thing, first 
train that came along, basically. I don’t, I don’t know.  
 
 Sam described her mother as she was in Sam’s early childhood as “Supermom.”  
She stated that, “She would do anything for my sister and I, ya know, she basically like, 
we were her lives. Which is why I think this all happened when we when we (went away 
to school).”  With this last statement, Sam is referring to her mother’s recent episodes of 
suicidal depression and alcoholism.  She believes that since she and her sister were her 
mother’s “lives,” their separation from her has caused her depression and, through her 
bouts of heavy drinking, regression to the point, “where [she] had to put her to bed, like 
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she was five years old.”  Sam also stated that when she, “actually tried to like sit her 
down and have a conversation about it, she just got so mad, and, very, um, almost like 
she reverted back to like, like she was twelve years old or something.”   
 Kim Chernin (1985) sees this co-dependency on the part of mother and daughter 
and difficulty that the daughter faces in surpassing her mother (in various ways), as a 
primary motivating force behind eating disordered behavior.  She writes: 
The contrast for most women between their life of possibility and their mother’s 
life of limitations continues to haunt them through every stage of growth and 
development, making separation a perilous matter, for it involves inevitably this 
problem of surpassing a woman who must, in her lonely sense of failure at life, 
perceive the daughter’s movement into the world as a betrayal and abandonment 
of the identity they share, (pp. 57-58). 
Certainly, Chernin’s description of daughters doing what their mothers never got to do 
rings true for Sam and her mother.  She admitted that this was an issue when she stated,  
So when I, came to school it was kind of, ya know she was always so proud of me like 
going to school and I was gonna do that and that I was living by myself, she thought that 
that was the coolest thing um, so I guess in a way I was kind of like, doing what she 
never got to do. But I guess, I don’t know, sometimes I guess I felt guilty about that.  [D: 
What do you mean?]  I just have this like, desire for her to be happy. I just wish that she 
could be. And, just the fact that I got do the things that she never got to do… 
 
Unfortunately, according to Chernin, “the problem of surpassing the mother,” (p, 91), 
enabled by the over-identification and dependency between mothers and daughters and 
the inequitable distribution of opportunities afforded to them, leads to a type of “survivor 
guilt,” which she believes is lies “at the heart of an eating problem,” (p. 91).  Sam seems 
to recognize that her mother’s battle with depression and alcoholism is directly related to 
the absence of the very thing which made her life tolerable for so many years – being 
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“supermom” to her daughters.  Her daughters’ physical and emotional separation from 
her is no doubt a huge loss, and Sam, recognizing this, seems to feel responsible for her 
mother’s emotional well-being when she states, “there’s a part of me that doesn’t want to 
tell my mom cause I know that she’ll just worry about me and it will be one more thing 
that, she’ll worry about and probably blame herself for,” and,  
I even feel bad like, calling her out about stuff like that or like saying how I feel about 
stuff like that cause I know that she will like beat herself up over it, and then possibly, I 
don’t know, drink. Over it, or whatever she does or, just get very upset about, overly 
upset about small incidents like that. [D: So you’re careful about what you say, to her?] 
Yeah, yeah, definitely. 
 
Ellen, too, seems to feel responsible for her mother’s emotional well-being, when she 
states, “I kind of feel like, and I, she said this to me too, that um I would be taking away 
her only joy if I left. [crying] ya know, and that, and she’s so (important to me) that, ya 
know, I would be so sad if, if I was (away),” 
 Thus, both women, knowing full well that their emergence into adulthood and its 
inevitable separation from their mother’s will “take away [their mothers’] only joy,” do 
appear to be experiencing a sense of “survivor guilt,” and ambivalence about their 
separation from their mothers.  Chernin seems to be speaking of this dilemma when she 
writes that, 
A daughter faces the issue of surpassing the mother when the older woman is no 
longer able to accept her oppression as inevitable or to efface herself as a person 
and live vicariously through her child.  For then the daughter, if she seeks her own 
development, faces two intolerable possibilities.  Suddenly, coming of age and 
entering the world, she is in danger of calling up the older woman’s envy and 
resentment.  And even worse, more painful and disturbing to consider, she is in a 
position to remind her mother of her own failure and lack (p. 91). 
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Sam clearly expresses this guilt when she states, "That there’s, like I-sometimes talking 
to her like I just feel bad if I’m, being excited or happy about things, or like, talking about 
things that are going well, or things that are-cause I know that she’s just not happy with 
anything right now.”  As Caroline Knapp (2003) who found herself in a similar situation 
with her own mother, asked, “How can I allow myself to have what she never had?” 
 Unfortunately, the flip side of this guilt is anger and rage.  Knapp (2003), like 
Chernin, locates this rage as rooted in the identificatory relationship between mothers and 
daughters, and manifest when daughters recognize their mother’s complicity in their own 
oppression and unhappiness.  She understands such rage as a reaction to,  
the mother who didn’t stand up for herself, or who didn’t teach you to stand up 
for yourself; the mother who tried to do too much, who never squeezed out 
pleasure for herself; the mother who can’t quite see the person you’re trying to 
become, or the person you have become, at mothers whose difference leaves you 
feeling confused and pained and disconnected. (p. 74)  
 Interestingly, the only time that Sam appeared overtly emotional throughout our 
entire interview, was when she expressed anger towards her mother, for example when 
she stated that she was angry at her mother for having to, “put her [mother] to bed, like 
she was five years old.”  Moreover, her most intensely emotional moment of the 
interview was when she said she was “pissed off” at her mother for agreeing to attend 
Sam’s graduation ceremony only because Sam’s sister’s new baby would be there. Sam’s 
anger towards her mother for being more concerned with her grandchild than this 
important milestone in Sam’s adult life mimics Knapp’s (above) contention that 
daughters become angry when mothers can’t or won’t recognize the woman she is 
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becoming.  Instead, Sam’s mom seems to have tunnel vision towards the baby who, is 
more dependent on her daughter is. 
 Similarly, Ellen expressed anger at her mother for her attempts to keep her from 
becoming the woman she wants to become.  She became vitriolic as she related a story 
about how her mother almost thwarted her upcoming plans to spend the summer in L.A., 
by taking away the car that Ellen’s parents had helped her purchase.   
But man, she just took away that car! And ya know, what was I going to tell ‘Barb’ and, I 
had made all these plans, and I just felt like so destroyed and manipulated and, um only 
Friday, only last Friday did she just come up to me in the kitchen, she was like, ‘Well 
Ellen, the car has to be back by August for its inspection,’ [whispering] (you can use the 
car ). I was like, are you gonna write this down somewhere, ya know? [crying] Is it, are 
you gonna forget this when you want to forget it so that ya know last minute, I’m not 
allowed to go, like I should be, ya know asking permission, and it was just ridiculous, and 
so, I just was so angry about this whole thing it also just caused me to like, buy into it a 
little bit, like am I get-is it going to be like the last time, maybe they’re right, ya know,  
 
Ellen explained that this behavior is typical of her mother, who uses her children’s 
dependency on her to get what she wants.  She elaborated on her anger and resentment 
towards her mother for manipulating her in this way when she said,  
and she’ll kind of ya know turn around but, its really, really painful and angry when she 
does it cause its so transparent when she does it she’s done it so much in my lifetime that 
I, uh, I just uh, am fed up but ultimately she has like been a time where she’s withdrawn 
it and you absolutely cannot have it, and then, you just have to wait and wait and wait and 
keep pushing and pushing and she’ll come back. 
 
Ellen’s anger towards her mother can be understood in several ways.  First there is the 
very real anger towards the “enabling [of] her dependency,” and withdrawing her love 
and support at will.  But perhaps there is a deeper rage, of the type Knapp describes, 
where Ellen sees that this relational power, is in fact, the only power her mother can yield 
in a marriage where she is trapped by a domineering and emotionally abusive husband 
and a family that cannot function without her, so much that she can’t fulfill the demands 
of her job.  Perhaps then, Ellen’s anger is aligned with what Debold, Malave, and Wilson 
describe as the “loss and betrayal” a daughter feels when she “realizes that her mother is 
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not so powerful and may not always provide a safe haven,” (p. 46).   They add, “As she 
realizes that her mother’s powerlessness is hers too, because she is also female, her loss is 
compounded. A mother’s inferiority angers her daughter because it strips the daughter of 
her power as well.” (p. 46).    
 Finally, though they may not experience as intensely or pervasively, Claire and 
Abby did discuss feeling episodic anger towards their mothers.  For example, when 
talking about her parents’ intrusiveness and over-protection, Claire stated,   “It was just 
ridiculous, it was just so frustrating and I’d get so mad I just-I would get so mad at my 
mom. I-and never really at my Dad but just at my mom. I don’t know just like scream and 
oh my God I’d get so angry.”  Abby tended to describe her mom in more idealized terms, 
such as “amazing,” an “excellent parent,” and “wonderful with kids,” yet she 
remembered one time becoming angry at her mother, who was very late picking her up 
from school because of work demands after her parents’ divorce.   
 so she worked really long hours and I remember I’d like, in high school or like junior 
high like ’d need to be picked up.  And definitely like hours later and I would be like, 
sitting there, and waiting for her to pick me up and that, stunk.  I knew she worked l-long 
hours but I was like, (inaudible). [D: What was that like for you, to sit there?] I’d be like 
pissed but I couldn’t do anything about it. And she know (waiting and waiting) but, she 
knew I didn’t like it, but, I don’t know, I guess that’s (gonna happen). 
 
 What seems to be supporting Abby’s feelings of anger above is a deep longing for 
undivided attention that her mother once provided.  Caroline Knapp (2003) eloquently 
describes the yearning that can often be uncovered beneath this intense anger: 
Anger is easy to identify; it makes your heart race, your teeth clench, your blood 
run hot; it makes you want to rage and spit.  I knew for many years that my 
mother made me angry, that whatever its origins, the distance between us made 
me edgy and restless and full of bile.  What took much longer to understand, or to 
tap into…was the deep current of sorrow beneath that anger, a yearning for 
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connection so acute it defied ordinary words; voiced, it would have come out as a 
howl, the longest and loneliest keening. (p. 170) 
Instances of longing for their mother’s affection were evident in both Abby’s and Ellen’s 
interviews.  As Ellen explained what she would miss if she was able to reach her goal and 
successfully separate from “the nest,” she discussed, 
And also unconditional love, I mean, my mother’s nuts but, um, ya know I do love her 
very much and, um its just its very comforting to have, it can be very comforting to have 
her there [crying], ya know when you’re, like (seeking) for a hug and there’s just like, 
like just that physical contact or something, ya know that, that sort of a thing, you know I 
generally shy away from, but, you know, I, I do seek, in my mother, I do seek to, to give 
her a hug and that sort of thing, so,  
 
Abby also expressed a strong desire for physical contact with her mother, especially 
when she is physically separated from her in college: 
But with my mom I know I, um, I can just cry to her and she’s really good at helping me 
out through times like that. And I mean I could call her and stuff but, that’s just not the 
same. No, it-and she’d always feel so helpless I’d feel so bad. And when I’d cry on the 
phone she can’t really do much, I mean talk to me but, its better when you’re in person-
having another physical person around you when you cry, helps me a lot, ya know, uh. 
[D: So the emotional experience had something to do with talking to your mom?] Um, 
just when I talk, to her like she tells me, I’m gonna go live with her and I don’t have to 
worry about things, ya know, I don’t know. [D: What’s that like?] That’s a good-good 
experience. 
 
 Guilt, rage, and desire all seem to play a part (at different levels) in the 
ambivalence that enshrouds these mother-daughter relationships.  Knapp (2003) believes 
that these conflicted emotions about our closest and earliest relationship occur when our 
image of the woman who was at once so incredibly powerful within our private world, 
bumps up against our dawning understanding that both she and our selves are incredibly 
power-less in the world at large.  She writes: 
Every generation measures itself against the one before; every daughter’s 
experience of hunger will be shaped to some extent by that of her mother: what 
she had or did not have, how much it cost her, how much she herself wants or can 
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allow herself to want in contrast.  It is this – this comparison between self and 
other, this dark data bank of images, these memories of unfulfilled or undervalued 
or strung-out mothers, this articulation of women as less entitled, less powerful, 
less sexual and ambitious, less supported and recognized in the wider world – that 
so complicates the matter of appetite for women, twists it into a hard knot.  
Feminist mothers or nonfeminist mothers, devalued mothers or burned-out 
mothers – a mother’s choices, her frustrations, her constellation of limits and 
constraints become for a daughter both paradigms of hunger and potential sources 
of difference and rebellion, and this can muddy the waters at the deepest level, (p. 
74).   
 In the section prior, I attempted to historically and culturally contextualize the 
structural forces that perpetuate a cycle of dependency and over-identification between 
mothers and daughters.  I presented the historical background of the ideology of intensive 
mothering, both in the decade that followed World War II, and later, the “new momism” 
of the 1980’s and 90’s, which I believe arose as a backlash against the advances of the 
earlier women’s movement.  This pattern of expectation and pressure on women to 
mother intensely and exclusively, is backed by economic and political forces (Douglas & 
Michaels, 2004; Faludi, 1991), which operate discursively so as to infiltrate the psyche 
“from below,” (Weedon, 1987).  There are several ways that women become invested in 
this ideology, but perhaps the most powerful is through “the reproduction of mothering,” 
(Chodorow, 1978) whereby daughters do not separate from their primary bonds as much 
as sons do, and they therefore become more relationally invested in their adult lives.  
According to Chodorow, daughters seek to re-create the intense bond they had with their 
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mothers by forming their own intense bond with their children.  Prior to that resolution 
however, daughters struggle in the world to individuate from their mothers. 
 The narratives of Abby, Sam, Claire and Ellen all speak to the importance of their 
struggles to differentiate from their mothers as they begin their adult lives. Yet there 
seems to be more going on here than an attempt to separate.  There exists a profound 
anger and dissatisfaction which gets expressed though these mother daughter 
relationships, perhaps because, as of yet, an alternative conception of the origin of that 
anger does not exist.  Chodorow doesn’t speak so much about anger, perhaps because 
when she conceived of The Reproduction of Mothering, there was little space for 
daughters and mothers to locate their own dissatisfaction with the way things were.  The 
Reproduction of Mothering made sense in the 1970’s because many women went almost 
continuously from living with their parents to living with their husbands.  They had little 
time and space to fully experience the loss and longing that, in Chodorow’s account 
occurs between the separation from their mothers and the birth of their own children.  
Yet, as adolescence now stretches well into the late twenties, as women face a much 
larger array of opportunities than their mothers, and as they begin to decide, like Sam did, 
that they don’t want to live their according to their boyfriend’s plans, a rift in the cycle is 
beginning to open up.   
 Indeed, I locate the guilt, longing and rage of these four women, and countless 
others of their generation within this rift in the cycle of mother-daughter dependency.  It 
is unfortunate that such anger, which has its roots in a patriarchal society that 
economically and ideologically supports this cycle, gets expressed between mothers and 
daughters, but as Luce Irigaray states, “the mother/daughter, daughter/mother relationship 
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is an extremely explosive nucleus in our society.  Conceiving it and changing it amounts 
to disturbing the patriarchal order, (p. 21).  Chodorow’s description of the reproduction of 
mothering provided an important foundation from which we can begin to understand the 
origins of the guilt, longing, and rage expressed by the participants, yet her theory needs 
to account for the fact that women like Ellen, Abby, Sam, and Claire are more concerned 
with developing careers than babies.  I therefore agree with Flax (1990) who says of 
Chodorovian theory that, 
This account of the feminine represses elements of woman’s desire that are often 
forbidden by mothers as well as by male-dominant cultures: woman’s aggression, 
her desire for separation, autonomy and mastery.  Too many forces are absent in 
these accounts of mother-daughter relations, feminine desire, or “maternal 
thinking,”: the mother’s rage, her envy of her daughter’s (potential) freedom, her 
desire for her daughter to be selfsame and not different or separate from her.  
These daughters are silent about the psychological, and, not infrequently, physical 
violence between mothers and daughters.  They rarely speak of the mother’s need 
for her daughter and its frequent consequence – a fear on the part of the daughter 
that if she separates and differentiates from her mother, her mother will be 
irreparably harmed – or will damage or abandon her.  The competition among 
women and women’s desire – not to be in the endlessly fluid circle of exchange, 
but rather unique, the best or recognized as other, different, distinct, closed off, 
only in and for herself, remains unvoiced, (p. 174). 
 By exposing the darker elements of the mother-daughter relationship, the 
ambivalence, the longing, the despair, and the rage, we expose a desire to revolt and a 
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yearning to break free of the confining situation.  These are the seeds for real change. As 
Luce Irigaray states: “We, daughters, should challenge our mothers to be women.  If we 
don’t pay more attention to liberating the mother-daughter relationship, we risk renewing 
blind spots of tradition while contesting our traditional enslavement to maternity.  This 
could explain some hang-ups, paralyses, rivalries between us, which play in the hand of 
power,” (Why different, p. 19).    
 I don’t take Irigaray’s call to challenge our mothers to be women literally.  
Rather, I believe that women in this society need to collectively recognize the vested 
interests that others have in the reproduction of our selves as mothers.  I think that in their 
own way, Ellen, Claire, Abby, and Sam, are protesting this reproduction, or at least 
voicing their dissatisfaction with it.  Unfortunately, none of this is happening at the 
conscious level, and, as their anger is directed inwards, rather than outwards, their self-
destructive behavior is misdirected.   Keeping this as a possible avenue of exploration, I 
now turn from mothers to daughters and take a deeper look at their relational, emotional 
and embodied selves; their bulimic behavior and their self-images, to investigate just how 
they are negotiating the struggle as I have presented it. 
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PART II: A Rift in the Cycle: Negotiating Boundaries from Within 
 
 
There is anger in all of these behaviors, certainly: rage at the mother who 
ripped you off, rage at the mother who inspired so much need and failed to meet 
it, rage at the self for needing anything at all.  But underneath the anger is the 
most powerful sadness too: the sadness of children who feel unloved and 
unlovable, who blame and hurt themselves because of it, who remain speechless 
in its presence, who engage instead, in a pantomime of sorrow, a shadowy 
acting out that can be seen everywhere if you look through the right lens.  
– Caroline Knapp (2003), pp. 173-174 
 
 
 
I' want none of that element, sign of their desire; 'I' do not want to listen, 'I' do 
not assimilate it, 'I' expel it.  But since the food is not an 'other' for 'me', who am 
only in their desire, I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject myself within the 
same motion through which 'I' claim to establish myself...During that course in 
which 'I' become, I give birth to myself amid the violence of sobs, of vomit.  Mute 
protest of the symptom, shattering violence of the convulsion that, to be sure, is 
inscribed in a symbolic system, but in which, without either wanting or being 
able to become integrated in order to answer to it, it reacts, it abreacts.  It 
abjects.      – Julia Kristeva (1997),  p.231 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 In this second part of the discussion, I will more specifically focus on the 
participant’s relational, emotional, and embodied dynamics through a discussion of my 
analyses of these aspects of the data in light of some of the extant literature.  In so doing, 
I am to demonstrate how, in their own ways, Ellen, Claire, Sam, and Abby are struggling 
to negotiate between the dialectical tensions inherent in their desires to both engage and 
withdraw from relationships, their experience and expression of emotions, and in their 
taking a perspective on their bodies.  Through my descriptions of these tensions, I will 
attempt to highlight their individual voices.  Although I will show where they converge 
and separate, I will also maintain a singular narrative, which is, of course, filtered through 
my own perspective.  This part of the discussion will be divided into the major themes of 
the analysis, begin with a discussion of the Rorschach results. 
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Rorschach Results 
 In the following section I will discuss aspects of the participants’ Rorschach 
protocols which seem most pertinent to the present study.  I will compare these aspects to 
each other and to the relevant literature, particularly those studies that have analyzed the 
Rorschach scores of bulimics and alexithymics.  In so doing, I aim to illuminate features 
of the participants’ psychodynamics that may not have been apparent through their 
interviews.  I will later integrate these findings into my description of their emotional, 
relational, and embodied voices, so that each section builds on the one prior.  Thus, in 
order to avoid unnecessary repetition and circularity, what follows will be a brief 
overview of the most salient aspects of the Rorschach data for the study as a whole, in 
light of previous research. 
Experience of testing  
 Each Rorschach protocol was different; however there were also some similar 
patterns of responding among the participants.  For example, all of the participants were 
focused on their own subjective experience, as indicated by a low lambda score.
15
   The 
lambda score, which is the ratio of the number of responses concerned with the form of 
the blot to the total number of responses, indicates how involved the participant was with 
her the experience of the test.  Higher scores indicate greater psychological distance from 
the test, and lower Lambda scores suggest that the test-taker was intensely involved with 
her subjective experience as it related to the testing procedure.  Weiner (2003) states that 
low lambda people can be “painfully aware of distressing aspects of their lives that they 
would do better to ignore or overlook,” (p. 115, emphasis mine). Research has 
demonstrated that bulimics are more likely to have a lower lambda score versus controls 
                                                 
15
 It should be noted, however, that Claire and Abby had higher lambda scores than Ellen and Sam.   
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(J. E. Smith, Hillard, Walsh, Kubacki, & Morgan, 1991; Weisberg, Norman, & Herzog, 
1987), however the low-lambda profile seems in opposition to that of typical 
alexithymics
16
, who have been described as presenting a sense of “inner deadness” 
(McDougall, 1989, p. 37), and “a predisposition to an insistence on the concrete and 
externalization,” (Krystal, 1988, p. 246).   
Affect 
 All four of the participants’ protocols indicated a tendency to become 
overwhelmed by their emotional experience and to act impulsively on it.  This tendency 
was calculated by the FC:CF+C ratio, which measures how color was involved in the 
percepts of the participants.  The presence of color (C) indicates a subjective experience 
colored by emotional intensity.  The presence of form (F) determinants with the color 
indicates the extent to which the respondent can modulate that emotional experience.  
Responses that are dominated by color rather than form determinants indicate that the 
emotional experience is intense and may motivate impulsive behavior.  Most adults will 
have an FC:CF+C ratio that is higher on the FC side by about one or two responses 
(Weiner, 2003), indicating that they experience their emotions in a balanced and 
modulated way.   Sam and Ellen’s scores were two and three times higher, respectively 
on the CF+C side than the FC side (Ellen had no FC responses at all).  Claire and Abby’s 
FC:CF+C ratios were both a 1:1 correspondence (same number on both sides), suggesting 
that they also experience affect as intense and un-modulated.  Smith et. al. (1991) and 
Weisberg et. al.’s bulimic samples also averaged a greater number of CF+C than FC 
responses.   
                                                 
16
 Porcelli and Meyer (2002) did include lambda in their study of Rorschach variables and alexithymia. 
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 The affective ratios (Afr) of the participants were also noteworthy, as they were 
all below the norm of 0.60 (Exner, 2001).  The affective ratio is determined by the 
number of responses to the last three cards to the number of responses to the first seven 
cards.  It indicates level of interest in emotional experience. Individuals with low 
affective ratios tend to avoid or withdraw from emotionally charged situations (Weiner, 
2003).  Ellen and Abby’s scores on this variable were very low, followed by Claire’s and 
Sam’s scores that were closer to the norm.  These results are contradictory to Weisberg 
et. al.’s (1987) study where the affective ratios of their bulimic sample were significantly 
higher than those of non-patient controls
17
.   
 Both Ellen’s and Sam’s protocols showed a great deal of emotional complexity; 
specifically that they were experiencing a lot of painful emotions, such as anxiety and 
sadness.  This was indicated in large part by the fact that for both women, almost half of 
their responses were blends
18
.  Blends are responses that are characterized by more than 
one type of determinant (e.g., color, shading, movement, etc,) and they indicate 
complexity of affective experience.  Sam also gave an extremely high amount of white 
space responses.  White space responses are indicative of the presence of anger.  
Research has shown that bulimic women tend to provide more space responses than the 
norm (Smith et. al., 1991; Weisberg et. al., 1987). 
Self perception 
 The bulimic women of Weisberg et. al.’s (1987) study had higher egocentricity 
indices (not statistically significant) and more reflections (statistically significant) than 
                                                 
17
 In a similar study, Smith et.al. (1991) found no significant difference between bulimics and controls on 
the affective ratio variable.   
18
 Claire’s and Abby’s percentages of blends were within the normal range of 0.16% of blends/total 
responses.  Porcelli and Meyer’s (2002) sample of alexithymics had less blends than normal. 
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non-patient controls.  The egocentricity index is determined by the number of responses 
involving reflections.  Those who score highly on these indices tend to be self-absorbed 
and narcissistic, and their relationships are usually superficial.  In the current study, 
however, only Ellen showed an elevation on the egocentricity index and amount of 
reflections. 
 Ellen, Sam, Claire, and Abby all had more FD responses than the norm, especially 
Sam, who had eight.  Responses that are coded as FD typically involve some dimension 
or perspective, such as a “bird’s eye view” of an object.  This variable, which has not 
been systematically studied with bulimics, indicates a tendency towards introspection.  
Porcelli and Meyer (2002) found that their alexithymic sample had significantly less FD 
responses than controls, a finding which seems to be aligned with descriptions of 
alexithymics as disinterested in their “inner” psychic life (Krystal, 1988; McDougall, 
1989; Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970). 
 Sam and Claire also had more Anatomy responses than the norm, indicating 
preoccupation with somatic concerns (Weiner, 2003).  For both women, several of these 
anatomy responses were distorted, which suggests a negative or distorted body image. 
Claire gave the most anatomy responses and several of these were sexual in content, 
suggesting that her body image is tied up with feelings about her sexuality, and that these 
feelings may lead to some distorted self-perceptions.  Finally, both Sam and Abby had 
more clothing responses than normal, which often suggest that the respondent is 
concerned with her outward appearance. 
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Interpersonal perception 
 The research that has been conducted on bulimia and the Rorschach and on 
alexithymia and the Rorschach has not examined the interpersonal indices of the 
Comprehensive System.  Although I scored and analyzed these indices, the participants’ 
scores on these variables were idiosyncratic.  I will therefore discuss their individual 
interpersonal variables of the Comprehensive System, as they are relevant, in the 
following section on the participants’ relational voices. 
 Some studies have used other, content-related scales to examine how bulimic 
women might experience and perceive relationships (Bornstein & Greenberg, 1991; 
Fowler, Brunnschweiler, & Brock, 2002; Parmer, 1991).  I also examined the thematic 
content of their responses in light of these scales, and I found one to be most pertinent to 
my participants’ protocols – the Separation-Individuation Theme scale (Coonerty, 1986).  
This scale is based on Margaret Mahler’s stages of separation and individuation: (a) 
preseparation-individuation, (b) separation-individuation, (c) rapprochement.  Coonerty’s 
scoring guide lists the type of responses which should be categorized under each stage, 
and I found similar imagery in Ellen, Claire, and Sam’s protocols. 
 For example, both Claire and Sam had several responses indicative of the 
preseparation-individuation phase, such as boundary-less responses and internal anatomy 
percepts.  Claire, Sam, and Ellen all had responses that could be coded in the separation-
individuation phase, which is broken down into two subphases: “early differentiation,” 
characterized by themes of engulfment (i.e. a figure being overwhelmed by a large cloak) 
and “practicing phase: narcissism,” characterized by “narcissistic mirroring” (reflection 
responses) and “omnipotence responses” (Coonerty, 1986).   All three women also 
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provided at least one response indicative of the “rapprochement” stage.  These responses 
were typified by two figures connected together but struggling to separate, in conflict, or 
engaged in indecision.  For example, for Card VII, Claire described two creatures 
connected and facing each other, screaming with their mouths open.  To Card X Ellen 
responded that she saw two policemen connected to crabs that were otherwise having fun, 
yet the policemen were dragging them away in a struggle.  Finally, to Card VI, Sam 
described two people behind a pole who were pointing in opposite directions. 
Concluding Thoughts 
There are two important avenues of interpretation when considering these results 
in light of the literature: how the results compare to the Rorschach protocols of 
alexithymics and how they compare to bulimic Rorschach profiles of previous studies.  I 
will consider each of these in turn.  However, I would like to preface this discussion with 
the recognition that since this was a very small sample neither I nor the reader should 
make any claims to generalize these results for all bulimic women.  Rather, these results 
can only be interpreted idiographically and as such, they can only suggest an alternate 
interpretation of previous studies and possible avenues for further research. 
When compared to Porcelli and Meyer’s (2002) study of Rorschach variables for 
alexithymia, none of the participants seemed to match the alexithymic profile.  Their low 
lambda scores indicated that all of the participants were intensely involved with their 
subjective experience during the testing, and this is in direct contrast to the hallmark 
characteristic of alexithymics as people who tend to focus on external experiences rather 
than their own thoughts and feelings (Addison, 1989; Krystal, 1988; McDougall, 1989; 
Nemiah, 1977; Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970; Taylor et al., 1997).  Similarly, their tendencies 
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to  experience emotion intensely, as indicated by their imbalanced FC:CF+C ratios; to be 
unusually introspective, as indicated by their high number of FD responses; and that 
Ellen and Sam have incredibly complex emotional lives, demonstrated by their high 
number of blends; are all contradictory to the profile of alexithymia.  Alexithymics are 
described throughout the literature as unaware and disinterested in emotional and internal 
experiences, preferring instead to dwell on the concrete, external, and non-psychic events 
(Addison, 1989; Krystal, 1988; McDougall, 1989; Nemiah, 1977; Nemiah & Sifneos, 
1970; Taylor et al., 1997).   
At the same time, however, all four participants also had very low affective ratios 
indicating that they also prefer to avoid and withdraw from emotional experience.  This 
conflict, between their intense affective experience and propensity towards introspection, 
and their simultaneous desire to avoid feeling and thinking about emotions, is an 
important finding for the present study, especially the concern, discussed in the literature 
review, over whether eating disordered individuals should be considered alexithymic 
merely because they score above the cut-off point on the TAS.  I will return to these 
concerns later by integrating a close reading of the TAS in light of these Rorschach 
scores and of the participants’ emotional voices in the section on that topic. 
 The participants’ protocols shared some similarities with the Rorschach research 
on bulimics, yet there were also some important differences to consider.  Several 
researchers have attempted to use the Rorschach to support the psychodynamic notion 
that bulimic women are arrested at an early, preseparation-individuation stage of 
development and that they use food as a substitute for the lost maternal object.  Such 
theories maintain that bulimics are dependent on these substitute objects for their 
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soothing functions, cathecthed through oral impulses, and are therefore not fully 
individuated (Bornstein & Greenberg, 1991; Fowler et al., 2002; Parmer, 1991).  For 
example, the bulimic women in Parmer’s (1991) study tended to give responses 
indicative of the “early differentiation” subphase of the Separation-Individuation scale.  
He therefore contended that his results, “provided further support for the theory that 
bulimia is correlated with a precarious boundary between self- and object-
representations,” (p. 274) thereby supporting the theory that they are overly dependent.    
 Although some of the interpersonal content of the current participants’ protocols 
could be coded as thematic of preseparation-individuation imagery, they also had several 
responses characterized by the push-pull struggle of “Rapprochement,” which places 
them at a later stage on the developmental continuum than Parmer’s sample.  The 
presence of these, more developmentally more mature responses suggests that although 
Ellen, Sam, and Claire struggle with boundary issues, they have also developed the 
personal agency and autonomy that is necessary for the struggle between connection and 
independence; definitive of the “Rapprochement” stage of development.  These 
developmental themes will be examined more closely in the following section, as I 
discuss them in light of the participants’ relational voices from the interviews. 
Relational Voices 
 All of the participants struggled with forming and maintaining relationships, 
especially once they left home for college, or in Ellen’s case, across the country.  While 
each of their interpersonal patterns was unique, there were several common themes 
running through my analysis of their individual relational voices.  I have chosen those 
themes that seemed most important and were discussed most often, and I will discuss 
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them in light of the literature on bulimia and attachment, as this research has been 
influential in the etiology and treatment of the disorder and speaks to the interpersonal 
aspects of their experience. 
Isolation 
 The relational theme that seemed most prevalent throughout all of the 
participants’ narratives was that of isolation.  Each participant, at a certain time in her 
life, found herself alone and without much social support or interaction.  Ellen spent most 
of her adolescence and early twenties vacillating between enjoying social popularity in 
the summer and being “shut up in [her] own little world,” at her parents’ house during the 
school year.  That Ellen currently feels isolated as well was supported by her high score 
on the Rorschach Isolation index, which indicates that “very few people play an 
important role in [her life],” Weiner (2003, p. 172). 
 However, it was her time in L.A. that Ellen described as the most isolated, and 
this seemed to have a profound impact on the extent of her eating disorder at that time.  
She stated: “I just, I was alone, I had this huge condominium to myself…I had like zero 
social life…I never saw anybody so I just would chow down on the set.”  Ellen went on 
to describe how she had a hard time seeing the few friends she had because she worked 
so many hours.  Exhausted from twelve-hour days on the set, she would spend fifty 
dollars at the grocery store, “on crap,” go home, and binge and purge.  She explained how 
being alone contributed to her bingeing: “I was like no ones watching me do this, and um, 
I don’t really need to look pretty for anybody on the set, and I don’t care, and um, that 
was the only enjoyment I had.”  She stated, as she wept, that food was her “only fun.” 
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 The other participants shared similar stories of being socially isolated and turning 
to food for comfort and fun.  Claire described how she chose to attend a large university 
because, coming from a small town in Alaska where “everyone knows you,” she was 
“really gung-ho about the anonymity,” of a large school.  She said she felt like, “finally 
just, people would leave me alone.”  Unfortunately, when Claire did achieve the 
anonymity she craved she felt, “really depressed and like really lonely.”  She said she 
was “completely isolated” and stated, “I felt like I could like leave my dorm at like 
midnight and just start walking and disappear and no one would even notice I was gone.”   
Claire admitted that it was this isolation and anonymity that led to a worsening of her pre-
existing eating disorder.  She said that food was “her only friend,” and that if she “didn’t 
spend like two to three hours of [her] day like bingeing and purging, [she’d] just be 
sitting alone in [her] room.” 
 Sam also had difficulty making friends when she came to college.  She said that 
she had a hard time meeting people that enjoyed the same activities as her, such as 
hiking, and doing “productive things.”  Although she had a very active social life in high 
school, she described college as, “me by myself far away.”  Sam also stated, “I enjoy 
being by myself which is something that a lot of people, a lot of my friends, don’t 
understand,” however she also admitted that being alone contributes to her eating 
disorder, as it was this past year when she is living by herself that it got “out of control.”  
 Finally, Abby described the profound isolation and loneliness that she has 
experienced in college.  Although she began college by making some new friends, she 
described several factors that led to her social isolation, including the development of 
severe acne that embarrassed her in public, an argument with her freshman roommate 
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over a boy she had a crush on, and the development of the eating disorder itself.  When 
her eating disorder began, Abby was severely restricting her intake, and therefore she 
avoided social events that involved drinking and eating.  She added that because she was 
restricting and over-exercising so much, she was also “too tired” to go out with friends.  
Eventually, her friends stopped asking her to spend time with them, and Abby spent her 
last two and a half years of college “in isolation.”  She stated, 
Yeah I think it would’ve helped if I could go home like, sometimes and just take a 
break where here, I can’t. Like I can’t go to anyone ya know? It, and I had like no good 
friends at that time-I lost, I mean I lost a lot of good friends. It was like, I felt uh, so 
alone… and just no friends like, makes a big di-difference in people I-people’s lives 
and stuff ya know. [D: People’s lives?] Yeah I just, I mean I don’t see, I could see why 
people that don’t have friends and like communicate with people now are so sad and, 
you can’t live a life in isolation I feel like. And that’s how I, I felt like I did for, two-at 
least two and a half years.  
 
 Abby also described how being lonely led to bingeing when she said, “I was alone 
I wouldn’t necessarily be hungry I’d just be alone so I felt like I’d, wanna eat like, food.” 
Now that she has two social contacts in college, her roommate and her boyfriend, she has 
less of a desire to binge.  She stated, "But when I’m with someone - and, even when I talk 
to my roommate like, for a long time I just like talking with her and, it just takes up your 
time and you’re not you don’t feel so alone and when you’re alone, and you have 
problems like I have, then you just fuel it and it just, builds up and builds up and builds 
up.” 
 That for all four participants, these periods of isolation and increased bingeing 
occurred when they left home, seems more than a mere coincidence.  In fact, several 
psychodynamically-oriented theorists have suggested that bulimic women have not fully 
separated from their mothers, and they therefore experience anxiety when confronted 
with adult tasks where they are expected to be independent (such as going to college) 
(Jacobson, 1988; Krueger, 1997; O'Kearney, 1996).  Within this theoretical framework, 
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“bingeing is viewed as a regressive attempt to maintain a sense of connection and hence 
to escape from the anxiety associated with separation,” (O’Kearney, 1996, p. 119).  Other 
authors have echoed this theme in their speculations that food serves as a type of 
transitional object that represents the “lost object” of her mother.  David Krueger (1988) 
writes, “Food, the first transitional object, the bridge between mother and child, is a 
symbol of all that mother is or might have been, as well as a real, tangible soothing 
substance which physiologically and emotionally regulates affect and tension states,” (p. 
618).   
 Both Abby and Ellen clearly articulated a desire to be close to their mothers at 
times.  Abby, especially, believes that if she had been closer in proximity to her mother, 
her eating disorder would not have reached the extent that it did.  She said, 
my mom’s like always been like there for me in my family, so I guess that I’ve just had 
strong connections with her, and being away from her and having me go through this, 
didn’t help. I feel if I was around her, more I really think I, I wouldn’t have gone to such 
an extreme. [D: Why do you think that?] Ya know I would have had some support, and, 
someone to, hug me and, ya know.  And I can go to and cry. 
 
Although Ellen is more ambivalent about her relationship to her mother, she too believes 
that her psychological issues are worsened when she is separated from her mother.  In 
describing her anxiety over her upcoming move to L.A. she stated,  
I’m afraid that I’m not gonna be able to support myself. I’m afraid of how I’m going to 
miss my mother and, I’m afraid of, um, I’m afraid of feeling lonely and, and um, just 
feeling disconnected, like being around lots of people that I like but just feeling 
completely disconnected from them just close-or as much as I like them, ya know not, 
just being really antisocial and, um, and it, it not being understood.  
 
Ellen admitted that she feels as if her mother is the only person with whom she can give 
and receive “unconditional love” – a belief that likely leads to her fear that no one else 
will understand her.  Ellen and Abby clearly miss their mothers when they are not near 
them however their loneliness seems to be larger in scope than a longing for their 
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mothers.   Rather, all four of the participants seemed to have trouble connecting to others 
in general, which often kept them from having close, supportive relationships. 
Desire for relationships 
 Throughout her interview, Abby seemed very concerned with how others perceive 
her.  One negative comment about her body was the prime motivation for the initial 
weight loss attempt that led to her eating disorder, and she admitted that she began losing 
weight so she could get positive “comments from guys.”  Once she did lose some weight, 
she said that she heard others saying things like, “ ‘wow you look really good,’ ya know,’ 
you like like you ya know, lost some weight from your freshman year,’ and so that, kinda 
gave [her] incentive to keep on losing,”  Even her recent attempt at recovery is partially 
motivated by a desire to fit an image of what guys want, since “guys don’t want to be 
with a girl who, doesn’t have fun and doesn’t drink and, go out to eat.”  Abby also 
seemed preoccupied with the possibility that others might be talking about her behind her 
back.  She often talked about what she imagined others might be saying about her, such 
as when she said:  
and I knew girls were probably like, [whispering] ‘gosh’. And they say they like, 
supported me but I don’t know. I know how girls are and, how they, they chat 
and stuff about, people and, I’m sure it was going on about me too now. And 
they see-a lot of them see me now and they say I look a lot better.    
 
Abby’s concern with how others perceive her and her desire to fit in was supported by 
her Rorschach, particularly her high number of Popular responses.  Such responses 
typically indicate a desire to “fit in” by giving the most obvious and least unusual 
descriptions of the blots. 
   Although Abby is focused on others and how to fit in with them, she has not 
made any significant connections with others during her time in college, except for her 
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recent boyfriend.  Nonetheless, she is very interested in other peoples’ lives.  She stated 
that when she was in therapy she would ask her therapist if she could meet other eating 
disordered patients. She also asked me about the other participants.  Indeed, throughout 
the interview she clearly conveyed a desire to form meaningful relationships with others 
who might share her experience.  When talking about the possibility of meeting other 
girls with similar problems she stated, “I mean I think that would have been so great to 
talk to someone like that, for me. And when I, and what I was feeling.”  She also gave 
many human content responses on her Rorschach, supporting my observation that she is 
very interested in other people. 
 Since Abby is so concerned with others and genuinely desires relationships, but is 
also extremely isolated and has so much trouble making these connections, she seems 
like an “outsider looking in.”  Ellen seemed share this quality as well, as her strong desire 
for friends and a social life was apparent throughout the interview.  In fact, she described 
how she developed her eating disorder as a way to maintain her weight so that she could 
fit in with the other girls and “be a part of, like parties and friends and you know boys 
and girls and dating and all that stuff, stuff [she’d] never done in high school.”  Although 
Ellen was able to develop friendships with these people, she often talked about the way 
that she connected to them as a calculated strategy, for example how all of her 
“scheming,” paid off because she is still friends with them, and so “mission 
accomplished.” 
 Unfortunately, this strategic quality of her friendships kept Ellen from showing 
her “real self,” to them.  She described how she would have to “make weight,” for the 
summers when she saw her friends, because she wouldn’t want them to see her “heavier.”   
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Ellen also said that she changed her personality around these friends, as she tried to keep 
everything “light.”  She admitted that even now, ten years later, “they really don’t know 
who I am.” Ellen added: 
but now its like when I go back and I see them I still feel that pressure that I did that very 
first summer. I can’t go back unless I’m thin and I have something successful on my plate 
ya know, ‘I’m doing this,’…I was really cagey. And so last summer I just, when I knew 
everybody was going to be there, um I didn’t go cause I just wasn’t thin enough. 
 
 Ellen’s inability to forge genuine relationships, where she continues to hide 
aspects of herself from people whom she has been friends with for over ten years, keeps 
her like Abby, as an outsider looking in.  This was supported by her Rorschach protocol 
as well.  While her virtual isolation from others was underscored by her high isolation 
index, like Abby, she also had a great deal of human content in her Rorschach, indicating 
a strong interest in others.  Further, although Ellen admitted that she “doesn’t really like” 
physical displays of affection from her friends, such as hugging, her Rorschach scores 
suggested she has a strong desire for nurturance and physical contact, as indicated by two 
texture responses and one food response.  Finally, the content of her responses often had 
an “outsider looking in” quality, whereby her experience of viewing the activity in the 
blot was described as part of the percept itself.  For example, for one response she 
described “a blurred picture” of two ladies “chatting” at a restaurant, and she stated that 
“the light [behind them] is so glaring that the light is making you not see them as clearly.  
It’s distorting your vision.”  Thus, while she herself is involved in the card, it is only 
through passive, and distorted, observation.  Ellen had several responses with this type of 
imagery, where she is “in the card,” looking at others from far away.  
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Keeping others away  
 Like Ellen, Claire seems to mask aspects of herself in order to please others, such 
as when she acted like an “entertainer” for her first therapist, however, unlike Ellen and 
Abby, neither Claire nor Sam expressed a strong a desire for relationships, and neither 
had any close social relationships beyond their boyfriends.  Yet both of their Rorschach 
protocols had human content, indicating that they recognize the importance of other 
people.  Thus, although they both value being alone, this interest in others seems to 
contradict the conclusion, made by some researchers that bulimics “tend to be schizoid 
and avoidant,” (Tisdale, Pendelton, & Marler, 1990, as cited in Chassler, 1997).  A 
typical schizoid’s Rorschach would likely have little to no human content, as they have 
very little interest in other people. 
 Nonetheless, all four participants seem to have an “avoidant” style of relating to 
others.  At times, each of them engages in activities which seem designed to keep others 
away.  Claire, for example, admitted that she has trouble being honest with others, and 
that her lying began as an attempt to create some space between herself and the intrusions 
of her parents. She said that these were “lies of omission,” because “they didn’t have to 
know everything.”  Claire currently struggles to be honest with her boyfriend, especially 
when she feels like he is intruding on her personal space.  She stated about this behavior, 
“I’ll deny deny deny until there’s a crisis and then, its like (pretend crying) ‘O.k. I’ve 
been, ya know purging every day.’ That’s just, that’s just like what I do.” 
 Though not as dramatic, the other participants also engaged in behaviors that 
served to keep others out of relationship with them.  Abby and Sam often declined 
invitations to social activities.  They both spent this time alone either focusing on school 
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work or engaged in eating disordered behavior.  Ellen didn’t attend a recent wedding 
because she felt that she wasn’t thin enough.  She said that this behavior is typical, 
because she believes her friendships are predicated on the image of herself as thin and 
“light,” and therefore she can only interact with them during those times when she feels 
like she matches that image.  She admitted, “I really can’t, um, I really can’t emotionally 
open to any of these people, cause at some point I will withdraw from, my life with them, 
cause I’m ya know back to my old habits or I don’t want to be seen.”  However, this 
avoidance goes beyond external appearances for Ellen, as she admitted to avoiding phone 
calls from her friends when she “feels horrible about [her]self.”   
 The push-pull struggle 
 Thus, while all of the participants, to varying extents, desire relationships with 
others, or at least recognize the benefit of including other people in their lives, they also 
have a very hard time forming and maintaining relationships.  Similar interpersonal styles 
have been noted as characteristic of bulimics and described throughout the literature as 
typical of an “ambivalent attachment style” (Broberg, Hjalmers, & Nevonen, 2001; 
Jacobson, 1988; Salzman, 1997; Ward, Ramsay, Turnbull, Benedettini, & Treasure, 
2000).  Ward et. al. (2000) depict this style as a dialectic between “compulsive care 
seeking and compulsive self-reliance,” which they and others have referred to as the 
“push-pull” struggle that seems to permeate bulimic women’s lives (Fowler et al., 2002; 
Salzman, 1997; Ward et al., 2000). 
 Since the relational dynamics of the push-pull struggle is similar to what occurs 
between parent and toddler in the rapprochement phase of the separation-individuation 
process (Mahler, 1986b), several authors have maintained that these individuals are 
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experiencing a second rapprochement phase during their adolescence (Rhodes & Kroger, 
1992).  Although Sam, Ellen and Claire all had Rorschach responses that could be coded 
as indicative of the rapprochement phase according to Coonerty’s (1996) scale, they do 
not seem to completely fit the “ambivalently attached” profile.  While the imagery in 
these responses and the participants’ relational themes do seem to illustrate the presence 
of a push-pull style of relating to others, none of the participants discussed engaging in 
compulsive care-seeking behaviors.  Further, although adolescence is commonly 
understood to stretch into the early twenties, all of the participants seem to be functioning 
as adults.  Ellen holds a full-time job, and Claire, Sam, and Abby live by themselves.   
 Following Bartholomew and Horowitz’ (1991) four category model of attachment 
styles, Broberg et.al. (2001) further differentiate between the types of insecure attachment 
into secure, avoidant, and ambivalent as follows:   
According to Bartholomew’s theory, people with an ambivalent attachment tend 
to want a great deal from others, which leads to them being experienced as 
demanding.  This in turn can cause people’s withdrawal, and the person then 
experiences a strong sense of disappointment…People with attachment patterns 
that are called avoiding, have a negative, sometimes critical attitude towards 
others.  They protect themselves against feelings of disappointment by avoiding 
close relationships and retain a feeling of independence and invulnerability.  
People with fearful attachments, have an underlying feeling of being unloved and 
expect others to be unreliable and rejecting.  (p. 392) 
These types can be further combined into other subgroups such as secure/avoidant, and 
fearful/ambivalent.  They found that many eating disordered women show characteristics 
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of fearful/avoidant and fearful/ambivalent attachment styles, and that “in the latter case, a 
defensive element, that is, claiming the wish to be independent as a defense against the 
fear of being rejected, may be much stronger” (than a simple avoidant style), (p. 391).  
This style seems much more aligned with the relational patterns of Ellen, Sam, Abby 
Claire, than the earlier descriptions of the ambivalent style.  While the participants 
recognize the value in relationships and desire social contact, they do not engage in the 
type of demanding or compulsive care-seeking typical of those who are primarily 
ambivalently attached, and instead tend to isolate themselves socially by withdrawing 
from their relationships.   
 Indeed, throughout her interview, Ellen described situations where she completely 
withdrew from her relationships for fear that others wouldn’t like her as she is.  Such as 
in the following excerpt: 
so I would kind of seek relationships that I knew, well uh the relationships that I would 
make, like any friends that I would make or things like that, um, I just felt like, they 
really don’t know who I am sort of thing, and um, you know, would they like me, if they 
knew these things about me sort of a thing. 
 
She wept as she discussed her friend “Barb’s” attempts to keep her from withdrawing 
from their relationship.  She said, “she’s one of those people that as much as I push away, 
she’d pull harder, and she just really wouldn’t, she wouldn’t, I wasn’t allowed not to be 
her friend.”   
 Claire admitted that she simply can’t maintain relationships over time, which she 
attributes to the fact that she moved so often growing up.  She stated, 
anytime we moved I would never keep in-in touch with anyone, just because it was easier 
for me to like, sever all ties cause I knew I would like, never see them again really, so 
um.  That’s kind of, still prevalent in my life today, like if I-someone, like friends I met at 
[RTF] even, once-once we leave the same vicinity, I’m kind of like an impossible person 
to keep in touch with cause I would jus-it’s just easier for me to like, just not think about 
them at all, then to like think about them and be upset or like hurt and miss them and… 
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Perhaps then, food was Claire’s “only friend” and Ellen’s “only fun,” because it doesn’t 
carry the same risk of loss that people do.  As Betty Joseph (1982, as cited in Aronson, 
1993) states, “it is very hard for our patients to find it possible to abandon such terrible 
delights for the uncertain pleasures of real relationships.”  Claire seemed to echo this 
statement when she stated, “I never focused any attention on like, forging meaningful 
relationships? I, just kinda always fell back on, bulimia like instead of, going out and 
making friends or going out to the movies with friends I, I had bulimia instead.” 
Difficulty communicating (connecting) to others 
 Although there are many factors that play a role in these relational patterns (e.g., 
the role of early familial relationships, the need to be alone when engaged in eating 
disordered behavior, the experience of becoming an anonymous student among the 
masses at a huge university), all of the participants described having some sort of 
difficulty communicating to others, especially about their emotional experience or their 
eating disorder.   For example, when discussing her how she doesn’t talk to others about 
being bulimic, Ellen said, “it’s just never a side that I ever, let anybody see, or if they 
know about it then they’re gone [snaps] kind of thing.” Ellen later admitted that it was 
easier talking to me about her struggles with her eating disorder because I was a stranger.  
She said, “Like no offense but, you’re a stranger so I kind of feel like, you know its not 
gonna to be used against me or you know its not something that…I feel vulnerable, but I 
don’t feel, like, like its going to bite me in the ass later, or something.”  Both statements 
seem to corroborate the earlier speculation that withdrawing from relationships is 
motivated out of fear over losing those relationships.   
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 Similarly, Sam discussed her hesitancy to tell any friends about her eating 
disorder.  She said, “I mean there-there’s, not any of my friends that know about it, but I 
know that if they did I would be completely embarrassed by it. Cause I guess I kind of 
just, I know that they would be shocked.”  She admitted that she had a hard time talking 
to me about her emotional experiences and her eating disorder.  She said: 
It is, I a mean it’s, difficult, it’s uncomfortable, but, [D: Its uncomfortable?] S: Um (5) 
yeah, I mean its not-doesn’t feel good. I mean in a way it does, but uh (6) I don’t know, I 
mean you’re a stranger and I’m telling you all this stuff. 
 
Ellen too has a hard time talking to others about her eating disorder.  She stated: 
 
its like something when you’re trying to explain anything like this to another person 
there’s no way to explain it to them they can’t they don’t get it, they’re not going to get it 
and, its, its such a like a deep emotional thing for me, that I don’t want to, I don’t want to 
dig out everything that’s gonna make me upset and cry, its like I’ll, I just try to, throw out 
the textbook terms to them and, and be like I think this is what’s really going on or 
maybe why I’m doing it but ultimately like not even wanting them to, to get inside 
because, I don’t…it just makes me more upset. They can’t, they can’t help me only I can 
help myself and I just feel like I’m being patronized or, judged, and so there’s no right 
way to say anything about it. It’s like it’s a, its gross you’re throwing up and you’re, 
you’re eating a lot and, the whole thing is, is, is gross to other people and there’s just no 
right way to, to talk about it.  
 
Claire and Abby also discussed difficulties communicating to others about their eating 
disorder.  Claire stated that her boyfriend, “doesn’t understand” about her eating disorder.  
She added, “And that I’m really not able to, to make him understand very well…not very 
effective at, like trying to explain things.”  Abby lamented the fact that no one understood 
what it was like for her to struggle with her eating disorder.  She stated: 
Um, I mean I-I I’d always hear like all these people tell me like, how ta like, if I ever get 
the need to, like binge, like go and do this instead and I would be like, you don’t know 
what it feels like, you don’t know, uh, no one knew, no one knew how I felt…Because I 
never felt-I never felt that I could really go to anyone, I’d always cry by myself ya know. 
 
 Certainly, these difficulties communicating to others about their struggles 
contributed to their isolation, which likely contributed to their eating disorder in a circular 
fashion, for, as was discussed above, all of the participants used food as a substitute for 
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friends.  However these communicative difficulties seem also to be related to the 
participants’ trouble with talking about their “deep emotional experiences” in general.  I 
will explore this issue in more depth in the following section.   
Emotional Voices 
 The label of “emotional voices” for my analysis of the participants’ emotional 
experience and expression is a partial misnomer because, in addition to their discourse on 
emotions and their verbal expression of motions, I observed and analyzed nonverbal 
markers of emotion, such as body language, behavior, and the Rorschach affect indices.  
Combined, these various factors provide a snapshot of how each participant experiences 
and expresses emotion.  Before I discuss those snapshots, however, I want to make a 
distinction between these two phrases (emotional experience vs. emotional expression).  
While the two processes are interdependent, the terms themselves have distinct meanings.  
I default to Kennedy-Moore and Watson’s (1999) definitions, that “emotional experience 
is the subjective, felt sense of emotional responses,” and emotional expression refers to 
“observable verbal and nonverbal behaviors that communicate and/or symbolize 
emotional experience,” (p. 4).   
 Since I believe that language is constitutive of subjectivity, I recognize the 
artificial and arbitrary quality of this separation of emotional subjectivity into the 
dualistic binary of “internal” experience and “external” emotional expression.  In fact, I 
have argued elsewhere that these two facets are inextricably interdependent, and that the 
way that we language our feelings determines how we experience them (Pollack, 2004).  
However, since most people make sense of their subjectivity according to the Cartesian 
paradigm (Grosz, 1994) and talk about these aspects of experience as separate and 
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distinct, my analysis, as reflective of my participants’ discourse, reflects these artificial 
separations as well. The lexical, metaphorical, enacted, and embodied categories of 
analysis examined the participants’ emotional expression, whereas their meta-emotional 
discourse and Rorschach indices were used to gauge their emotional experience.  The 
blanket term, “emotional voices,” is used to refer to all of the above. 
 The original intention of investigating the participants’ emotional voices was to 
note how their experience compares to research showing that many bulimic women are 
also alexithymic.  I have previously discussed my concerns with the construct validity of 
the instrument used to measure alexithymia in this research (TAS-20), particularly as it 
pertains to eating disordered women who are labeled as alexithymic even though they 
consistently fail to present a fully alexithymic profile.  In this section, through my 
discussion of my participants’ emotional voices, I aim to further deconstruct the 
alexithymia-eating disorders correlation, as I demonstrate that the non-expression of 
emotional experience takes many different forms, many of which are qualitatively 
different from what is typically understood as alexithymia. 
Difficulty with emotional expression 
 Kennedy-Moore and Watson (1999) discuss the varieties of emotional non-
expression in their development of a “process model of expression and nonexpression.”  
They write, “there are many reasons why people might not express their emotions.  For 
example, they may not recognize their emotions, they may dislike expression, or they 
might not have the opportunity to express,” (p. 4).  Their model of emotional expression 
includes the following five steps: 1) prereflective reaction, 2) conscious perception of 
response, 3) labeling and interpretation of response, 4) evaluation of response as 
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acceptable, and 5) perceived social context for expression (p. 9).  They explain that non-
expression of emotions can occur through disruptions at any these levels, and the 
underlying dynamics for those disruptions will vary depending on which stage the 
disruption typically occurs (Kennedy-Moore & Watson, 1999).   
 While all of the participants admitted to having difficulty with the expression of 
their emotions, they varied widely in how they experience that difficulty.  Kennedy-
Moore and Watson’s model provides a useful template for understanding those 
differences.  For example, they demonstrate how some disruptions in the expressive 
process function pre-reflectively and therefore lead to a “low emotional experience,” 
while disruptions that occur later in the process, after the individual has recognized the 
presence of an emotion can lead to nonexpression that is the result of “conscious 
suppression.” 
 Sam was the most nonexpressive participant.  I repeatedly described our 
interaction as subdued and somnolent.  She displayed almost no body language, and the 
tone of her voice stayed consistently quiet throughout the interview.  She did not “enact” 
her emotions like the other participants, (e.g., by exclaiming loudly), nor did she show 
any emotive facial expressions.  Although she did not use any metaphors to describe her 
emotions, she did speak about her emotions lexically, and often described her experiences 
with words like, “pissed off,” “angry,” “frustrated,” and “embarrassed.”  Sam also 
admitted that she feels disconnected from her emotions.  When I asked her to expand on 
this she stated, 
Yeah. I mean I’m sure it has a lot to do with, um, issues with my mom and everything 
but, I’m just…I don’t experience like, a depression or anything or, um, and I talked about 
this with my therapist at school like, I’m just generally like a very content, happy person. 
And even like, a lot of the people in OA, like just had, were depressed all the time, had 
very low self-esteem like just, didn’t like anything about who they were, or, or ya know 
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what they were doing, and I just, I can’t really identify with that, so much, so and I think 
I get frustrated because I’m like, then why do I do this to myself? I don’t know. 
 
Sam’s use of the phrase “I don’t know” at the end of this passage is both telling and 
typical of her emotional voice.  Her entire interview is peppered with the phrase “I don’t 
know,” which seems to substantiate her claim that she is “never really sure of what she is 
feeling.” 
 Moreover, while Sam claimed that she is currently “happy,” and “content,” her 
Rorschach showed that she is actually experiencing a great deal of complex and painful 
emotions, including anger, sadness, and anxiety.  Although intellectually she realizes that 
she probably engages in eating disordered behavior as a result of negative emotions, she 
doesn’t consciously feel those emotions herself.  According to Kennedy-Moore and 
Watson’s model, Sam’s failure to recognize all of this painful affect is not the effect of 
repression, for to repress something, one has to be aware of it.  Rather, her mode of 
nonexpression seems more aligned with a “disruption at step 1: minimal prereflective 
reaction,” which occurs when the precipitating stimulus evokes only minimal 
prereflective action,” (p. 13).  Thus, although Sam is “sure” that her eating disorder “has 
a lot to do with issues with her mom,” she is not very reflective on how she is responding 
to those issues.   
 Similarly, Sam described how her eating disorder began around the time when her 
mother started drinking, and how it recently spiraled out of control when her sister’s baby 
was born.  These two events seem to have a high emotional valence for Sam, as her 
descriptions of them contain many emotional words such as “anger.”  She also talked 
about feeling “pissed off” about having to put her mother to bed “like a five year old,” 
and the fact that her mother was more interested in spending time with the baby rather 
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than at her graduation.  However, although these events are linked chronologically to the 
worsening of her eating disorder, Sam did seem to notice any connection. 
  Finally, Sam also expressed a genuine desire to become more aware of her 
emotions and to learn how they might influence her behavior.  This desire was supported 
by her Rorschach protocol which indicated that she is currently involved in a lot of self-
introspection.  Sam’s affective ratio was the also closest to the norm, indicating that she 
is relatively comfortable attending to her emotional experience.  This lends further 
support to the conclusion that Sam is not purposefully trying to avoid her emotions, but is 
instead trying to gain more conscious awareness of them.   
 By contrast, Claire and Ellen’s affective ratios were the lowest of all four 
participants, indicating that they tend to avoid or withdraw from emotional experiences.   
Claire admitted that in the past, she consciously attempted to suppress her emotions.  For 
example, she said of her first romantic heart-break,  “I guess just my way of like coping 
with it at the time was  to kind of like seal off, like seal off my-my heart or my whatever 
my emotions, just so they wouldn’t get, pummeled. I really convinced myself that I didn’t 
care.”  She admitted that this style of becoming “stone cold” in the face of distressing 
situations is typical for her.  She stated, “if something’s going wrong or really bad or 
someone’s hurting me, I can kind of like, put my head in the sand and be like ‘o.k. I 
know this just happened but I’m-I’m gonna ignore it and keep going on,” 
 Although Claire actively expressed emotion during the interview through body 
movement, facial expression, and enacting, I felt like she was “putting on a show.”  
Claire admitted that she sometimes jokes and becomes the “entertainer,” and therefore it 
seems like she can “fake” emotion as another way of avoiding what she really feels.  At 
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the same time, Claire used the most metaphors to describe her experiences, and those she 
used most often referred to the emotion as being like a temperature or a violent force
19
. 
Her use of these powerful, bodily-grounded emotional metaphors, combined with her 
high measures of emotional experience on the Rorschach (WSumC, FC:CF+C) suggests 
that, unlike Sam, Claire does experience her emotions intensely, but that “it’s a struggle 
to get it out.”  For example, she described how she struggles to be more spontaneously 
expressive with her boyfriend: 
like if ‘John’ is teasing me about something like cause we tease each other all the time, I 
can’t like be like, ‘o.k. ya know what this its kinda like starting to make me feel bad, and 
this and that,’ No. But like after twenty minutes I’ll just like burst into tears. And he’s 
like ‘Oh my God! What’s wrong?’ and I’m like (pretend crying) ‘I can’t handle it,’ ya 
know.  So, its better in the sense that like, yeah at the end I’m like, (pretend crying) ‘oh 
god,’ ya know I’ll be like, ‘that, that was really bothering me and that made me feel like 
you this and that.’ but uh. It takes it takes a lot it takes like crying or like, ya know he’s 
like why don’t you just tell me while its happening and like, I have a really hard time 
doing that. 
 
 Claire elaborated that this struggle is not just “holding her emotions in” but that 
she often doesn’t know what she is feeling in the moment, and that she can only reflect 
on those feelings and express them after the situation has passed.  Claire’s style of 
emotional nonexpression seems most closely aligned to Kennedy-Moore and Watson’s 
“disruption at step 2: motivated lack of awareness,” as it “entails disruption at the second 
step in the process of expression, which concerns conscious perception of the affective 
response,” (p. 14).  They state that “this type of emotional defensiveness could be part of 
a general disposition to avoid acknowledging emotional experience,” and further that, 
“when nonexpression results from failure to acknowledge emotional distress, particularly 
intense distress, it is likely to be maladaptive,” (Kennedy-Moore & Watson, 1999).
 Ellen also seems to engage in activities to avoid her emotional experience 
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 These are common metaphors for emotion in our culture (Kovecses, 2000; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). 
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however she was clearly the most emotionally expressive of the four.  So much so, in 
fact, that I felt overwhelmed by her intense and embodied display of painful affect.  Ellen 
said that she has always experienced intense mood swings, and she wondered if she was 
“bipolar” because of this.  She admitted that she had a hard time controlling her 
emotions.  She said, “It’s been a hard like, my problem with crying, a lot of things are 
related and, kind of trigger other things and I’m not able to control it.”  Her Rorschach 
supported her admission of difficulty controlling her emotions, as well as her desire to 
avoid emotional situations.   
 Indeed, it seems likely that Ellen avoids close interpersonal relationships because 
she is afraid of overwhelming herself and others with the intensity of her emotional 
expression.  She admitted that as an adolescent when she was around her friends she felt 
like she had to hide her real self for fear that they wouldn’t like her.  “I really can’t, um, I 
really can’t emotionally open to any of these people, cause at some point I will withdraw 
from, my life with them, cause I’m ya know back to my old habits or I don’t want to be 
seen.”  She attempts to keep from revealing herself to others in her current relationships 
as well.  For example, when discussing why she doesn’t talk to her close friends about 
her eating disorder she explained, “I don’t want to dig out everything that’s gonna make 
me upset and cry, its like I’ll, I just try to, throw out the textbook terms to them.”  Thus, 
Ellen admitted that she keeps her interactions with friends on an intellectual level so that 
she can avoid emotionally opening up to them.  
  According to Kennedy-Moore and Watson’s scale, Ellen’s nonexpression of 
emotion seems to occur at “step five: negative attitude toward emotion,” (p. 16).  This 
leads to a “conscious suppression of emotion,” which is qualitatively different from the 
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previously discussed disruptions, which occur unconsciously.  Ellen is intensely aware of 
what she is feeling, and she attempts to suppress those emotions for fear of overwhelming 
or alienating others with her display.  Unfortunately, Ellen stated one of the only ways 
she can suppress her emotional expression once it begins is by “leaving the situation.”  
This necessity to withdraw from an emotionally intense situation likely contributes a 
great deal to her social isolation. 
 Of the four participants, Abby seemed the most typically alexithymic.  She 
discussed emotions on a basic level, and she seemed to use bodily sensations such as 
hunger or fatigue as a gauge of how she was feeling, rather than cognitive reflection on 
her emotions.  Although Abby was facially expressive, when I pointed this out to her she 
became visibly embarrassed and again deferred the conversation back to food: 
[D: When you talked about before like with the bagels, you kind of got this look in your 
face like you get really excited about it. Is that part of it too?] A: Um, [D: And, what’s 
that like?]  I get really excited because I, I feel like I, have res-restricted those foods for 
so long, ya know. I don’t know I just, they’re really good [laughs] ya know and I don’t, 
[mumbling] I don’t know, I don’t know. I mean my favorite is peanut butter. 
 
When Abby painstakingly detailed the food she ate during a binge rather than the 
thoughts or emotions she had, she reminded me of the alexithymic man Krystal (1988) 
described who could rattle off the banal details of a movie, but who had not awareness of 
the complex psychological aspects of the plot.  Indeed, most of Abby’s discourse was 
focused on other people or food, and when I asked her to discuss herself she mainly 
talked about her body, which she often imbued with its own separate subjectivity, e.g., 
“my body wants…” 
 Abby’s Rorschach protocol was also the most similar to those of the alexithymics 
in Porcelli and Meyer’s (2002) study on several indices, including having a low number 
of responses, low color responses, and many animal and popular responses, indicating 
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that she is concerned with fulfilling basic needs and fitting in with those around her.  
Other indices (FD, M%) indicate that Abby is introspective and capable of complex 
thought.  These introspective tendencies did seem to be focused more on her physical 
appearance and stamina than her thoughts or emotions.  This makes sense in light of 
Abby’s athletic history.  Indeed, Abby admitted that growing up she learned to work out 
her emotions on the soccer field.  Perhaps the loss of that opportunity, due to her extreme 
weight loss, contributed to her shift into bingeing as a way to soothe painful emotions. 
 To conclude, each of the participants struggles with expressing her emotions, but 
each does so in a different way and because of different personality and interpersonal 
dynamics.  Furthermore, although only one participant’s style of emotional 
nonexpression seems close to the traditional alexithymic profile, if given the TAS, it is 
likely that all four would score highly. 
Alexithymia or emotional nonexpression? Dis-entangling the correlation 
 On the Toronto Alexithymia scale (TAS-20), one could rate the following items 
as a 4 (agree) or 5 (strongly agree) to score above the cut-off for alexithymia and be 
labeled as such: 
• I am often confused about what emotion I am feeling. 
• It is difficult for me to find the right words for my feelings. 
• I am able to describe my feelings easily.                     
• When I am upset, I don’t know if I am sad, frightened, or angry. 
• I have feelings that I can’t quite identify                              
• It is difficult for me to reveal my innermost feelings, even to close friends.                              
• People tell me to describe my feelings more.                                                                                                       
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• I prefer talking to people about their daily activities rather than their feelings. 
• Being in touch with emotions is essential (reverse scored) 
• I find it hard to describe how I feel about people.                                                         
• I don’t know what’s going on inside me. 
• I often don’t know why I am angry (Taylor et al., 1992) 
Based on the descriptions of each participant’s emotional voice, it is very likely that 
Ellen, Sam, and Claire might endorse these statements.  Yet, I maintain that only Abby 
seems to fit the accepted definition and descriptions of alexithymia.  Her prototypical 
scores on the Rorschach alexithymia variables (Porcelli & Meyer, 2002), her tendency to 
focus on the concrete on the concrete and external rather than her subjective experience, 
and my own feelings of being bored, which has been used a clinical indicator of 
alexithymia (Krystal, 1988; McDougall, 1989; Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970), are all aligned 
with the original description of the alexithymic personality (Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970). 
 Since a marked tendency to focus on banal details and external events is often 
cited as a major descriptor of alexithymia, the fact that one could be considered 
alexithymic by endorsing only the above items, and marking “strongly disagree” for those 
items constitutive of “Factor 3: externally-oriented thinking,” such as: “looking for 
hidden meanings in movies or plays distracts from their enjoyment,” calls into question 
the construct validity of the TAS-20 (Taylor et al., 1992).  Moreover, the fact that eating 
disordered women consistently score highly on only the first two factors of the scale: 
“Difficulty Idenitfying Feelings” and “Difficulty Describing Feelings” but not Factor 3, 
problematizes the correlation of alexithymia with eating disorders and the subsequent 
conflation of their distinct etiologies.  
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 Since most individuals labeled as alexithymic present with psychosomatic 
symptoms or disorders, their emotional, linguistic, and embodied dynamics have been 
discussed extensively (McDougall, 1989; Nemiah & Sifneos, 1970; Sifneos, 1973; Taylor 
et al., 1997).  For example, one of the foremost psychodynamic theorists on 
psychosomatic processes, Joyce McDougall, posits that when somatic symptoms appear 
in adult individuals, a “short-circuit in the use of language and secondary process 
thinking has occurred,” (p. 53) and that, 
 The emotion aroused is not recognized in a symbolic way (that is, within the code 
 of language which would have allowed the affect-laden representations to be 
 named, thought about and dealt with by the mind), but instead is immediately 
 transmitted by the mind to the body, in a primitive nonverbal way such as fight or 
 flight impulses, thus producing the physical disorganization that we call a 
 psychosomatic symptom (p. 29)  
Drawing from her psychoanalytic background, McDougall contends that this 
process signifies a developmental arrest at the pre-verbal stage, and she therefore believes 
that her adult psychosomatic patients, “function psychically like infants,” (p. 30).  Other 
researchers exploring alexithymia from alternative developmental models have drawn 
similar conclusions. For example, Lane and Schwartz created a cognitive-developmental 
model of alexithymia that directly mirrors Piaget’s stages of cognitive development.  
According to their model, levels of emotional experience transform from primarily 
somatic global states of arousal during the sensorimotor stage, to the more complex 
differentiation and nuanced blends of emotion found in the formal operation stage.  They 
therefore suggest that the alexithymic is arrested at the earlier stages of emotional 
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experience.  Although they theorize from within different psychological paradigms, both 
McDougall’s and Lane & Scwartz’ accounts of alexithymia are predicated on the 
assumption that these individuals are “stuck” in an immature way of experiencing 
emotions.  Such theories also implicitly maintain a dualistic split between the mind and 
body, whereby the body, positioned at the lower, and more primitive, end of the 
communicative spectrum, becomes a veritable dumping ground for whatever feelings the 
mind cannot consciously process.  
Taylor, Bagby and Parker (1997), perhaps the most prolific writers and 
researchers on the alexithymia, have recognized and attempted to circumvent this 
“Cartesian dualism,” (p. 4), by developing a multi-dimensional theory of the alexithymia 
construct as a “disorder of affect regulation,” which they understand to be “a process 
involving reciprocal interactions between the neurophysiological, motor-expressive, and 
cognitive-experiential domains of emotion response systems.  As activation in any one 
response domain alters or modulates activation in the other two domains, all three 
domains are involved in the regulation of emotion (p. 14).”  Their model integrates 
aspects of the psychodynamic theories, Lane & Schwartz’ cognitive model, and the 
neurological research to propose that alexithymia signifies a developmental arrest at the 
pre-symbolic level of emotional awareness, which then impairs the individual’s ability to 
cognitively process and thus modulate their affective experience.   
When writing about eating disordered alexithymics, specifically, Taylor et. al. 
(1997) suggest that impulsive eating behaviors, i.e., bingeing, “are viewed as defensive 
reparative maneuvers to regulate dysphoric affects,” (194).  They conclude: 
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Given that these authors postulate an arrest in the bulimic patient during a 
presymbolic stage of development, neither self nor object can be represented 
symbolically in the body; rather, the body is concretely equated with the mother 
and used as a ‘sensation object’ as one of us outlined earlier in the contribution 
(Taylor, 1978a).  This explains partly the preoccupation of eating disorder 
patients with somatic experiences as well as their failure to benefit from 
interpretations that give symbolic meaning to their bodily symptoms and 
abnormal eating behaviors (Goodsitt, 1983; Zerbe, 1993).  Rumination, which is 
sometimes associated with affective disturbances and eating disorders, 
particularly bulimia (Blinder, 1986; Fairburn & Cooper, 1984b; Parriy-Jones, 
1994), is one example of an asymbolic sensorimotor behavior that presumably 
helps modulate affective states through the recapitulation of sensations 
reminiscent of aspects of the early feeding experience with the mother.  It 
signifies collapse into the autistic-contiguous mode of generating experience 
described by Ogden (1989) and mentioned in chapter 2. (p. 203). 
The early developmental arrest assumed of bulimic individuals suggests major 
disruptions with the attachment process.  Since these disruptions are thought to occur 
during the symbiotic phase with the mother, it is further assumed that they have not 
developed adequate self-other boundaries.  McDougall (1989) correspondingly states 
that, “when a mother fails to shield her infant from traumatic overstimulation or exposes 
it to equally traumatic understimulation (particularly when it is in a state of distress), this 
may well lead to an inability to distinguish between the self-representation and the 
representation of the other (p. 42).”  She goes on to explain how this leads one, later in 
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life, to “fear separation and difference as experiences that may destroy the sense of self,” 
(pp. 42-43), and that this fear leads to “a variety of psychic solutions,” including, among 
others, bulimia, or  “normopathic alexithymia,” for whom “psychic pain and mental 
conflict arising from inner or outer stress are not recognized at the level of verbal thought 
and discharged through psychic expressions such as daydreaming, thinking, or other 
forms of mental activity,” (p. 43).   
 It is important to recognize here that, unlike Taylor et. al. (above), McDougall 
marks a distinction between the “addictive solution” of bulimia, which she describes as 
an “autistic pathology, in which the body and its somatic functioning frequently remain 
intact while the mind closes itself to the external world,” and alexithymia, which is 
characterized by “a profound split between psyche and soma,” (p. 43).  Further, although 
Taylor et. al.’s description above seems more aligned with McDougall’s description of 
bulimia as autistic pathology versus her description of alexithymia as a fundamental 
disconnect between mind and body, Taylor et. al. conflate the two pathologies.  Perhaps 
this is due to the research they and others have conducted correlating eating disordered 
behavior to high scores on the TAS – they list over ten of these studies (Taylor, et. al., 
1992 pp. 207-213) as evidence supporting their (above) theory about the processes 
underlying bulimic behavior.  However, I have just called into question the construct 
validity of their scale, by suggesting that while it may be a good measure of emotional 
non-expression there are many varieties of that phenomenon, and not all of them signify 
alexithymia.   Indeed, I believe that it is very possible that all four participants could have 
scored highly on the TAS in the present study yet Abby is the only one whose personality 
seems characteristic of alexithymia.  This problematizes Taylor, Bagby, and Parker’s 
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(1992) etiological explanation of the developmental processes leading to bulimic 
behavior and emotional non-expression. 
 In order to further deconstruct this explanation, I will provide an alternate 
understanding of the correlation between bulimia and emotional non-expression, through 
a more detailed interpersonal, emotional, and cultural context.  The descriptions of 
alexithymic-eating disordered dynamics consistently maintain three primary components: 
1) a disruption with early attachment/interpersonal experiences and later self-other 
relationships, which leads to 2) difficulty with verbal expression of emotion, and 3) the 
acting out of embodied, non-verbal behavioral symptoms because of the first two 
components.    I have already discussed the first two components as they relate to my 
participants through my interpretation of their relational and emotional voices.  I 
therefore now turn to the third component – their very embodiment. 
Embodiment and interactive reflexivity  
 Since I believe that all discourse is necessarily embodied, my attempt to listen for 
a third, “embodied voice” as distinct from the participants’ other voices (i.e., emotional, 
relational), was problematic from its conception.  Nonetheless, in so doing, I found that I 
could make note of several phenomena that highlight aspects of my participants’ 
embodiment (i.e. how they might understand and experience their bodies): (a) their 
comportment and body language throughout the interview, (b) how they spoke about 
their bodies, (c) what bodily-based metaphors they used, and (d) my own reflexive 
embodiment (i.e. the sensations I experienced while sitting with them).  So although I 
analyzed these aspects of the data as if they were differentiated components of the 
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participants’ experience, I recognize and want to make clear that this artificial extraction 
of their “embodied voices,” reflected pragmatic, rather than ontological, concerns.   
 My own bodily sensations, as described through the reflexive process notes, seem 
to support my earlier observations about the participant’s interpersonal and emotional 
styles.  I felt overwhelmed by emotion when sitting with Ellen, supporting my earlier 
description about her difficulty with modulating emotion and her fear that she will 
overwhelm others with her intense display of affect.  I felt entertained by Claire, and this 
feeling seemed to support my contention that Claire uses a polished presentation in 
interaction with others in order to hide her real self from genuine engagement with them.  
I described feeling disconnected and sleepy when I sat with Sam, which supported my 
observation that Sam experiences a disconnection between her emotions and her 
conscious awareness.  Finally, I felt bored by Abby and more cognizant of our age 
differences than with the other participants.  This speaks to her immaturity, supported by 
her Rorschach, and also my suggestion that she is the closest to what is traditionally 
considered alexithymic, i.e, she is so focused on externalities that she seems dull and 
boring to others. 
The participants’ embodied stance: Closed in on themselves 
 The only clear pattern that emerged among the participants’ comportment was 
that they all seemed “closed in on themselves.”  Ellen and Abby did not make much eye 
contact at all and they both kept their gaze focused downwards.  Claire alternated 
between looking downwards and making eye contact, and although she and Ellen both 
fidgeted by playing with their clothes, none of the participants made any overt body 
movements.  Abby’s face would be very expressive at times, yet she seemed unaware of 
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this, and when I pointed it out to her she became visibly embarrassed by blushing and 
looking downwards. 
 This “closed in” sense of their comportment might hint to “autistic” tendencies, as 
both McDougall and Taylor et. al. use the term above
20
.  Indeed, there was one 
interesting similarity among Ellen and Claire, in that they both admitted to picking their 
face, especially right before a binge.  This kind of self-focused, sensation-oriented 
behavior might be considered autistic as well.  Certainly, Abby’s description of being in 
“the zone” while bingeing suggests that at these times she finds herself in an autistic 
bubble, where “everyone like goes away.”  For example, Abby described finding herself 
in a crowded cafeteria, eating handfuls of cookies in line, not paying for them, and having 
no concern in that moment about what others would think.   
 This is an extremely interesting snapshot, because at other times Abby was in fact 
very preoccupied with what others think about her, so much so that receiving negative 
comments about her body set off the downward spiral of her three year, severe eating 
disorder.  She admitted that her hope to “get [positive] comments” from others kept her 
engaging in that behavior for so long, and even her recovery is tinged by thoughts of 
what others will think of her, as she stated, “guys don’t want to be with a girl who, 
doesn’t have fun and doesn’t drink and, go out to eat and, I wouldn’t ever do that stuff.”   
Taking an outsider’s perspective through self-objectifying discourse  
 Perhaps Abby’s profound concern with how others view her body contributed to 
her own objectification of it and her current efforts to heal it.  Indeed, Abby talked more 
about her body than any other participant, and she often discussed her earlier 
                                                 
20
 I also use the term “autistic” here as a clinical descriptor meaning focused on one’s subjective experience 
with minimal recognition of others.  My use of the term is thereby differentiated from those referring to 
“autistic disorder,” the developmental disorder as defined by the DSM-IV-TR. 
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dissatisfaction with her body parts and weight in objectifying terms, such as the 
following:  
I have like-soccer players like naturally have like really big thighs and butts, cause of the 
running and the kind of, like stuff that we do and so I have, I have really big thighs but I 
know it’s all it’s a lot of muscle but that bugs me but I just have big thighs and a big butt 
but, I mean well I consider, I-I know it’s muscle but you can’t really tell in jeans and stuff 
but, ah, so. [D: So it bugs you sometimes?].  Yeah, if I didn’t play soccer I know I’d be 
ri-I’d have really lean legs cause I run a lot. 
 
Frederickson and Roberts (1997), the developers of “objectification theory,” posit that 
girls’ and women’s constant experiences of “being treated as a body,” an attitude 
transmitted most commonly through the medium of the objectifying gaze, leads to an 
internalization of that gaze, whereby “girls and women…treat themselves as objects to be 
looked at and evaluated,” (p. 177).  They posit that this self-objectification contributes to 
a “looking glass” or “outside in” (versus “inside out”) perspective (Fredrickson & 
Roberts, 1997; Roberts & Waters, 2004).  Further research has demonstrated self-
objectification practices to have profound, deleterious effects on women’s self-esteem, 
mood, and cognitive functioning (Frederickson, Roberts, Noll, Quinn, & Twenge, 1998; 
Gapinski, Brownell, & LaFrance, 2003; Muehlenkamp & Saris-Baglama, 2002; Roberts 
& Gettman, 2004; Strelan, Mehaffey, & Tiggemann, 2003; Tiggemann & Lynch, 2001).   
 Ellen seemed to adopt a self-objectifying stance throughout her interview as well, 
especially when she described how she harshly monitors her appearance.  She talked 
about “allowing” herself to look a certain way, only having certain times of the year 
where she is “presentable” (i.e. thin), buying clothes in sized that don’t fit her but that she 
“should” be wearing, and not trusting herself.  She stated that she will not “allow 
[herself] to have fat clothes,” and stated that when she feels she is overweight she will not 
make an effort to look nice because, “you’re just gussying up a chubby girl and there’s no 
point.”  She also talked about certain rules for how people should dress.  For example, 
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when discussing older women she states, “there are definite clothes for definite ages and 
…at a certain point you just shouldn’t, you know be showing your arms as much or your 
neck” 
 Ellen’s vigilant self-monitoring is reminiscent of Foucault’s contention that 
particular dominant discourses have caused individuals to engage in disciplinary, 
panoptical surveillance of our own bodies and behavior (Foucault, 1995).  Similarly, in 
“The body and the reproduction of femininity,” Susan Bordo (1993) suggests that,  
 Through the pursuit of an ever-changing, homogenizing, elusive ideal of 
 femininity – a pursuit without a terminus, requiring that women constantly attend 
 to minute and often whimsical changes in fashion – female bodies become docile 
 bodies – bodies whose forces and energies are habituated to external regulation, 
 subjection, transformation, “improvement.” (p. 166) 
She further posits that “through these disciplines, we continue to memorize on our bodies 
the feel and conviction of lack, of insufficiency, of never being good enough.” (p. 166). 
Just as Bordo described, all of the participants were aware of the current standards of 
beauty femininity and their desire to emulate those images.  Echoing Bordo’s contention 
that their  failure to live up to these ideals leaves women feeling insufficient, Sam 
admitted that when she looks at herself she doesn’t like what she sees.  She stated that 
when she sees her body in the mirror, “[she] just wish[es] it was different.”  When asked 
about the ideal that she compares herself to, she said, 
just that every, television show and, magazine, and, movie, is, women are just projected 
as, not one single way but, women are glorified for being, beautiful, and, there’s a 
certain, um, certain stereotype of what beautiful is, and jus-I mean everyone grows up, 
surrounded by that and, um, I mean you don’t pick up magazines and see, overweight 
people, on the cover…I mean I guess there is, there’s a lot of that wanting to match 
myself to what that, is, that, ya know, societal, definition of beautiful and, attractive. 
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Claire likewise described the feeling of “never being good enough” as she discussed her 
frustration with feeling pulled by competing ideals for feminine beauty: 
What’s also really hard too is the, freaking, dichotomy between what so-what society and 
the media is telling you is beautiful and them what um, normal people think is beautiful. 
Like, I think its very confusing that like in Vogue or magazines or television shows 
what’s beautiful is very slender, but, if you appear that way sometimes in life, like my 
boyfriend on the other hand, thinks its very unattractive, and sick looking and I know like 
a lot of my friends do. And like, I, I think it’s really confusing a lot of times I’m like, 
‘what do you want?!?’ Like ‘what do you want from, ya know from us?’ Like on the one 
hand you can satisfy someone, but not satisfy the other, and, like you can never, you can 
never have both like it, I-I don’t know I think its really frustrating. That always bothers 
me. That or even just at least like what’s considered beautiful, ah, is considered by most 
people to be like, not attractive, not, like…Its just so stupid that like what’s, what’s 
considered beautiful for models and actresses as far as like, the body size and as far as 
being very slim, somehow, a lot of times that makes it, so you’re not sexually attractive 
or desired by like your, your man. On the other hand, if you are the-the shape that maybe 
like, your husband or your boyfriend finds desirable, you’re not desirable by the 
standards of like, of society and beauty and, I-its just really stupid its just frustrating.  
 
In the segment above Claire clearly demonstrates her desire to shape her body according 
to what others believe is attractive and the confusion she feels when there are no clear 
standards for that attractiveness.  Her anxiety over which standard is the most attractive 
demonstrates her own self-objectifying stance.  She feels compelled to mold her body to 
a particular ideal, but frustrated when those ideals are determined by competing gazes. 
 Claire’s self-objectification started early; she first noticed the gaze of the Other in 
high school.  She stated, “I somehow like had this like bodacious body like I had a huge 
chest and like, and like, I did I had a huge chest and it was like really, embarrass-like the 
attent-I started to getting like a lot of attention for that?”  Proponents of objectification 
theory, which is predicated on the notion that the “gaze” is almost always sexual, have 
suggested that adolescent women in the throes of pubertal bodily changes are the most at 
risk for the negative psychological consequences such as shame, anxiety, and depression, 
when they internalize of the objectifying gaze of others (Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; 
Noll & Frederickson, 1998; Roberts & Waters, 2004; Tiggemann & Lynch, 2001).  
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Moreover, Noll and Frederickson’s (1998) empirical research demonstrated that this self-
objectification significantly predicted body shame, which led to disordered eating. 
 In line with their research, Claire claimed that her eating disorder began as an 
attempt to “get away from the body,” and the unwanted, sexualized attention it received.  
She stated, “I just wanted to like, not take up as much space too, like, I felt like maybe I 
was just too much.”  Caroline Knapp (2003), who also battled an eating disorder, 
described her own, similar experience of feeling like she was “too much.”  She states, 
I can remember, too, the fear, which was grinding and perpetual, of being exposed 
as too much of anything in high school: too loud, too brainy, too large breasted, 
too small-breasted, too sexual, too easy, regulations all based on the unstated but 
clearly understood assumption that there were lines to navigate, controls to be 
exercised, excesses not to be exposed. (p. 104) 
Correspondingly, Claire stated that her first attempts to lose weight were because, “I just 
kind of wanted to disappear from that and not, especially from guys and from men, I-I 
that kind of attention made me really uncomfortable…just kind of, getting, sort of, sexual 
attention.” 
 Susan Bordo (1993) locates this desire to disappear from the body, which many 
eating disordered women seem to share, on what she calls “the dualist axis.”  She notes 
the similarities of many anorexic women’s desires to free themselves from the 
burdensome casings of their corporeal selves to the Platonic and Augustinian discourses 
that propounded an ideal of transcendence from “the lusts of the body,” (p. 145).  She 
therefore contends that the anorectic’s project, “to kill off the body’s spontaneities 
entirely – that is, to cease to experience our hungers and desires,” (p. 146) stems from 
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and is perpetuated through “a highly conscious and articulate scheme of images and 
associations…historically grounded in Plato and Augustine, that run deep in our culture,” 
(p. 147).  Claire seems to support Bordo’s contention when she states,  
Like I just was really obsessive I wanted to be-I wanted to be known or, identified with 
like, being smart or like being good at, playing volleyball like being a good athlete, or, ya 
know I’m a good writer, I wanted to be like a good writer, and my-I kind of felt like my 
body was like hindering that.  Like, if I could just, get rid of, the excess in my body, then 
maybe, I could focus more on the intellect, and like, the mind and, who I was and maybe 
not what I looked like?  
 
 Finally, while Abby’s preoccupation with body parts, weight, clothes size, and 
body fat percentage was clear throughout the interview, suggesting that she often takes a 
self-objectifying stance, I also noted a shift in the way that she talks about her body when 
discussing her current attempts at recovery.  In these instances, when she talks about “her 
body,” it’s as if it is a separate entity from her self, yet rather than objectifying it, she 
seems to imbue it with its own subjectivity.  She often talked about her body “wanting” 
things, or her body being “happy,” such as in the following excerpts:  
but I think once your body like, gets that low, it just wants like everything like fatty and, 
ya know it just wants you to gain that weight  
 
your body, has a certain point where, it wants you to be happy at. Ya know and if I gain a 
lot of weight than it usually drops down, but when I lose a lot of weight it wants you to 
go, back up, ya know. It-and it’s just happy there. 
 
 It seems, in these passages and many others, that Abby experiences her body as a second 
self, with its own desires and volition, separate from those of her mind.  Her current 
preoccupation with her body’s internal sensations, such as blood sugar levels and fatigue, 
as well as her Rorschach protocol, which indicated a focus on basic need states, like food 
and sleep, likewise suggests a shift in Abby’s somatic consciousness, from an “outside 
in” to and “inside out” perspective (Roberts & Waters, 2004).  Though qualitatively 
different, both the “outside in” and “inside out” perspectives posit a Cartesian subject, 
where mind and body are separate entities, occupying inner and outer space, respectively. 
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Vacillating in the binary opposition  
 Indeed, it does seem as if, in their own ways, Ellen, Claire, Sam and Abby are 
taking Western culture’s dualistic legacy to the extreme by discussing their bodies in 
these ways.  They differ profoundly, however, from Bordo’s anorectic, in that they do not 
succeed in the task “to cease to experience [their] hungers and desires,” but rather, at 
certain times they seem to give themselves over to them entirely.  It is at those times 
when they find themselves autistically immersed in the subjective, focused almost 
exclusively on their own somatic, sensory experience, with little regard for what might 
occupy the space outside their body.  This process also marks their difference from 
alexithymics who, according to McDougall (1989), also suffer “a profound split between 
psyche and soma,” (p. 43) but who seem to erect a wall between the two, leaving them 
with an “inability for reflective self-awareness,” (Krystal, 1988) and a “robotlike 
existence, with what appears to be a superadaptation to reality after the world of 
imagination and feelings has been eliminated,” (p. 261). 
  Thus, unlike the purely restricting anorectic, who takes a firm stance in the binary 
opposition of mind and body as fiercely antagonistic to the latter, and unlike the 
alexithymic who has little interest and recognition of the former, Ellen, Claire, Sam, and 
Abby seem stuck in altogether different type of dualist dilemma, wherein they vacillate 
between an intense emulsion in subjective experience with no recognition of the other  
(inside out), and a preoccupation with taking the other’s perspective on their body 
(outside in).  For although Ellen, Sam, Abby and Claire have spent a great deal of time 
and energy in the self-objectification practices of surveying, monitoring, punishing and 
hating their bodies, they also find themselves pulled by their corporeal desires, where this 
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dialectical tension between mind and body shifts, and body takes the helm.  Claire 
claimed that her bingeing, “had a force of its own like I would come home from school 
and be like ‘aaaahhhhh,’ and like ‘I can’t stop I can’t stop.’”  Sam repeated Claire’s 
feeling of being overtaken by a binge when she stated,  
And, just-it’s just frustrating getting to that point and not, not wanting to stop, but 
wanting to stop? If that makes sense. [D: Can you elaborate a little bit?] Um not wanting, 
to be eating like that, but but just wanting to eat, wanting to taste, the food, and just 
um…I don’t, it’s just, it’s like the alternate state of being I guess.  
 
 All of the participants have tendencies to enter this autistic orbit, where the public 
world melts away and they feel carried along by what Sam described as “an 
overwhelming desire to eat.” Abby described bingeing as being “in the zone,” which she 
described as such: 
Its like no-I don’t care about anyone, like if I bump into them, I don’t care.  I just go on I 
keep, and usually I’m like oh I’m so sorry ya know and I look in-them in their eye and 
I’m like, ya know I’m sorry I, bumped into you ya know. And I see people I know and 
I’m in-I’m in like this hurried like, bingeing stage, I see people I know I’m like, ‘hey.’and 
I like look away like, and they’re like wanna talk to me and I’m like, ‘don’t talk to me,’ 
ya know…And they’re, I don’t know you just completely don’t care about anything but 
eating a bunch of just, food. 
 
Likewise, Claire reminisced about how bingeing was “heavenly,” and how “you could 
just make everything go away.”  She stated, “I don’t know what you call it like, pleasure? 
Out of food? Out of bingeing I used to…I don’t know I used to get a lot of pleasure out of 
like ‘oh this ice cream is so good,’ and like eat the whole thing and,”   Ellen too described 
bingeing as an autistic activity.  She stated, 
You know when you’re doing it when you’re just like totally compulsively overeating 
you’re just you’re not even paying attention you’re just like paying attention to the, to the 
sensory of it, and uh, how good it is, and that I can have everything that I want, and um, 
and then, and obviously, that, it, in theory, nothing you know, there won’t be any 
consequences because I’ll be throwing it up, so. 
 
 As Ellen makes clear, however, the binge must inevitably come to an end, and as 
the “overwhelming desire” to eat recedes, the panoptical gaze returns with its reparatory 
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instructions.  As the participants described the voice that carries these instructions, it 
seemed to repeat itself.  For Ellen: “if you, if you keep all this food in you’re going to 
gain weight and be fat.”  For Claire: “this is gonna stay with me for like-this is gonna 
cause a weight gain for like two weeks.”  For Abby: “and then I started to eat all these 
foods that, I hadn’t and I saw my weight start to climb climb climb and then I, I think it 
scared me.  That’s when I started to throw up, so.”  Thus, although purging is a somatic 
act, through these excerpts it shows the minds return to take control over the body, and 
keep in line with acceptable standards.  As such, it is not a “fun” act like bingeing, but 
rather a loathsome chore that one undertakes to appease the critical voice of self-
objectification.  As Claire simply put it: “love bingeing, hate purging.” 
 For these participants then, it is not only that they are internalizing the dominant 
cultural prescriptions for femininity and thereby acquiring the distancing gaze needed to 
objectify their own bodies, but that at other times they are intensely caught up in their 
own subjectivity, lost in a world where “everything goes away,” (Claire) and the pleasure 
of pure sensational experience can, for a while at least, drown out the voices that 
admonish them for having those desires in the first place.   Moreover, as Roberts and 
Waters (2004) have suggested, “because many women are vigilantly attuned to their 
body’s outward appearance, they may have limited perceptual resources to attend to inner 
body experience,” (p. 11).  Thus, the two perspectives of “inside out” and “outside in” 
seem to be mutually exclusive – when one is “inside out,” the outside fades out of 
awareness and when one is “outside in,” one has trouble recognizing what is happening at 
the psychological level.  They therefore find themselves caught in the tension that ensues 
when these two perspectives are set up as diametrically opposed.  Sam seemed to be 
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experiencing the strain of this contradiction when she stated, “Um, and its just, I guess, 
with the whole appearance, um, self-image thing it’s just frustrating cause there’s that 
desire to, look one way, but I keep doing, this stuff with food that’s making it, 
impossible, to do that in a healthy way.”   
Food as boundary transgressor  
 Sam’s frustration at the struggle between the competing desires of her body and 
mind elucidates the difficulty that ensues when she tries to disentangle to contradiction. 
Her current attempt through therapy, to get to “the core” of her experience and discover 
the psychological reasons for her behavior, alludes to her search for wholeness and 
integration.  Recognizing the dualistic dilemma that bulimic women seem to be caught in, 
Bloom & Kogel (1994), write, “women’s bodies become the place to both contain and to 
eliminate the contradictions, (p. 64).  Indeed, when body and mind are pitted against each 
other, the boundary between them becomes firmly entrenched and there are few things 
that can traverse it.  Since food and bodily fluids passes through our innermost and 
outermost spaces, they are natural boundary transgressors, and they often take on 
symbolic meanings as such (Grosz, 1990; Kristeva, 1997).  I propose that the cyclicality 
of the constant consumption and subsequent expulsion of food, through bingeing and 
purging, can function as an embodied metaphor representing the desire to negotiate the 
boundaries between “inner” and “outer,” subjective and objective, from within.  
 Writing on Julia Kristeva’s notion of the “abject,” Elizabeth Grosz (1990) 
describes how the pre-verbal, bodily aspects of our subjectivity must be expelled in order 
to take a position in the Symbolic order, where, 
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 The subject is located in its body, and its body is positioned within a ‘natural’ and 
 social space as an object for others.  This coding of inside/outside, self/other and 
 subject/object seems necessary for the child’s vocal; experimentations.  However 
 such coding is dependent on the expulsion of the unclean and the improper, for 
 only then can the ‘clean and proper’ social and civilized body inscribe and reorder 
 the chaotic disorganization of the ‘natural’ or ‘pre-social’ body. (p. 101) 
She describes the process of abjection as, “the expression of both a division (between the 
subject and it’s body) and a merging (of self and other, the social)…It derives from a 
stage preceding binary oppositions and distinct categories, before language and naming” 
(Grosz, 1990). 
 Food is intimately linked with our earliest, pre-symbolic experiences, before the 
boundaries between inner and outer, self and other were fully differentiated.  Susan 
Gutwill (1994) posits that “the food industry is empowered by this early, continuing 
significance of food,” which, 
represents relationship: hope for it, experience in it, fear of it.  In this way the 
relationship to food parallels deep needs and fears about both attachment – the 
ability to connect, to make contact – and individuation, the need to be recognized 
in one’s uniqueness (p. 35). 
For women who have a difficult time forging and maintaining meaningful adult 
relationships, as the participants of this study do, the dialectic between self and other and 
the chasm between them is a frightening reality.  The consumption and abjection of food 
can therefore be a powerful act, representing an attempt to cross this chasm symbolically 
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without the incurring the real dangers (e.g., loss, dissolution of self) that lurk in the 
shadows of a genuine encounter with another.   
 Indeed, it seems like Ellen, Claire, Sam and Abby are all caught in the caught in 
the midst of several, similar dialectical tensions: they all have a strong desire for 
relationships and the simultaneous tendency to avoid them; they all experience painful 
emotions intensely but have trouble recognizing and expressing those emotions when 
they occur; and finally, they oscillate between taking a purely subjective or purely 
objective perspective on their bodies.  All of these tensions are concerned with 
boundaries, specifically those between self and other, internal and external, mind and 
body.  I do not think this is a coincidence, rather, I believe that these binary oppositions 
are linked in process and perpetuated through prescriptive cultural ideologies.  I further 
contend that Ellen, Claire, Sam and Abby’s struggles with these dialectical tensions can 
be understood as an attempt to negotiate those boundaries from within. 
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CONCLUSION 
 This final chapter is divided into two main sections.  In the first, I will present a 
profile of “bulimia in context,” based upon my interpretation of the participants’ 
psychological struggles as indicative of a larger cultural shift in the construction of 
gendered subjectivity.  Previously, I discussed how dominant cultural discourses about 
mothering, transmitted and perpetuated through family structure, have had deleterious 
effects within the mother-daughter relationships of my participants, which are often 
colored by feelings of intense rage, guilt, and desire.  I then explored the relational, 
emotional, and embodied conflicts that my participants are currently suffering in their 
adult lives, and I suggested that their bingeing and purging behavior represents a 
symbolic attempt to negotiate the boundaries between these dialectical tensions from 
within.  I will now place this struggle back into a larger cultural context, as I conclude 
that these boundaries are determined by cultural discourses which map subjectivity onto 
the binary categories of sexual difference.  I therefore locate the participants’ individual 
struggles within a larger generational struggle of women who find themselves ensnared in 
a double-bind of competing and sexually coded ideals for gendered identity. 
 In the second part of this chapter, I will explore the implications of this 
conclusion for the research, etiology, and treatment of bulimia nervosa.  I will also note 
how the methodology of this particular study can model alternative empirical methods for 
psychologists working from feminist and post-structural epistemologies.  Finally, I will 
acknowledge some of the limitations of the present study, and I will offer some 
suggestions for future research on this topic. 
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Part I: Bulimia in Context 
 In the previous sections I delineated several parallel and dialectical processes in 
which the participants seem to be engaged.  First, they have a strong desire to be in 
relationship with others, but also a paradoxical and concomitant tendency to avoid 
relationships, which leads to a pervasive and profound sense of isolation.  Second, they 
tend to become intensely involved in their private subjective experience, which is often 
colored by painful and complex emotions.  At the same time, however, they have a hard 
time expressing their feelings, and they avoid sharing those emotional experiences with 
others.  Finally, they vacillate between taking pleasure in an intense immersion of 
sensory experience and adopting a critical, outside perspective on their body.  Their 
inability to integrate theses two perspectives seems to solidify the boundaries between 
inner and outer space, rendering them passable only through the ingestion and expulsion 
of food. 
 Contemporary psychodynamic theorists have been quick to link these dialectical 
tensions to the infantile process of separation-individuation.  Since this process occurs in 
tandem with language acquisition, many purport that bulimic women’s difficulty with 
expressing emotions serves as additional evidence that they are experiencing an arrest at 
this stage of development.  Theorizing from a traditional psychoanalytic framework, 
which continues to view the maternal relationship as the nexus of power that wields full 
control in the formation of subjectivity, they also explicitly assume that the mother of 
these women must not have been “good enough,” without taking any consideration of the 
underlying patriarchal assumptions implicit in that assumption.   
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 By considering the dualistic dilemmas (self vs. other, emotion expression vs. 
emotional control, subject vs. object) of these bulimic women in a context larger than the 
Oedipal family structure, I aim to demonstrate an alternative theoretical paradigm, one 
which recognizes how double-binds of gendered subjectivity can get passed between 
generations of women, assuring that rage, guilt, and desire they feel within these 
constraints are internalized and experienced as oppositional components of the self.  In so 
doing, I will open up the space that will allow me to address the questions that this 
phenomenon is begging to be asked: “Why women?” and “Why now?” 
Self and Other 
 The struggle between self and other, or the pull towards and away from 
relationship, has a pervasive presence in all of the participants’ lives.  As detailed earlier, 
many psychodynamic theorists have suggested that this struggle, as it is reminiscent of 
the rapprochement crisis of toddler-hood, signals a developmental arrest at the 
separation-individuation phase of development, and that bingeing on food is analogous to 
the bulimic woman’s desire to regress to symbiosis with her mother (Chassler, 1997; 
Jacobson, 1988; Krueger, 1997; O'Kearney, 1996; Taylor, Bagby, & Parker, 1997).  Such 
theories are predicated on the traditional psychoanalytic developmental trajectory, which 
holds that an infant’s life begins in a state of autistic “oneness” with her mother, and that 
the development of the self necessitates a hatching, separation, and eventual 
internalization of her soothing capacities as an intra-psychic maternal object (Mahler, 
1986a, 1986b; Winnicott, 1986; Winnincott, 1986).  Other developmental theorists, most 
notably Daniel Stern (1985), have criticized this ideal of symbiotic union with infant and 
mother and suggested that the otherwise autonomous infant becomes a self through the 
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gradual process of recognizing the (m)other
21
.  Thus, as Benjamin (1988) points out, “the 
issue is not how we become free of the other, but how we actively engage and make 
ourselves known in relationship to the other,” (p. 18). 
 Certainly, the bulimic women of this study have difficulty communicating to 
others, particularly about their more troubling emotional experiences.  However, I wish to 
call into question the assumption that these difficulties indicate that they failed to 
complete the separation-individuation process.  I wonder, as women, were they even 
expected to fully individuate from their mothers in the first place?  Nancy Chodorow 
(1989) believes that women’s tendency to be more relationally-oriented than men is a 
product of their close identification to their mothers and their side-stepping of a 
successful resolution to the Oedipal complex.  Other feminists have celebrated these 
relational and empathic capacities of women, which they also believe are born out of 
their ability to remain closer to their original bond with their mothers than their male 
counterparts (Jordan, Surrey, & Kaplan, 1991).  The bulimic women in this study, 
however, often avoid relationships and prefer isolation and independence to being with 
others.  They certainly do not exemplify the relational, empathic, and nurturing ideal of 
femininity that these theories purport they should.  At the same time, these women have 
intense feelings of guilt, rage, and longing for their mothers, suggesting that they have 
not succeeded, on the flip side, to completely repudiate their relationship to her.  Rather, 
they appear to be caught somewhere in between the ideals of relational femininity and 
masculine autonomy, which, in Chodorow’s version of the Oedipal struggle, seem to be 
the only two possible outcomes in the development of a gendered, adult self. 
                                                 
21
 My use of the term, “(m)other” here and elsewhere refers to the fact that for most infants in 
contemporary Western culture, their first experience of an other person is their mother. 
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 Perhaps their struggles might begin to make sense if we understand them through 
a non-oedipal paradigm of relationality, which doesn’t polarize autonomy and 
dependence and map them onto the binarized system of gender differences.  Perhaps if 
we were to follow Benjamin’s (1988) call to replace the “internalization theory” typified 
by object-relational theorists such as Winnicott, Bion, and Mahler, with an intersubjective 
theory of development, proffered by Stern (1985), which suggests that both men and 
women must acknowledge their “simultaneous need for recognition and independence” 
from others, we might see their struggle as less paradoxical.  That they seem to vacillate 
between the two gendered, relational extremes of dependence and autonomy, might 
instead reflect cultural dictates for sexual difference that are transmitted through the 
family.  Indeed, I contend that when Oedipal family structure becomes ossified in 
individual families through cultural discourses that idealize motherhood and fail to 
recognize the economic and social structures which make intense and exclusive 
mothering a strongly desired, and more often, economically necessary act, the dialectic 
between dependence and independence and their associations to masculinity and 
femininity become deeply ingrained in individual subjectivity.  I agree with Benjamin’s 
(1988) contention that our internalization of this socially constructed gendered polarity, 
“creates a painful division within the self and between self and other,” (p. 172) because, 
 On the social level, male rationality sabotages maternal recognition, while on the 
 psychic level, the oedipal repudiation of the mother splits her into the debased and 
 idealized objects.  The reparation for debasing her takes the form of 
 sentimentalizing and idealizing the mother, a strategy that locks both men and 
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 women into an inner fantasy world and evades the real issue: recognition of each 
 other. (Benjamin, 1988 p. 215) 
 Issues of dependency, identification, and separation figured prominently in the 
mother-daughter relationships of the participants, and earlier I demonstrated how the 
ideology of intensive mothering, which has historical roots in social and economic 
structures, supports these stereotypic relationships.  I suggested that structural forces 
work in Foucaultian fashion to instigate desire on the individual level, and therefore, 
while the mothers of the participants all chose to mother exclusively and intensely, their 
desire to do so was backed by deeply ingrained cultural ideologies that made full-time 
motherhood seem like the best, most responsible option.  By perpetuating an Oedipal 
family structure which sets up dependence and autonomy as polarized ideals for gendered 
subjectivity, this intensive mothering likely affected effects in the ways that the 
participants experience and express emotion. 
Emotional expression and emotional control 
 Expressing emotion is, at its core, an intersubjective process, since it depends on a 
shared interpersonal context of symbols and language to convey meaning (Merleau-
Ponty, 1964b).  Stern (1985) explained how the ability to express emotion develops 
though an inter-attunement between self and other.  When a caregiver mirrors the affect 
of his child, the child realizes that another person can have a similar affective experience 
to her own and when that caregiver pairs language with a shared affect, they “create a 
being-with experience using verbal symbols – a sharing of mutually created meanings 
about personal experience,” (p. 172).  According to Stern (1985), the entrance into the 
“domain of verbal relatedness” thereby marks the beginnings of the social self, beyond 
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the infant-mother dyad, as the child now has the ability to share her experience with 
others through a “common cultural base,” (p. 172).  Of course, emergence into the 
speaking world also carries with it, “the risk of losing the force and wholeness of original 
experience,” (p. 177), as those experiences that are not symbolized through language in 
the intersubjective space tend to slip beneath our conscious awareness.  
 Through this process, the parent’s attunement with the child carries enormous 
power, particularly as parents will attune to some aspects of the infant’s affective 
experience and not others.  Stern (1985) states that, “through the selective use of 
attunement, the parents’ intersubjective responsivity acts as a template to shape and 
create corresponding intrapsychic experiences in the child,” (p. 208).  Since, according to 
Stern, conscious experience is predicated on this intersubjective recognition of one’s own 
internal, affective states by the other, the experiences which are most attuned to by the 
caregiver will be most salient for the infant’s emerging notion of his self.  Of course, 
Stern makes clear that the process of selective attunement is quite natural – no parent can 
or should attune to all of an infant’s subjective states.  However, the particular 
experiences that a parent attunes to are likely to be motivated by “the parents’ desires, 
fears, prohibitions, and fantasies,” and these selective attunements will, in turn, “contour 
the psychic experiences of the child,” (p. 208).  Furthermore, as Leslie Brody (1999) 
points out, parents’ assumptions about what their children are or should be feeling are 
influenced by cultural prescriptions for social roles and behavior, and therefore cultural 
mores have an important impact on the process of selective attunement. 
 Brody (1999) posits that the different social status of men and women determines 
the ways in which they use emotions to exert power and “women are more apt to fulfill 
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power needs by being responsible in relationships,” (p. 207).  She provides data showing 
that women tend to express communal emotions, or those that are related to being with 
others in relationship, such as warmth, affection and vulnerability, whereas men tend to 
express more agentic emotions, or those associated with an individualistic stance such as 
pride, contempt, and loneliness.  Parents reproduce these stereotypic ways of expressing 
emotion through their interactions with their female and male children.  For example, 
Brody (1999) presents data showing that both mothers and fathers speak more about 
emotions to daughters than to sons, and that daughters are taught to “experience their 
feelings fully,” whereas sons are taught to “control their feelings” (p. 136).  She asserts 
on the basis of this and other data, that mothers tend to “promote sons’ autonomous 
functioning” by helping them learn how to control their emotions independently, but they 
seem to model a more intersubjective process of emotion regulation with their daughters.  
Thus “mothers socialize daughters into a more mutual social or affective system,” (p. 
164).  She concludes, in contradiction to Chodorow’s contention that same-sex 
identification between mothers and daughters leads to this mutuality of emotional 
experience, that “instead, parents’ expectations that their daughters should be sociable 
may make more mutual emotional disclosures with their daughters more likely,” (p. 165). 
 Earlier I discussed how the mothers of the participants conformed to the social 
dictates for the ideology of intensive mothering.  I discussed how adherence to this 
ideology often leaves mothers with little power in the outside world, but great relational 
and emotional power in the lives of their children.  Drawing from Brody’s (1999) 
explication of the research on parenting behavior and emotional expression, I speculate 
that these mothers (and likely their fathers) also selectively attuned to their daughters’ 
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emotional experience in a way that perpetuated these stereotypic sex differences, so that 
the women of this study are more likely to express their emotions communally.  This 
reproduction of gender stereotypes for emotional expression is not a new phenomenon, 
and in fact, “the dissimilar expression of emotions by males and females is actually 
adaptive for maintaining distinct gender roles,” for, “by requiring males and females to 
express different emotions, cultures maintain power and status imbalances and gender-
based divisions of labor,” (Brody, 1999).    
 The current participants, however, are not interested in participating in the 
gender-based division of labor.  They all expressed a desire to develop their selves and 
their careers, in spite of their current relationships with men.  Earlier I argued that the 
intense feelings of guilt, rage, and longing that these participants feel in relation to their 
mothers signifies their attempts to tear open a rift in the “reproduction of mothering,” 
(Chodorow, 1978) and step through it as free agents who have more choices in the 
formation of their identity than their mothers did at their age.  I now speculate that in 
addition to their struggles in and out of relationship to her mother, these bulimic women’s 
difficulties with expressing emotion are directly related to their desire for independence 
and freedom from the stifling cycle of inequitable gender roles and the gendered style of 
emotional expression that supports it.  Caught in a cultural system that polarizes gendered 
experience such that to be powerful in the public world often entails embracing the 
masculine stereotypes of independence and strict emotional control, we might begin to 
see how these women might have trouble expressing her emotions.  If their experience of 
emotions is predicated on their ability to express emotions intersubjectively, when they 
repudiate the relational style of their mothers by striving to be wholly self-reliant, they, in 
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effect, deny their need for an other in the sharing of emotional experience.  Failing to 
recognize however, that this experience is largely predicated on an intersubjective 
presence, when the other disappears, so too does their experience of emotions.  For, as 
Brody (1999) points out, “when emotional experiences are not shared with others, they 
may become inaccessible and unacknowledged even to ourselves,” (p. 28).   
 It is no coincidence that the bulimic women of this study found themselves the 
most eating disordered at those times when they were profoundly socially isolated.  This 
isolation typically began for external reasons (e.g., starting college at a large university, 
working seventy hours a week), but without the presence of others, the painful emotions 
that the participants experienced due to this isolation were probably relegated to the 
realm of the inexpressible.  Thus, while emotions like loneliness, sadness, and anger were 
present, they were not languaged as such.  Food, with its comforting qualities helped 
these women to soothe those otherwise painful emotions and thereby became a type of 
substitute for the presence of others.  This, however, set off a cycle whereby they would 
deny any need for others, or even that they were experiencing painful emotions at all.  As 
Stern (1985) writes, “the surest way to keep a channel deniable is to prevent it from 
becoming part of the formal language system,” (p. 180).    
 That the bulimic women of this study began their adult lives in a state of profound 
isolation likely supported their appropriation of the cultural fantasy that success in the 
public world requires complete autonomy. Certainly, this belief is based upon gender-role 
stereotypes that pit femininity/relationality/dependency and powerlessness with 
masculinity/independence/autonomy and power, and in reality, both men and women 
need to be engaged with others to lead successful and authentic lives (Benjamin, 1988).  
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However, when a bulimic woman sees that her mother’s only power in the world is a 
relational power that reaches only as far as the doors to her home, “emotional attunement, 
sharing states of mind, empathically assuming the other’s position, and imaginatively 
perceiving the other’s needs and feelings – these are now associated with cast-off 
femininity,” (Benjamin, 1988, p. 170).  By repudiating these associations to femininity, a 
bulimic woman might deny her need for relationship, and by living as a self-contained, 
autonomous being, she loses the opportunity to experience the complexity of her 
emotional self, which is only fully recognizable within an intersubjective space.   
 I contend that the denial of this need for an intersubjective life is an unconscious 
attempt to matter in a world besieged by the gender-role stereotypes that have kept 
women powerless.  For dependency on others to process emotions, according to 
Chodorow (1978) and Brody (1999), is what perpetuates the reproduction of mothering 
and keeps women in the private sphere of the home.  The participants therefore mimicked 
the stereotypic conception of masculinity as maintaining total control of outward 
expression of emotion (Brody, 1999; Shields, 2002), but without the corresponding 
“training” in doing so that they would have received had they been born as boys (Brody, 
1999).   Bingeing on food substitutes for genuine engagement with the other and 
perpetuates an autistic mode of functioning whereby intersubjectivity, heretofore 
necessary for expressing and recognizing emotions, is no longer needed.  The unfortunate 
result of this cycle is that, by failing to recognize that they can exist in an intersubjective 
world with others, without domination, these women ended up hurting themselves.  As 
Caroline Knapp (2003) writes, “A woman – particularly a woman who feels 
fundamentally disempowered and uncertain – makes up new rules, replaces external 
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constraints with internal ones, installs systems of mastery that operate from the inside 
out, the tyranny of freedom reconfigured as the tyranny of the self” (p. 50).   
Subject and Object 
 That these women seemed to experience their minds and bodies as split into 
subject and object reflects their internalization of another culturally-determined gender 
polarity, whereby women, associated with their bodies, are often seen as objects for the 
gaze of the masculine subject.  As Benjamin (1988) states, “gender polarity deprives 
women of their subjectivity and men of an other to recognize them,” (p. 218).  By 
alternating between these two perspectives, these women likewise alternate between 
viewing their selves as dependent objects and independent subjects.  This is a double-
bind that is perpetuated on a cultural level as well, especially with the current generation 
of women, as Caroline Knapp (2003) aptly describes: 
 At a time when increasing numbers of women were demanding the right to take 
 up more space in the world, it is no surprise that they’d be hit with the opposite 
 message from a culture that was (and still is) both male-dominated and deeply 
 committed to its traditional power structures.  Women get psychically larger, and 
 they’re told to grow physically smaller.  Women begin to play active roles in 
 realms once dominated by men (schools, universities, athletic fields, the 
 workplace, the bedroom), and they’re countered with images of femininity that 
 infantilize them, render them passive and frail and non-threatening. (p. 31) 
 I suggest that these bulimic women’s vacillation between seeing their selves as 
either isolated subjects or gazed-upon objects reflects their struggle through this double-
bind as they search for a way to matter in a world where these seem like the only two 
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options.  Their bodies become the place where they negotiate the possibilities offered to 
them as women in contemporary society – options which reflect the deep-rooted binary 
oppositions of our cultural identity schemas.  They can be relational or autonomous, 
emotional or rational, subject or object, but as of yet these women haven’t figured out 
how to embody both poles of experience.  Their compulsive consumption and abjection 
of food can be seen as a symbolic attempt to do so, for “abjection is the body’s 
acknowledgment that the boundaries and limits imposed on it are really social projection 
– effects of desire, not nature,” (Grosz, 1990, p. 90).  Bulimia, therefore, can be 
understood as an attempt to traverse the socially constructed boundary erected between 
such polarized possibilities for gendered identity. 
Part II: Implications 
For the etiology of bulimia nervosa 
 The theory I have presented above has several implications for psychodynamic 
etiological conceptions of bulimia nervosa.  First, by drawing attention to the cultural 
forces that encourage intensive mothering and an Oedipal family structure, I have called 
into question the common psychodynamic assumption that the mother of bulimic women 
has kept them from fully differentiating.  I agree with Benjamin (1988) that, “To idealize 
maternal nurturance, a position some feminists share with gender conservatives, only 
confirms the dualism and denies historical reality.  To accept the old ideal of motherhood 
– even as an ideal – is to remain inside the revolving door of gender polarity.” (p. 206).  
In lieu of etiologies that idealize maternal power, I have suggested that it is not individual 
mothers, but asymmetrical Oedipal family structures, which, supported through cultural 
ideologies such as the importance of intensive mothering, perpetuate the internalization 
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of sex-role stereotypes for attachment and emotional expression and further the gendered 
ways of relating that construct the dialectical tensions characteristic of bulimia nervosa.   
 Thus, although the participants’ enacting of the dialectic between dependence and 
autonomy may seem similar to the toddler’s rapprochement crisis, they are not arrested at 
this stage of development.  Rather their behavior represents a more agentic struggle to 
become adult women in a world where intersubjectivity is polarized by stereotypic 
cultural discourses into the two mutually exclusive possibilities of extreme autonomy or 
extreme relatedness.  Having internalized this ideological dichotomy, they analogize it to 
the related cultural sex-role binary of subject and object, and they use food to traverse the 
boundaries that are erected between these two perspectives.  Thus, bingeing becomes a 
way to maintain subjective integrity in spite of this internal splitting, and does not 
necessarily represent a desire to return to oneness with her mother, as many 
psychodynamic theorists have suggested. 
 By adopting this understanding of their struggle, one can shift the onus of 
responsibility from the mother to social structures that support the binarization of our 
intersubjective experience into polarized ways of being that create double-binds for those 
who wish to break out of the old stereotypes and the gender roles that they perpetuate.  In 
so doing, these bulimic women are granted more maturity and agency than these theories 
had offered them, as their behavior is now seen as a struggle, not to regress back to an 
infantile state, but rather to construct adult identities free of the cycle of emotional 
dependency that reproduce the Oedipal family and a gendered division of labor.   
 The results of this study also call into question the research correlating bulimic 
behavior with alexithymia.  As I detailed in the section on the participants’ emotional 
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voices, each participant’s tendency towards emotional non-expression varies in both 
presentation and underlying dynamics.  Further, while only one participant showed other 
characteristic traits of alexithymia, such as a propensity towards concrete, external 
thought, I believe it is very likely that, because of their trouble recognizing and 
expressing emotions, all of the participants could be labeled alexithymic, as it is 
measured by the TAS-20.  These results indicate problems with the construct validity of 
the scale.  Moreover, as this scale is used in almost all of the studies correlating eating 
disordered behavior and alexithymia, I question these researchers’ conclusions that these 
eating disordered women are alexithymic and the subsequent conflation of their 
respective etiological theories (Taylor et al., 1997). 
 Such theories are typically entangled with the attachment theories cited above, 
since alexithymia has also been described as resulting from disturbed attachment 
processes (McDougall, 1989; Taylor et al., 1997).  The results of this study suggest that 
while bulimic women may certainly engage in the fearful-ambivalent interpersonal 
behaviors indicative of this attachment style, that behavior can be contextualized within 
contemporary cultural identify politics and might instead represent a struggle between the 
stereotypic possibilities for relatedness offered to men and women through the discourses 
of patriarchal culture.   
 Indeed, the current conception of alexithymia as a “disorder of affect regulation,” 
(Taylor et al., 1997) might be understood as implicitly assuming a patriarchal bias itself, 
whereby the process of emotional expression is described as a self-contained, 
autonomous process of modulating one’s internal experiences (affect) through rational 
thought (Lane & Schwartz, 1987; McDougall, 1989).  This conception has been criticized 
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for being based on a Cartesian model of the self, as it seems to posit a fundamental split 
between the somatic experience of brute emotion and the rational processes of language 
(Kirmayer, 1992; Kirmayer, Dao, & Smith, 1998; Kirmayer & Robbins, 1993).  I agree 
with this critique and add that these theories also fail to acknowledge the primarily 
intersubjective nature of language and emotional expression  (Merleau-Ponty, 1964a, 
1964b, 1973, 1981; Stern, 1985).  Since the use of language is predicated on the 
recognition of the other, to express one’s emotion through language also necessitates an 
intersubjective presence.   
 These theories instead follow an “internalization model,” (Benjamin, 1988) which 
maintains that the development of the self is a process of gradual differentiation and 
eventual internalization of the (m)other.  According to traditional object-relational theory 
(e.g., Winnicott, 1986), the process of internalizing the (m)other through the mitigating 
presence of transitional objects and transitional phenomena is what allows the mature 
subject to self-soothe as a fully autonomous being.  As Benjamin (1988) explains, 
however, this conception is based on the fantasized patriarchal ideal that one can exist as 
an isolated being, which is in fact impossible for most people to lead normal healthy 
lives.   
   Finally, this study also has implications for feminist theories of eating disorders.  
Cultural-feminist theorists, such as Susan Bordo (1993), often represent the eating 
disordered woman’s behavior as a consequence of oppressive cultural discourses, without 
any consideration as to how real women with eating disorders suffer emotionally and 
relationally, and how these aspects of her intrapsychic and intersubjective life also have 
an impact on her behavior.  Others have argued that these cultural-feminist accounts, 
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necessary as they were to call attention to the phenomenon, have disregarded the agency 
of the eating disordered woman (Bray, 1996; Pollack, 2003). 
 There have been a few feminist-psychodynamic accounts of eating disordered 
behavior, perhaps most notably the theoretical work that has been done out of the 
Women’s Therapy Centre of New York City (Bloom, Gitter, Gutwill, Kogel, & 
Zaphiropoulos, 1994).  Their work demonstrates how one can view eating disordered 
behavior as a reaction to dominant cultural discourses and concomitant with individual 
psychodynamics that are developed through particular familial relationships.  For 
example, they claim that the phenomenon of bulimia “requires a sociocultural analysis as 
well as an understanding of the individual’s personal history,” and that through these 
analyses, 
 Bulimia can be understood as a response to the terrific stress and demands of 
 being the “new” woman who is entering the professional workforce of in college 
 preparing to do so.  These women are attempting to navigate a rapidly shifting 
 social world and find a role for themselves with a genderized internal psychology 
 that does not adequately prepare them for the task. (pp. 63-64). 
Their work served as inspiration and theoretical support for the present study, however, 
as of yet they have no empirical evidence to back up their theory.  This is what the 
present study has offered. 
 Finally, because the socio-cultural issues that construct these particular 
subjectivities are pervasive in modern-day American culture it seems likely that many 
women, not only those who are bulimic or eating disordered, struggle with conflicts that 
are similar to those of the participants.  For other women, these conflicts might manifest 
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in different ways, for example with other types of “psychosomatic” symptoms.  This 
alternative understanding may therefore be useful to future research endeavors 
concerning the other ways that contemporary women negotiate the internalized dialectical 
tensions that result from polarized ideals for gendered identity, particularly those 
concerning interpersonal relatedness and emotional experience. 
For the treatment of bulimia nervosa 
 This study also has implications for the treatment of bulimia nervosa.   
Currently, cognitive-behavioral therapy is the “first line treatment of choice for bulimia 
nervosa” (Wilson, 1996, p. 197), and it has been marketed in a twelve-session manual 
form.  Although there has been a sizable amount of research on the efficacy of this 
treatment, recidivism rates are high (55%) and recovery rates are low (50%), such that 
only about twenty-five percent of patients make a full recovery in their first attempt at 
treatment (Agras, 1999).  Some have suggested that CBT’s ignorance of the interpersonal 
issues that figure so prominently in bulimic women’s lives might account for the poor 
recovery statistics.  For example, Wonderlich, Mitchell, Peterson, and Crow (2001) have 
outlined several criticisms of this treatment, including that CBT should “be more focused 
on affectively laden core schemas,” (p. 175), “extend its emphasis to interpersonal and 
effective relationships,” (p. 176) “increase its emphasis on long-standing aspects of the 
patient’s underlying belief system and associated developmental issues,” (p. 176), and 
make more use the therapist-client relationship as a vehicle for change.   
 The present study supports such criticisms, as I have demonstrated the profound 
impact of relational and emotional issues for four bulimic women.  Indeed, traditional 
cognitive-behavioral therapy posits an autonomous subject who can learn to control her 
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behavior by setting up alternative behavioral reinforcement contingencies.  Thus, like the 
conception of alexithymia as a disorder of affect regulation (Taylor et al., 1997), the 
cognitive-behavioral understanding of bulimic behavior fails to take into account the 
intersubjective nature of the bulimic woman’s experience.  In their model, emotions, if 
mentioned at all, are simply epiphenomenal links in the chain of behavioral contingency.  
There is no recognition of how bulimic women use relational schemas to navigate the 
complexities of emotions and behavior.   
 Although it is important for bulimic women to recognize how certain 
environmental contingencies, such as being alone, precipitate distorted thoughts and 
dysfuntcitonal behavior, by focusing exclusively on these aspects, cognitive-behavioral 
therapists miss the profound intersubjective significance of their act.  The present study 
indicates how relational concerns may play an important role for those bulimic women 
who have difficulty recognizing and expressing their emotions, and research has 
demonstrated that a majority of bulimic women share this difficulty (De Groot, Rodin, & 
Olmsted, 1995; Schmidt, Jiwany, & Treasure, 1993; Taylor et al., 1997). Interpersonal 
therapy (Teyber, 1997) can make use of the therapeutic relationship to help such women 
appreciate their intersubjective existence and recognize the false duality of extreme 
autonomy or dependence.  In addition, experiential therapies, such as Gendlin’s (1996) 
“focusing-oriented therapy,” and Greenberg’s (2002) “emotion-focused therapy,” can 
help them acknowledge and express their emotional experience through therapeutic and 
other relationships.   
Recently, Wonderlich, Mitchell, Peterson, and Crow (2001), developed a new 
treatment package for bulimia nervosa, in order to attempt to address the deficiencies of 
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traditional CBT.  Like CBT, their therapy, Integrative Cognitive Therapy (ICT), also 
makes use of 20 sessions of treatment, however, within those sessions, they emphasize 
“cultural factors, self-oriented cognition, interpersonal schemas, interpersonal patterns, 
and emotional experiences,” (p. 176) which they believe play pivotal roles in the etiology 
of the disorder.  Since it is relatively new, there have yet to be any outcome studies on the 
effectiveness of ICT, however, its attempt to address deficiencies of CBT, especially the 
inclusion of interpersonal dynamics, while maintaining a brief (20 session) time-span 
holds promise for the possibility of obtaining higher recovery rates than traditional CBT, 
while still appeasing time limits imposed by managed care insurance companies.  
ICT’s attempt at a combination of CBT and interpersonal therapeutic techniques 
seems to be one of the most promising alternative treatments to date.  This shift towards 
using the therapeutic relationship as a testing ground for interpersonal patterns and 
possibilities for change, rather than placing the therapist simply in the role of skills 
instructor and co-experimenter (as in cognitive-restructuring practices) may prove 
beneficial to therapeutic outcome for bulimic women who have difficulty negotiating 
interpersonal relatedness and the intersubjective experience of emotions.  As Herzog, 
Franko, and Brotman (1989), maintain, “an integrated perspective can be achieved by 
using the therapeutic relationship as the unifying context in which all activity is 
understood and examined,” (p. 144).  Although there has been a sizeable amount of 
research on treating bulimia to date, the prevalence, high recidivism, and low recovery 
rates of the disorder substantiate a need for further research on the efficacy of more 
integrative treatments which include the strengths and address the weaknesses of 
traditional CBT. 
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The present study also demonstrates the importance of gender issues for bulimic 
women who struggle with the same types of relational and emotional difficulties as the 
participants.  Therapists working with women who present with similar psychological 
issues may help their clients by discussing how issues of gender identity have shaped the 
ways that they understand and experience their relationships, emotions, and embodiment.  
For research methodology 
 A final implication of this study is that it can serve as a model for other 
researchers who wish to integrate socio-cultural analyses with empirical research.  This is 
an important possibility for feminist researchers in particular, who often aim to represent 
how institutions and dominant discourses influence individual subjectivity (Weedon, 
1987).  This study demonstrates, for example, how to simultaneously recognize the 
profound influence of the mother-daughter relationship on women’s subjectivity, as well 
as the social structures and dominant cultural discourses that have helped to shape that 
relationship.   
 Finally, research into the genetic precursors of eating disorders is growing in 
momentum and has been heavily supported by the government (Bulik et al., 2003).  The 
National Institute of Mental Health recently awarded a ten million dollar grant to a multi-
center study aimed to analyze the DNA of its participants in the search for a gene that 
might increase risk for eating disorders (Press Release: University of Pittsburgh to lead 
first-ever government-funded genetic study of anorexia nervosa., 2002).  This type of 
study situates bulimic behavior as a product of genetic determinism.  Such discourses, 
reminiscent of Foucault’s notion of bio-power (Foucault, 1978), silence individual 
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women’s voices and keep them in the object position, dominated by forces beyond their 
control. 
 Certainly, the present study leaves out many other voices that also have 
contributed the participants’ situation.  Future research could include a more 
heterogenous sample of bulimic womens’ voices, as well as the voices of those who have 
witnessed and shared in her struggle, most notably her mother’s and father’s.  Indeed, a 
longitudinal, feminist case-study of bulimic women’s families could better demonstrate 
how cultural ideologies shape gender roles in the family, and how these contribute to the 
bulimic woman’s interpersonal and emotional dynamics.  Nonetheless, for the present 
purposes, highlighting how these dynamics have functioned in the lives of Ellen, Claire, 
Sam, and Abby, and putting them back into a larger cultural context has sufficiently 
illustrated how bulimia can be understood as an active process of negotiating the 
boundaries erected within through competing discourses that split the self along 
culturally determined binary oppositions.     
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APPENDIX A:   RECRUITMENT FLYER 
 
BULIMIC WOMEN 
 
When asked how you feel, do you often 
“draw a blank?”  
 
 
If so, you may be eligible to participate in a research study 
investigating bulimic women’s experience of emotions. 
 
In order to participate in the study 
you must also: 
• Be between the ages of 19 
and 29. 
• Have lived in the US for the 
past 10 years. 
• Be in treatment or therapy for 
bulimia nervosa. 
•  Be willing to discuss your 
personal history and 
experience with bulimia. 
 
 
 
If you qualify and you wish to 
participate, you will receive: 
• Compensation of $50. 
• An opportunity to help others  
understand your experience 
by telling your story. 
• The knowledge that you have 
contributed to a greater 
understanding of bulimia, 
which may ultimately help 
other women recover from 
the disorder.
 
For more information, please call (xxx) xxx-xxxx or e-mail dlpollack@verizon.net
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APPENDIX B: RECRUITMENT LETTER  
[UNIVERSITY LETTERHEAD] 
 
Deborah Pollack, M.A. 
Ph.D. Candidate, Clinical Psychology 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Name of therapist or counseling center director 
Address 
 
 
 
[date] 
 
 
Dear Dr. [name], 
 
I am a Ph.D. candidate in Clinical Psychology at Duquesne, and am conducting a 
qualitative study, as part of my dissertation, on bulimic women’s experiences of 
emotions.  I am interested in recruiting women who are 19 – 29 years old, currently in 
treatment for bulimia, and who have difficulty identifying and verbalizing their affective 
experience.    
 
Participants will meet with me twice, once to take a Rorschach test, and then to 
participate in a semi-structured interview about their experience with bulimia.  They also 
have the option of returning for a third appointment to learn more about how I am going 
to use their experiences as data.  Participants will be compensated $50 upon completion 
of the study. 
 
I would very much appreciate your displaying the enclosed flyer or brochures in your 
waiting room. By participating in this study, bulimic women will have the opportunity to 
learn more about themselves. Furthermore, by sharing their experience, they will help 
professionals to learn more about the disorder, and thus eventually help women with 
similar difficulties.  
 
This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board at Duquesne University, 
and is under the direction of Paul Richer, Ph.D.  If you have any questions or concerns, 
please do not hesitate to call me at (xxx) xxx-xxxx. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Deborah Pollack, M.A. 
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APPENDIX C: NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT 
Deborah Pollack 
Psychology Department 
Duquesne University 
Pittsburgh, PA  15221 
 
Pitt News 
Classified Department 
426 William Pitt Union 
Pittsburgh, PA  15260 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Please place this classified ad in the next six issues of the Pitt News.  It is 46 words long 
so I have included payment for 6 insertions with 46 words.  Please place stars on the top 
of the ad, and use boldface where I have bolded the text.  I have included the extra $2.00 
for this as well. 
 
 
[stars] 
BULIMIC WOMEN NEEDED 
I interested in interviewing current or recovering bulimic women who have difficulty 
describing their emotions. $50 compensation and the opportunity to tell your own story.  
Completely confidential – for dissertation research at Duquesne University.  Please call 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx or e-mail xxxxxx@verizon.net for more information. 
 
 
 
 
Please call me if there are any questions. 
 
Thank you, 
Deborah Pollack 
 (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
xxxxxxxx@verizon.net 
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APPENDIX D: E-MAIL TO PROSPECTIVE PARTICIPANTS WITH 
RESOURCES 
 
The following e-mail was sent to all participants who inquired about the study via e-mail, 
after I was no longer taking participants. 
 
Dear [name], 
 
Thank you for your interest but I'm no longer recruiting for the study. 
 
In case you would like further information about eating disorders or are in  
need of a referral, here is a list of local therapists who specialize in  
eating disorders and other eating disorder resources. I wish you the best. 
Sincerely, 
Deborah Pollack 
 
Local Organizations: 
 
Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic (WPIC) 
Center for Overcoming Problem Eating (COPE) 
Diane Koram, intake coordinator 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
The Center for Mind-Body Wellnes 
Jannette Travali, Director 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
www.mindbodywellness.com 
 
 
Local Outpatient Therapists (who specialize in eating disorders): 
 
Lauren Stern (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx Answering Svc 
 
Aedomar Grant (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Betty Goldblum (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Dr. Scott Barbar (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Jeff Weise (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Passavant Outpatient Nutrition 
Jennifer Wilson (dietitian) (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Jefferson Hospital (dietitian) 
Nutrition Link 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
St. Claire Hospital 
Joy Palonis (dietitian) (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Pat Zahniser (LSW) 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
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Beverly Harden 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Mary Alice Olsen (MSW) 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Lindsay Trainor (dietitian) 
(xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
Websites for information on eating disorders: 
 
Something Fishy website on eating disorders www.something-fishy.org 
 
Anorexia Nervosa and Related Disorders, Inc. www.anred.com 
 
Eating Disorders Awareness and Prevention, Inc. www.edap.org 
Treatment referral: 1-800-931-3587 
 
National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders 
www.anad.org 
 
The Renfrew Center www.renfrewcenter.com 
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APPENDIX E – CONSENT FORM 
 
 
 
 
 
[University Letterhead] 
 
 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
 
 
TITLE: Alexithymia and bulimia nervosa in context: A feminist 
empirical investigation. 
 
INVESTIGATOR:  Deborah Pollack, M.A. 
    7722 Abbott St. 
    Pittsburgh, PA 15221 
    (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
ADVISOR:   Paul Richer, Ph.D. 
    Psychology Department, Duquesne University 
    (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
This study is being performed as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the doctoral 
degree in clinical psychology at Duquesne University. 
 
PURPOSE: You are being asked to participate in a research project that seeks to 
investigate the emotional and familial experience of bulimic women.  You will be asked 
to meet with the researcher two times, for 2 to 3 hours at a time.  These sessions can be 
conducted either at your home or in a private, comfortable room in the Duquesne 
University Psychology Clinic, depending on your preference.  You will be asked to allow 
the researcher to interview you.  During this interview, you will be asked to discuss your 
experience of bulimia and your understanding of your emotional life.  The interviews will 
be taped and transcribed.   In addition, you will be asked to allow the researcher to 
conduct a Rorschach test with you.  The Rorschach or “ink blot” test uses your 
perceptions of the ink-blots to interpret certain features of your personality.  The results 
will be scored and interpreted by the researcher.   The researcher will only use those 
aspects of the Rorschach results that are pertinent to her project of developing a deeper 
understanding of bulimic women’s emotional experiences. These are the only requests 
that will be made of you. 
 
RISKS AND BENEFITS: There are minimal risks to participating in this study.  They 
include: discomfort with discussing personal material with the researcher, discomfort 
with describing emotional experiences with the researcher, and discomfort with taking 
the Rorschach test.  The benefits for participating in this study include: learning about 
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yourself through the interview and feedback session, and being able to contribute to a 
greater understanding of women with bulimia nervosa. 
 
If at any time, during the meetings, you feel uncomfortable with the material being 
discussed, you can stop the meeting.  If, at that time, you feel that you are in serious 
emotional distress, the researcher will help you to call either your therapist or an 
emergency mental health center, such as the Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic’s 
Diagnostic Emergency Center. 
 
COMPENSATION: You will be compensated for your time at $50.  However, 
participation in the project will require no monetary cost to you.   
 
CONFIDENTIALITY:  Your name will never appear on any survey or research 
instruments.  No identity will be made in the data analysis.  All written materials and 
consent forms will be stored in a locked file in the researcher's home.  Your response(s) 
will only appear in written summaries.  All identifying materials will be destroyed at the 
completion of the research.  Audio and/or video tapes will be erased.   
 
RIGHT TO WITHDRAW: You are under no obligation to participate in this study.  
You are free to withdraw your consent to participate at any time.   
 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS:  You may also request to meet with the researcher 
following your participation in the study, to receive feedback about your interview and 
Rorschach test, and to clarify any concerns or questions you may have about the research.   
 
VOLUNTARY CONSENT: I have read the above statements and understand what is 
being requested of me.  I also understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am 
free to withdraw my consent at any time, for any reason.  On these terms, I certify that I 
am willing to participate in this research project. 
 
I understand that should I have any further questions about my participation in this study, 
I may call the Researcher, Deborah Pollack, at (412) 478-1976, Dr. Paul Richer, advisor, 
at (412) 396-6326, or  Dr. Gene Mariani, Acting Chair of the Duquesne University 
Institutional Review Board at (412) 396-5081.   
 
 
 
____________________________________________  __________________ 
Participant’s signature     Date 
 
 
 
____________________________________________  __________________ 
Researcher’s signature      Date 
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APPENDIX F: LIST OF RESOURCES ON EATING DISORDERS FOR 
PARTICIPANTS TO TAKE HOME 
 
 
 
Eating Disorder Resources 
 
List complied by Deborah Pollack, M.A. (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
Local Organizations: 
Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic (WPIC) 
Center for Overcoming Problem Eating (COPE) 
Diane Koram, intake coordinator (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
The Center for Mind-Body Wellness 
Jannette Travali, Director (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
www.mindbodywellness.com 
 
Local Outpatient Therapists (who specialize in eating disorders): 
Lauren Stern       (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
(xxx) xxx-xxxx Answering Svc 
Aedomar Grant      (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Betty Goldblum      (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Dr. Scott Barbar       (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Jeff Weise        (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
Passavant Outpatient Nutrition 
Jennifer Wilson (dietitian)     (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Jefferson Hospital (dietitian) 
Nutrition Link      (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
St. Claire Hospital 
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 Joy Palonis (dietitian)    (xxx) xxx-xxxx  
Pat Zahniser (LSW)      (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Beverly Harden      (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Mary Alice Olsen (MSW)      (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
Lindsay Trainor (dietitian)     (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
 
 
Websites for information on eating disorders  
 
Something Fishy website on eating disorders  www.something-fishy.org 
 
Anorexia Nervosa and Related Disorders, Inc. www.anred.com 
 
Eating Disorders Awareness and Prevention, Inc.  www.edap.org 
Treatment referral: 1-800-931-3587 
 
National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders   
www.anad.org 
 
The Renfrew Center  www.renfrewcenter.com 
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APPENDIX G: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR FIRST 
MEETING 
 
Pre-Interview: 
“To warm-up, why don’t you tell me about yourself  and something interesting that 
happened to you recently?” (stop after about 5 minutes). 
 
Interviewer:  I would like to ask you some questions about your experience with bulimia 
and also how you experience and understand emotions.  Feel free to elaborate or ask for 
clarification on any question.  If, at any time you feel uncomfortable, or do not want to 
talk about a particular topic, let me know and we will move on. 
 
TOPIC I: Development of bulimia 
Main question: Could you please tell me about how your bulimia developed?   
Other potential questions:  What was going on in you life at that time?  
What were your relationships like with others (friends, family, romantic interests)?   
Why do you think you developed bulimia at this time? 
What do you think was the role of society/culture? 
Has being female contributed?  If so, how? 
 
TOPIC II:  Current understanding of bulimia 
Main questions:  Can you describe for me a recent bulimic episode? 
What role is bulimia currently playing in your life?  How often do you engage in this type 
of behavior? 
Other potential questions:  
What types of situations trigger a bulimic episode? 
What happens afterwards? 
How is it affected by and how does it affect your relationships with others? 
What is the role of society/culture currently? 
 
TOPIC III:  Emotional Experience 
Main question:  Can you describe a recent emotional experience? 
Other potential questions:  Who was involved?  What specific emotions did you feel?  
Can you describe them?  What happened before? What happened after? 
 
TOPIC IV:  Emotional life as related to bulimia 
Main question:  How do you understand the role of emotions in your life, particularly in 
relation to bulimia? 
Other potential questions:  Do you see yourself as an “emotional” person?  In what 
sorts of situations do you become “emotional”?  What emotions do you often feel?  What 
emotions don’t you feel?  Is it difficult to describe your emotions to others?  Do you feel 
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emotions more often in certain situations and with certain people?  What situations and 
with what people? 
 
TOPIC V: Present experience 
Main question:  How did you feel during the interview?  How do you feel right now? 
Other potential questions:  What was it like talking to me?  Did you experience any 
emotions while talking to me?  If so, what were they and when did you experience them? 
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APPENDIX H: STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR SECOND MEETING 
 
FAMILIAL DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC SCREENING 
OF BULIMIA NERVOSA 
 
The following interview is loosely based on the intake interviews of the Western 
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic’s Eating Disorders Program, the Duquesne University 
Psychology Clinic, and the Developmental History from the Department of Psychiatry, 
Allegheny General Hospital.   
 
BULIMIA NERVOSA DIAGNOSTIC SCREENING: 
To assess if the participant meets DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for Bulimia Nervosa 
(307.51): 
Interviewer: “I am going to ask you some questions about your experience with bulimia.  
Please feel free to ask for clarification on any question.” 
 
1. Do you binge on foods? 
2. Describe what you would eat in a typical binge. 
3. How long does the binge last? 
4. How often, per week, do you binge? 
5. Do you feel when you binge that you are “out of control?” 
6. Do you vomit after you binge? 
7. Do you use laxatives or diuretics on a regular basis?  If so how often? 
8. Do you exercise?   
9. What types of exercise do you engage in? 
10. How long does each exercise episode last? 
11. How often do you exercise? 
12. Are you satisfied with your body and weight? 
13. Are there particular parts of your body that you do not like? 
14. Have you ever fasted or restricted eating to lose or maintain weight?  If so, when 
did this occur? 
15. What was your lowest weight? 
 
FAMILIAL/DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY: 
Interviewer:  “Now I am going to ask you about your family and your experiences 
growing up.  Please feel free to ask for clarification on any question.  Also, feel free to 
elaborate on any question.  If you do not feel comfortable answering a question, let me 
know and we will move on.” 
 
1. When were you born?  Where were you born? 
2. Were your parents married at the time of your birth? 
3. How old were your parents when you were born? 
4. Were you full-term, premature, or late in delivery? 
5. Did you have any illnesses or disabilities at birth or within the first year? 
6. Do you have siblings?  What are their sexes and ages? 
7. Are your parents still married?  If not, did they get divorced? 
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8. Have their been any deaths in your immediate family?  If so, describe. 
9. Have their been other significant losses or traumatic experiences?  If so, describe. 
10. Have their been any instances of physical, sexual, or verbal abuse?  If so, 
describe. 
11. Did anyone in your immediate family ever abuse drugs or alcohol?  If so, 
describe. 
12. Have their been any major illnesses in the immediate family?  If so describe. 
13. Have their been any mental illnesses in the immediate family?  If so describe. 
14. Did your family move when you were growing up?  How many times? 
15. Who lived in the household when you were growing up? 
16. Are you still living in the household?  If not, when did you move out?  How often 
do you visit? 
17. As a child, did you reach all of your developmental milestones, such as walking 
and talking on time?  If not, please elaborate. 
18. Did you have any major illnesses or surgery?  If so, describe. 
19. Did you have any emotional or behavioral problems?  If so, describe? 
20. What is your earliest memory? 
21. Please describe yourself as a child.  
22. Please describe the home atmosphere growing up.  What was a typical day like in 
your household? 
23. What is your parents’ relationship like (to each other)? 
24. Describe your relationship with your mother. 
25. Describe your relationship with your father. 
26. Describe your relationship with your siblings.  
27. Is there anything else about what it was like for you growing up that you wish to 
tell me? 
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APPENDIX I: TWO COLUMN FORM FOR INTERVIEW NOTES 
 
BULIMIA STUDY PROCESS NOTES 
 
 
Date ___________  page ___ of ___ 
Participant ______________________ 
 
Time  Subject in interview   body language/     post-hoc 
other felt experience  reflections 
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APPENDIX J: RORSCHACH RESULTS OF ALL PARTICIPANTS AND NORMS 
 
    Participants 
Measure Ellen Claire Sam Abby Norms 
[alexithymia
1
] alexithymic control 
R 16 19 26 17 M =16.9 SD 3.2 M=18.3 SD=3.7 
M% 44 16 19 43 M= 4.9 SD = 6.1 M = 14.6 SD = 9.6 
WSumC 3.5 / 22% 5 / 26 5.5 /21 1.5 /8% M=12.9 SD= 9.4 M=19.3, SD = 12.1 
FC/ % 0/0% 3/16% 2/ 8% 1/ 6% M=2.8 SD =2.9 M=16.3, SD =10.4 
EA 10.5 8 10.5 4.5 M=18.0 SD=11.6 M=33.8 M=14.9 
FD /% 2/12.5% 2/11% 8/31% 3/18% M=1.0 SD=2.4 M=5.5 SD=6.4 
Blends:R 8:16 3:19 12:26 3:17   
Blends%  50 16 46 18 M=9.4 SD=7.4 M=24.9 SD=14.3 
F% 13 26 15 29 M=65.1 SD=11.5 M=30.1 SD=13.3 
Zf/% 11/69% 12/63% 22/85% 15/88% M=48.7, SD=16.8 M=57.7, SD=14.1 
DQ+ / % 3/ 19% 7 /37% 12/46% 5/29% M=11.8, SD=13.1 M=23.6, SD=11.5 
PSV 1 0 0 4 62.5% >0 17.8% > 0 
An+Xy/% 0 5 / 26% 3 /12% 1/6% M=10.3, SD=13.4 M=12.3, SD=10.4 
A/% 5 /31% 5 /26% 5 /19% 9 / 53% M=45.4, SD=9.6 M=30.8, SD=13.5 
a:p 5:6 5:2 8:4 6:2   
Pop /% 3 /19% 3 / 16% 4 / 15% 6 / 35% M=46.9, SD=13.3 M=25.4, SD =9.5 
Pure 
H/% 
6 / 38% 1 / 5% 5 / 19% 3 / 18% M=4.6, SD =5.4 M=5.6, SD =5.9 
Human 
Content 
9 5 9 4   
CDI 3 1 1 2 M=4.2, SD=0.7 M=2.8, SD=1.4 
SumT 2 0 0 0 90.6%, SumT=0 20%, SumT=0 
Mo/u /% 7 / 44% 2 / 11% 2 / 8% 3/ 18% M=3.6, SD=4.5 M=11.4, SD=7.5 
[bulimia]
2
 bulimic normal 
PTI 0 0 3 0 (SCZI) 26% met criteria 0 met criteria 
DEPI 6 3 5 4   
S-CON 8 5 8 4   
FC: 
CF+C 
0:3 3:3 2:4 1:1 42% CF+C > FC 
 
5% CF+C>FC 
3r+(2)/R .56 .21 .23 .24 12%  <.30 2% <.30 
Fr+Rf 2 0 0 0 37% > 0 0% > 0 
S 2 2 8 3 32% S > 3 4% S >3 
AG 1 2 0 0 14% AG >1 2% AG > 1 
ROD
3
 1 3 0 0 5.5
4
 6 
Fd 1 0 0 0   
M u/- %
5
 .125 .11 .12 0 16.7% in Parmer 10.31% in Parmer 
                                                 
1
 See (Porcelli & Meyer, 2002) 
2
 See (Weisberg et al., 1987) 
3
 Rorschach Oral Dependency Scale.  See (Bornstein, 1996) 
4
 See (Fowler et al., 2002) 
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L 0.14 0.36 0.18 0.42 Bulimics more often than 
controls had L<50 
Norm = .58  
[both]  bulimic normal alex. normal 
Afr 0.23 0.46 0.53 0.22 9% Afr <50 42 % Afr 
<50 
M=45.7 
SD=16.7  
M=50.9 
SD=14.9 
D (Adj) 0 +1 -1 0 67% D in 
minus 
range 
Norm = 
0.04 
  
EB 7:3.5 
introversive 
3:5 
Extra. 
5: 5.5 
ambitent 
3:1.5 
ambitent 
19% 
extratensive 
32% 
introversive 
49% 
ambitent 
53% 
extratensive 
40% 
introversive 
7% 
ambitent 
34.4% 
extratensive 
0% 
introversive 
65.6% 
ambitent 
46.7% 
extratensive 
26.7% 
introversive 
26.6% 
ambitent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                 
5
 See (Parmer, 1991) 
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APPENDIX K: SAMPLE TABLULAR DATA FOR INTERPRETIVE 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
 
Due to the size of the tabular version of the data, I have included the tablular data for 
only one participant, Claire, as an example.  Similar tables were compiled for the three 
other participants. 
 
Participant: Claire 
Biographical Table 
Theme Start 
Character 
Segment text 
1.  Developmental History 
a. birth 4370/2 "I was born in uh, [city], Louisiana. " 
12681/2 "When you were born were you like, premature, or was anything, 
wrong when you were born? C: uh-uh. " 
 
b. illnesses  
12790/2 "D: Did you have any disabilities or illnesses or anything like that? C: 
um-um. " 
c. trauma 12871/2 "D: Um (6) Have there been like when you were growing up were 
there any like, um, I guess there weren’t any deaths in your immediate 
family? C: No." 
13021/2 "D: Um, have there been any, like traumatic experiences, or significant 
losses? C: No. " 
13109/2 "D: Were there any instances of abuse, you don’t have to tell me… C: 
No there-there weren’t though. " 
 
d. milestones 
17055/2 "Uh, when you were a kid did you, reach all of your developmental 
milestones like walking and talking on time? C: um-hmm. D: You 
probably reached them earlier, you sounded pretty- C: Yeah I was 
being trained, D: You were being trained? C: Well I don’t know maybe 
I was, whatever I was." 
Family History 
2.  Descriptions of mother 
a. Job - nurse 20948/2 "My mom was a nurse, and she uh-while she was raising us, she 
worked, every other weekend, in the ICU. D: O.k. C: She worked, 
limited hours. Now she, she’s teaching a college class, and, working in 
a cardiac rehab lab, so D: O.k. C: Yeah, but uh, as-as we were younger 
she-she didn’t work, D: um-hmm. C: as much, D: um-hmm. C: So. " 
42045 "But um, she (.) well she’s an ICU nurse, D: um-hmm C: So, a lot of 
her concerns, for us were like safety. D: um-hmm C: Cause she’s 
seeing like ya know (.) so that was, and it was all in love but (.)" 
b. Concern for 
safety 
46628 "I mean, so Alaska its like frickin’ twenty-five below in the winter and, 
fifteen I was not allowed to ride in a car with anyone under the age of 
like forty. D: uh-huh. C: And, I would have to like walk home from 
school, and I would get rides with like, my friends older brother and 
like, I mean I honestly remember like being in the truck with him 
sitting and seeing this like Suburban coming down the other side of the 
street, and thinking it was my mom and like, (pantomimes ducking) D: 
[LF] C: ya know ducking and he’s like, ‘what are you doing?’ ya 
know, D: uh-huh C: Just like, just stuff like that or, not totally 
unreasonable stuff like ditching my helmet, ya know in the-in the 
woods when I would go ride my bike, when I’m like [LF] seventeen or 
something I just.” 
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44195 "And so, my mom was always like checking up on me at school and 
she would like go see teachers-like she would be like go talk to my 
teachers or call my teachers just like make sure of stuff and like, never-
she never just never like just trust me that everything was getting done 
or, " 
c. Intrusiveness 
 "I guess (.) my mom_s always in there like, _you-you do this or you 
change this and change this,_ and like D: um-hmm C: (6) hang out 
with the people, like hang out with certain people that was always like 
kinda like, she could talk-she could tell me what-what to do and what 
not to do and who to see and not see, D: um-hmm C: It just always ( ) 
there weren_t, boundaries. D: um-hmm C: um, as far as that goes." 
d. Head of the 
house 
41428 "Well my mom is really like the-my mom is the like the head of the 
house definitely as far as the like" 
3. Descriptions of father 
a. Job - engineer 538 "They’re all there, I uh, I grew up-my Dad is an engineer for an oil 
company so I grew up moving around a lot. " 
20522/2 "And my-my Dad uh, my Dad is so, he’s just so-Oh God he’s so smart 
he’s ridiculously smart, um, but he, gets up, he would get up and got to 
work at-at like 4:30, in the morning, D: um-hmm. C: so he’s and then 
he’d come home by six and have dinner with us, so he kind of he did 
his work early in the morning, D: um-hmm. C: So he could come home 
and, eat dinner with us. " 
9062/2 "I know my Dad just loved-loves the all girls and he just really, he 
really enjoys it uh, I think if we were all boys we would have, eaten 
him out of house and home, we did already. My Dad was always like, 
_if you guys were boys, we never would be able to pay the grocery 
bills,_ D: um-hmm. C: But um, I never-I never really thought about 
that. D: um-hmm. C: We_re just, the [last name] girls. " 
b. Family man 
23219/2 "And-and my boyfriend now reminds me, a lot of my Dad and that_s a 
really-that_s a good thing to me, like _oh wow, that_s so much like my 
Dad that_s so great,_ ya know, so. " 
44958 "And my Dad like, Dad’s really loving really funny, really like 
sarcastic and just uh, my Dad’s great (.) he’s uh, he was pretty 
demanding too, though. " 
c. demanding 
45110 "Like he’s definitely not any more, but um we used to, math has never 
been my strongest subject and I just remember when I think of junior 
high, I think of like ten o’clock at night at the kitchen table with my 
Dad and me like crying, D: hmm. C: and him like, ‘you can’t do math 
like this,’ ya know like ‘ it has to be-everything has to line up,’ and 
blah blah blah and, ‘do it with a ruler,’ and just like, I don’t know. Like 
he was always-always very willing to help me but, at some point it was 
just like, I think like, he was just like pushing me too hard. " 
d. More laid back 
than mom 
42430 "And, um, my Dad, my Dad is more laid back" 
4. Descriptions of parents  
a. How they met 3030/2 "my Dad was like a very very, really smart, really athletic like, 
apparently just like a-just a really like, good kid like desirable very 
popular and uh, my mom grew up kinda like knowing him, they lived 
in the same town and like watching him and they, they actually re-met 
after some years of kind of knowing who each other were um, (7) Uh, 
when-when my mom was probably twenty-about twenty-five and my 
Dad was like, twenty-eight…They- they really like they had grown up 
in the same town, they knew who each other-they knew each other’s 
family, and they knew who each other were, it just, there was a big age 
difference, and then, when the met again, in uh, grad school, D: um-
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hmm. C: it was uh, my mom said it was love at first sight. D: hmm. C: 
So [LF]. He was standing under this like bar sign, but it was like neon 
and, I always hear this story, and, my mom was like, ‘and it was like, 
shining down on your Dad,’ and I’m like, ‘It was a bar sign!’ [LF] D: 
[LF] C: But, so that’s-that’s their story. And they’ve been married for 
twenty-twenty something years. " 
21288/2 "D: And what was your parents relationship like to each other while 
you were growing up? C: Oh it was always, it was always really, really 
good um. We uh, ya know they, always like I love you I love you I 
love you, to us everything was uh, be careful I love you, be careful I 
love you, and, it was really good it-and, if they ever argued even the 
littlest argument, it would always really, it was always really shocking 
and like, frightening to me because they would never-they never 
argued really," 
b. Parents’ 
relationship 
23015/2 "But, they-they had a really good relationship. They still do, I (.) I’m 
glad I grew up around that, cause that’s, I have really high hopes and 
expectations for like if I get married, or, " 
c. United front 42570 "Um, but they-they’re very much like they’re-they’re a completely 
united front. And that was always very frustrating. Its like the cardinal 
sin in my family was like if you asked Dad and-and he said no or if 
you asked mom and he said no, if you go to the other parent and ask, 
D: um-hmm C: That was like, you don-you don’t do that that was like 
the most horrible thing cause my parents were always very much like, 
so united and they always support each other in whatever they did so. 
That was really frustrating too cause it was like, [LF] once you got a 
‘no’, it was definitely a ‘no.’ " 
40325 Like, I was a kid but like my parents were ridiiiiculous. Like its not, 
[LF] its not like a, wouldn’t let me got to parties its like, anywhere I go 
ya know they have to call and like talk to a parent like, D: hmm C: if I 
was gonna be at someone’s house after school like, just-just like, just, 
silly stuff that, that’s I like ta-( ) that’s all I can thing of that was going 
on at the time. 
7099 "a lot of with my family, my parents are like really really really strict 
like insanely strict” 
d. 
Overprotectivenes
s 
12079 “like my family saw a therapist and the therapist was like, ‘you guys 
are crazy, this is, insane,’ um (.) I think they just saw that like, it was 
having a really bad effect on me. D: Just over-protectiveness? C: Just 
over-protectiveness, over-bearing, 
8255/2 "I’m kind of jealous of my two younger sisters two because they got it 
so much easier growing up because my parents like, by the time it got 
to them, they were just so much more laid back and, D: um-hmm. C: 
it’s kind of, sometimes when I go home I’m like, ‘You let them do 
that, Oh my God!’ " 
e. Going easier 
now 
11294/2 "Like my parents have loosened up so much and, we- we just 
continuously corrupt them now. D: uh-huh C Like, they just-they used 
to, its so fun now cause they used to be so impossible to talk to and so, 
like, couldn’t relate to them, and now that, now that we’re older and 
they’ve loosened up so much its really fun to go home because, ya 
know we’ve got my mom ya know, someone is talking about some girl 
in high school and my mom will be like, ‘is she one of those 
hoochies?’ D: [LF] C: And then we’re like, ‘Yes! She’s a hoochie.’ " 
5. Descriptions of family 
a. Safety-family 42247 " we were like the safety family [LF]. Like we couldn’t do anything 
cause it was unsafe like, we couldn’t like ice skate or like roller skater, 
or like, any-we couldn’t do anything. " 
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b. No boundaries 49889 " There (4) we don’t have a lot of boundaries in my family, like (2) not 
so much emotional boundaries, I know like some families, get too 
much into each others like, definitely like private emotional business 
but, with us it-it was just it was really weird like my whole family ya 
know there’s six of us if anyone was gonna, and it was-a-a lot of it was 
very unspoken like, if anyone was gonna take a shower, D: um-hmm 
C: or like take a bath, you never just go, take a shower or bath, its like, 
come downstairs and like, ‘hey I’m gonna, take a shower is that o.-ya 
know is that o.k.?’ D: hmm. C: ‘oh yeah-yeah-yeah.’ I still so that 
when I’m at home like I’ll be on the balcony and be like, ‘I’m gonna 
take a shower, o.k.’ and get in the show-like, D: hmm. C: that’s just an 
example like just a-kind of a really kind of tacit, but (2) just, they (3) 
there just weren’t a whole lot of boundaries like as far as (7) um, just 
like what was going on in our lives like (.) ya know like it-the-it would 
be like empty out your backpack ya know I need to se-I wanna see 
everything, like let’s let’s uh, let’s look at everything er, it was always 
like lets its like ‘well lets sit down and talk about, ya know, this,’ or 
‘lets sit down and do,’ ya know-like uh, yeah I couldn’t like keep my 
room how I wanted it like " 
10888/2 "Anne, math-science, ya know extreme, like ridiculous athlete. Jill, the 
next one more musical, acting, drama queen. Kelly, we don’t know 
she’s probably gonna be crazy [LF]. D: [LF] C: She’s the youngest 
and, she’s such a baby, and she just like (.) we always joke like my 
family-my family has a really good sense of humor like, we’ll be like, 
well maybe Kelly will be the slutty one, [LF] " 
964 "a big part of my life is my family I have three younger sisters, D: um-
hmm C: Who are all um- we’re all three years apart so you know, 21 
on down that’s pretty cool I-I’m really close to my sisters and um, my 
parents too I-I mean I’m fairly close to them " 
6758/2 "Well its uh, I’m 21, ‘Anne’ is, sh-shit [LF] Yeah, we go, 21, 18, 15, 
12, and so it-we kind of split off into two groups, D: um-hmm. C: Me 
and ‘Anne,’ two oldest, and then ‘Jill’ and then ‘Kelly’ the two 
youngest, D: um-hmm. C: Ah, for obvious reasons like, Anne and I 
always- we had to share a room, always until, high school and same 
with Jill and Kelly, they’ve, they’ve been sharing and they finally just 
got their own rooms," 
7798/2 "My family- my sisters are all just, really, really smart and like, and 
really athletic, I-my sister who’s twelve, like basketball coaches in 
high school are just salivating for her to come up and, my sister who-
who’s the next one, Anne, could’ve played, ya know, varsity sports in 
college, she decided not to, she’s really smart she’s focusing on 
academics, D: um-hmm. C: They just, they’re all really, really cool, 
really cool girls. " 
c. Sisters 
9553/2 "And then Anne had a, hell of a lot to live up to. And now Jill, like in 
Anne’s legacy, Kelly on Jill’s legacy, it-there’s not a lot of room for 
uh, mediocrity. 
Personal History 
6. Early childhood 
a. Moved around 617 "I grew up moving around a lot. D: um-hmm C: As far as like the big 
oil like, states and countries like Japan and Texas and Louisiana. 
Finally we kind of settled in Alaska and,” 
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4417/2 "D: And then when, did you, did the first move? C: (2) O.k. a let me 
think, (5) we moved from [city] to, Houston, when I was, God, how 
old was I? Oh ah, I was in pre-school so I was, three. D: um-hmm. C: 
Then we moved (.) let me just outline this for you alright. [city] to 
Houston, to Hiroshima, back to Houston, to (4) Anchorage Alaska, D: 
um-hmm. C: To [town 1] Alaska to [town 2] Texas, and back to [town 
1], Alaska. D: um-hmm. C: And, basically like, three years in between 
each move. " 
 
6023/2 "When I was younger though, moving-like moving I thought was fun. I 
had fun living in Japan, [tape ended] C: I-I just I liked that, ya know I 
was the only white-I went to a Japanese pre-school, and, I-I was, I 
thought it was pretty fun when I was younger. D: Did you learn 
Japanese? C: Yeah I was fluent in um, inasmuch as any like, pre-
schooler is fluent, D: uh-huh C: I don’t really remember anything, I 
remember how to count to ten that’s about it. " 
b. precocious 17698/2 "Um (6) according to my parents I was really precocious, I really liked 
to read, uh, and li-like the story of, this sums everything up” 
c. Afraid to 
disappoint parents 
17833/2 my mom, my fa-if I would do anything, bad, or something that, ya 
know I didn’t know was bad she would never have to punish me or yell 
at me she would just like, I was like two or three she’d say, ‘Claire I’m 
very disappointed in you.’ And I would just be like, [pretend crying] 
‘wahhhh, I’ll never so it again,’ and that was it, whereas like my sister 
Anne they would say, like, ya know, ‘don’t do that,’ and she’d go, ‘I’m 
gonna do that again.’ D: [LF] C: They said with me it was just like, if 
they were-if they were disappointed, I was not going back there again 
so," 
d. “crazy little 
girl” 
18471 "I was-I was just like a crazy little, just like a crazy little girl. I had a 
lot of fun. I loved to sing and dance and yell and, play a lot, I, liked my 
kitty and, C: I liked Barbies and Star Wars and (.) I think I was kind of 
cute. D: um-hmm. C: I uh-I th-I feel like I had a good time when I was 
a little kid. " 
18827/2 "My earliest memory I think is third birthday party. D: um-hmm. C: 
Uh riding, tr-riding this little playschool, kind of Fischer Price trike 
around the house, with my family, um. I have really good memories of 
early childhood. " 
e. Good memories 
19007/2 "I have really good memories of early childhood. D: um-hmm. C: 
Because, you don’t, I think uh, ah, you not-you’re not really looking 
for any, independence or responsibility at a really young age, I was 
content to, ya know, play with my mom and my sister, D: um-hmm. C: 
Only when I started to get older, did it start to be more conflict. D: um-
hmm. C: I had a really happy childhood. " 
f. Home life 19396/2 "D: What was the, home like, like what was a typical day like in your 
house? C: When I was younger? D: yeah when you were a kid. C: 
Well, uh, it wa-, my mom would get us up for school everyday, we 
never had to wake up to an alarm or anything, and fix us breakfast, and 
got the lunches, uh, and, we’d have to wait for the bus, the bus stopped 
in our driveway, but we couldn’t just wait, in the driveway, my mom 
would like, I guess its kinda normal, my mom would like, stand in the 
door or stand in the window until we got on the bus, and uh, um, I-I’d 
go to school, do my thing and mom would, sometimes we’d take the 
bus home but mostly mom would pick us up and, then it was, uh, I 
took ballet and jazz, so I’d usually be going to like some sort of lesson, 
I played flute and I’d usually be going to my flute lesson, um, (11) 
piano I took piano lessons, I always played uh, Boys and Girls club 
sports and a lot of times my parent-my Dad would coach the team, so, 
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a lot of nights we’d be going out to the-the different basketball games 
or soccer games, uh. D: um-hmm. C: We’d always eat dinner as a 
family. " 
7. Junior high-school 
23404/2 "So it was pretty harmonious until, like high school? C: No, until-until 
junior high, when we moved to Texas, D: uh-huh, right. C: And I 
started, having just problems cause I-I hated it and I was lonely and I 
was just sad. " 
a. Lonely and sad 
37593 " I was so sad in junior high because a, um, you had to, in the middle 
of my seventh grade year we were living in this town in Alaska, D: 
um-hmm, C: (name of town), and my Dad got transferred to, West 
Texas. D: um-hmm C: So we had to leave in the middle of my seventh 
grade year. Which is like, the most horrible year anyway. D: Um-hmm. 
Why was it horrible? C: Just-just in general like, for most, its just a 
awkward time, like I think most people are twelve? thirteen? I was like 
eleven-twelve, D: um-hmm. C: And it’s the whole like hormones and 
puberty and, where do I fit in and am I popular and am I pretty and I’m 
awkward and I [LF] ya know like I don’t like myself and, D: um-hmm. 
C: Just all that stuff and then, I had to move, to Texas and uh (2) we 
only spent a year in Texas and then moved back to Alaska but, that 
year I just remember I was like sad all the time and crying and like, ‘I 
hate this’ and angry and like telling my parents and" 
8. High school 
a. Became 
sexually active 
7693 " But um, I had a boyfriend for the first time and uh, I, yeah I was, 
right, this is kind of embarrassing I was way too young but like I 
started being sexually active, D: um-hmm C: I always been like such a 
good, just like perfect not perfect definitely but like really good, girl, 
D: um-hmm C: and I guess I just didn’t really (.) it there was just a lot 
of pressure, D: um-hmm C: sounds so stupid but like peer pressure 
maybe? I don’t know, and I just kinda felt like maybe I didn’t care, so I 
just kinda started, and I was like o.k. fine and so we started being 
sexually active and (.) it- I wasn’t like really traumatized by it but I just 
remember like it was I-it was like I didn’t want it but like I was doing 
it anyway and so a lot of it-a lot of it was a lot of it was like trying ta 
(2) I don’t; know I just wanted to get away from the body, " 
10402 "But um that summer my boyfriend um, cheated on me? [playing with 
cuff of jeans] D: um-hmm C: And like I never really had this ever-I 
never even had a boyfriend before so he like, he-he slept with so-a 
another girl I was on vacation, D: um-hmm C: And then I just was like, 
never like entered my mind that something like that could (h) happen 
really? D: um-hmm C: And that just really, it kind of devastated me. 
Cause I thought it was like a really strong relationship but um, (quieter) 
so young it doesn’t really ( ) but uh, that’s when I started getting really 
out of control with bingeing and purging. " 
b. First boyfriend 
cheats on her 
27471 "And when ah, whe-when my boyfriend when I like found out he had 
cheated on me and this and that and he, he told me in person I was like, 
stone cold. And he was, crying and just like, ‘oh I’m sorry,’ and, I was 
(.) I was devastated but I was like, ya know, ‘I’m not gonna let you see 
me cry.’ And-and the whole, that whole summer, like any I just I 
would never, anytime we’d talk or anything just like just be stone cold 
and " 
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28581 "D: What was going on inside of you? C: Um (7) I think a lot of denial, 
just (7) like I-I’m really, wouldn’t-like a person that if somethings 
going wrong or really bad or someone’s hurting me, I can kind of like, 
put my head in the sand and be like ‘o.k. I know this just happened but 
I’m-I’m gonna ignore it and keep going on,’ like, D: hmm. C: just, (I 
guess) just my way of like coping with it at the time was (.) to kind of 
like seal off, like seal off my-my heart or my whatever my emotions, 
just so they wouldn’t get, pummeled. I really convinced myself that I 
didn’t care. " 
25439 "Uh, I also think, uh, (15) it was also-I was also angry ‘cause, a lot of 
times through the relationship, I knew-we went to different schools, me 
and this guy, I knew that he was, he seemed almost like really out of 
my league. He was-I mean, oh my God! [LF] This is really sad but 
like, if you could actually see this guy now he’s an actor in New York, 
um. God he’s so gorgeous, like he’s so just ridiculously gorgeous, 
asshole, but he’s gorgeous. But um, he was just like, very desired at his 
school and like such a like, a huge flirt and just like, ‘h just 
ridiculously you know sought after, and I was just like, well, o.k. ya 
know like, and I-I was always hearing stuff like he was just a big flirt 
or like maybe he, heard rumors about like, maybe he had been cheating 
on me, or he had been seen with someone else or whatever, and, 
whenever I asked him he would always make me feel really bad, like 
that I was ridiculous, or that like, that, ya know, it was never like, ‘no! 
I love you, I’ it was like, ‘oh, I can’t believe you said that-that’s so 
stupid! And blah blah blah,’ and so I was very-along with being 
devastated I was very angry and I just felt like, the whole relationship 
had been based on, lies, D: um-hmm. C: Because (.) he’d spent such a 
long time like making me feel silly for thinking-for being doubtful and 
it was, warranted, so. " 
24352/2 "I just remember feeling like, (12) I remember just kind of feeling 
almost like, numb, and in disbelief, D: um-hmm. C: that (7) kinda like 
the world, the world wasn’t as I thought it was, things weren’t was I 
thought they-they should be or would be I guess I was kinda, I just had 
a lot of naïveté about relationships that I just never really thought stuff 
like that, I just never pictured anything like that ever happening to me 
and um.  
 
24793/2 “I just felt really like, unwanted, like I-I was really obsessed with how 
I-like, what, what made this girl, what was so special about this girl, 
what is, what’s wrong with me like, ya know, I-I would just constantly 
obsess like, she-is she taller is she thinner, is she prettier like, like is 
her hair like, I just like felt so, rejected, D: um-hmm. C: Like, I wasn’t 
good enough, and I was never gonna be good enough," 
c. Eating disorder 11068  “that, that summer and my senior year, and uh (4) so during my senior 
year in high school, really just kind of came like out of my control and 
like every ya know I purged every single-every single day for at least 
ya know at least once a day probably sometimes twice or three times. " 
d. Not sure where 
she fit in 
39656 “Was just like no-trying to figure out where, where I fit in? at school 
and with my friends and stuff, um. Like not really being sure like, who 
I was or who I was supposed to be or like maybe which crowd I was 
supposed to be hanging out with, um (7). [very quietly] (that’s that’s 
about all I ). " 
e. Unwanted 
attention 
55452 "And like negative attention-as far as like society I high school 
remember like, girls can be really, [LF] really mean and, horrible and 
like the-a big part of me wanting to lose weight was I just kind of 
wanted to like disappear from like all this, unwanted attention. " 
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 55722 "D: Did people like, say things to you? C: yeah-yeah like guys would, 
say stuff and like, the older girls like, I don’t know, that I was a slut or 
something like, D: hmm. C: But it-it was never like a big like a, it was 
never like an actual like rumor this or that but like, just the way-the 
way that they would treat me or like, or competition kid of, or like 
something like that like, that was always kind of just like. I just kind of 
wanted to disappear from that and not, D: um-hmm C: Especially from 
guys and from men, D: um-hmm C: I-I that kind of attention made me 
really uncomfortable, and uh, so that was actually like as far as society 
goes, that was part of it, D: um-hmm C: just kind of, getting, sort of, 
sexual attention. " 
9. College 
a. Current 3920 "D: Are you, um, living on campus or off campus? C: I live off 
campus, D: By yourself or with friends? C: I live with uh, three other 
girls. " 
b. Desire to leave 
Alaska 
28617/2 " I just got kind of sick of, being in a small town and having, ya know 
everyone, everyone knew you and your history and your family’s and 
your reputation and your business, and I never had, just for me it was, 
a, a lot of expectations (.) that (7) like people were always expecting 
me to do something good or do something amazing and (5) I-I just 
didn’t want to go somewhere where that would just (.) like keep feeling 
that-that sort of pressure (5). And again like, that’s not the only reason 
I chose [local university], like I was really interested in the Psych 
department and like the neuroscience department. But a big draw to it 
was, I-I visited a lot of schools like, i-i-Cal-like, Pomona and uh, 
Georgetown, and all like these smaller schools, uh Boston college and I 
just remember walking around and, and talking to people and it just 
seemed like high school again, like everyone knew each other and (.) I 
just didn’t, I don’t know ( ). I was just sick of everyone knowing, all 
my business, and everything about me, I just wanted to kind of get (5) 
Also-o.k. yeah also a lot of it I was um-I felt like if I could just leave, 
Alaska I could leave who I was there and start again and then that, that 
never happens” 
c. Brought eating 
disorder to college 
12090 “So once I started college, it just kind of. It was just the status quo I 
had ya know, access to the cafeterias and everything and I would just, I 
would binge and purge once a day…Its-its weird it kind of went on 
cycles so then, ya know I just kind of dealt with it my freshman 
sophomore year. D: um-hmm C: But then by the time it was my 
sophomore year of college it had been like ya know, four years," 
18002 “Um (2) I just was really depressed and like really lonely and like so 
far away, from, I just had a really hard time making friends and, (.) it 
was jus I was, it was like my f-my only, friend, like I was used to think 
like if I didn’t spend like two to three hours of my day like bingeing ad 
purging, D: um-hmm C: I’d just be like sitting alone in my room and." 
d. Isolation & 
anonymity 
18527 "And it was hard like coming from this town in Alaska where like my 
high school was like six hundred kids and I knew everybody and, 
everyone knew ya know everyone knows you and your family and like, 
ya know you come from a good family and you’re a good kid and that 
was like part of the reason I wanted to come to [local university] other 
than, like I looked at a lot of like really small liberal arts schools, D: 
um-hmm C: But I was like, really gung-ho about the anonymity, D: 
um-hmm C: Finally just, people would leave me alone. D: hmm C: 
And then I was just, ya know obviously no happy medium in that 
either, D: um-hmm C: I just kind of, became a recluse. " 
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74832 "I so antiso-just like so antisocial and depressed like first couple years 
of college" 
 
75199 "It was so, h’ I just wanna like uh, I felt like I could like leave my 
dorm at like midnight and just start walking and disappear and no one 
would even notice I was gone [LF] ya know like. That’s how, I just felt 
like, no one knew I-no one knew who I was I didn’t know who anyone 
else was like, " 
e. Eating disorder 
out of control 
12919 "And it started to get even more out of control. Where I would like not 
go to-like not leave my room. D: um-hmm C: Not like, go to class. 
Stay in my room and eat binge and purge.” 
f. Failed classes 13480 "Um. (2) And then finally by my-by my junior year when I had to go 
into treatment what happened really was just that I, like failed my 
classes. D: uh-huh C: And I didn’t leave my room (h) for like weeks at 
a time and, my parents saw me over Christmas break and I just tried ta, 
I really tried to pretend like everything was o.k. because we were 
taking this family trip to California, D: um-hmm C: And I really 
wanted it to be fun, D: um-hmm C: But, they could tell like I just 
looked really bad and I was really depressed, and um, (h) they hadn’t 
gotten my report card, D: um-hmm C: So I actually like flew all the 
way back from Alaska to Pittsburgh. They got my report card like that 
day and my mom called and was like I’m coming to get you. So then 
she had to- she flew all the way to Pittsburgh, D: wow. C: we moved 
out. Flew back to Alaska. Waited in Alaska until I could get in 
somewhere, " 
Eating disorder 
10. Development of eating disorder 
a. Academic 
pressure 
6694 "O.k. Um, I-I was fifteen (.) and I was a junior in high school, um. 
Basically, um, my eating disorder started out as anorexia and uh (.) a 
lot of what was going on in my life was just like a lot of academic 
pressure like, [crosses legs] trying to succeed, ya know, getting ready 
for SATs, doing the PSATs, thinking about what colleges I wanted to 
go to, just a lot of like, a lot of academic stuff " 
b. Not sure where 
she fit in 
39535 "All I really re-all I really remember about like when the eating 
disorder started as far as like my life, D: um-hmm C: Was just like no-
trying to figure out where, where I fit in? at school and with my friends 
and stuff, um. Like not really being sure like, who I was or who I was 
supposed to be or like maybe which crowd I was supposed to be 
hanging out with, um (7). [very quietly] (that’s that’s about all I ). " 
7099 "a lot of with my family, my parents are like really really really strict 
like insanely strict. D: hmm. C: And uh, and the-pretty typical thing is 
just that I didn’t have anything of my own really like they just had their 
noses in everything like they knew everything that was going on so the 
food was kind of one thing that, they couldn’t do anything about? " 
c. Struggles with 
parents over 
boundaries 
39967 " I guess that and-and then just like being uh (.) being like a fifteen-
sixteen year old and feeling like, ya know I-I’m-I’m growing up its ti-
ya know like I, I had more responsibility and my parents could like let 
me do more stuff and just feeling very stifled like, no ya know that, its, 
just feeling like I was still being treated like, a kid. D: hmm C: Like, I 
was a kid but like my parents were ridiiiiculous. Like its not, [LF] its 
not like a, wouldn’t let me got to parties its like, anywhere I go ya 
know they have to call and like talk to a parent like, D: hmm C: if I 
was gonna be at someone’s house after school like, just-just like, just, 
silly stuff that, that’s I like ta-( ) that’s all I can thing of that was going 
on at the time.” 
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 40745 “Like constant like battles with my parents. D: Uh-huh. What was that 
like for you? C: (7) It wa-it was actually like, it was-it was bad, but in a 
way it felt really good because I kind of like (5) I-I don’t know (4) I 
felt like I was gonna punish them, by-by being, by making myself 
sick." 
7693 " But um, I had a boyfriend for the first time and uh, I, yeah I was, 
right, this is kind of embarrassing I was way too young but like I 
started being sexually active, D: um-hmm C: I always been like such a 
good, just like perfect not perfect definitely but like really good, girl, 
D: um-hmm C: and I guess I just didn’t really (.) it there was just a lot 
of pressure, D: um-hmm C: sounds so stupid but like peer pressure 
maybe? I don’t know, and I just kinda felt like maybe I didn’t care, so I 
just kinda started, and I was like o.k. fine and so we started being 
sexually active and (.) it- I wasn’t like really traumatized by it but I just 
remember like it was I-it was like I didn’t want it but like I was doing 
it anyway and so a lot of it-a lot of it was a lot of it was like trying ta 
(2) I don’t; know I just wanted to get away from the body, " 
8558 “It, I-I’m not really sure how to explain it, um (3) And I’m not sure 
exactly how it triggered it but I think that, that was a kind of like a kind 
of a played a little bit of a role in like just me being, I don’t know I’m 
not really sure about that (.) but I always come back to it, like D: About 
wanting to get away from the body? C: Well I kind of de-, like 
detaching myself and like, uh, I mean I was never comfortable with 
like, attention to my body, D: hmm. C: It always, it just really bothered 
me. " 
d. Wanting to get 
away from the 
(sexual) body 
54899 "As far as the (2) with the anorexia like I just- a lot of it was (.) when I 
was in tenth grade I-I hit like I hit puberty really late [LF] D: um-hmm 
C: But I finally kinda like, matured, D: um-hmm C: And um, I was this 
height, like five two. D: um-hmm C: Um, and I somehow like had this 
like bodacious body like I had a huge chest and like, and like, I did I 
had a huge chest and it was like really, embarrass-like the attent-I 
started to getting like a lot of attention for that? And um, D: Like boys 
or girls or both? C: Both. " 
10402 "But um that summer my boyfriend um, cheated on me? [playing with 
cuff of jeans]…but uh, that’s when I started getting really out of 
control with bingeing and purging. " 
e. Boyfriend 
cheated on her 
25242/2 "D: (25) That feeling like not good enough, did that, was that, part of 
the reason why you tried to lose weight? C: (3) [quieter] I think so, 
yeah probably. Uh " 
9451 "But um, so, anyway I uh (.) um I started losing a lot of weight (.) like, 
like ‘oh, good I lost like thirty pounds,’ and then I just, I-I had be-I had 
purged before, but mostly just-to like to see if I could do it I never had 
really binged and purged but then I-I started just for example I just 
would get like so hungry and so desperately hungry that I started 
bingeing D: um-hmm C: and and purging and um (.) by the end of my 
junior year in high school or that summer, D: um-hmm C: I would 
have, probably met the clinical diagnosis for bulimic, D: um-hmm C: 
As far as the amount of times I binged and purged, " 
f. Dieting leads to 
hunger leads to 
bingeing 
17465 " And then it was just a cycle because the restricting would lead to me 
bingeing. D: um-hmm. ‘Cause you would get so hungry. C: Yeah. " 
g. For fun 10106 " Like I- I know that’s kind of silly but it-it really didn’t seem out of 
control I almost did it for fun, D: hmm. C: I had a friend who was also 
bulimic, D: um-hmm C: And we would like go, get ice-like ya know 
ice cream and cookies and ha-ha isn’t this fun isn’t; this funny. " 
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11365 "And um it got to where it was affecting, like I got really depressed, 
and um D: um-hmm C: I’d get, I was sick all the time and uh, getting, 
uh it was just bad it was interfering with, with my life like I had a 
college, calculus class after school that I would like drive to? at the 
community college D: um-hmm C: And I would like skip it sometimes 
to got to this like Chinese restaurant by myself it was just really 
bizarre. And so (5) that’s when it started getting (.) to be, an everyday 
thing and. Then after a while it, that wasn’t so out of control , like once 
a day every day well that’s not too bad I, it was just a part of my day 
like, breathing. D: um-hmm C: so, I would just, work around it." 
12090 "So once I started college, it just kind of. It was just the status quo I 
had ya know, access to the cafeterias and everything and I would just, I 
would binge and purge once a day. D: um-hmm C: Ya know I always 
tried to stop like I, I would probably get like, go for two days without 
doing it, D: um-hmm C: But what I was doing is like, not eating 
anything. Like for two days I’d eat like four hundred calories I could 
never find a happy medium. D: um-hmm C: That was always the 
problem. D: um-hmm C: So um (4) Its-its weird it kind of went on 
cycles so then, ya know I just kind of dealt with it my freshman 
sophomore year. D: um-hmm C: But then by the time it was my 
sophomore year of college it had been like ya know, four years," 
17617 "Yeah. Um (.) er, early on definitely and then as the years progressed it 
- I could never really ( ) like I remember when I went to [RTF] I 
wasn’t sure what it felt like to be hungry just because, I would just 
binge and purge, just because, not necessarily because I was like oh 
I’m starving I would just wake up and, be like, I just would do it, like 
for no reason really. " 
19422 "(17) (quietly) I don’t know it was just like a way of life, I was 
just…And a lot of my identity was tied up in that too. That’s that’s 
just, who I was, and, D: Is it hard to, talk about? C: No! Its hard to 
verbalize. " 
20009 “Its har-I think its hard to verbalize because its kind of like a, the 
eating disorder was kinda like a living breathing organism, like it, it 
was just so much a part of me that, a-and so such just like a, just like a 
deep rooted feeling in me that I never, it never occurred to me to try to 
verbalize it because it was just a part of me? Li-I, D: Like the fish 
swimming in water wouldn’t know that its, in water? C: Yeah, that’s, 
that’s a good way to put it." 
h. “Like 
breathing” 
20471 "Like its just (.) [appears more relaxed] yeah and a lot of it too actually 
was was that I couldn’t really quite remember what it was like to not 
have an eating disorder, D: um-hmm C: after a while and so um (2) I 
think a lot of it was that, maybe I wasn’t sure that it was that bad at all 
like is this really that abnormal? Like it-its not ah, I couldn’t remember 
what it was like to be healthy, or normal so that it kind of, assumed a a 
grey sense of normalcy to me, ah, that didn’t, need to be explained. It, 
never needed to be explained because that’s just what I did. " 
i. Out of control 11068 "that, that summer and my senior year, and uh (4) so during my senior 
year in high school, really just kind of came like out of my control and 
like every ya know I purged every single-every single day for at least 
ya know at least once a day probably sometimes twice or three times. " 
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 12919 "And it started to get even more out of control. Where I would like not 
go to-like not leave my room. D: um-hmm C: Not like, go to class. 
Stay in my room and eat binge and purge. And, and it kind of turned a 
litt-I think it kind of turned almost into a little bit of like binge eating, 
because, I wouldn’t ya know like binge and purge immediately, D: um-
hmm C: I would I would spend like an entire day eating, D: um-hmm 
C: like six hours and then purge. (quieter) Which was just ya know 
more of a binge eating ( ) I would say. " 
18164 “Um (2) I just was really depressed and like really lonely and like so 
far away, from, I just had a really hard time making friends and, (.) it 
was jus I was, it was like my f-my only, friend, like I was used to think 
like if I didn’t spend like two to three hours of my day like bingeing ad 
purging, D: um-hmm C: I’d just be like sitting alone in my room and." 
19195 "D: And how is it like your friend? C: (2) It just made me (.) feel 
better. [confused expression on her face] I mean, a previous analogy or 
metaphor that ( ) I always felt really empty and it filled me up." 
76466 "Oh yeah. Completely isolated. D: And so (.) the bulimia, how did that 
relate to the isolation? C: Well, it, it gave me [tape ended] C: It was-it 
was comforting. " 
76657 "I guess the bulimia also had to do with isolation because, I was, 
spending so much time, obsessed with the bingeing and purging and-
and restricting that, I really wasn’t able to-I never focused any 
attention on like, forging meaningful relationships? I, just kinda always 
fell back on, bulimia like instead of, going out and making friends or 
going out to the movies with friends I, I had bulimia instead ya know 
so-that’s what I would (.) that’s, how I would, spend my free time. " 
j. Isolation in 
college - “my only 
friend” 
77154 "And maybe if I had gone to college and-and not had been bulimic um, 
I probably wou-still would have been lonely, D: um-hmm C: but would 
that, that extra time and that, for- I probably would have like, o.k. I’m 
gonna go out and make some friends ya know go out and, do 
something meet some people but, I didn’t really feel like I-I-I had to 
then, D: um-hmm C: Cause, cause I had the-the bulimia." 
11. Treatment 
15137 "With the bulimia I think they really started to suspect and then they 
actually caught me, my senior year, D: um-hmm C: And it was a big 
thing ya know but that’s when I started therapy was my senior year ( ) 
ya know crying and ‘uhhhh’ and uh, that’s when I started therapy but I 
didn’t want to get better. " 
15461 “I just, had to, I had to go to therapy when I living with my parents 
when I-when I went to college I still stayed in therapy but, it-it wasn’t, 
I would binge and purge before therapy like cause it made me-kind of 
made me nervous to go to therapy so I would like come home and 
make sure I could binge and purge before I could go to therapy. D: um-
hmm C: And I think it helped a little to talk about stuff, but it didn’t 
help my eating disorder at all." 
a. Therapy – 
didn’t want to get 
better 
16077 “I-uh yeah I had no desire to get better. Well my therapist in Alaska 
was-was ineffective. D: um-hmm C: definitely. D: um-hmm C: She uh. 
It was kind of funny ‘cause I would go, like the point of therapy was 
like me going and like entertain her. D: um-hmm C: Like, ‘heyyy!’ and 
tell her jokes and like ya know funny like anecdotes and, she’s a really 
nice lady and she really liked me but we never got anything done. D: 
um-hmm C: I-I, just I always felt like I was just making her-like just 
entertaining her. " 
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16610 "But um (3) I was just pissed that my parents found out. That they 
knew and they were like trying to make me get better like I was just 
mad. And, and I, part of that was that I was like screw this! Ya know I 
can’t-I’m not stopping like. And it wasn’t necessarily ever that I was 
like I want to be bulimic it was always like, I’m gonna go back to 
being anorexic and I’m gonna lose weight! I-I never was like yeah 
bulimia rocks!" 
 
22812 “I-I my-my parents wanted to put me in inpatient treatment when I 
was, when they found out I was bulimic my senior year and I just 
remember being like, ‘uh yeah right’ ya know, D: //um-hmm/ C: ‘I’m 
never gonna do that that’s so ridiculous. I don’t need that.” 
13480 "Um. (2) And then finally by my-by my junior year when I had to go 
into treatment what happened really was just that I, like failed my 
classes. D: uh-huh C: And I didn’t leave my room (h) for like weeks at 
a time and, my parents saw me over Christmas break and I just tried ta, 
I really tried to pretend like everything was o.k. because we were 
taking this family trip to California, D: um-hmm C: And I really 
wanted it to be fun, D: um-hmm C: But, they could tell like I just 
looked really bad and I was really depressed, and um, (h) they hadn’t 
gotten my report card, D: um-hmm C: So I actually like flew all the 
way back from Alaska to Pittsburgh. They got my report card like that 
day and my mom called and was like I’m coming to get you. So then 
she had to- she flew all the way to Pittsburgh, D: wow. C: we moved 
out. Flew back to Alaska. Waited in Alaska until I could get in 
somewhere, " 
b. College – taken 
to residential 
treatment facility 
22328 "Um (4) I knew that I wanted to stop, throwing up D: //um-hmm/ C: so 
much. D: um-hmm C: I knew that I wanted to stop (.) just feeling like 
shit all the time and being really depressed. But it really kinda took it 
took my parents (.) it really took them like the made me leave like my 
mom was like, ‘I’m coming to get you, D: um-hmm C: you’re sick.’ (.) 
Because I-I was in such denial it really took that for me to be like, ‘oh 
my God!’ Like I-I never thought that would happen. " 
12. Currently 
2942 "D: Cause you feel like the eating disorder has gotten in the way of the 
relationship? C: Well, yeah definitely and even now that I’m-I’m pretty 
much in recovery, D: um-hmm C: I definitely compared to how I used 
to, be, its more of like, its almost like a lifestyle thing now, um I’m so 
used to for six years being both anorexic and bulimic uh, constantly 
hiding everything and lying about stuff and smoothing things over and 
just, in general being very dishonest about like everything and, and its 
really it kinda like spills over (h) into my, life normally and uh (.) as as 
far as just like, not being able to be open and honest and that’s like 
that’s a big part of it for for him, D: um-hmm C: as well it should be. " 
a. colors 
relationships 
[dishonesty] 
30540 "Or-or if I’m having problems with like restricting, D: um-hmm. C: 
Um, or like i-if if we’ve gone out to dinner or something, at midnight 
or something that night we’ll, he’ll start talking or start talking like, 
‘well how’d you do today?’ and ‘like what were the-what were you 
feeling,’ and like ‘how was dinner?’ and at that point I’ll just start 
crying and be like, (pretend crying) ‘oh, I, just I thought I was gonna 
purge, and then I went into the bathroom and I was standing there and 
blah blah blah,’ and its kinda like why couldn’t you like speak it as it-
ya know as it was happening like, D: um-hmm C: I’m feeling 
uncomfortable, like this is how-I have a still, I never do that. I wait 
until like a crisis point and then I’m like, (pretend crying) ‘waaaahhh!’ 
D: hmm C: ya know that’s (.) that’s how I am now. h’. " 
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 3221 "I’m so used to for six years being both anorexic and bulimic uh, 
constantly hiding everything and lying about stuff and smoothing 
things over and just, in general being very dishonest about like 
everything" 
65538 "But uh, no it-in the past probably like six months I probably binged-
binged and purged um, once a month, twice a month, twice a month. " 
b. Current 
behavior 
84643 "D: How much are you trying to restrict like, are you talking calories 
or? C: Uh, yeah, uh, yeah I mean I’m not really even restricting that 
much like, as far as-as far as like at [RTF] eighteen hundred calories a 
day is what I’m supposed to be having. D: um-hmm C: I feel like if I, 
what I-what I can do right now is like right at a thousand. D: hmm. C: 
Like, without, going into like, just being ravenous and like bingeing 
and purging." 
13. Recovery 
64010 "But um, what I considered a binge when I was, uh before [RTF], now 
um (.) well-o.k. the desire to do it really, D: uh-huh. C: isn’t so much 
there anymore. " 
a. Less desire to 
binge 
64884 "Its not the same feeling of uh, its not like the same, drug kind of, 
feeling." 
64182 "Like when I have purged I’ll be in the middle of eating what I know 
I’m gonna purge and just like, ‘aw, uh, I don’t really want to do this ‘ 
and, so like if I-I make a box of macaroni or something I like eat the 
whole thing and, I’m planning on like, ‘and then I’m gonna eat pizza 
and this and this and that,’ I’ll be like, ‘oh gaww,’ ya know like, I just 
wanna get this over with, and then, purge and then I’m done and. D: So 
you have the desire at first and then it goes away? C: Yeah it does it-
it’s l-its like once I start eating, what used to make me feel so-used to 
make me feel so much better, now I start and I’m like, ‘this is not 
really helping,’ like this you know like, it, " 
21444 "to be honest I don’t want bulimia to be a part of my life, but I still am 
like really obsessed with, counting, calories and exercising and, so I 
can definitely say I don’t want bulimia to be a part of my life but I-I 
still couldn’t honestly say, D: um-hmm C: about the anorexia. Um, but 
uh, ya know I’m like, ‘well anorexia in moderation…’ ya know so tha-
it doesn’t, like I don’t know. " 
83713 "like I still I do identify with bulimic, but like right now what now 
what I’m having more trouble with is the, is restricting, but um, D: um-
hmm C: That (.) only in the sense that like, I’m just scared I’m gonna 
go back to bulimia, so. " 
84192 "I-I kind of like uh, like a game where, trying to see what’s the like the 
best worst you can do, D: um-hmm C: like um, I really its uh I-I I’ll try 
and experiment cause I really don’t want to be like, that sick again. D: 
um-hmm C: But then I am also like what is the least amount that I can 
eat while still like, being somewhat healthy and not bingeing and 
purging. D: um-hmm C: So I still play around like I play around with 
food a lot. " 
b. Ambivalence  
85167 "but I still want to/ lose weight that’s the thing it’s like I still want to 
lose at least like five or ten pounds so, D: um-hmm. C: that’s, that’s 
why like (.) that’s why I’m still playing with it, really just cause I-I’m 
just like ‘but I still wanna lose weight.’ But I don’t. But then on the 
other hand I go-don’t wanna go back to bingeing and purging all the 
time so. That’s really like, that’s like, that’s where I am now. " 
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 85625 " Like that’s the, the final, not the final, D: It’s not the final thing? C: 
[LF] no. D: What’s the final thing? C: [LF] I don’t know. D: [LF] C: I 
don’t know, I don’t want to be ya know like struggling with this when 
I’m like, thirty, forty. D: uh-huh. C: Cause there’s ya know just, (7) 
But I can’t imagine living without, this, D: um-hmm C: At least 
internal, kind of struggle, or D: um-hmm C: thinking about it all the 
time. " 
70055 “D: And what do you think about? C: (9) Fai-like uh, failing, failing, at 
recovery. “ [after purging] 
4640 "Oh yeah I-I really, I felt like when I was at [RTF] I really like, worked 
through all these big, issues, that I had, and now it’s a litt-just a little 
frustrating cause I feel like I worked through all my issues but I still 
have uh, problems like with body image and uh, just like anorexic 
tendencies and purging sometimes. D: um-hmm C: And that’s just 
frustrating ‘cause I’m like o.k. we’ve gone over it ya know\ my parents 
and my family like enough. D: um-hmm C: But, but I still have 
problems now it’s kinda like its just me, D: um-hmm C: Its not, anyone 
else" 
93739 " It was easier-it was much easier at [RTF] though cause you’re just 
surrounded by those like (.) I mean-I mean in art class ya know we’d 
look at advertising and, critique advertising and I just remember 
coming out of it, just being like, ‘OH! This is, the media! Damn them!’ 
ya know like, ‘this is not right!’ the-and-and going to classes and like, 
‘oh-I,’ ya know, ‘I love myself, I’m gonna just be really gung-ho about 
recovery.’ And then kind of like gradually like when you get into like 
the re-the real world and you don’t have that constant like, support and, 
‘how are you today?’ D: um-hmm C: It-it just gets a little harder. " 
c. Struggle 
86082 “But I don’t, I don’t wanna be, so embroiled in it. D: um-hmm C: But 
on the other hand I’m like how-how does, how does that happen, like 
can’t imagine, going for days without thinking about it, or stressing out 
about it or, D: Thinking about what, like thinking about what food 
you’re gonna, ( ) C: Thinking about like, body or what food am I 
gonna eat, like uh, how little can I eat today, like constantly like, 
looking in the mirror and like weighing myself and like, stuff like that, 
so " 
14. Other 
a. Laxatives / 
diuretics 
288/2 " have you ever used laxatives or diuretics? C: Yeah. D: O.k. C: Uh not 
currently, D: uh-huh C: But, in the past. I-I more used them and 
experimented with them than abused them. D: O.k. When was that, like 
how old were you? C: Uh, senior year in high school freshman year in 
college, so I was uh, seventeen-eighteen. " 
17054 “Ya know like. It was always kind of a means to an end I was like once 
I can stop bingeing and purging ya know I’m finally gonna, gonna start 
fasting again, or restricting. D: So the, the restricting was like the 
definite main goal. C: Yeah, I was like a failed anorexic basically (h) 
that’s like what I always felt like I was like well, that sucks. " 
17421 "Yeah I always hated bulimia." 
b. Anorexia v. 
bulimia 
21834 "For me the reason that I-really the reason that I don’t go back to the 
anorexia is because I know that inevitably it leads to the bulimia. D: 
um-hmm C: If I didn’t know that I’d probably be like ‘yeah! Cool! I 
got rid of this bulimia and now I can go back to, to the real thing, but 
um. I can’t-like I just can’t-I can’t-I know it leads back to bulimia and 
I’m so miserable. D: um-hmm. Um-hmm. C: Um, not that anorexia 
isn’t miserable, " 
15. Bingeing 
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a. Being alone 65871 "Yeah the most recent one I just, like I hadn’t, hadn’t had the chance to 
go grocery shopping so I-I didn’t have a like good-not safe food that 
sounds like celery and carrots but like decent normal food that I was 
comfortable eating and, didn’t have a whole lot in my house and it was 
like rainy and no one was home. A lot of it is uh, when I’m by myself, 
D: um-hmm C: Its like I’m-I’m like,’ whoo-hoo yeah, I’m by myself.’ 
I still can’t get that out of my head anytime like someone leaves home, 
I’m automatically I’m like, ‘yes I can binge!’ " 
63852 "Um, I used to binge, like, like nobody’s business." b. “force of its 
own”  "Rather than, before it was like it had a force of its own like I would 
come home from school and be like ‘aaaahhhhh,’ and-andlike ‘I can’t 
stop I can’t stop,’" 
c. “heavenly” 64963 "D: What was it like before? C: Oh it was like heavenly. Just like uh, 
(.) I can’t-you could just make everything go away, when I started 
eating. I used to get much more uh, like, I don’t know what you call it 
like, (3) pleasure? Out of food? Out of bingeing I used to (.) I don’t 
know I used to get a lot of pleasure out of like ‘oh this ice cream is so 
good,’ and like eat the whole thing and (.)" 
66496 " I just, I think that I just was, feeling kind of depressed and like, really 
apathetic like, I coulda gone to the grocery store but like ‘( ) I don’t 
want to,’ ya know I just (.) and uh (.) I just was looking for something 
to eat and I found like a box of macaroni and I was like, ‘oh yeah, I 
for-ya know I forgot I had this and (.) now its more like a it’s a-it’s a 
actual conscious choice, I’m like I wanna binge, and I’m going to. " 
d. Conscious 
choice 
67113 "now I’m now, before I’m kinda like, ‘I wanna do it,’ D: //um-hmm./ 
C: But I don’t but I do and I choose to. " 
16. Purging 
67239 "So yeah sorry then I had macaroni and, like cinnamon toast and, and 
then like a candy bar (.) and then at that point I was like (quieter), ‘Oh 
my God I hate this.’ D: um-hmm C: But I still, I still even through 
treatment like, if I start eating something with a purpose of that I’m 
gonna purge it, I can sto-I can’t not purge. " 
67580 "Like its just, I guess I could’ve, after that been like, ya know ‘O.k. 
I’m gonna work through this I’m gonna sit with this food and uh this is 
all I’ll eat for the rest of the day like,’ I-I’ve never done that. D: um-
hmm C: As soon as I eat something that I’m considering like, to be a 
binge, like I have to purge it out. " 
a. Have to purge 
68016 "I’m just like I-I can’t accept that it would be like a one day thing like, 
today and, I-I ate this much food and like tomorrow [yawn] its like 
starting over, D: um-hmm C: I-I’m more like, ‘this is gonna stay with 
me for like-this is gonna cause a weight gain for like two weeks’ and I, 
D: um-hmm C: I just (8) I just kinda start to freak out and I just wanna 
negate what I just did and I-I ( ) feel like if I don’t purge than I-I 
haven’t like (2) if I don’t purge maybe I’m even more greedy. " 
b. Hate purging 68532 "Its like, cause purging is, not fun. D: um-hmm C: I hate purging. D: 
um-hmm C: Love bingeing hate purging. " 
c. used to do it 
quickly 
68841 "I used to-when I-when first started being bulimic I would li-after I 
binged like immediately just go purge and be over with it. " 
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68988 "especially now after I’ve been in therapy, I will like stand in the 
bathroom for like thirty minutes. D: hmm. C: Just like standing like, ‘I 
don’t want to do this, like I really really don’t wanna do this.’ D: um-
hmm C: And uh, I kind of have a, like a, little not really obsessive 
compulsive but I-I pick at stuff like I pick my face a lot. D: um-hmm 
C: Its like really-I have to-I really like have ta keep myself away from 
it like I uh, or like picking my leg, I have a little scar over my leg I 
pick at stuff, " 
c. Stalling 
69522 "When I get really nervous or stressed out and so like, a lot of times if 
its, if I’m in the bathroom D: um-hmm C: and I’m gonna purge, I will 
like assault my face for like an-for like fifteen or twenty minutes and 
so not only will I purge and feel like crap but I’ll have like welts [LF] 
all over my face um (6) and then, and then I just, I just do it.” 
69883 “I usually go lay down in my bed and [LF] its like go think about what 
you’ve done ya know ( ) " 
d. Afterwards 
70166 "I think about how ya know I, not gonna tell anyone, not gonna tell my 
boyfriend because, its over and its too late and I can’t do anything 
about it so, " 
 
17. Current situation 
1972 " I-I have a I have a long-term, relationship? with my boyfriend ‘John’ 
[playing with watch] we’ve been together just, two years" 
a. Boyfriend 
71394 "he’s-he’s really-he’s really good for me. " 
71820 "He’s uh, got a job with um, [company] and, D: um-hmm C: well I 
guess it’s just [company] now, in Chicago. D: um-hmm C: So after we 
graduate, he goes to CMU but, after we graduate this year we’re going 
to Chicago. " 
 "Probably work a year and then, apply to grad school. D: For 
psychology? C: Yeah. D: Clinical psych? C : I think so. D: um-hmm C: 
I’m-I’m not sure, I’m-I’m almost positive clinical psych but, " 
b. Future plans 
 "We’re not gonna live together though but we’ll ya know, like we’re 
both moving there to be with each other so," 
 
 
18. Experience of Self (selected themes) 
29848/2 “I-I-I think that way all the time, like, if I’m, I’m like failing in school, 
bulimic, gained thirty pounds, whatever, depressed, I’ll think like, I 
need to move to New York or some le-ya know, cause that’ll make me 
start over and. And a lot of it I just wanted to kind of run away from 
myself and start all over again, D: hmm. C: But I brought myself with 
me." 
a. Desire to “start 
over” 
30349/2 "I always kind of have an urge to run away from stuff. D: hmm. C: I 
really-definitely do. D: Does that bother you? C: Yeah, it bothers me 
cause its so tempting sometimes, I just. D: uh-huh. When was the last 
time you had the urge to //move away?/ C: //I mean even-even 
recently/ I-I, I-I’ll graduate after I finish summer school and, ya know 
John’s moving to Chicago and I wanna move to Chicago, but I gotta 
take summer school, and I’m like, I just wanna l-and I have a semester 
left until I graduate and I’m like I just wanna ru-I just wanna leave, 
and, screw school and, go live in, ya know, go live this, bohemian 
lifestyle in Chicago and I’ll be, and all of a sudden I’ll be different and, 
uh, " 
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 31055/2 "D: (9) What do you imagine would be different? C: Oh I know 
nothing will be different I’ve done this so many times that, I just, D: 
What do you imagine? C: There’s always weight loss involved [LF]. 
D: hmm. C: There is, there really is, uh. Just imagine ya know having a 
fantabulous life and uh, no eating disorder problems and I wouldn’t 
have, I wouldn’t feel depressed, and I wouldn’t, be obsessive, or, and 
somehow I, ya know a really wonderful job would materialize where I 
wouldn’t have to work that much, but I made a lot of money, and. Just 
like si-just silly stuff like that. D: um-hmm. C: But really its like I 
wouldn’t have any, personal problems, D: um-hmm. C: I wouldn’t, feel 
depressed and I wouldn’t feel like I need to binge and purge or, starve 
myself all the time. D: um-hmm. C: (5) So, yeah. I’ve done that and it 
doesn’t work, D: uh-huh. C: so much. " 
28806/2 “just for me it was, a, a lot of expectations (.) that (7) like people were 
always expecting me to do something good or do something amazing 
and (5) I-I just didn’t want to go somewhere where that would just (.) 
like keep feeling that-that sort of pressure 
45686 "And a lot of it was me too like I-I honestly I remember being like, 
before I started kindergarten or something, finding this like grandpa 
used to send us schoolbooks, D: um-hmm C: And I got this, math 
schoolbook, and I like to-convinced myself I was gonna teach myself 
fractions, and li- D: This was before you started /kindergarten/ C: //Oh 
yeah/ yeah. Why not? D: um-hmm C: And so I was like trying to teach 
myself fractions at the table and just-my parents came in and they-I 
was like crying just like, [pretend crying] ‘I can’t do this I’m stupid,’ 
blah blah blah. So I think a lot of it is-was like coming from me too 
like I put a lot of pressure on myself, " 
43388 " I was always really successful and (.) gifted I guess" 
 b. high 
expectations 
46323 "I put a lot of pressure on myself, D: um-hmm C: But, my parents did 
too." 
24722/2 "I just never pictured anything like that ever happening to me and um. I 
just felt really like, unwanted, like I-I was really obsessed with how I-
like, what, what made this girl, what was so special about this girl, 
what is, what’s wrong with me like, ya know, I-I would just constantly 
obsess like, she-is she taller is she thinner, is she prettier like, like is 
her hair like, I just like felt so, rejected, D: um-hmm. C: Like, I wasn’t 
good enough, and I was never gonna be good enough, " 
c. “not good 
enough” 
26207 "I was like ya know, like (pretend crying) ‘why do you have to make 
fun of me?’ and like, D: So it felt like she was making fun of you? C: 
So, it felt like I was just like inferior" 
d. Isolation 19157 “I just kind of, became a recluse. " 
3221 "I’m so used to for six years being both anorexic and bulimic uh, 
constantly hiding everything and lying about stuff and smoothing 
things over and just, in general being very dishonest about like 
everything" 
47786 "That was and is still a big thing like being totally honest with my 
parents. " 
e. Being dishonest 
49310 [about lying] "And it-and it is but its like,(quieter) ( ) its like standard 
operating procedure. D: For you? C: Yeah. D: um-hmm C: Its been ( ). 
Like I’m-I’m really ashamed of that like that’s not-I’m not proud of it, 
but. " 
f. Wanting to 
hide/ignore things 
55452 "And like negative attention-as far as like society I high school 
remember like, girls can be really, [LF] really mean and, horrible and 
like the-a big part of me wanting to lose weight was I just kind of 
wanted to like disappear from like all this, unwanted attention. " 
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28661 "like I-I’m really, wouldn’t-like a person that if somethings going 
wrong or really bad or someone’s hurting me, I can kind of like, put 
my head in the sand and be like ‘o.k. I know this just happened but 
I’m-I’m gonna ignore it and keep going on,’ like, D: hmm. C: just, (I 
guess)" 
 
31915 "I think prevailing thing is, that no matter what’s happening that I-that 
I-I feel like its something that should make me feel emotional, I always 
(.) have ta, preserve the illusion that everything’s o.k. Like tha-that’s 
why I-I don’t… (31) I think wha-what I feel like is that if-if I can just 
fake it its kinda like fake it till you make it, D: um-hmm. C: If I can 
just keep like, up the illusion that everything’s o.k., then it’s gonna be 
o.k. like if I’m if I’m having trouble I almost think to myself like, if I 
can just get through it, and, and, act like ya know pretend everything’s 
o.k. and alright and I’m doing this and its all gonna be o.k. um. Then it 
will be. " 
g. Feeling 
“empty” 
19306 "I mean, a previous analogy or metaphor that ( ) I always felt really 
empty and it filled me up." 
61637 "Well (7) well I think a lot of times an eating disorder can be kind of a, 
it can perpetuate it because then you’re like, ‘well yeah I’m not 
normal,’ D: um-hmm C: ‘I’m messed up. I have an eating disorder like, 
I’m not normal that’s, I have,’ ya know, ‘I have, this big emotional 
problem.’ (10) But maybe the-maybe the eating disorder is just like an 
attempt, to achieve some sort of um to (7) I don’t really know how that 
fits in cause an eating disorder’s anything but normal, D: um-hmm C: 
So, ya know why-why would one, do that if, you’re so concerned with, 
fitting in and, like being accepted. D: hmm. C: I-I don’t really, uh I 
don’t see a ( ). D: It’s a contradiction. C: Yeah it-it really is, D: um-
hmm C: cause (3) its not normal. Its not like something that’ll like get 
you in in the in-crowd and (make) friends like hey, D: um-hmm C: ( ) " 
h. Contradictions 
57322 "and uh (.) What’s also really hard too is the, freaking, dichotomy 
between what so-what society and the media is telling you is beautiful 
and them what um, normal people think is beautiful. Like, I-I think its 
very confusing that like in-in Vogue or magazines or television shows 
what’s beautiful is very slender, but, if you appear that way sometimes 
in life, like my-my boyfriend on the other hand, thinks its very 
unattractive, D: um-hmm C: and sick looking and I know like a lot of 
my friends do. And like, I, I think its really confusing a lot of times I’m 
like, ‘what do you want?!?’ Like ‘what do you want from, ya know 
from us?’ Like on the one hand you can satisfy someone, but not 
satisfy the other, and, like you can never, you can never have both like 
it, I-I don’t know I think its really frustrating. That always bothers me. 
D: (6) um-hmm. C: That (7) or even just at least like what’s considered 
beautiful, ah, is considered by most people to be like, not attractive, 
not, like, I uh, D: What’s considered beautiful, C: Well uh, that’s uh-
that just came out, totally wrong, um. (12) Its just so stupid that like 
what’s, what’s considered beautiful for models and actresses as far as 
like, the body size and as far as being very slim, somehow, a lot of 
times that makes it, so you’re not sexually attractive or desired by like 
your, your man. On the other hand, if you are the-the shape that maybe 
like, your husband or your boyfriend finds desirable, you’re not 
desirable by the standards of like, of society and beauty and, I-its just 
really stupid its just frustrating. " 
i. Doesn’t know 
what she’s 
thinking 
34753 "But um (.) wasn’t there like a-a graphic on it, a person like, D: Yeah 
there was a woman with an empty thought bubble. C: Yeah and it was 
like, yeah, I feel like that all the time. D: How so, elaborate a little. C: 
Like, it (7) just that a lot of times its not even that its hard to verbalize 
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what I’m thinking I just-I don’t know. I have no idea what I’m thinking 
a lot of times. Like (8) I don’t know how ta, describe it um, (16) I 
don’t-I don’t know, its-its hard to describe (10) A lot of times when 
someone asks me what I’m thinking, I always think like, what should I 
be thinking. D: hmm. C: Uh (3) but I don’t know exactly what…" 
3672 " so that’s, that’s I guess how it affects, right now. Not not so much 
like uh, bingeing and purging all the time and restricting its its more 
just like my personality characteristics now. " 
19420 I don’t know it was just like a way of life, I was just…And a lot of my 
identity was tied up in that too. That’s that’s just, who I was, and, 
j. Eating 
disordered as 
identity  
20009 Its har-I think its hard to verbalize because its kind of like a, the eating 
disorder was kinda like a living breathing organism, like it, it was just 
so much a part of me that, a-and so such just like a, just like a deep 
rooted feeling in me that I never, it never occurred to me to try to 
verbalize it because it was just a part of me? Li-I, D: Like the fish 
swimming in water wouldn’t know that its, in water? C: Yeah, that’s, 
that’s a good way to put it." 
60886 "like girls I knew at [RTF], D: um-hmm C: We all were-we all kinda 
like cre-we’re like, ya know, ‘its just that there’s something 
fundamentally wrong with me, there’s just something different or 
wrong,’ D: hmm. C: That’s what I feel like a lot of times if I’m, with a 
bunch of people. Like I-there’s something wrong with me because I-I 
feel like I just don’t, I’m not quite the same as everyone else, like I 
don’t, fit in. D: um-hmm C: Or people don’t think that I’m, ya know 
like, people don’t think that I’m (5) normal. Like there’s something 
about me that you could look at and be like oh she’s, she’s not, normal. 
" 
61637 "Well (7) well I think a lot of times an eating disorder can be kind of a, 
it can perpetuate it because then you’re like, ‘well yeah I’m not 
normal,’ D: um-hmm C: ‘I’m messed up. I have an eating disorder like, 
I’m not normal that’s, I have,’ ya know, ‘I have, this big emotional 
problem.’ " 
14699 "Just that-just the alcoholism on my mom’s side and the depression, D: 
um-hmm. C: On my Dad’s side. D: um-hmm. C: Which no one ever 
told me until like years after I started therapy, because they would be 
like, ‘do you have a history of mental illness?’ and I would be like 
[pretend crying], ‘no! I’m the only one!’ [LF] " 
k. abnormal 
15370 "Uh, I think it just took my parents a while to get used to the idea of-of 
therapy and, like, full disclosure of all this, family, junk. D: um-hmm. 
C: Maybe they didn’t even really think it was relevant but, D: um-
hmm. C: I have no idea, I, I was pretty shocked. D: um-hmm. C: I 
thought I was the only, aberrant, in the family. " 
 71626 ‘I always feel like, I_m the crazy one ya know like, D: um-hmm C: Its 
like well you_re the, you_re the normal one and I_m the crazy one. D: 
um-hmm C: It_s a good relationship." 
l. Desire for 
recognition 
beyond the body 
59168 “Like I just was really obsessive I wanted to be-I wanted to be known 
or, identified with like, being smart or like being good at, playing 
volleyball like being a good athlete, or, ya know I’m a good writer, I 
wanted to be like a good writer, and (2) my-I kind of felt like my body 
was like hindering that [LF] " 
m. Creative, 
artistic 
10724 "Like uh, I-ya know I played volleyball I wasn’t the star athlete, D: 
um-hmm. C: I was more of a, an a, I was more of a musician, creative 
writer. " 
n. greedy 68472  
 
if I don’t purge maybe I’m even more greedy. " 
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Participant: Claire 
Relational Voice Table 
Theme Start 
Character 
Segment Notes on 
Others/Context/ 
Emotional voice 
1.  High expectations from others 
43176 "And um (5), my mother was just always like, I 
was the first child so I was kinda like the, the star 
baby like the genius not really but like the genius 
baby that was gonna like read to me when I was 
like, young. I was always really successful and (.) 
gifted I guess and um, my mo-[LF] and I-I just 
remember like growing up my mom treated me 
like I was like the most smart, like the most genius 
little child the most special kid in the world." 
Mother 
44021 "But um, they always just really took a lot of pride 
in my, my like accomplishments and my academic 
stuff and uh (2) that was really important to them I 
think,” 
 
a. From parents 
46455 "I put a lot of pressure on myself, D: um-hmm C: 
But, my parents did too." 
Self 
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 9473/2 "And uh, definitely a family where (.) everyone 
had a lot, to live up to. Like, I had a lot to live up 
to as far as my parents’ expectations. D: um-hmm. 
C: Then I succeeded." 
Only succeeded 
when lived up to 
parents’ 
expectations? 
b. From 
community 
28618/2 "I just got kind of sick of, being in a small town 
and having, ya know everyone, everyone knew 
you and your history and your family’s and your 
reputation and your business, and I never had, just 
for me it was, a, a lot of expectations (.) that (7) 
like people were always expecting me to do 
something good or do something amazing and (5) 
I-I just didn’t want to go somewhere where that 
would just (.) like keep feeling that-that sort of 
pressure (5)." 
 
2. Rebellion against intrusiveness 
44594 "I started kind of just like, I would just do things 
to piss her off like not turn in a months worth of 
work and just be like, well you-you know. D: um-
hmm C: I would get-I would get grounded and 
stuff I think it was more subconscious that I would 
kind of fail to be like, D: hmm. C: ya know, ‘so 
there.’ And um, that characterized a lot of our 
relationship.” 
Would fail to piss 
off mother 
a. To mother 
48111 "Like when I started seeing or like talking on the 
phone to Sean my ol-my old boyfriend and seeing 
him and like liking him and stuff uh, my mom 
would sometimes, I never had ( ) parents that that 
was the type of stuff I talked about like ( ) 
sometimes ( ) ask, ‘who’s calling?’ and I-I was 
like, ‘Kelly,’ ya know like (.) that’s none of your 
business ya know that’s-I never wanted to like talk 
to her ( ) her just let her know more than she 
already did ( ). " 
Keeping 
boyfriend/friends 
private 
b. To parents 11981/2 “I think I, was really screwed up [LF] and I, like 
cried out for attention and, we went to therapy-
like my family saw a therapist and the therapist 
was like, ‘you guys are crazy, this is, insane,’ um 
(.) I think they just saw that like, it was having a 
really bad effect on me. D: Just over-
protectiveness? C: Just over-protectiveness, over-
bearing, D: um-hmm (.) um-hmm. C: And uh, also 
like, I was the first child and they, I was a guinea 
pig and they-if, I don’t know why but I know in, 
almost every family that has, more than one child, 
as-as the years progress they’re less and less strict 
with each child. D: um-hmm. C: That’s just 
natural. " 
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 39967 "I guess that and-and then just like being uh (.) 
being like a fifteen-sixteen year old and feeling 
like, ya know I-I’m-I’m growing up its ti-ya know 
like I, I had more responsibility and my parents 
could like let me do more stuff and just feeling 
very stifled like, no ya know that, its, just feeling 
like I was still being treated like, a kid. D: hmm C: 
Like, I was a kid but like my parents were 
ridiiiiculous. Like its not, [LF] its not like a, 
wouldn’t let me got to parties its like, anywhere I 
go ya know they have to call and like talk to a 
parent like, D: hmm C: if I was gonna be at 
someone’s house after school like, just-just like, 
just, silly stuff that, that’s I like ta-( ) that’s all I 
can thing of that was going on at the time. D: um-
hmm C: Like constant like battles with my 
parents. " 
 
52159 "And, I-I ya know I thought about running away 
or, like I just wanted to like, show them that they 
were messing me up. Like, I never really had a 
problem with cutting, D: um-hmm C: or self-
mutilation, D: um-hmm C: But I kinda like, 
dabbled in it? D: um-hmm C: in high school. D: 
um-hmm C: For no reason other than I wanted my 
parents to find out, D: um-hmm C: so they could 
see that they were like, that I was like dying not 
really but I was just like, about to-to go off I was 
just about to explode and like, it’s a good thing 
I’m not like a violent person, I feel like I might 
have gotten really violent. But um (.) so it was-it 
was like constantly trying to like, show them in 
some roundabout way that-that they were hurting 
me rather than like trying to tell them. D: um-
hmm C: Just being like, ‘hey, let’s-let’s talk.’ D: 
um-hmm C: It was always more like, yeah well (.) 
I’m not gonna eat for a week, D: um-hmm C: Or 
I’m I’ll like cut my legs up or whatever like, D: 
um-hmm. So the eating disorder was, definitely a 
part of that. C: Oh yeah ( ). " 
Self-injurious 
behavior (SIB) and 
eating disorder was 
a way of “telling” 
parents they were 
hurting her. 
c. Hurting self to 
punish parents 
40745 "C: Like constant like battles with my parents. D: 
Uh-huh. What was that like for you? C: (7) It wa-
it was actually like, it was-it was bad, but in a way 
it felt really good because I kind of like (5) I-I 
don’t know (4) I felt like I was gonna punish 
them, by-by being, by making myself sick. " 
Punishing parents 
through e.d. 
78486 " he’s like, starts like, ‘well, uh how much did you 
spend and,’ I-I like, I feel like all of a sudden 
when he starts prying into my life I feel like he’s 
my parents, D: um-hmm C: And I just get really 
like, pissed off and like, ‘its none of your 
business,’ ya know like," 
d. Boyfriend’s 
intrusiveness 
79528 "I was kind of like projecting on him like, 
(pretend crying) you’re like my parents and you’re 
always,’ ya know. " 
Boyfriend reminds 
her of parents 
3. Lying to others 
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46455 "oh yeah, honesty like I was always lying to them. 
D: hmm. C: Always. Either just to like, have my 
own space, or because I was doing stuff that I-I 
wasn’t allowed to do. " 
Lying to get own 
space 
47407  “I was always-I was always lying and I-I didn’t 
get caught a lot, D: um-hmm. C: for how-for how 
much I lied, " 
 
57876 "And you said, you lied to them to kind of give 
yourself, some space? C: Yeah. Like just ta (3) I 
just was-they didn’t have to know everything, 
maybe lies of omission (cough) " 
 
a. To parents 
48632 "And now as, as far as that goes that’s like the 
biggest, thing with like me and my parents 
relationship like just being be honest with them 
about like, ya know how-how I’m doing, D: um-
hmm C: Uh, how my classes are going, eh-how 
my grades are, like if I’m depressed or not like (.) 
I mean I-I really like, I’ll deny deny deny until 
there’s a crisis and then, its like (pretend crying) 
‘O.k. I’ve been, ya know purging every day.’ D: 
um-hmm C: That’s just, that’s just like what I do." 
Lying is part of 
identity 
3432 "and its really it kinda like spills over (h) into my, 
life normally and uh (.) as as far as just like, not 
being able to be open and honest and that’s like 
that’s a big part of it for for him, D: um-hmm C: 
as well it should be. " 
 
49135 "And, I’m really trying to work on it, and, not 
even, it sucks but mostly for, ‘John’, because he’s 
like, ya know, that’s-that’s a deal-breaker like 
dishonesty." 
Wanting to be 
honest to protect 
relationship 
b. To boyfriend 
78835 "I was like, ‘Oh just-it wasn’t a lot it was on sale.’ 
Which was, not true, I-I just like it was just-I 
smoothed things over it just makes it easier, for 
me. " 
Lying to avoid 
conflict 
c. regret 47533 "But I did (.) when I got caught it was always like, 
(quieter) I feel so bad, they’re so disappointed and 
it, it was always just like a big like, sit down and 
talk, and they were just like so upset and 
disappointed and like, ‘h [cough]. " 
parents 
4. Difficulty communicating to others 
19846 "um, yeah no I’ll try its just like, I’m doing this 
with my boyfriend all the time, like ya know, ‘tell 
me about it,’ I’m like, ‘ugh,’ I don’t know, it-its 
(5).” 
 a. To boyfriend 
70361 "we talked a little bit about your relationship with 
your boyfriend but how is that? C: Oh, its, its 
really really good he’s the biggest help he’s 
amazing he, is really supportive um, and then the 
problem is not that he’s not supportive its just, that 
he doesn’t understand. D: um-hmm C: And that 
I’m really not able to, to make him understand 
very well. D: um-hmm C: not very affective at, 
like trying ta, trying to explain things um. It’s a-
it’s a really really good relationship. " 
Doesn’t understand 
eating disorder 
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29748 "like if ‘John’ is teasing me about something like 
cause we tease each other all the time (.) I can’t 
like be like, ‘o.k. ya know what this its kinda like 
starting to make me feel bad, and this and that,’ 
No. D: hmm. C: But like after twenty minutes I’ll 
just like burst into tears. And he’s like ‘Oh my 
God! What’s wrong?’ and I’m like (pretend 
crying) ‘I can’t handle it,’ ya know li- D: um-
hmm. C: So, its better in the sense that like, yeah 
at the end I’m like, (pretend crying) ‘oh god,’ ya 
know I’ll be like, ‘that, that was really bothering 
me and that made me feel like you this and that.’ 
but uh. It takes it takes a lot it takes like crying or 
like co- ya know he’s like why why don’t you just 
tell me wh-while its happening and like, I have a 
really hard time doing that. " 
Reacts emotionally 
before she shares her 
feelings 
 
70614 "he doesn’t understand. D: um-hmm C: And that 
I’m really not able to, to make him understand 
very well. D: um-hmm C: not very affective at, 
like trying ta, trying to explain things" 
 
b. About eating 
disorder 
94377 "D: What is it about the real world that makes it 
harder? C: (18) I guess that you don’t have, the-
similar people who-who understand. Who just 
like, really-really understand exactly what you’re 
going through and who, have the same, goals as 
you? D: um-hmm C: As far as recovering like, 
that was probably, the biggest help being at [RTF] 
was just the like (.) common problems but 
common-common goals? D: um-hmm C: And 
doing it on your own, its just harder like it’s not-I 
don’t have the motivation sometimes." 
 
5. Keeping relationships shallow 
 5403/2 “I never anytime we moved I would never keep 
in-in touch with anyone, just because it was easier 
for me to like, sever all ties cause I knew I would 
like, never see them again really, so um, D: um-
hmm. C: That’s kind of, still prevalent in my life 
today, like if I-someone, like friends I-friends I 
met at Renfrew even, once-once we leave the 
same vicinity, I’m kind of like an impossible 
person to keep in touch with cause I would jus-it’s 
just easier for me to like, just not think about them 
at all, D: um-hmm. C: Then to like think about 
them and be upset or like hurt and miss them and." 
Not keeping in touch 
with friends 
6. Eating disorder gets in the way of relationships 
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2334 “it’s a great relationship but uh its difficult too as 
far as like, its really hard for him to understand 
eating disorder type stuff and that’s-that’s a big 
part of my life um, its not necessarily a huge 
problem but it’s a constant kind of, D: um-hmm 
C: Just trying to figure each o-trying to figure 
things out and D: um-hmm C: Mostly him trying 
to figure out me D: (h) um-hmm C: That’s uh, 
that’s a big part of my life right now, D: um-hmm 
C: something I’m working on and like definitely 
working on my eating disorder, to work on the 
relationship. D: um-hmm C: or to better the 
relationship." 
 a. Boyfriend not 
understanding 
2939 "D: Cause you feel like the eating disorder has 
gotten in the way of the relationship? C: Well, 
yeah definitely and even now that I’m-I’m pretty 
much in recovery, " 
 
76835 "I never focused any attention on like, forging 
meaningful relationships? I, just kinda always fell 
back on, bulimia like instead of, going out and 
making friends or going out to the movies with 
friends I, I had bulimia instead" 
 b. Bulimia 
substitutes for 
friends 
77329 "I probably would have like, o.k. I’m gonna go 
out and make some friends ya know go out and, 
do something meet some people but, I didn’t 
really feel like I-I-I had to then, D: um-hmm C: 
Cause, cause I had the-the bulimia." 
 
7. Entertaining others 
Entertaining 
therapist 
16213 " She uh. It was kind of funny ‘cause I would go, 
like the point of therapy was like me going and 
like entertain her. D: um-hmm C: Like, ‘heyyy!’ 
and tell her jokes and like ya know funny like 
anecdotes and, she’s a really nice lady and she 
really liked me but we never got anything done. 
D: um-hmm C: I-I, just I always felt like I was just 
making her-like just entertaining her." 
 
8. Not wanting to place blame on others 
53334 "Yeah. I-I don’t really blame my parents (.) I think 
they were a big, like part of like the uh the 
dynamic, D: um-hmm C: that l-that was, I think ya 
know I had the propensity-the personality traits to 
be ( )." 
 a. parents 
53886 "And its-its also like I-I had a good, I’ve had a 
good life, like my parents are-they’re good pe-
they’re really good people. I haven’t had any 
trauma like, I, D: um-hmm. So is there some 
guilt? C: [LF] Yeah like. I mean ya know at 
[RTF], not I-you don’t know everyone’s backstory 
but, sometimes its like, ( ) who am I to, D: um-
hmm C: to complain, uh, (11). Yeah I-I-just kinda 
feel like I need to be like, ‘ya know what my life, 
has been really, it’s been good,’ D: um-hmm C: 
My parents have been really good to me and I’ve 
had a lot of, opportunities (6) so I-I don’t know. " 
 
 5520 "and um, I really have so much of a better  
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relationship with my parents now we’re so much 
more open and, respecting each others boundaries 
and and stuff like that, that like, I don’t know, not 
that I really blamed it on them anymore but now 
I’m like o.k. I can’t. I can’t really blame it on this 
anymore " 
b. Owning up to 
problems 
5108 "But, but I still have problems now it’s kinda like 
its just me, D: um-hmm C: Its not, anyone else " 
 
9. Isolation 
a. Desire for 
anonymity 
18527 And it was hard like coming from this town in 
Alaska where like my high school was like six 
hundred kids and I knew everybody and, everyone 
knew ya know everyone knows you… I was like, 
really gung-ho about the anonymity, D: um-hmm 
C: Finally just, people would leave me alone." 
Small town 
b. Wanting to 
disappear 
56146 " I just kind of wanted to disappear from that and 
not, D: um-hmm C: Especially from guys and 
from men, D: um-hmm C: I-I that kind of 
attention made me really uncomfortable, and uh, 
so that was actually like as far as society goes, that 
was part of it, D: um-hmm C: just kind of, getting, 
sort of, sexual attention. " 
Sexual attention / 
male gaze 
19159 “I just kind of, became a recluse. " 
18161 "Um (2) I just was really depressed and like really 
lonely and like so far away, from, I just had a 
really hard time making friends and, (.) it was jus I 
was, it was like my f-my only, friend, like I was 
used to think like if I didn’t spend like two to 
three hours of my day like bingeing ad purging, D: 
um-hmm C: I’d just be like sitting alone in my 
room" 
75234 " I felt like I could like leave my dorm at like 
midnight and just start walking and disappear and 
no one would even notice I was gone [LF] ya 
know like. That’s how, I just felt like, no one 
knew I-no one knew who I was I didn’t know who 
anyone else was like, " 
76417 "D: But at the time you felt really isolated? C: Oh 
yeah. Completely isolated." 
75592 "No one really cared that- no one really cared that 
much. I was just here, I was just another (.) just 
another kid. " 
c. “recluse” 
75717 "D: um-hmm. It was hard for you to make 
friends? C: Yeah it was really hard. I-I especially 
in the dorm I was with people that I, wouldn’t 
have wanted to be friends with anyway. D: hmm. 
C: Like, just really (.) just really like obnoxious 
catty girls that, partying all the time, just uh. I 
don’t think its hard to make friends actually I 
think its hard to meet people that you want to be 
friends with. D: um-hmm C: ( ) D: um-hmm C: 
And it took-and it took a while to like find my 
niche, and, the type of people that I, that I hang 
out with like." 
College – hard time 
making friends 
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66187 " A lot of it is uh, when I’m by myself, D: um-
hmm C: Its like I’m-I’m like,’ whoo-hoo yeah, 
I’m by myself.’ I still can’t get that out of my head 
anytime like someone leaves home, I’m 
automatically I’m like, ‘yes I can binge!" 
 d. Enjoying 
being alone 
72824 "And I like to have my own [LF] like my own 
space like I like to be alone a lot so. D: You like to 
be alone a lot? C: Yeah I do-I like to have my 
alone time. " 
 
e. Appreciating 
others 
73869 "I’m glad I live with them though, I’m glad I don’t 
live by myself. Cause its always-its nice at night 
like we-we all like watch ya know like Will and 
Grace or like reality t.v. or something. D: um-
hmm C: It’s nice to have people there that I can 
talk to, not abou-I’m not-I don’t mean-mean like 
therapy but just like, D: um-hmm C: ‘hey, how’s 
your day?’ ‘well ya know I,’ that’s nice cause if I-
if I didn’t live with them, I would probably just 
stay in my own apartment all the time and not 
really get a lot of social, contact. D: um-hmm C: 
Except for in class or like, with-with ‘John’. " 
roommates 
74481 "And especially with ‘John’ since we’ve been 
together for such a long time it’s a pretty intense 
relationship, I don’t have a-like a lot of girlfriends, 
I D: um-hmm C: I would like some, and I know he 
would like it if I had them too but," 
 f. Desire for 
girlfriends 
74991 "I-it would be nice to have, some female friends."  
10. Not showing feelings to others 
a. “stone cold” 27471 "And when ah, whe-when my boyfriend when I 
like found out he had cheated on me and this and 
that and he, he told me in person I was like, stone 
cold." 
High school 
boyfriend 
b. pretending 13763 "I really tried to pretend like everything was o.k. 
because we were taking this family trip to 
California, D: um-hmm C: And I really wanted it 
to be fun," 
 
81544 "But I-I also like when I’m mad at someone, I 
don’t want to like work it out, talk through it I just 
wanna run away, I just wanna leave. D: hmm. C: 
That’s how I-I, I’m like a ostrich, I just wanna 
like, stick my head in the hole, and just like, ‘Fine. 
Mm.’ but. " 
 c. run away 
from or hide 
feelings 
1921 "Let’s see so important to me right now I would 
say, I-I have a I have a long-term, relationship? 
with my boyfriend ‘John’ [playing with watch] 
we’ve been together just, two years and uh, its 
been really, good and really difficult as far as 
living, uh hiding stuff from him and then, having 
it all come out and then, me leaving and going to 
treatment and then coming back and tryin ta like, 
i-it’s-it’s difficult,” 
Current boyfriend 
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 32695 "I just don’t-I just don’t wanna bother, people. I 
just don’t wanna bother ‘John’ or my friends or. 
(quieter) It’s a little ( ) I just want to hide it ( ) like 
its not significant enough for me to like, warrant 
me like, ‘well I really need to talk right now, ( ) 
dinner,’ ( ) I just Idon’t want to bother ( ). " 
 
d. no point 70166 "I think about how ya know I, not gonna tell 
anyone, not gonna tell my boyfriend because, its 
over and its too late and I can’t do anything about 
it so, " 
After purging 
Participant: Claire 
Emotional Voice Table 
Type of emotion Start 
character 
Segment Context 
1. Lexical 
26817/2 " I was just really sad because I feel like if 
someone, at the time, yeah I don’t know 
about in marriage or something, but, I felt 
like, if someone cheats on you like, if your 
boyfriend goes and like, has sex with 
someone else, I feel like, that’s definitely 
grounds, like you need to break up with him. 
D: um-hmm. C: But I didn’t-I didn’t want to, 
D: Yeah. C: I-I still loved him. I didn’t 
wanna break up with him." 
27397/2 "But I still loved him and I, that was the 
worst part was that, I was so sad at the loss, 
D: um-hmm. C: Cause I didn’t really want to 
lose him D: um-hmm. C: I just like, felt like 
it was the thi-the right thing to do." 
INTERPERSONAL 
High school boyfriend 
cheated on her 
a. Sadness 
37594 "I was so sad in junior high because a, um, 
you had to, in the middle of my seventh grade 
year we were living in this town in Alaska, 
D: um-hmm, C: (name of town), and my Dad 
got transferred to, West Texas." 
b. Sadness 
Anger 
38359 "we only spent a year in Texas and then 
moved back to Alaska but, that year I just 
remember I was like sad all the time and 
crying and like, ‘I hate this’ and angry and 
like telling my parents" 
INTERPERSONAL 
Moving to new place 
c. Loneliness 
Sadness 
23490/2 "when we moved to Texas, D: uh-huh, right. 
C: And I started, having just problems cause 
I-I hated it and I was lonely and I was just 
sad." 
INTERPERSONAL 
Moving to new city – no 
friends 
d. Loneliness 75053 "D: You mentioned earlier when you first 
came here it was kind of, traumatic or, C: It 
was lonely yeah. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
No friends in college 
e. Loneliness 
Depression 
18161 “Um (2) I just was really depressed and like 
really lonely and like so far away, from, " 
INTERPERSONAL 
College – no friends 
f. Depression 11365 “And um it got to where it was affecting, like 
I got really depressed, and um " 
SELF 
Eating disorder in high 
school 
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12849 “And just so depressed, I just, ridiculously 
depressed. D: um-hmm C: And it started to 
get even more out of control. Where I would 
like not go to-like not leave my room.” 
INTERPERSONAL 
SELF 
No friends in college, 
eating disorder out of 
control 
13933 "But, they could tell like I just looked really 
bad and I was really depressed," 
INTERPERSONAL 
EMBODIED 
Parents notice 
depression while home 
from college 
 
22419 "I knew that I wanted to stop (.) just feeling 
like shit all the time and being really 
depressed." 
SELF 
Bulimia 
g. Depression 
Apathy 
66497 "I just, I think that I just was, feeling kind of 
depressed and like, really apathetic like, I 
coulda gone to the grocery store but like ‘( ) I 
don’t want to,’ ya know I just (.)" 
SELF 
What led to a binge 
h. Misery 22125 "I can’t-like I just can’t-I can’t-I know it 
leads back to bulimia and I’m so miserable. " 
SELF 
Bulimia 
25439/2 "Uh, I also think, uh, (15) it was also-I was 
also angry ‘cause, a lot of times through the 
relationship," 
INTERPERSONAL 
High school boyfriend 
cheated on her 
16611 "But um (3) I was just pissed that my parents 
found out. That they knew and they were like 
trying to make me get better like I was just 
mad." 
INTERPERSONAL 
Parents discover eating 
disorder 
29281 "Yeah I was really mad. It st-It even like still 
affects me. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
High school boyfriend 
cheated on her 
78667 "And I just get really like, pissed off and like, 
‘its none of your business,’" 
INTERPERSONAL 
Boyfriend’s 
intrusiveness 
i. Anger 
81994 "Yeah in the past just like, if I was angry-
angry at my parents or a friend I was just 
like, ‘fine I-I’ll ( )’ D: um-hmm C: and then 
just, go about my business and not talk to 
them, or " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Shutting down when 
angry 
j. Anger 
Devastation 
26523/2 "and so I was very-along with being 
devastated I was very angry and I just felt 
like, the whole relationship had been based 
on, lies," 
k. Devastation 10767 “And that just really, it kind of devastated 
me." 
INTERPERSONAL 
High school boyfriend 
cheated on her 
l. Elation 
Joy 
Sadness 
Frustration 
Anger 
38556 "and just being, just elated when we were 
moving back to Alaska and like, just, uh (5) 
uh, uh, I don’t know or even like in high 
school like doing things with my friends like 
getting to drive in a car for the first time or 
like just stuff like that a- that it felt like it was 
really special or even (.) just-just like feeling 
a lot of joy. D: hmm. C: Along with you 
know feeling sadness and just frustration I 
had a lot of anger, D: um-hmm C: at my 
parents, " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Being with friends 
Anger towards parents 
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4761 "now it’s a litt-just a little frustrating cause I 
feel like I worked through all my issues but I 
still have uh, problems like with body image 
and uh, just like anorexic tendencies and 
purging sometimes. " 
5875 "And, that’s frustrating because I-a lot of 
times I don’t know what it is. " 
SELF 
Not fully recovered 
from eating disorder 
m. Frustration 
42987 "so united and they always support each other 
in whatever they did so. That was really 
frustrating too cause it was like, [LF] once 
you got a ‘no’, it was definitely a ‘no.’ " 
n. Frustration 
Anger 
51923 "It was just ridiculous, it was just so 
frustrating and I’d get so mad I just-I would 
get so mad at my mom. I-and never really at 
my Dad but just at my mom. I don’t know 
just like scream and oh my God I’d get so 
angry. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Parents’ rules 
o. Aggravation 5964 "And then and then like well its something 
within me it’s not, my family anymore D: 
um-hmm C: and so that’s just a little (.) 
aggravating. " 
SELF 
Taking responsibility 
for eating disorder 
7694 "But um, I had a boyfriend for the first time 
and uh, I, yeah I was, right, this is kind of 
embarrassing I was way too young but like I 
started being sexually active, " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Talking about sex 
p. Embarrassment 
24000 "D: What happened? At that time. C: h’. [LF] 
This is really embarrassing. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Discussing emotional 
breakthrough at RTF 
q. Nervousness 15608 "I would binge and purge before therapy like 
cause it made me-kind of made me nervous 
to go to therapy so I would like come home 
and make sure I could binge and purge before 
I could go to therapy. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Going to therapy 
r. Worry 82640 " I was kinda worried, D: Not at all? C: I 
was like maybe I shouldn’t wear mascara, if 
I’m gonna cry and ( ) but yeah like not really, 
not at all, um" 
INTERPERSONAL 
EMBODIED 
Anticipation of crying 
during interview. 
60342 " Feeling like you’re bigger than everyone? 
Can you describe it? C: (5) Yeah. (5) Its 
panicky, its really panicky like I " 
INTERPERSONAL 
EMBODIED 
Feeling bigger than 
others 
s. Panic 
67908 "Why what happens inside you, that you get 
like that? C: Oh just I just start panicking 
[LF]" 
SELF 
Desire to purge after 
binge 
t. Calmness 60823 "That was actually really, calming. People 
that, I talked to, like girls I knew at [RTF], " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Talking to other girls 
about eating disorders 
u. Guilt 65365 "I don’t really I don’t feel that way anymore 
now I-now I just get this guilt feeling-kind of 
guilty and bad like I, ‘sh-I don’t need to be 
doing this,’ like. " 
SELF 
Bingeing 
v. Shame 79372 "And he had it in his hand and, he was like, 
‘you did not buy this in sale, this was not on 
sale you’re lying this was two hundred 
dollars!’ and like, I was kind of a little 
INTERPERSONAL 
Lying to boyfriend 
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ashamed because I had lied " 
w. Shame 
Anger 
79922 "I was kind of a little ashamed because I had 
lied but I was more just like, so like 
belligerently angry, like way more than I 
should have been just because I was kind of 
like projecting on him” 
INTERPERSONAL 
Boyfriend’s 
intrusiveness and lying 
to boyfriend 
2. Metaphorical 
24387 "I remember just kind of feeling almost like, 
numb, and in disbelief, D: um-hmm. C: that 
(7) kinda like the world, the world wasn’t as I 
thought it was, things weren’t was I thought 
they-they should be or would be" 
INTERPERSONAL 
High school boyfriend 
cheated on her 
a. “numb” 
[shocked] 
23260 "And then also to be honest ya know when I 
was at at [RTF] the first like two weeks, I 
mean everyone talked about this, I was 
completely numb. Just like (2) ‘well, I’m 
here, and its…’ Just totally numb." 
INTERPERSONAL 
First weeks in treatment 
b. “like a friend” 
[comfort] 
19198 "And how is it like your friend? C: (2) It just 
made me (.) feel better." 
SELF 
Bulimia comforts like a 
friend 
c. “flood-gates” 
crying 
26775 "just like…that kinda opened the flood-
gates”  
INTERPERSONAL 
Crying to others at RTF 
 
d. “stone cold” 
Not showing 
emotion is cold 
27471 "And when ah, whe-when my boyfriend 
when I like found out he had cheated on me 
and this and that and he, he told me in person 
I was like, stone cold." 
INTERPERSONAL 
High school boyfriend 
cheated on her 
e. “head in the 
sand” 
Not showing 
emotions 
28661 " like I-I’m really, wouldn’t-like a person that 
if somethings going wrong or really bad or 
someone’s hurting me, I can kind of like, put 
my head in the sand and be like ‘o.k. I know 
this just happened but I’m-I’m gonna ignore 
it and keep going on,’ like, D: hmm. C: just, 
(I guess)" 
f. “seal off heart” 
Not showing 
emotions 
 
g. “pummeled” 
Emotions are 
violent 
28937 "I guess) just my way of like coping with it at 
the time was (.) to kind of like seal off, like 
seal off my-my heart or my whatever my 
emotions, just so they wouldn’t get, 
pummeled. I really convinced myself that I 
didn’t care. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Not wanting to show 
emotion 
h. “nothing moves 
me” 
Emotion is a force 
35779 But I-I feel like I, its like, it doesn’t matter I 
don’t really care. Like just nothing moves 
me” 
SELF 
Not feeling strong 
emotions 
i. “Explode” 
Anger is an 
explosion 
52605 "I was just like, about to-to go off I was just 
about to explode and like, it’s a good thing 
I’m not like a violent person, I feel like I 
might have gotten really violent." 
INTERPERSONAL 
Anger at mother 
j. “hot angry” v. 
“cold angry” 
Anger is a 
temperature 
80415 "I kinda differentiate between people who get 
like, hot-angry and cold-angry? D: um-
hmm C: Like hot, like you like blow up and 
you’re like yelling and screaming, I get more 
like cold-angry? " 
SELF 
Experience of anger 
3. Enacting 
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15258 "And it was a big thing ya know but that’s 
when I started therapy was my senior year ( ) 
ya know crying and ‘uhhhh’ and uh, that’s 
when I started therapy but I didn’t want to get 
better." 
SELF 
Resistance to therapy 
29971 "But like after twenty minutes I’ll just like 
burst into tears. And he’s like ‘Oh my God! 
What’s wrong?’ and I’m like (pretend 
crying) ‘I can’t handle it,’ ya know li- " 
30540 "Or-or if I’m having problems with like 
restricting, D: um-hmm. C: Um, or like i-if if 
we’ve gone out to dinner or something, at 
midnight or something that night we’ll, he’ll 
start talking or start talking like, ‘well how’d 
you do today?’ and ‘like what were the-what 
were you feeling,’ and like ‘how was 
dinner?’ and at that point I’ll just start crying 
and be like, (pretend crying) ‘oh, I, just I 
thought I was gonna purge, and then I went 
into the bathroom and I was standing there 
and blah blah blah,’ and its kinda like why 
couldn’t you like speak it as it-ya know as it 
was happening like, D: um-hmm C: I’m 
feeling uncomfortable, like this is how-I have 
a still, I never do that. I wait until like a crisis 
point and then I’m like, (pretend crying) 
‘waaaahhh!’ D: hmm C: ya know that’s (.) 
that’s how I am now. h’. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Crying with boyfriend 
46070 "And so I was like trying to teach myself 
fractions at the table and just-my parents 
came in and they-I was like crying just like, 
[pretend crying] ‘I can’t do this I’m stupid,’ 
blah blah blah. " 
SELF 
Trying to reach high 
expectations 
a. Crying 
80098 " I’m sure I ended up like crying too cause 
then I was like, (pretend crying) ‘I’m 
sorry,’ like ‘I was lying,’ and (.) it was 
actually, it was really emotional but it was 
mostly emotional because I was so angry, " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Argument with 
boyfriend 
b. Humor 16221 " It was kind of funny ‘cause I would go, like 
the point of therapy was like me going and 
like entertain her. D: um-hmm C: Like, 
‘heyyy!’ and tell her jokes and like ya know 
funny like anecdotes and, she’s a really nice 
lady and she really liked me but we never got 
anything done. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Entertaining therapist 
c. Anger 15753 "And, and I, part of that was that I was like 
screw this! " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Resistant to getting 
treatment 
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79372 “I was kind of like projecting on him like, 
(pretend crying) you’re like my parents and 
you’re always,’ ya know. And I was just 
like, I was yelling, I was just like, cursing, 
up a storm, ‘what are you doing?!? What 
are you doing?!?’ ya know just like freaking 
out and uh (.) it turned into like, ya know he 
had like a reason to be upset with me like, I 
was being dishonest but, " 
 
79222 "It turned into basically me like, just like, 
ripping into him like, ‘I can’t believe you 
did that! That’s so stupid!’ and ‘You don’t 
need to be looking at my receipts,’" 
INTERPERSONAL 
Anger at boyfriend’s 
intrusiveness 
d. Happiness 21988 "If I didn’t know that I’d probably be like 
‘yeah! Cool! I got rid of this bulimia and 
now I can go back to, to the real thing," 
SELF 
Being anorexic instead 
of bulimic 
22687 "Because I-I was in such denial it really took 
that for me to be like, ‘oh my God!’" 
INTERPERSONAL 
Family puts her in 
treatment 
e. Shock 
23479 "And (.) yeah the therapist all the time or the 
counselors or whatever they’d be like ya 
know ‘how are you feeling, ya know its your 
first day,’ which is like so goddamn traumatic 
D: um-hmm C: [LF] ya know you’re like 
(high-pitched voice) ‘ah! God! What am I 
doing here?’ " 
SELF 
First experience with 
treatment 
4. Embodied 
23849 "And it-it took like two weeks ya know 
finally one day just like break down and I 
was just like (pretend crying) ‘Oh my God!’ 
ya know just crying and. " 
25668 "And uh, I just like freaked out and I was like 
crying I was so, (pretend crying) ‘ya know, 
don’t think this is hard for me too,’" 
25934 "I just was-I was just crying I was like, 
(pretend crying) ‘why do you have to do 
this?’ " 
26104 "but it kind of didn’t really matter because at 
that point I was like, ya know, I was just 
inconsolable, I was like ya know, like 
(pretend crying) ‘why do you have to make 
fun of me?’ and like, " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Opening up at RTF 
Acts out  crying 
26473 " I was always like very like ya know, ‘well 
yeah and the, the etiology states that this and 
that,’ and then like, I was just like bawling " 
SELF 
Description of crying at 
RTF 
a. General distress 
26819 “and then like everyday after that I’d be like, 
ya know, something knew it’s be like, 
(pretend crying) ‘I just wanna talk about it 
because,’ [LF] D: [LF] C: Ya know just 
bawling and " 
INTERPERSONAL 
ENACTING 
Imitates crying 
laughs 
b. Depressed but 
can’t cry 
28043 "It was-uh it was mostly that I just couldn’t, 
cry. I never could really make myself cry like 
I never really felt like I needed to cry that 
much, D: um-hmm C: I, I would get like 
really depressed and down on myself and just 
INTERPERSONAL 
Not being able to cry 
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kinda like beat myself up, but. I-I remember 
like after, we’d talk just like sitting in my 
room and being like-what’s wrong with like, 
and trying to make myself cry because once 
you know once you start you can kind of just 
like get it all out. Just being like, ‘what’s 
wrong with you?’ like I couldn’t start." 
29454 "Uh, I cry all the time [LF]. D: [LF] C: I do! 
Like my boyfriend says I’m leaky. [LF]" 
SELF 
Crying all the time now 
c. Crying 
45254 "I think of like ten o’clock at night at the 
kitchen table with my Dad and me like 
crying, D: hmm. C: and him like, ‘you can’t 
do math like this,’ ya know like ‘ it has to be-
everything has to line up,’ and blah blah 
blah" 
INTERPERSONAL 
Dad being demanding 
d. Screaming 
Anger 
51923 “I don’t know just like scream and oh my 
God I’d get so angry. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Mom’s rules 
e. Anger 81550 "I also like when I’m mad at someone, I 
don’t want to like work it out, talk through it 
I just wanna run away, I just wanna leave. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Desire to leave 
5. Meta-emotional discourse 
a. Not knowing 
how she felt 
25255 "and uh, we were having some like after meal 
therapy, and uh, we had to eat brownies at-at 
the dinner and one of the counselors was like, 
to me and she’s like, ‘how did that make you 
feel?’ and I was like, ‘well, I don’t know, I 
felt-it made me feel like I wanted to purge.’ 
[LF] " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Asked about feelings at 
RTF 
27257 " I mean, in high school, I never cried, D: 
um-hmm C: In front of anybody. Parents, my 
boyfriend, anything and that was always like 
a big sense of pride for me and like ‘I would 
never cry in front of anybody.’" 
INTERPERSONAL 
Never cried in front of 
anyone 
27621 "And he was, crying and just like, ‘oh I’m 
sorry,’ and, I was (.) I was devastated but I 
was like, ya know, ‘I’m not gonna let you see 
me cry.’ And-and the whole, that whole 
summer, like any I just I would never, 
anytime we’d talk or anything just like just be 
stone cold and " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Did not cry in front of 
high school boyfriend 
Stone cold 
b. Hiding feelings 
31791 "For example when you’re in a situation that 
normally you think would, um make you feel 
emotional, what’s going on? C: (7) I think 
prevailing thing is, that no matter what’s 
happening that I-that I-I feel like its 
something that should make me feel 
emotional, I always (.) have ta, preserve the 
illusion that everything’s o.k." 
INTERPERSONAL 
c. Becoming more 
emotional after 
treatment 
27061 "D: So afterwards you found yourself being a 
lot more emotional? C: Yeah like ridiculously 
emotional. D: And what about since then? C: 
(2) Uh (.) Much much much much more 
emotional" 
SELF 
After emotional 
breakthrough at RTF 
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29555 "I-I like, yeah I don’t know (.) I’m not better, 
for damn sure. I’m not better at verbalizing 
my emotions. What happens is (.) I’ll, like 
I’ll have a really hard time like, sometimes, if 
a, like if ‘John’ is teasing me about 
something like cause we tease each other all 
the time (.) I can’t like be like, ‘o.k. ya know 
what this its kinda like starting to make me 
feel bad, and this and that,’ No. " 
30156 "So, its better in the sense that like, yeah at 
the end I’m like, (pretend crying) ‘oh god,’ 
ya know I’ll be like, ‘that, that was really 
bothering me and that made me feel like you 
this and that.’ but uh. It takes it takes a lot it 
takes like crying or like co- ya know he’s like 
why why don’t you just tell me wh-while its 
happening and like, I have a really hard time 
doing that. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
With boyfriend 
33056 " So a lot of it’s just, keeping stuff inside? C: 
Yeah. D: (6) And what’s that like, keeping it 
inside? C: (3) Its - its just normal, like. D: Its 
normal. C: Its just what I do. Like it-its 
almost (.) it’s a struggle to get it out." 
d. Not verbalizing 
emotions 
33311 "wha-um after I got out of [RTF] I was much 
more, um, attuned to that kind of thing, like 
o.k. I’m feeling something now I need ta-I 
kind of wish I could go back for like a 
refresher, as far as those, emotional things go 
because I was like really in tune with like, i-if 
I was having trouble at any time I was able to 
like force it out I-I-it was almost like purging, 
I’d be like, (very quickly) ‘I really wanta 
purge!’ or like, D: [LF] C: Ya know like just 
come out and, it was a struggle but I was 
really good, better about like sensing that I 
needed to do it um, and trying to break 
myself out of the habit of holding it in," 
SELF 
e. Not feeling 
emotions 
35403 "What about when someone asks you how 
you feel, is it the same ( )? C: (10) Yeah uh, 
maybe sometimes I feel, apathetic. I don’t 
know if that’s a feeling though. But um (3) 
uh’ (10) sometimes I feel like, I just don’t 
care about a lot of stuff. Like its (.) which I-I 
think is really similar to the-to this like I 
don’t know what I’m feeling. D: um-hmm C: 
But I-I feel like I, its like, it doesn’t matter I 
don’t really care. Like just nothing moves 
me… Like, it used to, not (4) it takes a lot to 
make me-to make me feel to feel something 
deeply and like feel, the joy of something or 
beauty or, D: um-hmm C: like pain of 
something. D: um-hmm C: Um. Cause a lot 
of times I feel like I just don’t care, about D: 
um-hmm C: ( ) its all the same to me. " 
SELF 
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36218 "I am on Prozac. D: um-hmm. C: which, D: 
You think that has something to do with it? 
C: I uh-probably not. It might. I’ve heard it 
can kind of plateau your that’s not the right 
word, but, D: like eq-equalize or? C: 
Equalize yeah something like that. I mean ob-
it modulates I don’t get, I definitely don’t get 
as depressed as I used to. " 
  
82577 "I wouldn’t say I experienced any emotion 
[LF] like not at all. " 
INTERPERSONAL 
Experience of interview 
f. Holding in 
emotions and 
mood swings 
53573 "Just like (2) control, kind of like control 
freak and like, mood swings and 
perfectionism, and like, the holding my 
emotions and not-not being able to express 
myself and uh (7) it just (5) put in-in that 
environment, so I-I chose to ( ) I think. D: 
you look unsure. C: Yeah I don’t know. " 
SELF 
Propensity for eating 
disorder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participant:  Claire 
Embodied Voice table 
1. Embodied action during the interview (Note- Claire was laughing throughout both interviews – too 
many times to include) 
 
 
Type 
Start 
Character 
 
Segment 
 
Context 
1973 "I-I have a I have a long-term, relationship? with 
my boyfriend ‘John’ [playing with watch]" 
Current boyfriend a. Fiddling 
10400 "But um that summer my boyfriend um, cheated 
on me? [playing with cuff of jeans] " 
High school 
boyfriend cheating 
on her 
b. Crossing legs 6834 " a lot of what was going on in my life was just 
like a lot of academic pressure like, [crosses 
legs] trying to succeed, ya know, " 
Academic 
pressure – 
developing eating 
disorder 
c. Facial 
expression 
19195 "D: And how is it like your friend? C: (2) It just 
made me (.) feel better. [confused expression on 
her face]" 
Bulimia is like 
friend 
d. Facial/bodily 
comportment 
20357 "D: Like the fish swimming in water wouldn’t 
know that its, in water? C: Yeah, that’s, that’s a 
good way to put it. Like its just (.) [appears more 
relaxed] yeah and a lot of it too actually was was 
that I couldn’t really quite remember what it was 
like to not have an eating disorder, " 
Trouble 
verbalizing eating 
disorder 
e. Putting feet up 54724 "Like I-I’m way more, much more aware of the 
impact of soc-of the media now. Do you mind if 
I put my foot up? D: No go for it. C: Sorry. D: I 
don’t care. " 
Impact of media 
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f. yawning 73762 "It’s-it’s fine we like, we’re all so busy we have 
totally different schedules, that, D: um-hmm C: 
[yawn] I’m glad I live with them though," 
Living with 
roommates 
2. Talking about the body 
8363 "-it was like I didn’t want it but like I was doing 
it anyway and so a lot of it-a lot of it was a lot of 
it was like trying ta (2) I don’t; know I just 
wanted to get away from the body, " 
Development of 
eating disorder 
8494 "I don’t; know I just wanted to get away from 
the body, D: hmm C: It, I-I’m not really sure 
how to explain it, um (3) And I’m not sure 
exactly how it triggered it but I think that, that 
was a kind of like a kind of a played a little bit of 
a role in like just me being, I don’t know I’m not 
really sure about that (.) but I always come back 
to it, like D: About wanting to get away from the 
body? C: Well I kind of de-, like detaching 
myself and like, uh, I mean I was never 
comfortable with like, attention to my body, D: 
hmm. C: It always, it just really bothered me. D: 
um-hmm C: And uh. So, I-I would kind of like 
try to detach myself mentally (h), like D: um-
hmm C: during you know, during sex or 
whatever D: um-hmm C: And I never really, I 
never enjoyed it I just tried to like, just get it 
over with, D: um-hmm C: So, I’m not sure if 
maybe just that trying to like, kind of duality was 
maybe ( ) part I don’t know," 
a.Wanting to get 
away from the 
body 
59421 "I kind of felt like my body was like hindering 
that [LF] like, if I could just, get rid of, the 
excess in my body, D: um-hmm C: then maybe, 
I could focus more on the intellect, and like, the 
mind and, who I was and maybe not what I 
looked like? " 
Development of 
eating disorder, 
sexuality 
9668 " I never had really binged and purged but then 
I-I started just for example I just would get like 
so hungry and so desperately hungry that I 
started bingeing " 
Development of 
binge eating 
17733 "I remember when I went to [RTF] I wasn’t sure 
what it felt like to be hungry just because, I 
would just binge and purge, just because, not 
necessarily because I was like oh I’m starving I 
would just wake up and, be like, I just would do 
it, like for no reason really. " 
Bingeing when 
not hungry 
b. hunger 
34339 "I uh-it was so funny cause I saw the flyer, uh, 
and I was like, cause I was at Panera! D: [LF] C: 
And I was like, ‘I’m hungry!’ [LF] " 
Noticing the flyer 
for the study 
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28043 "It was-uh it was mostly that I just couldn’t, cry. 
I never could really make myself cry like I never 
really felt like I needed to cry that much, D: um-
hmm C: I, I would get like really depressed and 
down on myself and just kinda like beat myself 
up, but. I-I remember like after, we’d talk just 
like sitting in my room and being like-what’s 
wrong with like, and trying to make myself cry 
because once you know once you start you can 
kind of just like get it all out. Just being like, 
‘what’s wrong with you?’ like I couldn’t start." 
Not being able to 
cry 
29454 "Uh, I cry all the time [LF]. D: [LF] C: I do! 
Like my boyfriend says I’m leaky. [LF] " 
Crying a lot 
29971 "But like after twenty minutes I’ll just like burst 
into tears. And he’s like ‘Oh my God! What’s 
wrong?’ and I’m like (pretend crying) ‘I can’t 
handle it,’ ya know li- " 
c. Crying 
31231 "I wait until like a crisis point and then I’m like, 
(pretend crying) ‘waaaahhh!" 
Holding it in? 
d. Looking “bad” 
(depressed) 
13933 "But, they could tell like I just looked really bad 
and I was really depressed, " 
Parents notice 
something is 
wrong while she is 
at college 
52277 "Like, I never really had a problem with cutting, 
D: um-hmm C: or self-mutilation, D: um-hmm 
C: But I kinda like, dabbled in it? D: um-hmm 
C: in high school." 
Self-injurious 
behavior 
e. Hurting body 
52831 "like, show them in some roundabout way that-
that they were hurting me rather than like trying 
to tell them. D: um-hmm C: Just being like, ‘hey, 
let’s-let’s talk.’ D: um-hmm C: It was always 
more like, yeah well (.) I’m not gonna eat for a 
week, D: um-hmm C: Or I’m I’ll like cut my 
legs up or whatever like," 
Hurting body to 
communicate hurt 
to parents 
f. Developing 
body 
54968 " I somehow like had this like bodacious body 
like I had a huge chest and like, and like, I did I 
had a huge chest and it was like really, 
embarrass-like the attent-I started to getting like 
a lot of attention for that?" 
Getting unwanted 
attention toward 
body 
g. other bodies 
(standard of 
beauty) 
56857 " I-I’m always aware that that’s affecting me by 
reading it and uh, that I-I, D: How does it affect 
you? C: I-I just like, I just like covet the bodies 
and like [LF] ‘why can’t I look like that?’ and 
then like on the other hand like, ‘nobody looks 
like that, its o.k.’ and just (.) it a lot of times just 
makes me wish I could go back to like, fasting 
and restricting heavily (.) because that’s, I feel 
like that’s the standard of beauty, right now" 
Impact of media 
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57514 "Like, I-I think its very confusing that like in-in 
Vogue or magazines or television shows what’s 
beautiful is very slender, but, if you appear that 
way sometimes in life, like my-my boyfriend on 
the other hand, thinks its very unattractive, D: 
um-hmm C: and sick looking and I know like a 
lot of my friends do. And like, I, I think its really 
confusing a lot of times I’m like, ‘what do you 
want?!?’ Like ‘what do you want from, ya know 
from us?" 
 
58432 "Its just so stupid that like what’s, what’s 
considered beautiful for models and actresses as 
far as like, the body size and as far as being very 
slim, somehow, a lot of times that makes it, so 
you’re not sexually attractive or desired by like 
your, your man. On the other hand, if you are 
the-the shape that maybe like, your husband or 
your boyfriend finds desirable, you’re not 
desirable by the standards of like, of society and 
beauty and, I-its just really stupid its just 
frustrating. " 
Conflict over what 
image to embody 
59925 "Like s-did you ever like, get on a (2) someone’s 
getting on a PAT bus and feel like I’m like, 
bigger than everyone else? D: hmm. C: And 
everyone’s like looking at me cause I’m like sta-
cause I stand out cause I’m like (.) I-I always 
feel like I’m bigger than everyone. D: um-hmm 
C: Like anytime I’m in a group I-I always am 
like, like, like I just stick out like a sore thumb." 
h. Feeling big 
60308 "D: And what is that feeling like? Feeling like 
you’re bigger than everyone? Can you describe 
it? C: (5) Yeah. (5) Its panicky, its really panicky 
like I (29). Just-it feels like there’s something 
wrong with me. Not even um (3) I think a lot of 
times I’m not even thinking about like, really 
physical like, ‘my legs are bigger than hers, my 
arms are bigger than hers,’ uh, its like there’s 
something fundamentally wrong with me. D: 
hmm. C: That makes me stick out and that 
people could see." 
Comparing self to 
others 
i. Attention from 
others  
62723 "Uh (4) not-not really, uh like, feeling like, again 
definitely not feeling like, ‘oh everyone’s 
looking at my gorgeous body!’ [LF] D: [LF] uh-
huh C: [LF] or like my spectacular face [LF]. " 
 
j. Picking at skin  69220 "I kind of have a, like a, little not really 
obsessive compulsive but I-I pick at stuff like I 
pick my face a lot. D: um-hmm C: Its like really-
I have to-I really like have ta keep myself away 
from it like I uh, or like picking my leg, I have a 
little scar over my leg I pick at stuff, D: um-
hmm C: When I get really nervous or stressed 
out" 
When nervous 
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 69577 "a lot of times if its, if I’m in the bathroom D: 
um-hmm C: and I’m gonna purge, I will like 
assault my face for like an-for like fifteen or 
twenty minutes and so not only will I purge and 
feel like crap but I’ll have like welts [LF] all 
over my face um " 
Before purging 
k. Desire to lose 
weight 
85166 "/but I still want to/ lose weight that’s the thing 
it’s like I still want to lose at least like five or ten 
pounds so, " 
Ambivalence 
about recovery 
86389 "Thinking about like, body or what food am I 
gonna eat, like uh, how little can I eat today, like 
constantly like, looking in the mirror and like 
weighing myself and like, stuff like that, so D: 
um-hmm. So, you have a lot of body and food 
preoccupation? C: I have more of a body 
preoccupation than a food preoccupation, right 
now. " 
 
86734 "D: Are there particular parts of your body that, 
are really- C: my stomach. D: uh-huh. C: And 
like my thighs. My upper arms. D: um-hmm C: 
Um, mostly my stomach and uh, a lot-a lot of 
times I-I’m like my face, " 
Parts she doesn’t 
like 
l. Body 
preoccupation 
86961 "I always get really self-conscious about my 
face. D: um-hmm C: I kind of have like a really 
round face. D: um-hmm C: Especially when I 
was like, purging every day, it would get very, 
very swollen, and uh D: um-hmm C: [LF] That’s 
definitely one of the advantages of not, purging, 
I’m like ‘oh its kinda normal.’ D: um-hmm C: 
But I’m-I’ve always been kinda self-conscious 
about my face. D: um-hmm C: So whenever I 
wanna lose weight I um, like, ‘oh, you’re face 
will look thinner,’ " 
Face 
88156 "If I’m feeling really crappy about my body one 
day I’ll, go for like a ten mile run. " 
Feeling bad about 
body 
m. Exercise 
88845 "running is just so easy, and just, D: Um-hmm 
C: You and your body you just go, so. I like the 
feeling after exercise " 
running 
3.  Using bodily metaphors 
a. “Like 
breathing” 
11982 "it was just a part of my day like, breathing. " Eating disorder 
b. “Empty” 19306 "I mean, a previous analogy or metaphor that ( ) 
I always felt really empty and it filled me up. " 
Eating disorder 
c. “numb” 23260 "And then also to be honest ya know when I was 
at at [RTF] the first like two weeks, I mean 
everyone talked about this, I was completely 
numb. Just like (2) ‘well, I’m here, and its…’ 
Just totally numb." 
First going to 
Renfrew 
 d. Wanting own 
“space” 
46477 "I was always lying to them. D: hmm. C: 
Always. Either just to like, have my own space," 
Lying to parents 
e. Taking up too 
much “space” 
56482 "Um, I just wanted to like, not take up as much 
space too, like, I fe-I felt like maybe I was just 
too much, uh (.) " 
Unwanted 
attention over 
body 
f. “explode” 52529 "so they could see that they were like, that I was 
like dying not really but I was just like, about to-
Eating disorder, 
SIB  
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to go off I was just about to explode and like, it’s 
a good thing I’m not like a violent person, I feel 
like I might have gotten really violent. " 
Parents 
56146 " I just kind of wanted to disappear from that and 
not, D: um-hmm C: Especially from guys and 
from men, D: um-hmm C: I-I that kind of 
attention made me really uncomfortable, and uh, 
so that was actually like as far as society goes, 
that was part of it, D: um-hmm C: just kind of, 
getting, sort of, sexual attention." 
Unwanted sexual 
attention 
g. Desire to 
“disappear” or 
“run away” 
81544 "But I-I also like when I’m mad at someone, I 
don’t want to like work it out, talk through it I 
just wanna run away, I just wanna leave. " 
When angry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participant: Claire 
Interaction table listing segments of text with interaction between Claire and D.P. (researcher) 
Type of 
utterance 
by D.P. 
Start 
Character 
Segment (D’s utterances in bold) Claire’s reaction 
(where 
appropriate) 
1.  Laughs 2763/2 "C: Like my boyfriend’s Jewish and uh, I-they’re like, 
‘Is he Catholic-Jewish?’ D: [LF] C: I’m like, ‘No, 
he’s-he’s Jewish,’ but anyway that was totally off 
track. They-re-they’re crazy. They’re good people 
though." 
She makes a joke 
or says something 
in a humorous 
way 
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3991/2 " I always hear this story, and, my mom was like, ‘and 
it was like, shining down on your Dad,’ and I’m like, 
‘It was a bar sign!’ [LF] D: [LF] C: But, so that’s-
that’s their story." 
 
8460/2 "C: it’s kind of, sometimes when I go home I’m like, 
‘You let them do that, Oh my God!’ D: [LF] C: ‘I 
couldn’t do that till I was eighteen,’ ya know " 
Expressing shock 
11006/2 "Kelly, we don’t know she’s probably gonna be crazy 
[LF]. D: [LF] C: She’s the youngest and, she’s such a 
baby, and she just like (.) we always joke like my 
family-my family has a really good sense of humor 
like, we’ll be like, well maybe Kelly will be the slutty 
one, [LF] D: [LF] C: Like my parents have loosened 
up so much and," 
Making a joke 
11664/2 "Someone is talking about some girl in high school and 
my mom will be like, ‘is she one of those hoochies?’ 
D: [LF] C: And then we’re like, ‘Yes! She’s a 
hoochie.’ D: [LF] C: Ya know just-just silly stuff like 
that, they’re so much more fun now, and uh. " 
Making a joke 
15265/2 "and Aunt ‘Ellie’ she had her psychotic break,’ and I’m 
like, ‘you-was this not relevant when?’ D: [LF] C: Uh, 
I think it just took my parents a while to get used to the 
idea of-of therapy and, like, full disclosure of all this, 
family, junk. " 
Re-enacting 
interaction with 
parents 
16406/2 "They’re-yeah we’re pretty close to them. They’re 
cool. D: [LF] C: They are. " 
Describing 
grandparents as 
“cool” 
7511 "C: I’m sorry it seems like I’m just rattling off things 
‘cause like (h) I’ve been to therapy so much I like have 
a checklist. D: [LF] C: So I’m sorry if it seems kinda 
rehearsed. " 
 
26772 "C: just like…that kinda opened the flood-gates and 
then like everyday after that I’d be like, ya know, 
something knew it’s be like, (pretend crying) ‘I just 
wanna talk about it because,’ [LF] D: [LF] C: Ya know 
just bawling and (3) So good for Heather. " 
She re-enacts 
crying and then 
laughs 
33579 "If I was having trouble at any time I was able to like 
force it out I-I-it was almost like purging, I’d be like, 
(very quickly) ‘I really wanta purge!’ or like, D: [LF] 
C: Ya know like just come out" 
Describes 
something in a 
humorous way 
46918 "I mean I honestly remember like being in the truck 
with him sitting and seeing this like Suburban coming 
down the other side of the street, and thinking it was 
my mom and like, (pantomimes ducking) D: [LF] C: 
ya know ducking and he’s like, ‘what are you doing?’ 
ya know, " 
Re-enacting 
situation 
 
73445 "ya know but, after a couple weeks I was finally like, 
[pretend crying] ‘I can’t do it, I can’t live together,’ D: 
[LF] C: Because we’re not, old enough, we’re not like 
ready. D: uh-huh. C: I’m not ready. " 
Imitating herself 
crying 
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 83153 "Uh (3) Like I-I kinda I definitely got over it but I was 
like, ‘I don’t wanna mess up,’ I-I know you have to 
transcribe it! D: [LF] C: um, ‘like um, like um.’ D: 
um-hmm C: But, ( ) much better than a video-tape. D: 
um-hmm. Yeah. C: But um, ( ) I felt fine about like the 
interview, D: um-hmm C: um, we covered a lot its ( ). " 
Imitating herself 
4854/2 "C: And, basically like, three years in between each 
move. D: O.k. C: Roughly. D: What was that like for 
you? C: It was really hard [LF]. It-it wasn’t so hard uh, 
when I was younger, but um, it was just, it was really 
hard ta, " 
States emotion, 
then negates it, 
then affirms it 
again 
(sandwiching) 
9703/2 " And now Jill, like in Anne’s legacy, Kelly on Jill’s 
legacy, it-there’s not a lot of room for uh, mediocrity. 
D: hmm. (7) How do you feel about that? C: Well 
(21) Ya know I just it-it kinda made me feel bad just 
because like my sister Anne was always (.) just stupid 
stuff like with the high school SATs and the ACTs, I 
just test well, like my GPA would not reflect it, but I-I 
just test really well" 
States emotion 
and elaborates 
24230/2 "D: Can you tell me a little bit more about that, like, 
what that was like, the devastation, and, C: Uh, 
yeah, I just (.) I just remember feeling like, (12) I 
remember just kind of feeling almost like, numb, and in 
disbelief, " 
Describes feeling 
metaphorically 
28581 "D: What was going on inside of you? C: Um (7) I 
think a lot of denial, " 
Pauses then 
answers 
40743 "C: Like constant like battles with my parents. D: Uh-
huh. What was that like for you? C: (7) It wa-it was 
actually like, it was-it was bad, but in a way it felt 
really good because I kind of like (5) I-I don’t know (4) 
I felt like I was gonna punish them, by-by being, by 
making myself sick." 
Answers in 
negative then 
positive 
51786 "C: Just cause uh, just being older and like imagining 
what it would be like to have kids. D: What was it like 
at the time, for you? C: It was just ridiculous, it was 
just so frustrating and I’d get so mad I just-I would get 
so mad at my mom." 
Answers easily 
60212 "Like anytime I’m in a group I-I always am like, like, 
like I just stick out like a sore thumb. D: And what is 
that feeling like? Feeling like you’re bigger than 
everyone? Can you describe it? C: (5) Yeah. (5) Its 
panicky, its really panicky like I (29). Just-it feels like 
there’s something wrong with me. " 
Pauses then states 
emotion then 
pauses again 
64884 "Its not the same feeling of uh, its not like the same, 
drug kind of, feeling. D: What was it like before? C: 
Oh it was like heavenly. " 
Answers easily 
with description 
2.  Request 
to share 
emotional 
experience 
67803 "C: As soon as I eat something that I’m considering 
like, to be a binge, like I have to purge it out. D: Why 
what happens inside you, that you get like that? C: 
Oh just I just start panicking [LF] D: uh-huh " 
Answers easily 
with description 
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 82241 "D: (5) Well the last thing I want, to ask you about 
is just what it was like to sit here, with me today, 
like, how did you feel during the interview, how do 
you feel now? ya know like what was it like talking 
to me? Did you experience any emotion and just 
kinda describe what it was like to talk to me. C: Um, 
it was-it was fine, um. I wouldn’t say I experienced any 
emotion [LF] like not at all. I was kinda worried, D: 
Not at all? C: I was like maybe I shouldn’t wear 
mascara, if I’m gonna cry and ( ) but yeah like not 
really, not at all, um. (9) I gu-uh, I was, telling my 
boyfriend that if I could get fifty dollars for like, every 
time I like, did therapy, that’d be so nice, D: um-hmm 
C: Like told, told my bulimia story, but uh. D: um-
hmm C: (4) I felt very comfortable, D: um-hmm " 
Answers, laughs, 
then refers to past 
conversation with 
boyfriend. 
8857/2 "D: Do you think it would have been different if, 
there were boys, like do you think that being all 
girls- C: God I have no idea! I-I don’t know I, I never 
really even thought about that. D: um-hmm. C: I know 
my Dad just loved-loves the all girls and he just really, 
he really enjoys it uh, I think if we were all boys we 
would have, eaten him out of house and home, we did 
already. " 
Lively states that 
she doesn’t know 
then elaborates 
11923/2 "D: What do you think happened that they, 
loosened up? C: I think I, was really screwed up [LF] 
and I, like cried out for attention and," 
Answers with 
laugh 
3.  Request 
for opinion 
54483 "D: What do you think about um, as far as like, 
developing the eating disorder, what do you think 
was the role of like society or culture or being a 
woman in the culture? C: Um, I’m more-way more 
into it now, um, D: Way more into what? C: Like I-
I’m way more, much more aware of the impact of soc-
of the media now." 
Answers in a 
different way from 
what I was 
expecting. 
17633/2 "D: What wa-describe yourself as a child, what 
were you like? C: Um (6) according to my parents I 
was really precocious, I really liked to read, uh" 
Pauses then 
answers 
21288/2 "D: And what was your parents relationship like to 
each other while you were growing up? C: Oh it was 
always, it was always really, really good um. " 
answers 
23665/2 "D: Anything else, about what it was like for you 
growing up? C: (14) no, I-I can’t think of anything. I 
think that that’s a pretty good picture of ( ) parts of 
growing up and everything. " 
Pauses and then 
answers in the 
negative 
4. Request 
for a 
description 
30885/2 "I just wanna leave, and, screw school and, go live in, 
ya know, go live this, bohemian lifestyle in Chicago 
and I’ll be, and all of a sudden I’ll be different and, uh, 
D: (9) What do you imagine would be different? C: 
Oh I know nothing will be different I’ve done this so 
many times that, I just, D: What do you imagine? C: 
There’s always weight loss involved [LF]. D: hmm. C: 
There is, there really is, uh. Just imagine ya know 
having a fantabulous life and uh," 
Answers 
negatively at first, 
then answers 
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19195 "C: I just kind of, became a recluse. D: And how is it 
like your friend? C: (2) It just made me (.) feel better. 
[confused expression on her face] I mean, a previous 
analogy or metaphor that ( ) I always felt really empty 
and it filled me up." 
Answers but 
appears confused 
then offers a 
metaphor. 
29355 "C: I was just like ( ). D: um-hmm. And so how are 
you different or similar today? C: Uh, I cry all the 
time [LF]. D: [LF] C: I do! Like my boyfriend says 
I’m leaky. [LF] D: hmm. " 
Answers and 
laughs 
41252 "D: hmmm. Can you tell me a little more about 
what your relationship, is like with each of your 
parents? C: Right now or, back then? D: Both like 
back then or what C: O.k. Well my mom is really like 
the-my mom is the like the head of the house definitely 
as far as the like- my mom’s a nurse my Dad is an 
engineer, uh." 
Asks for 
clarification and 
then answers 
 "C: Love bingeing hate purging. D: um-hmm. So 
what’s it like when you are purging? Or what 
happened that going back to that, C: //um/ D: last 
experience, what happened after you were like, 
‘ehhh, I don’t, wanna do this.’ C: I used to-when I-
when first started being bulimic I would li-after I 
binged like immediately just go purge and be over with 
it. " 
Answers by 
referring to past 
70345 "D: (18) um, (14) we talked a little bit about your 
relationship with your boyfriend but how is that? C: 
Oh, its, its really really good he’s the biggest help he’s 
amazing he, is really supportive um, and then the 
problem is not that he’s not supportive its just, that he 
doesn’t understand." 
Answers with 
description and 
then negates 
73715 "D: How is it living with four other girls? C: It’s-it’s 
fine we like, we’re all so busy we have totally different 
schedules, that, D: um-hmm C: [yawn] I’m glad I live 
with them though, I’m glad I don’t live by myself." 
Answers and 
yawns 
 
89709 "D: What was [RTF] like? C: Oh God, it was, have 
you ever, like been or seen it, or anything? D: I’ve 
met, um, people that worked there, at like a 
conference, C: Oh! D: And I’ve seen, like pictures of 
it, C: uh-huh D: cause, just from working in the 
field, C: um-hmm D: But, I uh, I’ve actually worked 
over here at the-Western Psych. C: At Wipic? D: 
Yeah. But [RTF] looks very, nice. C: I’ve, yeah 
that’s-I’ve heard like, really different-I’m sor-Western 
Psych is probably, nothing like [RTF]. D: Is it-I mean, 
it’s like ( ) " 
Answers with a 
question for D.P. 
18789/2 "D: What was your earliest memory? C: My earliest 
memory I think is third birthday party. " 
Answers 5. Request 
for a 
narrative 31941/2 "D: (17) Is there anything else that, that like, you 
wanna tell me about yourself, or that I didn’t cover 
that you think is important? C: (6) umm (2) I can’t 
think of anything, I feel like I covered, everything. 
[LF] D: [LF] Uh-huh it’s a lot. C: It is. " 
Pauses and 
answers with 
laugh 
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4502 "C: Yeah it was, (quieter) amazing. But um, I don’t 
know what (you asked) I’m sorry! [LF] D: Oh your 
therapist and how is that going, C: Oh yeah I-I really, 
I felt like when I was at [RTF] I really like, worked 
through all these big, issues, that I had, and now it’s a 
litt-just a little frustrating" 
Forgot what D.P. 
had asked, after 
reminder she tells 
narrative 
6469 "D: O.k. well let’s go back then and, um talk to me 
about when um, the bulimia or the anorexia or the 
eating disorder stuff, started and um, what was 
going on in your life at that time and, and what 
happened when it started C: O.k. Um, I-I was fifteen 
(.) and I was a junior in high school, um." 
Begins narrative 
24000 "D: What happened? At that time. C: h’. [LF] This is 
really embarrassing. We uh, so you know obviously 
there’s a mix of-of anorexics and bulimics." 
Begins with laugh 
and statement of 
emotion, then tells 
narrative 
31371 "D: And so what is it like when you’re not 
emotional. When you’re like just going through the 
motions? C: Just uh, a normal situation what do you 
mean? D: Um, like throughout that day of like when 
you guys go to dinner and then later on in the night/ 
C: //oh I see./ D: when he asked you and then you, 
kind of, let the flood gates open, C: yeah D: before 
that, like, what was it like, C: um, D: for you to…(7) 
For example when you’re in a situation that 
normally you think would, um make you feel 
emotional, what’s going on? C: (7) I think prevailing 
thing is, that no matter what’s happening that I-that I-I 
feel like its something that should make me feel 
emotional, I always (.) have ta, preserve the illusion 
that everything’s o.k. " 
Asks for 
clarification.  
Afterwards she 
pauses and then 
answers. 
65674 "D: And so describe like a typical binge and purge, 
C: Um, D: What happens, what’s going through 
your head ( ) ? C: O.k. D: Or the most recent one 
just tell me what happened? C: O.k. um, (8) Yeah the 
most recent one I just," 
Hesitates but then 
provides 
description. 
 
77673 "D: um-hmm. (4) So, just going back to the 
emotional, kind of stuff that we’ve been talking 
about before. Can you think back for me like, a-a 
recent, experience that, either was emotional or 
should have been emotional or something that just 
happened recently that, you would associate with, 
emotions. And tell me about it? C: O.k. um. (30) um 
(3) o.k. a couple weeks ago I uh (.) I’m a total 
shopaholic I went shopping at uh at Saks and I had 
bought like, I spent like two hundred dollars and uh, 
boyfriend’s always like ragging on me about how 
much-how much clothes I have cause its ridiculous 
[LF]. " 
Pauses and then 
provides narrative 
6. Request 
for 
elaboration 
28537/2 "D: And so, what was, what’s that about, wanting 
everyone to leave you alone? C: I just got kind of sick 
of, being in a small town and having, ya know 
everyone, everyone knew you and your history and 
your family sand your reputation and your business" 
Elaborates 
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4313 "I was at [RTF] for six weeks, D: um-hmm C: So, D: 
When were you at [RTF]? C: Um, last year, February 
through March. D: O.k. C: Which was, like saved my 
life basically (h). D: Yeah? C: Yeah it was, (quieter) 
amazing." 
Answers then 
elaborated further 
19584 "D: Is it hard to, talk about? C: No! Its hard to 
verbalize. D: Is it? C: Yeah. D: Tell me about that. C: 
Uh (3). D: I know its hard (h) because I’m asking 
you to verbalize it/ C: //yeah it’s funny, it’s very 
ironic/ D: If there’s any way you could, C: um, yeah 
no I’ll try its just like, I’m doing this with my 
boyfriend all the time, like ya know, ‘tell me about it,’ 
I’m like, ‘ugh,’ I don’t know, it-its (5). Its har-I think 
its hard to verbalize because " 
Answers by 
referring to 
interactions with 
boyfriend. 
34750 "C: But um (.) wasn’t there like a-a graphic on it, a 
person like, D: Yeah there was a woman with an 
empty thought bubble. C: Yeah and it was like, yeah, 
I feel like that all the time. D: How so, elaborate a 
little. C: Like, it (7) just that a lot of times its not even 
that its hard to verbalize what I’m thinking I just-I 
don’t know. " 
Attempts to 
elaborate but has a 
hard time 
41706 "I don’t know I think its cause like I’m-I’m a lot like 
her and, D: In what ways? C: Uh (.) I (7) We just have 
a lot of the same personality traits like very like like 
kind of bubbly and friendly and, uh, very talkative and 
uh (4) I don’t really know I don’t-I don’t see that much 
of-of my mom in me" 
Answers then 
discounts what she 
said  
49637 "D: You did mention like, at the beginning of the 
interview about kind of in the past blaming your 
parents for the eating disorder/ C: //um-hmm/ D: 
and something about boundaries. C: yeah. D: Can 
you talk a little bit more about that? C: Uh, yeah. 
There (4) we don’t have a lot of boundaries in my 
family, like" 
Answers 
55641 "I just kind of wanted to like disappear from like all 
this, unwanted attention. D: Did people like, say 
things to you? C: yeah-yeah like guys would, say stuff 
and like, the older girls like, I don’t know, that I was a 
slut or something like," 
Answers 
56858 "I-I’m always aware that that’s affecting me by reading 
it and uh, that I-I, D: How does it affect you? C: I-I 
just like, I just like covet the bodies and like [LF] ‘why 
can’t I look like that?’ and then like on the other hand 
like, ‘nobody looks like that, its o.k.’ " 
Answers 
 
59695 "Granted what I looked like then kinda took on a-a life 
of its own, as far as trying to like, lose weight, but. D: 
(12) Do you have some of those feelings now or is it 
different? C: Yeah I do, I, I ( ) D: Like what? C: Like 
s-did you ever like, get on a (2) someone’s getting on a 
PAT bus and feel like I’m like, bigger than everyone 
else? " 
Answers 
affirmatively, 
attempts to engage 
D.P.’s own 
experience then 
discusses her 
private 
experience. 
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62520 "D: You said when you were younger you wanted to 
be associated more with your intellect like, or your 
writing, C: /Yeah// D: or playing volleyball, is that 
still something today-that happens today? C: Uh (4) 
not-not really, uh like, feeling like, again definitely not 
feeling like, ‘oh everyone’s looking at my gorgeous 
body!’ [LF] D: [LF] uh-huh C: [LF] or like my 
spectacular face [LF]. I-I definitely don’t feel like that, 
um. D: uh-huh C: Yeah I don’t-I don’t really feel like 
that at all anymore." 
Answers 
negatively and 
makes a joke 
63849 "C: Um, I used to binge, like, like nobody’s business. 
D: [LF] tell me about it. C: Yeah, yeah. [LF] I knew I, 
I like I wasted so much money its ridiculous. " 
* I think she 
misunderstood my 
request for 
clarification to be 
an act of empathy. 
75053 "D: You mentioned earlier when you first came here 
it was kind of, traumatic or, C: It was lonely yeah. D: 
It was lonely? What was it like? C: It was so, h’ I just 
wanna like uh, I felt like I could like leave my dorm at 
like midnight and just start walking and disappear and 
no one would even notice I was gone [LF] ya know 
like." 
Answers by 
referring to her 
past feelings. 
80325 "I was-I was just like (.) disbelief. [LF] D: Can you 
describe the anger? C: I get like, I kinda differentiate 
between people who get like, hot-angry and cold-
angry? " 
Answers by 
describing how 
she categorizes 
anger. 
83901 "I’m just scared I’m gonna go back to bulimia, so. D: 
Oh, so, can you explain a little more? Like are you 
having trouble, not restricting or are you having 
trouble-are you trying to restrict and having trouble 
doing it? //Or like what’s going on?/ C: //I am I/ yeah 
I, I am trying and (2) I-I kind of like uh, like a game 
where, trying to see what’s the like the best worst you 
can do, " 
Hedges a bit and 
then answers 
88367 "D: Do you like exercise or do you just do it 
because, you’re trying to, C: I-I’m not sure, yet." 
Answers that she 
is unsure 
 
94173 "And then kind of like gradually like when you get into 
like the re-the real world and you don’t have that 
constant like, support and, ‘how are you today?’ D: 
um-hmm C: It-it just gets a little harder. D: What is it 
about the real world that makes it harder? C: (18) I 
guess that you don’t have, the-similar people who-who 
understand. Who just like, really-really understand 
exactly what you’re going through and who, have the 
same, goals as you? D: um-hmm C: As far as 
recovering like, that was probably, the biggest help 
being at [RTF] was just the like (.) common problems 
but common-common goals? D: um-hmm C: And 
doing it on your own, its just harder like it’s not-I don’t 
have the motivation sometimes. D: um-hmm " 
Pauses and then 
answers 
7. Request 
for 
information 
4142 "D: O.k. And you’re in recovery now so are you 
seeing a therapist, or? C: um-hmm D: Ok. And 
how’s that going? C: Its going o.k. " 
Answers without 
elaboration 
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6215 "D: Um, so you’ve been in, you’ve been seeing that 
therapist since you got back from [RTF]? C: I-I saw 
her even before I went to [RTF]. D: Oh. C: Yeah, D: 
How long have you been seeing her? C: uh, four 
years? D: Oh wow. Ok. C: Yeah ( ). " 
 
39095 "D: So when did it stop? When did you stop feeling 
so… C: Eh like tent-like tenth eleventh grade. D: So 
about the same time as the eating disorder? C: 
Yeah, definitely um, D: Was something going on at 
that time? [tape ended] C: Um, (3) I don’t know it’s-
it’s hard like - nothing, I didn’t have any like big 
trauma or anything." 
Answers without 
elaboration and 
then states that she 
doesn’t know 
87470 "D: Are you exercising? C: I have been but I have 
mono right now, [LF] so. D: Oh really, /o.k./ C: 
//yeah/. But yeah, you won’t, get it. D: No, I’ve had it, 
so. C: Oh, o.k. Like unless I like, lick you, D: [LF] " 
Answers then 
makes a joke 
 
86722 "D: um-hmm. Are there particular parts of your 
body that, are really- C: my stomach. D: uh-huh. C: 
And like my thighs. My upper arms. D: um-hmm C: 
Um, mostly my stomach and uh, a lot-a lot of times I-
I’m like my face, " 
Interrupts to 
answer 
15816 "C: And I think it helped a little to talk about stuff, but 
it didn’t help my eating disorder at all. D: hmm. Have 
any ideas about what was going on then. As far as 
therapy and why it didn’t help your eating disorder, 
you said you didn’t want to get better? C: I-uh yeah I 
had no desire to get better. Well my therapist in Alaska 
was-was ineffective. D: um-hmm C: definitely. D: 
um-hmm " 
Answers and then 
refers to someone 
else 
34241 "D: Is it-its like, o.k. How did that-how did you 
relate to that, like what is that like for you? C: I uh-
it was so funny cause I saw the flyer, uh, and I was 
like, cause I was at Panera! D: [LF] C: And I was like, 
‘I’m hungry!’ [LF] D: [LF] C: But I just was gonna 
use the bathroom that’s the reason I went in there and, 
D: um-hmm C: And I was like, ‘oh I wish I had money 
I could binge,’ and then I’m like, ‘no I couldn’t binge.’ 
And I saw the flyer I was like, ‘Oh, that’s weird!’ ya 
know?" 
Answers by 
describing a 
concrete 
experience. 
61414 " Like there’s something about me that you could look 
at and be like oh she’s, she’s not, normal. D: So if a lot 
of the girls at [RTF] think like this then how do you 
think the eating disorder, relates to that feeling? C: 
Well (7) well I think a lot of times an eating disorder 
can be kind of a, it can perpetuate it because then 
you’re like, ‘well yeah I’m not normal,’ D: um-hmm C: 
‘I’m messed up. I have an eating disorder like, I’m not 
normal that’s, I have,’ ya know, ‘I have, this big 
emotional problem.’" 
Pauses and then 
offers her 
thoughts. 
8. Request 
for 
thoughts 
74720 "so my roommates are, like my closest girlfriends. D: 
Why do you think you don’t have a lot of 
girlfriends? C: I so antiso-just like so antisocial and 
depressed like first couple years of college and then 
once I met ‘John’ I was like ‘Oh, who cares?’ ya 
know." 
Offers her 
thoughts 
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 83510 "D: Yeah its good, its what I want [LF]. Do you 
have anything to add? Anything that, that this 
brought up for you that you want to talk about or? 
C: (9) Uh, I guess the, really the only thing is, basicl-
like I still I do identify with bulimic, but like right now 
what now what I’m having more trouble with is the, is 
restricting, but um, " 
Pauses and then 
offers something 
else 
30080/2 "And a lot of it I just wanted to kind of run away from 
myself and start all over again, D: hmm. C: But I 
brought myself with me. D: um-hmm. C: So, D: um-
hmm. But you always had that urge at first, like if I 
leave, C: Yeah! D: the area, C: Yeah! D: then… C: I 
always kind of have an urge to run away from stuff. D: 
hmm. C: I really-definitely do. D: Does that bother 
you? C: Yeah, it bothers me cause its so tempting 
sometimes, I just." 
Affirms 
emphatically 
29027 "like seal off my heart or whatever my emotions, just 
so they wouldn’t get pummeled.  I really convinced 
myself that I didn’t care.  D: um-hmm.  C: And.  D: (4) 
Had your emotions been pummeled? Or your heart 
been pummeled? C: [LF] Yeah. [LF]. Yeah I was 
really mad” 
Laughs, affirms, 
and then 
elaborates 
47864 "D: um-hmm. And you said, you lied to them to 
kind of give yourself, some space? C: Yeah. Like just 
ta (3) I just was-they didn’t have to know everything, 
maybe lies of omission (cough) D: Lies about what? C: 
Lies of omission? D: Oh o.k." 
Attempts an 
explanation 
58188 "That (7) or even just at least like what’s considered 
beautiful, ah, is considered by most people to be like, 
not attractive, not, like, I uh, D: What’s considered 
beautiful, C: Well uh, that’s uh-that just came out, 
totally wrong, um. (12) Its just so stupid that like 
what’s, what’s considered beautiful for models and 
actresses as far as like, the body size and as far as being 
very slim, somehow, a lot of times that makes it, so 
you’re not sexually attractive or desired by like your, 
your man." 
Discounts 
previous 
statement, pauses, 
then answers 
72824 "And I like to have my own [LF] like my own space 
like I like to be alone a lot so. D: You like to be alone 
a lot? C: Yeah I do-I like to have my alone time. " 
Affirms 
9. 
Reflective 
question 
81376 "God it was so stupid. D: You feel like it was stupid? 
C: [LF] Yeah it was like a stupid-like a stupid 
argument, but, " 
Laughs and 
repeats sentiment 
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 85448 "But then on the other hand I go-don’t wanna go back 
to bingeing and purging all the time so. That’s really 
like, that’s like, that’s where I am now. D: um-hmm C: 
I guess. Like that’s the, the final, not the final, D: It’s 
not the final thing? C: [LF] no. D: What’s the final 
thing? C: [LF] I don’t know. D: [LF] C: I don’t know, 
I don’t want to be ya know like struggling with this 
when I’m like, thirty, forty. D: uh-huh. C: Cause 
there’s ya know just, (7) But I can’t imagine living 
without, this, D: um-hmm C: At least internal, kind of 
struggle, or D: um-hmm C: thinking about it all the 
time. D: um-hmm C: But I don’t, I don’t wanna be, so 
embroiled in it. " 
Laughs and 
affirms, than 
laughs and 
elaborates 
17465 "C: And then it was just a cycle because the restricting 
would lead to me bingeing. D: um-hmm. ‘Cause you 
would get so hungry. C: Yeah. D: um-hmm C: Yeah. 
Um (.) er, early on definitely and then as the years 
progressed it - I could never really ( ) like I remember 
when I went to [RTF] I wasn’t sure what it felt like to 
be hungry just because, I would just binge and purge, 
just because, not necessarily because I was like oh I’m 
starving I would just wake up and, be like, I just would 
do it, like for no reason really." 
Affirms and then 
clarifies position 
20354 "D: Like the fish swimming in water wouldn’t know 
that its, in water? C: Yeah, that’s, that’s a good way 
to put it. Like its just (.) [appears more relaxed] yeah 
and a lot of it too actually was was that I couldn’t 
really quite remember what it was like to not have an 
eating disorder," 
Affirms, relaxes, 
and then 
elaborates 
26298 "D: So it felt like she was making fun of you? C: So, 
it felt like I was just like inferior and that, everyone 
was like shocked because I had never said any-like " 
Elaborates 
33879 "and trying to break myself out of the habit of holding 
it in, D: um-hmm C: but I didn’t break the habit. D: 
um-hmm. C: (quieter) like I totally didn’t. D: um-hmm. 
C: So. ( ) D: So you still do it. C: Yeah. A lot." 
Affirms 
36093 "Cause a lot of times I feel like I just don’t care, about 
D: um-hmm C: ( ) its all the same to me. D: hmm. C: I 
am on Prozac. D: um-hmm. C: which, D: You think 
that has something to do with it? C: I uh-probably 
not. It might. I’ve heard it can kind of plateau your 
that’s not the right word, but, D: like eq-equalize or? 
C: Equalize yeah something like that. I mean ob-it 
modulates I don’t get, I definitely don’t get as 
depressed as I used to." 
Negates statement 
then somewhat 
affirms, then 
explains 
49557 "D: Sounds like it helps you keep your own space. 
C: Yeah. Yeah definitely." 
Agrees 
10. 
Suggestive 
question 
53093 "C: Or I’m I’ll like cut my legs up or whatever like, D: 
um-hmm. So the eating disorder was, definitely a 
part of that. C: Oh yeah ( ). D: um-hmm. Is that 
what you were talking about when you said you 
blamed your parents? C: Yeah. I-I don’t really blame 
my parents (.) I think they were a big, like part of like 
the uh the dynamic," 
Affirms, then 
affrims and 
negates 
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53883 "C: And its-its also like I-I had a good, I’ve had a good 
life, like my parents are-they’re good pe-they’re really 
good people. I haven’t had any trauma like, I, D: um-
hmm. So is there some guilt? C: [LF] Yeah like. I 
mean ya know at [RTF], not I-you don’t know 
everyone’s backstory but, sometimes its like, ( ) who 
am I to, D: um-hmm C: to complain, uh, (11). Yeah I-I-
just kinda feel like I need to be like, ‘ya know what my 
life, has been really, it’s been good,’" 
Laughs, affirms, 
and then explains 
69926 "Its like go think about what you’ve done ya know ( ) 
D: So, it feels like an order? C: Yeah like, ( ) D: And 
what do you think about? C: (9) Fai-like uh, failing, 
failing, at recovery. " 
Affirms, then 
pauses and 
elaborates 
75649 " I was just here, I was just another (.) just another kid. 
[sniff] D: um-hmm. It was hard for you to make 
friends? C: Yeah it was really hard. I-I especially in 
the dorm I was with people that I, wouldn’t have 
wanted to be friends with anyway." 
Affirms and 
elaborates 
77513 "C: Cause, cause I had the-the bulimia. D: You said 
before it was like a ( friend ). C: Yeah I really uh, it 
was l-it was like my only friend really. [sniff] " 
Affirms and 
repeats 
81172 "C: Even though I really wasn’t reading, like that’s 
just, D: (5) So you kind of, separate yourself? C: 
Yeah, I’m-I’m like, ‘ya know what, this isn’t working ( 
)’ but um" 
Affirms and 
elaborates 
 
86389 "Thinking about like, body or what food am I gonna 
eat, like uh, how little can I eat today, like constantly 
like, looking in the mirror and like weighing myself 
and like, stuff like that, so D: um-hmm. So, you have 
a lot of body and food preoccupation? C: I have 
more of a body preoccupation than a food 
preoccupation, right now. " 
Clarifies 
12183/2 " I think they just saw that like, it was having a really 
bad effect on me. D: Just over-protectiveness? C: Just 
over-protectiveness, over-bearing, D: um-hmm (.) um-
hmm. " 
Affirms and 
elaborates 
27554/2 "C: Like, I wasn’t good enough, and I was never gonna 
be good enough, D: um-hmm. C: And, h’. D: (25) 
That feeling like not good enough, did that, was 
that, part of the reason why you tried to lose 
weight? C: (3) [quieter] I think so, yeah probably. Uh 
D: (32) something ( ) C: Uh, I also think, uh, (15) it 
was also-I was also angry" 
Quietly answers in 
the affirmative, 
but not definite 
11. 
Suggestion 
and request 
for 
elaboration 
27554/2 "C: I just like, felt like it was the thi-the right thing to 
do. D: So you did do it. C: Yeah I did, but it wasn’t 
necessarily a clean break like we still, when we see 
each other have like unfinished like, weird tensions, 
and, D: You still see him sometimes? C: Yeah I mean, 
when we go home for Christmas or like, yeah he lives 
in the same town and (2) " 
Affirms and 
elaborates 
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2784 "C: something I’m working on and like definitely 
working on my eating disorder, to work on the 
relationship. D: um-hmm C: or to better the 
relationship. D: Cause you feel like the eating 
disorder has gotten in the way of the relationship? 
C: Well, yeah definitely and even now that I’m-I’m 
pretty much in recovery, " 
Affirms 
17953 "I just would do it, like for no reason really. D: For no 
reason? Like do you know-were there any triggers 
or was there, like if it wasn’t that you were hungry 
do you have any idea about what was going on? C: 
Um (2) I just was really depressed and like really 
lonely and like so far away, from, I just had a really 
hard time making friends and, (.) it was jus I was, it 
was like my f-my only, friend," 
Elaborates 
20981 " It, never needed to be explained because that’s just 
what I did. D: um-hmm C: Um. D: (4) At some point 
though that kind of, fell apart. C: Yeah. D: So what 
was that like ( )? C: (30) I-can-uh what exactly do yo-
could you help me like, D: Like at some point you 
did decide that you didn’t want it, to be a part of 
your life anymore, right? Or are you still deciding 
that? C: No, I-well to be honest, it-it (.) I had decided 
that I didn’t wan-to be honest I don’t want bulimia to 
be a part of my life, but I still am like really obsessed 
with, counting, calories and exercising and, so I can 
definitely say I don’t want bulimia to be a part of my 
life but I-I still couldn’t honestly say, D: um-hmm C: 
about the anorexia." 
Pauses and then 
asks for 
clarification.  
Hedges when 
offering 
subsequent 
answer. 
27061 "D: So afterwards you found yourself being a lot 
more emotional? C: Yeah like ridiculously emotional. 
D: And what about since then? C: (2) Uh (.) Much 
much much much more emotional " 
Answers by 
stressing 
emotionality. 
58875 "I-its just really stupid its just frustrating. D: um-hmm. 
(6) And you said that back in high school it wasn’t 
so much the magazines it was more that like you felt 
like you were too much. C: Yeah. D: Can you 
explain that a little? C: (21) Maybe too much 
attention for the wrong reasons. " 
Answers, then 
after request 
pauses and 
answers 
 
76287 " Its-its easier now that I have kind of a group and then 
they’re-they’re friends, the type of people that I, like 
could talk to. D: But at the time you felt really 
isolated? C: Oh yeah. Completely isolated. D: And so 
(.) the bulimia, how did that relate to the isolation? 
C: Well, it, it gave me [tape ended] C: It was-it was 
comforting." 
Answers 
12. Offers 
an 
elaboration 
12459/2 "but I know in, almost every family that has, more than 
one child, as-as the years progress they’re less and less 
strict with each child. D: um-hmm. C: That’s just 
natural. D: um-hmm. They get tired. C: Yeah, really. 
D: [LF] " 
Agrees 
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62132 "So, ya know why-why would one, do that if, you’re so 
concerned with, fitting in and, like being accepted. D: 
hmm. C: I-I don’t really, uh I don’t see a ( ). D: It’s a 
contradiction. C: Yeah it-it really is, D: um-hmm C: 
cause (3) its not normal." 
Agrees  
63251 "D: um-hmm. It sounds like at that time, like before 
then your parents had really kind of, nurtured, 
your intellect. C: um-hmm D: And then it was like, 
all the focus was on your body instead. C: Yeah, it 
was just, (quieter) strange. " 
Agrees and offers 
additional 
perspective 
16813 "C: Like they still-they still use the ‘n’ word 
sometimes, D: Really? C: Not a lot, but, they just do 
sometimes and we’re like, ‘oh my God!’ it’s just 
strange but, " 
Explains further 13. 
Expression 
of shock 
22334/2 "C: this cat’s tail had gotten stuck in the garage and it 
was hanging upside down, D: um-hmm. C: on the 
garage door, and he came out the next morning to got 
to work and he opens-turns the light on and the cat’s 
like, ‘rowwwr!’ D: It was still alive? C: Yeah, D: 
hanging by its tail? C: Yeah, it was still alive, but, ya 
know my Dad didn’t like the cat, and we were yelling 
at him, we were like, ‘you tried to kill the cat!’ D: [LF] 
C: And he was in the doghouse for like a week, cause 
we were convinced, we were like, ‘you tried to kill it.’ 
Yeah it barely lived. D: wow. C: But anyway, that 
yeah, that was-their biggest fights were over the cat." 
Continues to tell 
story 
14071 "C: So I actually like flew all the way back from 
Alaska to Pittsburgh. They got my report card like that 
day and my mom called and was like I’m coming to get 
you. So then she had to- she flew all the way to 
Pittsburgh, D: wow. C: we moved out. Flew back to 
Alaska. Waited in Alaska until I could get in 
somewhere, D: uh-huh C: Which was [other city] then 
flew back to [other city] (h), D: wow. " 
Continues with 
story 
14. 
Expression 
of awe 
91653 "C: It was uh (.) I loved [RTF]. D: Really? C: Like I, 
didn’t wanna leave really. D: Wow. C: I was like, 
scared to leave. But um, it’s, it’s really amazing." 
Continues with 
description 
17054 "C: Ya know like. It was always kind of a means to an 
end I was like once I can stop bingeing and purging ya 
know I’m finally gonna, gonna start fasting again, or 
restricting. D: So the, the restricting was like the 
definite main goal. C: Yeah, I was like a failed 
anorexic basically (h) that’s like what I always felt like 
I was like well, that sucks. " 
Agrees and 
elaborates 
15. 
Paraphrasin
g or re-
phrasing 
64531 "I just wanna get this over with, and then, purge and 
then I’m done and. D: So you have the desire at first 
and then it goes away? C: Yeah it does it-it’s l-its like 
once I start eating, what used to make me feel so-used 
to make me feel so much better, now I start and I’m 
like, ‘this is not really helping,’ like this you know like, 
it, " 
Agrees and 
elaborates 
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17040/2 "D: uh-huh. (3) Uh, when you were a kid did you, 
reach all of your developmental milestones like 
walking and talking on time? C: um-hmm. D: You 
probably reached them earlier, you sounded pretty- 
C: Yeah I was being trained, D: You were being 
trained? C: Well I don’t know maybe I was, whatever 
I was. D: [LF] C: Oh I reached them. " 
Agrees and 
elaborates, then 
negates, then 
sarcasm? 
16. Request 
for info and 
additional 
suggestion 
37166 "D: So, but before the Prozac or the Zoloft did you 
still have this difficulty describing, what you 
thought or, C: Yeah. D: O.K. so its, C: yeah. D: not 
necessarily, C: yeah. D: But you did say, um [papers 
rattling] C: uh-oh [LF] D: nothing moves me like it 
used to, C: I- yeah I-I just was thinking about chil-like 
childhood and, (.) uh," 
Agrees several 
times, then laughs 
when I refer to her 
previous 
comments 
(nervous) and then 
explains what she 
meant. 
23392/2 "D: um-hmm. So it was pretty harmonious until, 
like high school? C: No, until-until junior high, when 
we moved to Texas, D: uh-huh, right. C: And I started, 
having just problems cause I-I hated it and I was lonely 
and I was just sad. " 
Negates and 
corrects 
5106/2 "C: But, but I still have problems now it’s kinda like its 
just me, D: um-hmm C: Its not, anyone else D: um-
hmm C: So. D: What do you mean it’s just you. C: 
Well I mean, I, I I uh don’t have the influence of, I 
don’t know in therapy a lot of a lot of the stuff we 
talked about was like the, the family factors and, I 
don’t know." 
Explains further 
14476 "C: So like, my mom kinda like made me. D: um-hmm 
C: I’m glad she did, but. D: Had they known before 
that time that you had had an eating disorder? C: 
They, they did know, they knew um, my senior year in 
high school, D: um-hmm " 
Explains further 
27898 "D: Was it more that, um, you didn’t feel like 
crying? Or you did feel like crying and you were 
holding it in or what was that about? C: Um (7) It 
was-uh it was mostly that I just couldn’t, cry." 
Pauses and then 
clarifies 
35358 "C: Uh (3) but I don’t know exactly what… D: What 
about when someone asks you how you feel, is it the 
same ( )? C: (10) Yeah uh, maybe sometimes I feel, 
apathetic. I don’t know if that’s a feeling though. But 
um (3) uh’ (10) sometimes I feel like, I just don’t care 
about a lot of stuff." 
Pauses and then 
offers and 
explanation 
37814 "C: So we had to leave in the middle of my seventh 
grade year. Which is like, the most horrible year 
anyway. D: Um-hmm. Why was it horrible? C: Just-
just in general like, for most, its just a awkward time, " 
Explains 
55331 "I started to getting like a lot of attention for that? And 
um, D: Like boys or girls or both? C: Both." 
Clarifies 
17. Request 
for 
clarification 
81690 "C: That’s how I-I, I’m like a ostrich, I just wanna like, 
stick my head in the hole, and just like, ‘Fine. Mm.’ 
but. D: Is that what you usually do or? C: ‘John’ 
doesn’t let me do that, like he definitely doesn’t. " 
Refers to 
boyfriend 
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84640 "D: How much are you trying to restrict like, are 
you talking calories or? C: Uh, yeah, uh, yeah I mean 
I’m not really even restricting that much like, as far as-
as far as like at [RTF] eighteen hundred calories a day 
is what I’m supposed to be having. D: um-hmm C: I 
feel like if I, what I-what I can do right now is like 
right at a thousand. " 
Elaborates  
87692 "I won’t, but um, yeah, I usually do exercise like every 
other day, but, D: How much so you exercise? C: It 
depends, I-I-I’m not, good at like, moderation, uh, like 
sometimes I go on runs like maybe twice a week I’ll 
probably run like eight or nine miles, " 
Answers 
18. 
Observatio
n of 
expression 
53573 "Just like (2) control, kind of like control freak and 
like, mood swings and perfectionism, and like, the 
holding my emotions and not-not being able to express 
myself and uh (7) it just (5) put in-in that environment, 
so I-I chose to ( ) I think. D: you look unsure. C: Yeah 
I don’t know. 
Affirms that she is 
unsure 
?? 5961 "C: And then and then like well its something within 
me it’s not, my family anymore D: um-hmm C: and so 
that’s just a little (.) aggravating. D: um-hmm (2) O.k. 
Well we’re going to talk a little more about we’ll 
talk more about that stuff, C: O.k. " 
 
?? 27002 "(3) So good for Heahter. D: [LF] Good for you! C: 
Yup. " 
 
?? 54724 "Like I-I’m way more, much more aware of the impact 
of soc-of the media now. Do you mind if I put my foot 
up? D: No go for it. C: Sorry. D: I don’t care. " 
 
?? 72262 "C: So. We’re not gonna live together though but we’ll 
ya know, like we’re both moving there to be with each 
other so, D: um-hmm. How come you’re not gonna 
live together? C: I don’t know like, I’m just kind of 
like well I’m only twenty-one, D: um-hmm C: I’m 
pretty-like I’m pretty young" 
 
Answering 
her 
questions 
about 
myself 
 "C: Uh, when-when do you think you’ll, so when 
you’re finished with this, this isn’t like the culmination 
of everything, do you-when you finish this is it like, 
boom, here’s your-here’s your Ph.D. [LF] D: When I 
finish my dissertation? C: Dissertation or is that it or 
are you working on other stuff in conjunction with it or 
what, is this like your main, yeah, is this your main 
thing? D: Yeah. C: O.k. D: Well then I have to do my 
internship, cause in clinical programs you have to 
do an internship, C: oh, D: to get your degree so you 
have to do like a year-long, //full-time/, C: O.k. Is 
that in-that’s in all clinical programs usually? D: Every 
single clinical program no matter what. C: Oh o.k. 
O.k. D: And counseling psych, and Psy.D. C: That 
makes sense just because its more, practical D: Right. 
" 
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35310/2 "C: How old are you? D: Twenty-eight. C: Oh o.k. 
You look so much younger. D: I know. [LF] C: That’s 
o.k., I-I can buy children’s passes at the movies, D: 
[LF] C: Like it doesn’t-its funny. I love it. D: Yeah 
well, people always say like, ya know when we get 
older we’ll, //be happy with it/ C: //Yeah. Well you 
don’t look like sixteen, like granted, but [LF] D: Right. 
C: Its not like you look seven, or something but, D: 
Right." 
 
35754/2 "C: Yeah. Are you ah, well if you don’t mind me, are 
you ah, recovered? D: I, not, I ha-I never was as, um, 
like disordered as like maybe you were, C: uh-huh. 
D: Like for that long and to that extent. But like, I 
always like played around with it a lot. C: Yeah. D: 
Like, in high school, um, like just like ya know like 
off and on weird stuff like trying to restrict and 
then not being able to, C: um-hmm. D: Cause I think 
most girls do that in high school, C: Oh yeah. D: And 
then, like playing around with laxatives sometimes, 
and then, when I got to college, it kinda like went 
away and then like my junior year, I had about a, I 
would say like a four month period where I would 
say I was like severely, like ya know I probably 
could have gone into, treatment. But it only lasted 
like the four months," 
 
 
37065/2 "D: Ya know like, I don’t- like, like last time I 
purged might have been like two years ago or 
something, C: Oh, damn. D: But, like I’ve done it, 
like, C: Yeah. D: Just like sometimes something 
happens and like, I ate all this food and I’m like, uh-
oh, ya know? C: Yeah. D: But like, ever since like 
really just like being in grad school, and so like 
that’s really where my interest in this started, C: 
That’s what I was wondering, D: Yeah, C: cause like 
so many people like your interest in psychology is from 
something you’ve been, D: Right. Right. C: At least 
exposed to. D: Right and like when, ya know and 
like there’s just something about the-with the 
women of our generation too, like I remember being 
in high school and like, ya know all the girls I was 
friends with were, ya know either restricting or like 
taking laxatives, or throwing up, like I can’t think 
of, like one girl who wasn’t in some way, C: [LF] D: 
Not doing something, ya know, C: Yeah. D: not like 
totally severe like I didn’t have any friends that 
were like emaciated, or anything, C: Yeah. D: But 
still. And then the same in college. Like, I had a group 
of like maybe eight girlfriends, and I would say like, 
six of them, had had some history with, C: um-hmm D: 
doing something, like some of them more severe 
than others. C: Yeah. D: And so I was just like, 
‘God! What is going on?’ ya know, C: Yeah [LF]. D: 
And um, ya know just like so it just continued to be 
an interest and then, and then once I got to grad 
school it just kinda like, I think part of its just like 
growing up, C: I think so too, yeah. " 
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 38678/2 "D: Ya know, and like developing your own 
identity, and, kinda getting a handle on who you are 
and really, um, ya know like I identify with the 
femin-as a feminist, C: Yeah. D: I’ve done a lot of 
like, kind of, work with feminist theory, and I think 
that, can really help, like, it’s he-it’s help for me to 
just, kind of keep myself in check, C: um-hmm. D: 
and realize like, ya know all the messages that the 
(filter) gives, and how they can really disempower 
women, and so, like that’s really empowered me, 
and so I think that’s helped too. So yeah, that’s 
kinda, where I’m at with that. C: I always-I don’t 
like assume but I always figure, like maybe a friend or 
a family member, or something, with people that are 
interested in, whatever, D: Yeah. C: Its just (.) yeah-ya 
know if I didn’t work with eating disorders I’d wanna 
work, do something with depression. " 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADDENDUM TO INTERACTION TABLE 
 
Instances where Claire “sandwiches” or “negates” 
19007/2 "I have really good memories of early childhood. D: um-hmm. C: Because, you don’t, I 
think uh, ah, you not-you’re not really looking for any, independence or responsibility at 
a really young age, I was content to, ya know, play with my mom and my sister, D: um-
hmm. C: Only when I started to get older, did it start to be more conflict. D: um-hmm. C: 
I had a really happy childhood. " 
70361 " we talked a little bit about your relationship with your boyfriend but how is that? C: 
Oh, its, its really really good he’s the biggest help he’s amazing he, is really supportive 
um, and then the problem is not that he’s not supportive its just, that he doesn’t 
understand. D: um-hmm C: And that I’m really not able to, to make him understand very 
well. D: um-hmm C: not very affective at, like trying ta, trying to explain things um. It’s 
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a-it’s a really really good relationship. " 
41591 "I-I think, I must be a lot like my mom because, of our like kind of the tensions and the 
like fighting and stuff. I don’t know I think its cause like I’m-I’m a lot like her and, D: In 
what ways? C: Uh (.) I (7) We just have a lot of the same personality traits like very like 
like kind of bubbly and friendly and, uh, very talkative and uh (4) I don’t really know I 
don’t-I don’t see that much of-of my mom in me I actually see more of my Dad in me." 
1131 “I’m really close to my sisters and um, my parents too I-I mean I’m fairly close to them" 
14830 "my Dad would always be like, ‘you eat so healthy,’ and ya know its, D: um-hmm C: my 
Dad is always like, trying to lose those last ten pounds ya know like, ‘its so good that 
you’re trying to eat so healthy,’ and this and that and, that was never a really big issue, I 
was never like really emaciated but." 
14476 "So like, my mom kinda like made me. D: um-hmm C: I’m glad she did, but. " 
62723 "Uh (4) not-not really, uh like, feeling like, again definitely not feeling like, ‘oh 
everyone’s looking at my gorgeous body!’ [LF] D: [LF] uh-huh C: [LF] or like my 
spectacular face [LF]. " 
69220 "I kind of have a, like a, little not really obsessive compulsive but I-I pick at stuff like I 
pick my face a lot. D: um-hmm C: Its like really-I have to-I really like have ta keep 
myself away from it like I uh, or like picking my leg, I have a little scar over my leg I 
pick at stuff, D: um-hmm C: When I get really nervous or stressed out" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX L: NARRATIVE COMPILATION OF DATA ANALYSES 
 
The following are the narrative version of my data analysis.  The narratives draw directly 
from the tables of each “listening” and phenomenological coding and the Rorschach 
scores. 
Participant #1: Ellen 
Biographical Narrative 
Current situation 
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 “Ellen” is a twenty-eight year-old single, white female.  She currently holds a 
clerical job at a local university.  She responded by e-mail to the flyer which she saw in 
her building on campus.  Ellen grew up locally and currently resides at home with her 
parents and two brothers, one older and one younger.   
Developmental History  
 Ellen’s parents met at a lake resort town.  They married and had Ellen “in their 
thirties.” Ellen described her birth as “premature” and she stated that she reached all of 
her developmental milestones on time and that she did not suffer any major illnesses or 
have any disabilities.  She described herself as a child as “hyperactive,” and stated that 
her moods would swing from euphoria to fits of rage.  Ellen states that she was physically 
and sexually abused when she was in elementary school.  
Family History 
 Ellen’s mother.  Ellen described her mother as “submissive,” “clingy,” “needy,” 
“high-strung,” and “emotional.” Her mother is overweight and Ellen believes she is 
“addicted to food,” and that she might even be attempting slow suicide through 
compulsive over-eating.  
 She discussed how her mother was very close to her own mother (Ellen’s 
maternal grandmother), who died when Ellen was in high school.  After her death, 
Ellen’s mother became very depressed and withdrawn, which distressed Ellen as a 
teenager because “I just felt like I didn’t have any parents for a while.” Ellen’s mother 
was likely depressed when Ellen was a child, as she was “always napping.”  Ellen also 
described her mother currently as “unhappy” and “miserable.”  Ellen states that her 
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mother clings to her grandmother’s material things and to “fantasy,” because she doesn’t 
have her own “life motivators.”   
 Her mother works part-time in an estate sale business; however she has a difficult 
time leaving the family on their own because they are so dependent on her.  Ellen states 
that if her mother leaves for business, her brothers and father will call her constantly to 
ask questions, to the point where she has to come home.  Ellen believes that her mother 
“enables” this behavior, and that she and her brothers, “need her.”  Ellen believes that she 
and her brothers have become dependent on their mother because she “mothers,” and 
“smothers” them.  She also states that her mother will withhold her love from them in 
order to get what she wants.   
 Ellen states that she “loves [her mother] very much,” and that she seeks out 
comfort and physical affection from her.  Ellen identifies with her mother, and believes 
that “she’ll be exactly the same way.” She admits that she is very afraid of separating 
from her mother, but that she is, “trying to cut the cord!”   
 Ellen’s father.  Ellen describes her father as “smart,” “successful,” and a 
“military man.”  She explains that her father favors her over her two brothers, and 
because of this she calls herself the “prize daughter.”  Ellen believes that her father favors 
her because her two brothers have learning disabilities and she is “his last hope for 
having a successful child.”  At the same time, Ellen believes that her father has 
“convoluted image of her,” most likely because he will not discuss any of her problems 
with her, and is actually quite insensitive towards her.  For example, he will tease her 
about her weight.  Although Ellen is not comfortable with her “prize daughter” status and 
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the expectations that come with it, she admits that she will use it to get what she wants 
from her father, which is typically money.  Ellen also stated that her father is never home.  
 Ellen’s father also shows her inappropriate and sexualized attention.  He will try 
to hug her and be affectionate with her rather than her mother, and he will joke that he 
should take her to his events and pretend she’s his “trophy wife.”  Ellen states that this 
attention is “disturbing” and makes her want to hate him, so she tries to avoid him unless 
she needs something. 
 Parent’s marriage.  Ellen describes her parents’ marriage as “loveless.”  She 
believes that her father does not like her mother and that he purposely talks about other 
women and touches her to make her mother feel jealous.  She believes that her mother is 
submissive to her father and described her as a “yes-person-wife” whom her father 
“walks all over.”  She also stated that while he “pays zero attention to her,” he expects 
her mother to “do everything for him,” and “does not function” without her. 
 Ellen’s brothers.  Ellen has two brothers, one older, “Tim,” and one younger, 
“Adam.”  She describes “Tim” as “learning disabled,” “abusive,” “violent,” and “socially 
backwards.”  She stated that he has attempted suicide and that he is a “ticking time 
bomb.”  She describes her younger brother “Adam,” as “an obsessive-compulsive 
nightmare.”  She expalined that he wears gloves to touch the remote and computer.  
“Adam” also has an explosive temper and “will throw things at you.” 
 
Family/home atmosphere 
 Food was always central in Ellen’s home.  Ellen’s mother cooks a lot, and she 
cooks “really good food.”  When Ellen was a child, food was recreational in the family.  
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She believes that she was “rewarded with food,” and gives the example of being given an 
entire bowl of cookie dough to “chow down on” on her birthday.  She stated that when 
her father would leave on business, the primary activity in the family was going to the 
grocery store or going out to dinner, and describes getting very excited about food at 
these times.  Ellen said that because of this she and her brothers were always “compulsive 
over-eaters.”  She also describes a great deal of competition over food between them.  
She said that “you would race to get in the morning so that you could get the leftovers,” 
that they would “come to blows” over food, and that “it was like dogs fighting over 
food.”  She believes that she began to compulsively overeat because if she did not eat 
what she wanted right away it would be eaten by someone else.   
 Ellen describes her home atmosphere as “crazy.”  She states that there is no 
communication between family members and there is constant fighting in the home.  She 
believes that they are all “caged together” and that she and her brothers should not be 
home because they are too old.  She also described instances of abuse in the family.  She 
states that her older brother “Tim” tried to sexually abuse her when she was younger, and 
that he sexually abused her younger brother, “Adam.”  She stated that her mother is 
dismissive of this abuse, and believes that he was not dealt with properly.  
 Throughout the interviews, Ellen also described her home as “the nest.”  For 
example, she stated that she returned from L.A. to “retreat back to the nest and heal a 
little bit.”  She describes “the nest” as a place where she does not have to deal with any 
“life issues,” such as paying rent, and that her parents will “take care” of everything for 
her, “within reason.”  She also believes that “the nest” is characterized by unconditional 
love and affection from her mother which she finds very comforting.   
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Personal History 
 High school.  Ellen did not talk much about her experience in high school, except 
to say that she was overweight and had only a few friends.  She did not date and suffered, 
“years of not being paid attention to.”   
 Lake XXXX.  Ellen had spent her summers as a child in the lake resort town and 
she decided that she wanted to go there for the summer after her high school graduation 
to re-connect with her old friends from “Club.”  She states that her parents had just 
bought a new house and refused to pay for college, so she thought that this would be her 
“going away.”  She describes part of her motivation to go to XXXX as a “stalker move,” 
to chase after a boy she had had a crush on throughout high school.  She described her 
desire to gain the social life and “wild-thing lifestyle” that she has always wanted, “like 
parties and friends and you know boys and girls and dating and stuff.”   
 Both of Ellen’s grandmothers had homes in XXXX, and although Ellen would 
have preferred to stay with her maternal grandmother, she was dead, and so she had to 
stay with her paternal grandmother, and her grandmother’s friend, “Mary.”  She describes 
the home as filled with “strife.”  She states that her grandmother was a “bitch” and Mary 
was “very bitter.”  She said that Mary would go through her things and tattle on her for 
being untidy, and she would fight with both of them often.  She stated that this was, “a 
horrible evil that I had to endure to be there, so I just pretended that they didn’t exist.”   
 Ellen first developed bulimia while in this house.  She had lost weight, “like [she] 
never lost weight before and (it was pretty) nice, like it’s working!”  Ellen did indeed 
reconnect with her friends, and had a strong desire to fit in with them.  She stated that, 
“you had to have all the right clothes…and you had to have the whole thing and then you 
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were a success.”  She described the other girls as “so pretty and funny,” and admitted that 
“the first summer there I didn’t say anything.  I just sponged everything I could because I 
didn’t want to let anything go wrong at all.”  She also felt pressure to be thin, and said 
she told herself, “I need to get cute really quick.”  She states that since she couldn’t “curb 
her hunger,” she developed her bulimic “skills” that summer as a way to remain thin. 
 Ellen also dated for the first time that summer.  She saw a picture of a boy in the 
local paper and thought he was cute.  This reminded her of her mother’s story of seeing 
her father at the beach, and she thought, “oh, just like my mother.”  Although Harry was 
not sexual towards her, and she admitted that she believes he is now gay, Ellen wanted to 
continue dating him because it help her to fit in.  She stated, “here’s another thing that 
makes me just like them.  I too, can fit in.” 
 College.  Ellen eventually attended a local campus of a state university and 
commuted from home.  She majored in film and video.  Ellen described her life at this 
point as “super-dreary.”  She stated that she had no social life because she “was such a 
huge snob and [she] just didn’t feel the need knowing that it wouldn’t – there was no 
point.”  She stated that she would spend most of her time in her room eating, and that she 
counted the days until she could get back to XXXX. 
 L.A.  Five years ago Ellen worked on a film being shot in Pittsburgh, and she was 
asked to help finish the film in L.A.  Ellen went to L.A. and tried to get work on several 
films.  She made some friends out there that she calls her “urban family,” however she 
was extremely anxious and unhappy while there.  Ellen stated that she would have large 
breaks of unemployment between films and therefore was not secure with money.  She 
also isolated and exhausted when she was working on the films. She describes herself at 
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this time as “a yes-person to bratty celebrities,” and a “slave.” She became disenchanted 
with the film industry, which was hard because this was a career she had “spent [her] 
entire life chasing.”  During this time Ellen’s bulimia spiraled out of control, and because 
her weight was “ballooning,” she isolated herself socially.  Finally, Ellen left L.A. 
because she “had to break the pattern.” 
 Returning home after L.A.  Since she has returned from L.A., Ellen has lived 
with her parents and worked several different jobs.  She stated that when she first 
returned she was “sad” because of her situation, and that she wouldn’t leave the house for 
weeks at a time.  She says that there is “no scene” in Pittsburgh and nothing to do “until 
you’re like maybe fifty.”  Ellen says that ever since she got back from L.A. she has been 
doing the same thing at nighttime: “just eat and eat and throw it up.” 
 Returning to L.A.  Since Ellen’s university job is only a nine month position, she 
has decided to try to return to L.A. this summer.  She stated that she is excited to “go and 
be with [her] friends and be young.”  Ellen in unsure about whether she will stay in L.A. 
long-term.  She claims that “a permanent Los Angeles move is probably no the smartest 
move, but trips and visits I can handle.”  Ellen is concerned that once she is in L.A., she 
might fall into the similar destructive pattern of depression, bulimia, and social isolation 
that characterized her life the last time she was there.  She admits she is also afraid to 
leave her family, especially her mother.  Ellen’s parents were originally against the idea, 
and so they took away the car that they had helped her buy.  Since, according to Ellen, a 
car is necessary in L.A., she felt like this would have kept her from going.  Recently 
Ellen’s mother told her she could take the car, as long as she brings it back in August for 
inspection.  
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 During the day of the second interview, Ellen’s closest friend in L.A., “Barb,” 
called her and offered her a job in her friend’s store.  Ellen is going to take the job and 
live in a house with four of her friends.  Ellen was excited but nervous about the prospect.  
She was concerned that “they’re gonna finally really get to know me and it might not be 
so wonderful.  She stated that she would try it anyway, and if it didn’t work out she 
would “get an apartment as soon as she can and try to be an adult.” 
Experience with bulimia 
 Development.  Ellen began bingeing and purging ten years ago when she first 
went to XXXX.  She claims that she always overate compulsively, and she wanted to lose 
weight, but she couldn’t curb her hunger.  Therefore she started to purge what she ate in 
order to lose weight.  She described purging as “my easy quick fix sort of thing” and “my 
little secret.”  She claims she did it at first to fit in and “be normal…and really the 
process getting there was irrelevant because the goal achieved was the only real thing that 
mattered.” 
  When she lived at home in between summers, she would still overeat, but she 
wasn’t “compensating” for what she was eating.  She states about this time that, “I was 
still pretty disordered but I was more just like gaining weight.”  Ellen would start purging 
again when she had to “make weight” for her summers in XXXX.  Since Ellen knew that 
her weight would go up and down, she felt “really cagey,” and “didn’t want to commit to 
anything.”   
 In L.A.  When Ellen lived in L.A. she became “super-eating disordered.”  She 
stated that she would “chow down on the set,” and then “leave the set and drive straight 
to the grocery store and throw like a hundred dollars of ice cream and cookies on [her] 
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credit card.”  Ellen believes she did this because she was isolated and lonely, she “didn’t 
need to look pretty for anyone on the set,” and “it was the only enjoyment she had.”  
Indeed, she described bingeing as “comforting” and “fun,” and she states, “I couldn’t 
wait to get like those cookies and ice cream, I just couldn’t wait.”  Ellen describes her 
relationship to food at this time as addictive.  She said it was like alcohol because she was 
only paying attention to the sensory aspects of the experience and not the consequences.  
She also described being preoccupied by thoughts about food all day long. 
 Current experience.  Ellen claims that she currently binges and purges about six 
times per week, usually after work.  She does not use laxatives because she cannot 
control the evacuation like she can by purging.  Ellen claims that she has tried restricting 
her food intake, but that it “doesn’t last long at all,” because she is “too hungry.”  Ellen 
states that she exercises twice a week or less at home in the winter, and she runs a three 
mile circuit in the summer.  Based on this self-report, Ellen currently meets the DSM-IV 
criteria for Bulimia Nervosa, purging type. 
 Ellen admits that she is motivated to purge because of appearance concerns.  She 
states that she does it more when something comes up in her life where she has to “step 
up to the plate” and “be thin for.”  She states that “if [her] self-esteem is based on how 
[she] looks at this thing, right away [she’ll] be like, ‘o.k. I have to diet.’  Ellen tries to diet 
but inevitably she will have “one bad meal.”  She then feels like she has to “take care of 
it,” and then since she is purging she tells herself, “fuck it I’ll eat whatever I want.”  Ellen 
thus enters into a cycle of bingeing and purging.  She states that she will try all day to 
“eat well and eat the right things,” but when she “falls one day into bulimia,” she will 
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keep doing it until she notices a weight gain and then she will “try to snap out of it.”  She 
admits that she “hasn’t done so well” with “snapping out of it.” 
 Ellen described her experience of a binge in some detail.  She described it as 
typically the result of a slip-up where she eats too much when she was trying to restrict 
her intake.  She states that at this point she thinks: “now I should either eat a lot more and 
then get rid of it, or I I’m going to feel guilty for the rest of my night, but either way it’s 
not going to be fun.”  However, in contradiction to this statement, throughout the 
interviews she often described bingeing as “fun,” and claims that while she’s doing it 
she’s “really happy.”  Perhaps she was also referring to the fact that she is also 
“dreading” throwing up afterwards.  She also describes bingeing as a very isolated 
activity.  She states,  
I just don’t want anyone to be around me and I’ll grab all the food that I want and hide it in a  bag 
and I’ll bring it downstairs and I’ll turn on the television and lock the door , and pretend that no-
one’s there, and I’ll just eat, ya know, for an hour straight and then I’ll throw it up. 
When she recently began bingeing more often, it was in response to her mother’s taking 
away of her car which she was going to take to L.A.  She said that she did so because 
wanted to “have some fun,” and “forget about hating [her] mother for an hour.” 
 Ellen believes that she has been able to purge so often because she has her own 
bathroom at home.  Also, when she first began purging in XXXX, she had her own 
bathroom.  Indeed, having her own bathroom came up throughout the interview, Ellen 
even described watching a documentary on a bulimic girl who was throwing up into bags 
and feeling “lucky,” because she had her own bathroom.  Ellen states that she “dreads” 
throwing up, and that she will spend a good deal of time beforehand stalling, by “looking 
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in the mirror,” and “playing with [her]face.”  She states that she then focuses on why she 
needs to do it, and then she “just does it.”   
 Ellen has had burn marks on her face from purging. Ellen also had an experience 
where she had to go to the emergency room because she “trauma-ed” her eye from 
purging.  In other words, she was straining so hard while purging that “the iris wouldn’t 
move.”  She tried to explain this to me by stating, “imagine like a circle off to the side of 
another circle.”  She attempted to stop purging after this incident but as she states, “I had 
gotten to the point in March where I was still so miserable that I was like, like I don’t 
care, like I’ll just do it that way, I’ll be more gentle.” 
 Ellen has not talked to her parents very much about the bulimia.  She has tried to 
discuss it with them, but she receives only dismissive responses.  For example, she states 
that in the past when she has tried to discuss it with her mother, she “makes jokes about 
it,” “gets angry,” and “makes weird remarks like, ‘you’re not throwing up again?’”  She 
states that sometimes when she has tried to ask her mother for help, her mother will use 
the conversation to “voice her own unhappiness,” and tell Ellen how miserable she is.  
Ellen said that her father also makes dismissive comments such as, “you’re getting fat 
again!” and that this discourages her from talking to him and makes her “wanna eat like 
five candy bars in front of him.” 
 Ellen has not really talked about her struggles with bulimia with anyone.  She said 
that after she went to the emergency room, she would have liked to see a therapist, but 
that she did not seek out this option because she would have to talk to her parents about it 
so they could pay for it.  She says her friend Barb in L.A. “kinda knows,” but that when 
she talked about it to her she couldn’t stop crying so she asked her not to bring it up 
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anymore.  She also admits that she doesn’t want anyone to know because she is 
concerned about being monitored, and she doesn’t want others watching her all the time 
in case she needs purge.  Finally, Ellen spoke at length about the difficulty she has talking 
to others about bulimia because, “it’s such a deep emotional thing for [her].”  She said 
that “there’s no way to explain it to them, they don’t get it, they’re not going to get it.”  
She also described trying to talk to her mother about it as such: 
it-its hard to even-it was hard to tell her how it was affecting me and what I was what was going 
on in my head, like it was totally irrational I, I can’t, I can’t really pinpoint, because it has been so 
many things that have set it off, so, ya know I can’t, um (.) to someone who doesn’t understand it, 
there’s no way to describe. And they, they won’t get it because they like most people they have 
these conceptions about, people that are overweight or things that, that just they can’t relate to 
because it doesn’t affect them at all they just don’t get it and, there’s no way to explain it to them. 
She also discussed wanting to “disguise the real truth about why [she’s] doing it,” so that 
she doesn’t have to “reveal” herself entirely.  She described her attempts to discuss her 
bulimia with others as “frustrating.”  In fact, this interview was the first time Ellen had 
talked about her bulimia in depth to anyone in the ten years she has had the disorder.  She 
said that part of her reason for participating in the study was to “conquer” her fear of 
talking to others about it,” and “seeing if [she] could handle talking to someone about it.” 
 Although Ellen explicitly stated that she will be seeking out a therapist in L.A., 
throughout the interview she also expressed a great deal of ambivalence about 
recovering.  She states that at times when she was getting ready to seek help, she “didn’t 
want to let it go,” and that she “[doesn’t] know how to let it go.”  It seems like when 
Ellen experiences some desire to stop, some apathy sets in, and she will, “just stop 
caring.”  Ellen expressed the belief that her desire for food lies at the heart of the 
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problem.  During the second interview, she described what occurred when she went home 
after the first interview.  She stated:  
And, I, I was thinking about that last night when I went home and I was like ya know there’s a lot 
of food around here and I jus-I want to eat it all…but, I have to stop wanting that, I have to stop 
thinking of food as so, recreational…and I don’t know how I’m gonna do that. 
Experience of self 
 Throughout the interviews, several key themes emerged about how Ellen 
experiences her self.  These themes are elucidated below. 
 Concern about bulimia.  Ellen was clearly concerned about being bulimic.  She 
stated that she is “worried” about herself and said, “I’m much smarter than this, ya 
know?”  She said that she realized that “there’s something seriously going on,” and that 
she “doesn’t have a handle on the situation.  She claimed feeling “sad,” “disappointed,” 
and “embarrassed,” but not hopeless about her self and her “situation.” 
 Concern about growing up or losing youth.  Ellen seemed to have some concerns 
about “losing her youth,” because she has been “hibernating” and she has “taken years 
off [her] life, just screwing around.”  She expressed excitement at the prospect of moving 
to L.A. where she can “go and be with [her] friends and, kind of be young.”  At the same 
time, she said that she does not feel like an adult, and that when she moves to L.A. she 
will “get an apartment as soon as [she] can and try to be an adult.” 
 Hiding her “real self.”  Ellen talked about “disguising” herself, not letting 
anybody see certain sides of her for fear that they might leave, and she expressed concern 
over whether others would like her if they knew everything about her. 
 Sabotaging herself.  Ellen also talked about “sabotaging” herself.  This occurred 
when she would try to lose weight or look a certain way for events where she would be 
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with others.  She would attempt the lose weight and then she would become apathetic and 
binge.  At these times she says to herself: “I’ve just shot everything that I’ve been 
working for, why did I do that, ya know?” 
 Multiple selves.  At times throughout the interview, it seemed as if Ellen 
experiences multiple manifestations of herself, which she feels she can create at will.  She 
talked about bringing a lot of clothes to XXXX because she “really didn’t know who 
[she] was gonna have to be.”  She also referred to “the thin me,” as opposed to her 
heavier self, and she discussed how in dating relationships, she becomes “their jester.”  
She said she does this by “[making] them laugh and being the ultimate me, like that really 
exhausting trophy girl for them.”  She said that this doesn’t last long because when she 
“submits to [her] feelings for them [she] turns into a persona who bakes and is 
submissive like [her] mother.” 
 Only she can help herself.  Ellen expressed the conviction that “only [she] can 
help herself,” in the context of both losing weight and recovering from bulimia. 
 Desiring food (entitlement and control). Ellen talked often about her strong 
desire for food, and it seemed to be colored by issues entitlement in control.  On the one 
hand, she feels entitled to eat everything she wants.  She stated, “If I’m going to eat I’m 
going to eat.  I’m going to eat whatever I want and it’s going to be great and I can’t wait 
to,” and that “no one’s going to tell me that I can’t have it.”  At the same time, Ellen feels 
like she has to control her desire for food.  She stated that she has to “stop thinking of 
food as so recreational,” however she described her attempts to control her food intake as 
“a boring pain in the ass.” 
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 Concerns about appearance.  Ellen showed great concern about her appearance.  
She admitted that she “doesn’t feel attractive” right now, but that she loves clothes and 
she loves, “looking pretty and feeling beautiful and stuff.” 
 Self-surveillance.  Ellen seems to harshly monitor herself and her appearance.  
She talked about “allowing” herself to look a certain way, only having certain times of 
the year where she is “presentable” (i.e. thin), buying clothes in sized that don’t fit her 
but that she “should” be wearing, and not trusting herself.  She stated that she will not 
“allow [herself] to have fat clothes,” and stated that when she feels she is overweight she 
will not make an effort to look nice because, “you’re just gussying up a chubby girl and 
there’s no point.”  She also talked about certain rules for how people should dress.  For 
example, when discussing older women she states, “there are definite clothes for definite 
ages and …at a certain point you just shouldn’t, you know be showing your arms as 
much or your neck. 
Psychodynamic Assessment 
Rorschach Responses interpreted in light of biographical narrative 
Experience of testing 
 Ellen gave 16 responses to the Rorschach which is below normal.  Her low R and 
low Lambda of 0.14 suggests that she had trouble distancing herself from internal 
experiences during the testing and that she is depressed.   
Affect 
 Ellen’s EB of 7:3.5 indicates that she is introversive, or that she is oriented 
towards inner reflection and tends to think about things before acting on them.  Ellen’s 
FC: CF+C ration of 0:3 is very unusual in an adult, particularly one who is introversive.  
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It suggests that she has great difficulty modulating emotional expression and is likely 
seen by others as intensely and overly emotional.  Her 1 pure C response indicates that 
she can be impulsive in her emotional expression as well.  Ellen’s Affective ratio (Afr) 
of 0.23 is also well below the norm, but typical of bulimic women.  It indicates that she 
tends to withdraw from emotionally charged situations.  Since her low lambda and high 
amount of color responses suggest that she becomes overwhelmed by and has difficulty 
moderating intense emotional experiences, it makes sense that Ellen would attempt to 
avoid those experiences through withdrawal.  Ellen gave 2 white space (S) responses, 
which is slightly above the norm and may suggest some situational anger.  Because these 
responses were given before Card III, however, they likely reflect that she was just not 
prepared for the demands of the test.  Half of Ellen’s total responses were blends (8/16), 
which is well above the norm.  These indicate psychological complexity and that she has 
difficulty maintaining distance from painful emotions.  She also gave two color-shading 
blends which are rare but indicate that she is experiencing some mixed or contradictory 
emotions, such as feeling pleasure and pain at the same time.  One of these blends 
contains a Y determinant, suggesting that some of these experiences might be determined 
by current situational factors, however, the presence of the other color-shading blend 
denotes a more chronic tendency for mixed or confusing feelings.  Ellen also gave 1 
shading blend, which is extremely rare and indicative of a severe affective disorder.  
Ellen gave many shading responses overall, suggesting that she is experiencing a great 
deal of distress.  She gave 2 Vista (V) responses, indicating a tendency towards critical 
and painful introspection.  Her 2 C’ (achromatic color) responses are indicative of 
depression, and her 2 texture (T) responses suggests longing for interpersonal contact 
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and affection.  Finally, her 2 Y responses suggest that she is experiencing situational 
anxiety.  Ellen scored a 6 on the DEPI, which is also indicative of depression. 
Controls 
 Ellen’s EA of 10.5 is normal, and suggests that she has enough positive resources 
to cope with the negative experiences in her life.  Her es of 11 is also normal, indicating 
that she does not feel that there is an excess of negative forces in her life.  Her D of 0 also 
suggests a balance between positive resources and negative experiences.  These scores do 
seem to be supported by Ellen’s presentation over the two interviews.  Although she 
appeared very disturbed and overwhelmed by emotions during the first interview, she 
returned collected, calm and in control the following evening.  Ellen has likely developed 
an adaptive ability to manage the overwhelming and painful emotions she has 
experienced for most of her life. 
Self Perception 
 Ellen’s egocentricity index (3r+(2)/R) of .56 and Fr+Rf of 2 are above norms 
but typical of bulimic women.  These scores show that Ellen has a tendency to be self-
absorbed and maintains superficial relationships with others.  They suggest narcissistic 
tendencies such as entitlement and a tendency to blame her situation on others rather than 
herself.  Ellen had 2 FD responses, which is normal and indicative of an ability to be self-
reflective.  Ellen gave 4 morbid responses (MOR).  The content of these responses had 
to do with animals or things being squashed, injured and polluted.  In addition to 
signaling depression, these responses reflect Ellen’s negative self-image.  They offer the 
possibility that she feels she is damaged in some way.   
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 Ellen gave 1 FQ- response, which might indicate a distorted self-perception.  In 
this response to Card II, Ellen saw a tunnel with a light at the end of it.  She stated that it 
looked like, “you’re driving through one of those tunnels” and that “the light at the end of 
the tunnel is shockingly bright cause your eyes have adjusted to the darkness in the 
tunnel.”  Thus, human perception was clearly involved in the percept, although she did 
not see a human figure in the card.  This tendency to be involved in the card, while 
remaining outside the card was repeated throughout the protocol and may suggest that 
Ellen feels like an “outsider looking in.”  It is also supportive of her other Rorschach 
scores which suggest that she has trouble maintaining psychological distance from 
situations.  The contrast between darkness and light in the tunnel is reminiscent of Ellen’s 
discussion of the marked contrast between her moods. Finally, Ellen admitted she was 
“disturbed” by the red color, which she described as “like blood,” “out of place,” “sad” 
and “creepy.”  When asked why it looked sad and creepy, Ellen responded that, “it just 
seems…like something’s gone on that wasn’t cleaned up like its just occurred its and this 
is what you have to take care of now, kind of thing just like drops and very much looks 
like when blood falls.”  Again, Ellen seems to place herself in the card, as “having to take 
care of” something, yet no humans are seen.  The image contains morbid content and 
something that is injured, again indicating that she view herself as injured or damaged.  
Finally, the response qualifies as a “boundaryless response” on the Separation-
Individuation Theme scale (Coonerty, 1986) which is indicative of the Preseparation-
Individuation phase of development.  Taken together, this response seems to show how 
Ellen views herself as both intensely involved in her mood-related situations, particularly 
when they bring painful emotions, yet at the same time reflects her attempt to maintain 
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distance from those situations.  Moreover, such distorted experiences of herself may 
become highlighted when Ellen feels like she is involved in merged or symbiotic 
relationships, perhaps with her mother.  Finally, she may see herself as damaged or as 
something in need of being “cleaned up,” possibly as a result of experiencing intense 
emotions such as “sadness,” which was mentioned as a response to the red color in the 
card.  Alternatively, this sense of being damaged or is also likely related to Ellen’s 
history of sexual abuse. 
 Ellen gave 11 total movement responses.  She gave 7 M responses, some 
seeming to signify her self-perception.  For example, for Card III, Ellen saw a woman 
looking at her reflection in a mirror, who is, “settling for what she’s looking like,” and 
that “that’s her final glance at herself before she gets up to leave.”  The fact that this 
woman is settling for what she’s looking like seems very similar to Ellen’s own 
despondency at times about her appearance, and her feeling that there’s no use to 
“gussying up a chubby girl.” Interestingly, Ellen began her response to this card by 
saying that “it looks like you’re looking at a woman and she’s looking in front of a 
mirror,” again, showing her tendency to involve herself in the card, but only on the 
outside looking in.  She gave this type of response to Card II (see above), Card III (see 
below under interpersonal perception), and Card V (a hang-glider): “you’re looking at a 
bird’s eye view of someone hanging and you’re looking at their feet coming out.”   
 In card VI, Ellen saw a woman standing on the edge of a cliff with her arms 
stretched out.  She stated that the arms were “in motion but there doesn’t really seem to 
be any point to the motion,” and later, “maybe her arms are straight across but maybe her 
arms are also down like its stop-motion like they’ve captured different increments of 
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her.” In card VII, Ellen saw an older woman looking at her reflection in the water and 
then stated that the woman was getting ready to dive in, and then later that she was 
leaning or falling into the water.  Both of these cards show women alone and “on the 
edge,” perhaps indicative of Ellen’s tendency to either completely isolate her self and 
therefore cut herself off from emotional and interpersonal situations, or conversely to 
become overly involved and “drown” in her own painful and intense internal experience.  
Moreover, Ellen seems confused about the type of action these women are engaged in.  
They are both active and passive in the same percept – one woman was first getting ready 
to dive and then is falling into the water, and the other woman’s movement is seen as 
stop-action photography.   
 Indeed, Ellen showed a marked tendency throughout the protocol to see 
movement that was passive moving towards active.  For example, in card IV, she saw “a 
creature that’s ready to spring, that’s cowering a little bit,” and she described both women 
looking at their reflections (rsps 6 and 13) as “ready to go.”  Finally, she also saw 
movement that is “passively active,” or relies on forces of nature such as gravity or wind.  
For example, on the older woman in Card VII she described her hair as leaning forward 
because it is “acting with gravity,” for Card V, a “hang-glider,” and for Card IX, a 
“waterfall.”  Thus, Ellen may often feel as if things are happening to her and that she is 
just along for the ride, and she may often feel confused over when to act and when to stay 
where she is.  Finally, her tendency to see some movement as about to spring forward is 
likely reflective of her current situation in which she is about to make a very significant 
life move, and her hesitancy and fear about doing so.  
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 Ellen’s response to Card IX seems also to reflect an underlying self-perception.  Ellen 
responded that she saw a waterfall, “like one larger body of water is kind of becoming 
something else and its getting lost, maybe it’s going into the ground…for everything that 
it’s losing it’s not really making an impact below.”  She also stated that, “the top of the 
water is like this wonderful beautiful area and it just falls into this murky swampy thing, 
and uh…yeah its like its being polluted.”  During the inquiry, Ellen once again placed 
herself on the outside looking in, and stated: 
this seems like you’re looking straight on at this really pretty body of water and 
there’s stuff around it and it probably goes farther you’re not really seeing what’s 
in the distance but um its bright and there’s sunlight and its lovely and then its just 
kind of falling its losing its water and then suddenly its just this ya know dark 
muddy but it ya know it’s a huge opening and it seems to be letting um losing a 
lot of water but its not really it just seems like its feeding a darker swampy area 
and then it just seemed to me like this little area maybe it’s a reverse thing where 
there this is going into the water into the lake and this lake area is diluting all of 
this.  It’s lovely here but it’s really coming from a dark kind of polluted place. 
When asked what about the card makes it look polluted, Ellen responded by talking about 
the color and shading elements of the blot and stated that, “all this pretty water has made 
it uninhabitable.”  Thus, this percept includes many of the elements of Ellen’s self-
perception previously discussed.  As with many of the other cards, she has included 
herself in the view of the image, without actually placing herself in the image.  She also 
includes active movement that occurs without agency: the water in the waterfall falls 
because of a force of nature.  She discusses how part of the blot is “lovely” but is “really 
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coming from a polluted place.”  The color and shading that creates the “pollution” 
suggests that Ellen might experience her emotions as intrusive and damaging to herself.  
There is also a sense that these internal experiences are hidden from something that 
appears “lovely.”  This seems similar to Ellen’s attempts to hide or mask her “true” self, 
particularly through appearance-related behaviors.  This very complex response seems 
therefore to speak of Ellen’s perception of herself as active, yet moved by forces beyond 
her control, as both involved and withdrawn from her life, and of her tendency try to 
mask her very complex and painful inner experiences by cultivating an attractive exterior.  
It seems likely that these experiences are also related to Ellen’s history of sexual abuse. 
Interpersonal Perception 
 Ellen’s 1 cooperation (COP) response and 1 aggression (AG) response are 
normal.  Her ratio of active to passive movement (a:p) of 5:6 is balanced and suggests 
that she both initiates and reacts to interpersonal engagement.  However, as was stated 
above, many of her movement responses are either passive moving to active “she’s ready 
to go,” or “ready to spring,” suggesting that she may be hesitant to interact at times, 
preferring to think things through first.  This is typical of an introversive style as well.  
Other movement responses indicate activity retreating into passivity (“she’s diving, 
maybe she’s even falling in or letting herself go”) and passively-active movement such as 
hang-gliding and water falling.  These types of movement responses may indicate desire 
for interpersonal interaction but without initiation.   
 Ellen’s isolation index (Isolate/R) of .50 is above the norm and suggests that she 
has a tendency to avoid relationships.  Certainly, this is borne out by Ellen’s inclination 
towards withdrawing from her friends and family (ref).  At the same time, Ellen is very 
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interested in others – she has 6 pure and 9 total human (H) responses.  This is well 
above the norm and suggests that she is very concerned and focused on other people.  She 
also gave 1 food (Fd) and 2 Texture (T) responses, revealing a desire for close 
interpersonal contact.  Thus, while Ellen may have a tendency to retreat from 
interpersonal contact, this is more likely due to a desire to avoid emotionally charged 
situations, for fear of becoming overwhelmed, rather than a disinterest in others.   
 Ellen gave 3 pair responses, which merit closer examination to reveal how she 
experiences interpersonal relationships.  In Card III, she describes “a blurred picture” of 
two ladies “chatting” at a restaurant.  She again puts herself on the outside looking in, by 
stating that “the light [behind them] is so glaring that the light is making you not see them 
as clearly.  It’s distorting your vision.”  Ellen describes the women as eating in a 
restaurant.  Thus, others may be getting nurtured through relationship, but Ellen herself 
can only observe the exchange.  What’s more, she cannot observe their relationship 
clearly and without distortion. 
 Ellen’s other human pair response is to Card X in which she sees a party scene 
which is both “fun” and “a bit menacing.”  She sees two crabs “holding onto something 
that’s menacing, that’s not good for them but their having fun.”  She also describes 
English policemen, or “bobbies,” “dragging something off to jail.”  She states that, 
“they’re just doing their job trying to create order they’re being pulled in both 
directions.”  Later in the inquiry she states that she first saw the crabs as dancing, but 
than they are “struggling” and finally they are being “dragged away” by the bobbies, who 
“seem determined like they’re still moving forward so they must be winning.”  Thus, we 
see interaction which changes from positive to aggressive and forceful.  When asked 
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what made the card look like a party, Ellen gave a pure color (C) response, suggesting 
unmitigated and impulsive emotionality.  However, she states that the bobbies are 
“creating order out of all of this disorder.  They’re trying to contain and take away some 
of the things that are creating all of this chaos.”  This seems to suggest that Ellen 
experiences her heightened emotionality as chaotic, and may see some aggressive 
interpersonal relationships as necessary to externally regulate that emotion.  This seems 
somewhat reflective of her family relationships in which fighting and aggression are 
commonly used to control excessive emotionality.  Moreover, Ellen might experience her 
relationships as both inviting and aggressive at the same time.  According to the 
Separation-Individuation theme scale, his type of “push/pull” struggle is indicative of 
the “Rapprochement” subphase of separation-individuation.    
 Ellen’s other pair response to Card VIII involves animals that are initially 
“crawling or climbing” up a “tree or a landscape,” and then “racing to get to the top 
‘cause they don’t seem to be working together.”  She again merges active and passive 
motion in the same response by describing the race as “so this is the motion and this is 
just standing still while they’re climbing up.”  This percept suggests that Ellen’s 
perception of interpersonal relationships may be colored by issues of competition. 
 
 
 
Relational Voice 
Putting up appearances 
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 Ellen is very concerned with her appearance and how others see her.  She stated 
that when she is thin she receives more attention and compliments from others. She said 
that when she is “fawned on,” men pay attention to her and she “can wear all the clothes 
[she] loves to wear.”  Therefore, she “strives for that.”  This attention builds her 
confidence which in turn motivates her to interact with others more.  She states, “I’ll 
make all the phone calls to people…that I want to let talk to me now, like a ‘see me 
now!’ kind of a thing.” 
 Because Ellen feels her social life is inextricably tied to her weight, she feels 
pressure to “make weight,” before she enters social situations.  Conversely, if she is 
heavier, she will withdraw from social interaction.  For example, last summer she didn’t 
attend her friend’s wedding “cause [she] just wasn’t thin enough.”  Ellen explained that 
since she knows she will withdraw from others when she is thin, she “had to keep very 
light,” and “never to be close to anybody.”  Ellen admitted that she has not left the house 
for weeks at a time because she didn’t want to be seen.  She also stated that she will not 
call her friends, even though she knows they can’t “see [her] over the phone.”   
 Ellen also described several situations in which she tried to hide her real self from 
others.  For example, she stated that when she was in L.A. she, “put up that, ‘yay! I’m out 
here, everything’s fine,” rather than admit that she was not happy doing what she had 
always wanted.  She also talked about when she first went to XXXX and she “didn’t say 
anything, but just sponged everything [she] could” because she “didn’t want to let 
anything go wrong at all,” and she “didn’t want them to not like her.”  She states that 
because of this, these friends “didn’t really know who [she was],” and she wondered if 
they would like her if they really knew her.   
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 At one point towards the end of our interview we were discussing whether she 
was going to binge when she went home that night.  Ellen said, “if I knew you like you 
were my friend of course I’d say that I would never do that.  I’d say that tonight’s 
different and all of a sudden I’m changed.  The truth is ya know I am thinking about it.”  
Thus it seems that Ellen has an easier time telling the truth about her experience to a 
stranger than to her friends, to whom she presents a false front.   
Desire for friends/social life 
 Ellen seems always to have had a strong desire for friends and a social life.  She 
described her calculated plan to develop a social life in XXXX, and gain the “wild thing 
lifestyle” that she always wanted and missed out on in high school.  She also claims that 
she was “envious” of her friends in L.A. who worked less than her and so could have a 
social life.   
 At the same time, Ellen felt that the only way she could gain the type of friends 
and social life she wanted was to fit in with them, and this included being “cute” (i.e., 
thin), having a boyfriend, and having the right clothes.  Therefore she dated someone that 
did not seem very interested in her, and this helped her to feel like she was “one of the 
girls!”  Ellen also purged in order to stay thin and “look normal.”  She felt like because of 
this, “[she] was getting to a place that was much better for [her].”  She stated, “I’d be able 
to do all the things that I always wanted to, you know, my appearance and things like 
that, and everything would fall into place.” 
Isolation 
 Although Ellen has a great desire for a social life and interpersonal relationships, 
she spends a lot of time alone.  Ellen tends to binge when she is alone, such as when she 
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was in L.A. and “never saw anybody so [she] would just chow down on the set.”  She 
said that this contributed to her bingeing because no one was watching her and she 
“didn’t have to look pretty for anyone on the set.”  She also admitted that she binged at 
times in her life when she was “on [her] own and miserable.”  In a somewhat cyclical 
pattern, although Ellen binges out of isolation and loneliness, she then isolates herself in 
order to binge.  As she stated: 
I just don’t want anybody to be around me and I’ll grab all the food that I want and hide it in a bag 
and I’ll bring it downstairs and I’ll turn on the television, and, lock the door, and pretend that no 
one’s there, and I’ll just eat, ya know for an hour straight and then I’ll throw it up. 
Moreover, when she is bingeing she tends to gain weight over time, and will then further 
isolate herself because she doesn’t want others to see her as heavy. 
Difficulty communicating to others 
 Ellen seems to have a great deal of trouble communicating to others, particularly 
about her feelings and her experience of bulimia.  She stated that when she has tried to 
talk to her mother about her bulimia for example, her mother either jokes about it and 
belittles her, making her feel “like it’s inconveniencing her,” or “she would use it as like 
a platform to like, voice her own unhappiness.”  Similarly, Ellen stated that her father 
“doesn’t bring it up at all,” or else he jokes about it.  She admitted that she told her friend 
“Barb,” but that she doesn’t bring it up because she doesn’t want to be monitored.     
 Ellen admitted that it was easier talking to me about being bulimic because I was 
“a stranger,” and therefore she didn’t “feel like it [was] going to bite [her] in the ass 
later.”  She stated that she does not want to talk about her problems with her friends and 
that, “it’s just never a side that [she] never lets anybody see, or if they know about it then 
they’re gone kind of a thing.”  At the same time, she admitted that she tells herself that 
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her “real friends wouldn’t care.  Or the person that’s going to love you, really won’t 
care.”  Ellen also stated that ultimately she doesn’t want others to “get inside,” because 
she believes that they can’t help her and that “only [she] can help herself.”  She also 
admitted that when she opens up to others she feels like she is being “patronized or 
judged”  
Family relationships 
 Ellen’s perception of others and relationships seems related to the very poor 
communication practices in her family.  She stated early on that there “isn’t any” 
communication in her family “that has to deal with anything serious.”  She stated that 
when she would ask her father for help, he would “turn it around and use it.”  This left 
her thinking, “What? Why did I just tell you anything if you’re gonna be so insensitive 
about it.”  She described attempting to open up to her mother but that when she did, the 
conversation would “suddenly be turning into her story, like, ‘you think that you’ve got it 
bad - I’m so miserable’”  Ellen described feeling torn between wanting to empathize with 
her mother but at the same time thinking, “well, ok thanks, I’ll never talk again.”  Ellen 
admitted that when she was younger she wanted to comfort her mother, but now she gets 
“really angry at her cause [she] knows the difference of what you should, you know how 
you should listen to someone and when someone needs help its not about you, its about 
them, and you know I just its really (lost on her).”  Ellen stated that because of her 
parents’ reactions, she doesn’t talk to them about her problems. 
 In addition to the poor to no communication in the family there is also a great deal 
of internal conflict.  Ellen claims that “everyone is crazy,” and that “there is a lot of 
fighting.”  She described her older brother as abusive and claims that he hates her 
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because her father favors her.  Ellen’s father shows her inappropriate and sexualized 
attention, such as touching her, and telling her in front of her mother that she should act 
like his “trophy wife.”  Her father’s inappropriate attention towards her causes her mother 
to be jealous and Ellen to avoid him.  Ellen also fights with her mother because, as she 
states: “everything that I’m going to try, I’m most likely going to fail in her eyes, so, um, 
why try. And so that just drives me crazy and I call her on that.”  Indeed, Ellen stated that 
she is “equally disruptive” in the family because she has been “[calling] everybody on 
their crazy crap.”  In other words, she confronts the family members when she believes 
they are acting “crazy.”  She stated that because she does this, she is “insensitive.”   
 Ellen believes that her mother’s “heightened” emotionality and anger contributes 
to the volatility of the home atmosphere.  She stated that she gets angry at her mother and 
“everybody else is like, differently horrible to her.”  Ellen believes that her mother 
enables the family to become dependent on her, and then she will withdraw from them in 
order to get what she wants.  She said that this began when she was a child and her 
mother was “always napping” and her father wasn’t home.  According to Ellen, “she just 
kind of like in one hand smothered us with the love that she wanted in return and that we 
would give her like we totally always went to her and never went to my father.  So she 
really loved that we needed her, we really really needed her.”  She believes that her 
mother overly “mothers” them because she likes to be needed.  She further stated that her 
mother will “pick bizarre battles” where she withdraws her support “because she knows 
that that’s the only thing she can do to like, win.”  Ellen elaborated as such: 
So her thing is she, she uh makes us need her, need her and-and handle that at least emotionally 
need her and all that stuff and then she knows that she could pull away and then we’re like ‘uhhh!’ 
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You know we have no one, that was the only person in the entire world that was supporting us 
and, and suddenly not supporting us, 
 Ellen stated that she is afraid to separate from her mother, and she believes that 
her mother has “shaped and fed” these fears because she doesn’t want to be alone.  She 
admitted to having “scary thoughts” about her mother dying and being left, “completely 
alone.”  She says that she sees her relationship with her mother as similar to her mother’s 
relationship with her mother, “just very clingy and equally needy.”  Ellen stated that 
although she is very afraid of being disconnected from her family, she is “trying to cut 
the cord! Or at least stretch it out to California.” 
 Ellen stated that within her family she is used to “getting what she wants.”   She 
admitted that she would use “tears and anger and yelling…ya know again and again and 
again until [she] got what [she] wanted.”  She also admitted that she will “play up to” her 
father’s inappropriate and sexualized attention to get what she wants, particularly with 
money. 
 Finally, Ellen spoke a bit about loving her family.  She spoke mostly about how 
she “adored” and “worshipped” her maternal grandmother who was “wonderful,” 
however, she also spoke of being comforted by her mother’s “unconditional love.”  She 
admitted that although she tends to avoid physical contact, she will seek out a hug from 
her mother. 
 
Letting others in /Pushing others away 
 Ellen seems to have modeled her mother’s heightened emotionality and push/pull 
style of relating to others.  She stated that at those rare times when she opens up to others, 
she “can’t stop crying.”  When talking about Barb and her other close friend from 
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college, “Kathy,” she stated that she “trusts” them and they have a close friendship, but 
that she “end[s] up falling short.”  She stated that when she came back from L.A. for the 
first time, she wouldn’t return Barb’s calls because she “was so upset and so dark.”  She 
admitted that she was sad because she knew that she was “doing this to [her]self, that 
[she] was losing [her] friend,” but that Barb, “wouldn’t let me lose her.”  She stated: 
I’m not a very good friend, its uh, they work a lot harder than I do, they don’t really know that I, I 
don’t think they know how much I care about them. 
Sexual Relationships 
 Ellen stated that she has “never been in love,” and that she has had “horrible” 
relationships with men.  However, she believes that “the last time [she] was really 
happy,” was when she was dating “this guy,” when she was in college.  She stated that it 
“didn’t go well.”  She said that she has made the “wrong choices,” and that when she 
does date someone she will act like their “jester” and “trophy girl,”or become 
“submissive like [her] mother.” 
 Ellen also stated that she believes she “strikes up” inappropriate relationships with 
men in authority that “model” her relationship with her father.  She states that this has 
occurred with her male boss at “every job” that she has had.  Ellen believes that she 
“feed[s] that,” and she “end[s] up being like Eww! Freaky!”  She also stated that several 
times this has resulted in her being attacked by these men. She described “the ride up” 
until the last attack by her last boss as “kind of fun.”   
 Ellen also admitted that she has had “huge issues” with being touched by men 
because she was abused as a child.  She stated that because of this, “part of me was like 
I’m attracted and the other part of me was like please don’t come near me at all,” and that 
she “ruin[ed] a lot of things early in [her] dating years because of this.” 
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Emotional Voice 
Lexical 
 Ellen used lexical emotional expression (stating actual emotion words) more often 
than any other type of emotional expression throughout both interviews.  She spoke most 
often of feeling sad, particularly about her reaction to her maternal grandmother’s death, 
and when talking about her mother.  Ellen explained that she is sad when she thinks about 
separating from her mother, about her mother’s enablement of dependency behaviors 
from her children, about her mother’s own unhappiness, and the fact that her mother 
“doesn’t get,” her own struggles with bulimia.  Ellen also described feeling “pain” mixed 
with anger when her mother withholds her support.  Ellen discussed feeling sadness and 
shame that she is bulimic, and that she binges when she is sad or angry, but never when 
she is happy.  For example, Ellen stated: 
“right after I got back from Los Angeles, and uh, I just uh, I would just like, so (glaring) about my 
situation, and, I was totally sad, [D: um-hmm]  E: So I ate." 
 Ellen also described feeling miserable, particularly in the context of being alone 
and being bulimic.  She discussed feeling anxious and nervous when talking to me, and 
that the bulimia gets worse when she is anxious or nervous.  Ellen stated that she was 
scared about recovering and worried about not being able to recover.  She discussed 
feeling excited and afraid about moving back to L.A., and secure now that she has a job 
there. 
 Ellen also spoke of fear quite often, particularly in relation to being separated 
from her family and being lonely, being afraid to talk to others about being bulimic, and 
that the bulimia is exacerbated when she is afraid, for example when she was last in L.A.   
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 Ellen discussed feeling frustrated at trying to explain the experience of bulimia 
to others, although she had earlier negated my suggestion that this was frustrating for her.  
She also said she felt frustrated that she cannot keep her weight where she wants it to be.  
She spoke of feeling frustrated with her older brother, and frustrated and angry with her 
family in general and with her mother for taking away her car. 
 Ellen spoke of shame quite often and it was only in the context of being ashamed 
about being bulimic.  She explained that this shame contributes to her self-induced 
isolation at times.  She also stated that she felt embarrassed about being bulimic when 
talking to me during the interview.  Ellen also stated that she felt vulnerable during the 
interview. 
 Ellen described feeling angry at herself about being bulimic and angry that 
cannot wear the clothes she would like to.  She also described feeling angry at her mother 
for not listening to her, angry and hopeless when her mother took away her car, and both 
angry and guilty when attempting to talk to her mother about her problems.  Ellen also 
spoke of feeling generally distressed as a child when her mother was depressed.  Ellen 
stated that she would be annoyed at her mother if she acted at home like she does in front 
of others, being a “yes-person.” 
 Ellen also discussed feeling lonely at home, envious of her friends and others 
who fit into their clothes, and disappointed with herself for not “having a handle on [her] 
situation with bulimia.   
 Ellen described feeling happy the last time she dated, when she was in 
Chatuaqua, and when she is thin and can wear the clothes she likes.  She also expressed 
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feeling happy while she binges, which she often described as fun and comforting.  Finally 
she stated that she is sometimes happy after she purges because, “problem solved!”   
Metaphorical 
 Ellen did not use very many metaphors at all.  She stated that when she was in 
L.A. and her career was not turning out the way she wanted, she felt like she was 
“beating [her] head against a wall.”  She described a few times feeling “cagey” over 
having relationships with friends, because she knows she will inevitably withdraw from 
those friendships.  She also described her family as “caged together.”  Ellen also 
described feeling “light” about moving to L.A. and “fed up” with her mother’s 
withholding behavior. 
Enacting 
 Ellen often expressed emotion during the interview by stressing her words, raising 
her voice and intonation, and imitating a dialogue with another or an interior monologue.  
I have labeled these expressions of emotion as enacted, because she seems to act them 
out rather than just simply label them as such. 
 For example, Ellen enacted love for her maternal grandmother by putting 
exaggerated stress on words like “love” and “adore” when talking about her.   
 She expressed disgust for her inappropriate relationships with older men in 
authority by exclaiming, “Eww!  Freaky!”  She also expressed shock at being attacked 
by her last boss by enacting her expression at the time as “huhhh!” 
 Ellen enacted surprise and happiness at her adolescent weight loss by exclaiming, 
“nice! It’s working!” and excitement for interacting with others when she is thin by 
exclaiming “see me now!” 
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 Ellen enacted shock when discussing how she is surprised at how thin she was in 
old photographs, by gasping and then stating, “I was so thin! What was I thinking?!? 
And you know, like you’re insane!” She also expressed shock towards her mother’s 
overeating by exclaiming that “she’s trying to ya know, kill herself!”   
 Several times Ellen re-enacted her happiness about food, such as when she stated, 
“Yay! Candy!  Oreos and icing!” or “Ooh mom bought pies.”  She also discussed 
feeling happy when she was thin by exclaiming, “time of my life!” 
 Ellen re-enacted her experience of anger in the context of competing over food 
with her brothers, when she stated “Where’s my cake?!?” or “where’s my tomato 
sauce?!?”  She also expressed anger at her parents for taking away her car by exclaiming, 
“I’m 28!” and “But man she took away that car!” 
 Ellen showed her disappointment at her mother’s lack of empathy for her situation 
by stating that she feels like saying, “o.k. thanks.  I’ll never talk again,” when her 
mother uses their talk to voice her own unhappiness instead of listening to Ellen. 
 She expressed apathy about being bulimic when she stated, “Who cares?  Like 
what’s the difference?”  Finally she expressed anticipation about eating when she stated, 
“I’m gonna eat whatever I want and its going to be great, and uh I can’t wait to” 
Embodied 
 Ellen displayed a great deal of emotion through her body during the interview.  
She began crying almost immediately after we started, and she would cry off and on 
throughout.  She cried most often when discussing her mother.  For example, she cried 
when talking about her childhood experience of her mother’s depression, her belief that 
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her mother thinks she will fail at whatever she tries, her mother’s inability to understand 
her experience with bulimia, and at the thought of separating from her mother. 
 She also cried when talking about her friends, particularly when she discussed 
missing her friend’s wedding because she felt she wasn’t thin enough and about her 
friend Barb persisting at the friendship even when Ellen tries to push her away. 
 Ellen seemed to express some shame mixed with sadness by whispering and 
crying about how bingeing was like a drug to her and by whispering and crying about 
missing her friend’s wedding.  She cried when she spoke not leaving her house out of 
embarrassment over her weight.  She also seemed to express shame at times by making 
several revisions to her statements, such as expressing her embarrassment during the 
interview and by being silent. 
 Ellen seemed to express general distress about her home life by sighing and being 
silent.  She also cried several times while stating that she was angry, both at her family in 
general and at her mother for taking away her car. 
 Ellen seemed to use laughter to express hope about being able to wear the clothes 
she wants one day and pride that she can get what she wants from her parents.   
Meta-emotional discourse 
 Finally, Ellen talked about her emotional life, which I have termed “meta-
emotional discourse.” 
 For example, she described her experience with bulimia as “a deep emotional 
thing” and explained that this makes it hard for her to talk to others about it.   
She stated that when she gets angry she “yell[s] a lot” and that, “[she] feel[s] like [she] 
want[s] to cry.” 
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 Ellen also described how when she was a child her mood would swing from “fits 
of rage,” to fits of “total euphoria.”  She stated that she still experiences dramatic 
differences in her mood and that she doesn’t “ride a gray area.”  She stated that when she 
is happy she “filled with energy like she can take on the world,” but that she inevitably 
falls back into a “really deep depression,” where she “won’t want to go outside.” 
 Ellen spoke of “submitting” to her emotions about men in dating relationships, 
and tied this to becoming more submissive like her mother and baking for them.  She also 
spoke of how she tries to hide her emotions from others, for example when she stated: “I 
didn’t really show how I felt um because, when I felt if my weight was ballooning I 
wouldn’t go out,” about her time in L.A., and “I really can’t emotionally open to any of 
these people, cause at some point I will not, I will withdraw from, my life with them," 
about her friends in XXXX. 
 In the context of the interview itself, Ellen stated that she was “disturbed by how 
disturbed she was.”  She apologized for crying so early and then told me that “tears are 
fine,” signaling that she would like to continue with the interview when I inquired about 
her discomfort. 
 Ellen did explain that sometimes she cannot control her crying and that once she 
starts she won’t be able to stop.  When I asked what eventually stops the crying she stated 
that she has to leave the situation. 
 Finally, Ellen talked about how her emotional experience contributes to bulimia.  
She explained that it gets worse when she is sad, angry, nervous, and afraid. 
Embodied Voice 
Comportment throughout the interview  
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Excerpted  from my process notes written on 3/30/04: 
Ellen appeared to be a tall woman of average weight, with shoulder length, 
straight hair.  She did not wear any make-up and was dressed sporty, casual.  She 
made eye contact right away.  Within the first five minutes she started weeping 
and she did not stop throughout.  She was teary-eyed and cried as she was talking 
throughout the interview.  Her voice would get quieter as she became more 
weepy.  At many of these moments throughout the interview, her voice was 
barely audible, especially towards the end.  At times, as she talked about a 
particular topic, such as her mother, her face would bunch up and she would weep 
more forcefully, however it never really broke up her speech.  Throughout the 
interview she mostly looked downwards.  She sat with her legs crossed and often 
tugged and pulled at her jeans.  Sometimes she sat with her arms crossed.  Her 
eyes were mainly downcast.  Only a few times did she become animated about a 
topic and speak with more force while she looked up.  At the end of the session, 
Ellen became even more weepy.  I asked her to sit with me for a few minutes until 
she felt better, but as we sat there, Ellen cried more.  She told me that she would 
feel better once she got into the car.  She assured me that she would be fine and 
she stated that she was not going to hurt herself.  She apologized several times for 
crying and said she would be better on Thursday. 
 
Excerpted from my process notes written on 4/1/04: 
Ellen seemed to be in brighter spirits today.  Her clothes looked less casual and 
more professional and she was wearing light makeup (lip gloss).  She seemed 
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more comfortable to be with me and less anxious.  During the follow-up interview 
she seemed more animated.  During the first interview, when she got very teary, 
she would look down, her voice would become quiet, and she would not move 
very much.  However, during this interview she joked around more, and made 
more animated hand gestures while she spoke.  Several times when she spoke 
about something “creepy,” such as her father, she covered her eyes with her 
hands, underneath her glasses.  She made much more eye contact with me during 
this interview and she appeared more confident and “put together.” 
At the end of the session she seemed pretty anxious to leave. Although she wished 
me well and chatted with me for a few minutes, she definitely did not linger. 
Embodied action during the interview 
 Because Ellen wept throughout much of the interview, she sniffled often.  At 
times she would cry more deeply.  According to the interview transcript, the moments 
where Ellen cried more actively were: when she first explained “why [she] was here,” 
referring to the bulimia which “feeds [her] fear,” and “keeps [her] unstable,”; when she 
spoke of her experience as a child of her mother’s depression, stating, “I’d listen to her 
and she’d cry and I was like a little child, ya know?”; when she discussed missing her 
friends wedding because she didn’t feel thin enough; talking to her parents about being 
bulimic, isolating herself from her friends; and when she discussed her two closest 
friends and their displays of affection towards her.  
 Ellen both cried and whispered when she spoke about bingeing being like a drug, 
and how she didn’t attend her friend’s wedding. 
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 Ellen modified her voice by whispering throughout the interview several times.  
She did so when she discussed how bingeing was like alcohol; how food was her “only 
fun,” how she “won’t allow” herself to have fat clothes; how her mother “smothers” her 
older brother; and when she described how her mother decided to let her take her car to 
L.A. this summer. 
 The other embodied action that Ellen engaged in through the interview was 
sighing.  She sighed when she attempted to explain her difficulty with talking to others 
about being bulimic; when she described her depressions; when she first described being 
“super eating disordered” in L.A.; when she described how everyone at home was 
“crazy,” and when she explained that anxiety can trigger bulimia. 
 Although Ellen sat throughout most the interview in one position, with her gaze 
downwards, she did engage in some fidgeting and shifting behaviors.  Those that I noted 
included: folding tissues when she discussed how her mother, “doesn’t know how to 
handle [her]” and thus jokes about her bulimia, and playing with the cuff of her jeans 
when she explained how she won’t bring up the topic of bulimia to her friends or her 
mother. 
 Ellen did laugh a few times throughout the interview, including when she 
described she and her brothers’ competition over food, the fact that she has “some crazy 
clothing that [she] will never be able to fit, and when she shared her belief that her first 
boyfriend may now be homosexual. 
 Ellen also snapped her fingers to make a point a few times – when she discussed 
her younger brother “losing it” and when she stated that if she ever let her friends see the 
side of her that is bulimic, then “they’re gone.” 
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 Finally, Ellen did look straight ahead rather then down throughout the interview, 
although the only instance of this that is recorded occurred when she described her older 
brother as “creepy.” 
Talking about her body 
 Ellen referred to her body throughout the interview in several different ways as 
follows.  She talked about her hunger, and being “too hungry” to diet.  She talked about 
having a difficult time controlling her crying once it begins, and she also admitted that 
she was “shaking” when she pulled the information tab off of my flier.  Ellen described 
herself as “heavy” fairly often, such as, “I was pretty heavy during school,” and “I’m 
going to be really heavy in the morning and I won’t want to get up.” 
 Ellen also described being thin, as “thin me,” and being “noticeably taller and 
chunkier” than her peers in XXXX.  Ellen also discussed playing with her face before she 
purges, and the pain that occurs with the purge. 
Interactive Reflexivity 
My experience of the first interview 
 Excepted from process notes written on 3/30/04: 
I felt connected with Ellen for the most part, although she did most of the talking.  
At times I felt uncomfortable with her crying, or with wondering what topic to 
cover next.  As this was my first interview, it was hard at first to stay focused 
rather than wondering about what topics to cover or what I should ask next, but 
for the most part I felt very attuned to Ellen.  I think towards the end of the 
interview I may have been overly attuned, in the sense that I began to feel very 
sad as Ellen discussed her own sadness.  At times I even felt overwhelmed by this 
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sadness.  For example, at one point during the interview and immediately 
afterwards, I had a strong craving for a cigarette, although I had quit smoking six 
months ago and had not had cravings for a while.  I certainly felt shaken after the 
interview and I felt like crying as I drove home.  During the interview I felt 
warmth towards Ellen and I desired to comfort her by wanting to give her a hug or 
at least pat her on the knee (of course I didn’t actually do this).  After the 
interview I urged Ellen to call a therapist on the list I gave her and I expressed my 
conviction that there is hope for her and that these people could help her.  
However, I can’t help feeling worried about the sheer amount of sadness and 
hopelessness she seems to be feeling. 
My experience of the second interview 
 Excepted from process notes written on 4/1/04 
As I was anticipating this interview I felt very anxious.  I could feel my heart beat 
quickly and I even felt a bit nauseous.  However, once Ellen came to my office I 
felt genuinely happy to see her, and to see her looking more confident.  I felt more 
comfortable sitting with Ellen this time.  However, as I just mentioned, I also felt 
myself not wanting to bring up any topics that might upset her, and “open the 
flood gates,” so to speak.  I felt like there were areas I could have probed more 
deeply, but I felt like she had had enough, so I stuck to the surface. At certain 
times, I felt almost as if we were “old friends.”  I definitely felt a common bond 
with her during the interview, especially when she was talking about desire for 
food and how it is hard to explain it to anyone.  Part of me wanted to express that 
to her – to say, I understand.  Again, I also felt a desire to hug her, and at one 
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point I wondered if we would hug at the end of the interview [we shook hands, 
although I tried to embrace hers with both of mine].  During the Rorschach I again 
felt very comfortable with her, like we were friends.  I was sad to see her go, and I 
hoped that I would be able to speak with her again. 
Verbal interaction between Myself and Ellen 
 Although a full conversation or discourse analysis is beyond the scope of this 
study, I examined the different types of utterances I used in my interview with Ellen, and 
how those utterances affected the interpersonal dynamics between us.   
 The types of rhetorical techniques I seemed to use most often were: requesting to 
discuss the current process, or the here-and-now of our interaction; requesting that Ellen 
share with me her emotional experience; requesting for her to provide a narrative or 
story; requesting for her to share her thoughts about a topic; requesting for her opinion; 
requesting for concrete information, such as when or how often something occurred; 
requesting for elaboration on a particular topic; requesting for clarification; expressing 
approval; suggesting what she might be feeling; reflecting her words back as a question; 
reflecting her words back and requesting elaboration; expressing shock or curiosity; and 
summarizing or paraphrasing (other types of utterances are listed in the interaction table). 
Although the way that Ellen responded to these different types of utterances is greatly 
varied, I have chosen a few interactions to discuss in more depth. 
 I asked Ellen several times about her experience of the interview itself.  She most 
often responded openly to these requests.  For example, when I asked her what it was like 
to talk about her bulimia, she cried and answered that it made her “really sad.”  Several 
times in response to my questions, Ellen seemed to have a more difficult time 
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formulating a response.  This can be seen by her pausing, stammering, and revising her 
answer.  For example, when I asked her what was most upsetting to her “now,” she 
sighed, began to answer, “I guess that,” paused, started to answer how she was fortunate, 
and then revised her answer and stated, “I’ve allowed myself to kind of, like status quo 
and don’t really uh, ( ) and I don’t really uh have a handle on my situation.”  Whenever I 
asked Ellen directly about her emotional experience, she seemed to have no trouble 
describing what she was feeling. 
 When I asked Ellen to provide a narrative or story, she typically did so, but often 
she lowered her voice before delving into a long narrative.  However, the instances when 
she became quieter always occurred when I inquired about her family and/or home life.  
For example when I asked, “So what’s it like, being at home?” after a ten second pause, 
Ellen lowered her voice significantly and stated, “Its (.) its, um, its pretty bad." 
 Ellen very easily responded to most of my requests for her thoughts or opinions 
on a topic or on particular information.  One interesting interaction occurred during the 
second interview, as I was asking Ellen about her childhood.  Ellen described the mood 
swings she has had since a child, and then whispered that she thinks she might have 
Bipolar disorder.  While reviewing the tape, I realized that I automatically took on a 
position of authority as the “psychologist” and went into “diagnostic mode,” where I 
started asking her questions about possible symptoms about this disorder.  For example, 
even though she makes no mention of this, I ask her if she feels like she has, “limitless 
energy.”  Indeed, I was so caught up in asking diagnostic questions that I missed an 
opening Ellen provided for me to talk about relationships, a topic which is more relevant 
to the study.  The interaction occurred as follows: 
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E: And so I’m sure that, yeah probably the last time that I was really happy was um, when I was 
dating this guy that I (     ).  But love is like a really strong word because I lusted after him D: 
O.K. [LF] E: I was in college, so, I was in lust with him, D: um-hmm E: And um, so, but that 
didn’t go well. D: Um-hmm. And at those times, uh, are you like super-hyper like you can’t 
even sleep or is it just, E: Yeah absolutely. 
 Prior to this interaction, Ellen had mentioned this relationship and I had not 
queried her on it.  As can be seen above, it seems like it is a topic she is interested in 
pursuing and I do not even acknowledge her utterance as I return to my diagnostic 
questions.  I find my behavior at this point very interesting because, as a trained therapist, 
I am very sensitive at following another’s lead in conversation and choosing questions 
that will prompt them to elaborate on the topics they bring forward.  However, in this 
instance I seem to not listen to Ellen at all, as I am caught up in my own “power trip,” of 
the diagnosing authority.  Looking back, I think I likely reacted in this way for two 
reasons: 1) to regain some semblance of order and control after the first interview which 
felt to me very out of control and overwhelmingly emotional, and 2) I felt that if I could 
“diagnose” Ellen I would be helping her in some way, perhaps by offering her an 
explanation for her distressing experiences.  This interaction is also interesting in light of 
Ellen’s complaint that others do not listen to her, and that she worries about being 
“judged.”  I therefore wonder whether Ellen’s overwhelming emotionality may at times 
provoke others to respond to her in a more un-empathic and authoritarian manner, in 
order to help diffuse and control emotionally overloaded situations. 
 Indeed, sometimes when I spoke in a way that is typical of more empathic 
attuning, such as by reflecting and elaborating, or suggesting a feeling, Ellen became 
more emotional.  For example, when I suggest to Ellen that it seems hard for her to talk 
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about her mother, she began to cry.  At another time, I reflected back to her that it seemed 
hard for her to maintain relationships, and she cried and stated that she felt “horrible” 
about herself.  There were other instances, however, particularly when I attempted to 
verbalize what Ellen might be feeling, that she negated and/or revised my suggestions.  
For example, when I suggested that a lot of the “fun,” of bingeing was in the anticipation, 
she stated, “Um, no, I mean, yeah, I guess, but uh, I mean that’s not fun, I get really, ya 
know irritable (h) till I, till I can eat.”  Similarly, when asked Ellen if it was frustrating 
for her to talk about bulimia, she answered negatively and then elaborated on her 
difficulty. 
Participant #2: Claire 
 
Biographical Narrative 
Current Situation 
 “Claire” is a twenty-one year old, single, white female.  At the time of the 
interview she was a senior at a local, large University and was preparing for graduation.  
She responded by phone to the flyer which she saw on the bulletin board of a coffee and 
sandwich shop.  Claire grew up primarily in Alaska and she currently resides off campus 
in a house with several other female roommates.  She is currently dating a young man, 
“John,” whom she has been with for almost two years.  
Developmental History 
 Claire’s parents are both from the same town in Louisiana.  They met and were 
married in their twenties and shortly after had Claire, their first child.  She had a normal 
birth and has suffered no major illnesses or injuries or experienced any major trauma in 
her life. 
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Family History 
 Claire’s mother.  Claire’s mother is a nurse in an intensive care unit.  Claire 
stated that she thinks this is the reason for her preoccupation with “safety.”  She 
described her mother as intrusive, “always checking up on [her] at school,” and that, “she 
could tell me what to do and what not to do and who to see and who not to see.”  She 
stated that, “there weren’t boundaries…as far as that goes.”  She also described her 
mother as the “head of the house.” 
 Claire’s father.  Claire’s father is an engineer for an oil company.  She described 
her father as “ridiculously smart,” “loving,” “funny,” “sarcastic,” and “more laid back,” 
than her mom. She stated that he loves his family and always tried to be home at night to 
have dinner with them.  She also stated that her father can be “demanding” and she felt 
that sometimes he was “pushing [her] too hard” with her school-work.   
 Claire’s family.  Claire described the story of how her parents met.  She said that 
they grew up in the same town and since her father was very popular and “desirable,” her 
mother had grown up “watching him,” but she was younger than him.  They met again 
when they were both in graduate school, and her mother tells the story of seeing her 
father lit up from standing underneath a bar sign, and that it was “love at first sight.” 
 Claire described her parents’ relationship to each other as “really, really good,” 
and stated that they are a “united front.”  She also described them as very overprotective, 
“insanely strict,” and “over-bearing.”  However, she also stated that recently they have 
“loosened up,” and are not as strict with her younger sisters.   
 Claire described her family as the “safety family” because they were not allowed 
to do many activities such as ice skating.  She also stated that “there weren’t a lot of 
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boundaries” in her family, and elaborated that she didn’t mean emotional boundaries but 
rather that there was not a lot of privacy.  She gave the examples that whenever someone 
in the family takes a shower they announce it to the rest of the family and that when she 
came home from school she would have to empty out her backpack. 
 Claire has three younger sisters.  “Anne” is 18 and Claire described her as a 
“math-science” person and a “ridiculous athlete.”  “Jill” is 15, and is into music, acting, 
and drama.  Finally, “Kelly” is 12.  About her she stated, “we don’t know she’s probably 
gonna be crazy.”  She stated that all of her sisters are “really smart” and that in the 
family, “there’s not a lot of room for mediocrity.”  She said that each sister tries to live up 
to the older sister’s legacy.  However, she also stated that she is “very close” with her 
sisters. 
Personal History 
 Early childhood.  When Claire was a child they moved about every three years 
because of her father’s job.  They lived in Louisiana, Texas, Japan, and several places in 
Alaska.  She described herself as a child as “precocious” and afraid to disappoint her 
parents.  She also described herself as a “crazy little girl” who had a lot of fun.  She 
described her childhood as happy.  Her mother stayed at home when she and her sisters 
were young, and they were involved in numerous extra-curricular activities. 
 Adolescence.  In the middle of her 7
th
 grade year, Claire’s father was transferred 
from Alaska back to Texas.  Claire claimed that she was very upset with the move 
because middle school is “horrible anyway.”  She said that she was lonely, sad, and angry 
and began fighting with her parents.  
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 By the time she was in high school Claire’s family had moved back to Alaska.  
She said that at this time she was unsure of where she fit in.  As her body began 
developing she also received a great deal of unwanted attention from both boys and girls.  
She said that some of the older girls started rumors that she was a slut, and since she was 
not promiscuous at all, she thinks this is because they felt competitive towards her.  
Claire remembered feeling like she wanted to “disappear” from this unwanted sexual 
attention.  At the same time, she also had her first boyfriend and became sexually active.  
She stated that she was “way too young,” but that she felt a lot of peer pressure to have 
sex.  She stated that she did not enjoy it and felt like she wanted to “get away from [her] 
body.”  She attributes her early attempts to lose weight as partially stemming from this 
desire. 
 One summer, after returning from vacation, Claire discovered that her boyfriend 
had cheated on her by having sex with another girl.  She said that this “devastated” her.  
She stated that she was very angry, but she also felt “numb and in disbelief…kinda like 
the world, the world wasn’t as I thought it was.”  She said she also felt “rejected” and like 
she “wasn’t good enough.”  According to Claire, after this incident, her eating disorder 
became “really out of control with bingeing and purging.” 
 College.  Claire decided to attend a large university far from home mainly 
because she wanted to leave her small town in Alaska where “everyone knew you and 
your history and your family’s and your reputation and your business.”  She stated that 
she always felt “a lot of expectations…that people were always expecting [her] to do 
something good or something amazing…”  She said that her desire to leave this 
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atmosphere led her to seek out a large university where she could be anonymous and 
“finally people would leave [her] alone.”  
 However, when she did arrive at this University she had a very difficult time 
making friends.  She stated that for her first two years of college she was “antisocial,” 
isolated,” and “depressed.”  She said, “I felt like I could like leave my dorm at like 
midnight and just start walking and disappear and no one would even notice I was gone.”  
She stated that her eating disorder got “even more out of control,” as she would stay in 
her room and binge and purge “for weeks at a time.”  Since she stopped going to class, by 
the Fall semester of her junior year she failed all of her classes.  When her mother 
received her report card after she returned to school from Christmas break, she flew to 
Pittsburgh and took Claire back to Alaska.  They waited in Alaska until she could be 
admitted to a treatment facility and she was eventually taken to a residential treatment 
facility (RTF) in Pennsylvania.   
Eating Disorder 
 Development of Eating Disorder.  Claire’s eating disorder began when she was 
fifteen.  She described several reasons for why she thinks this began.  She claimed that 
she was experiencing a great deal of academic pressure and began worrying about her 
future and she did not know where she fit in socially.  She also began to have more 
struggles with her parents over boundaries.  She said that she “didn’t have anything of her 
own…like they just had their noses in everything…so the food was one thing that they 
couldn’t do anything about.”  She also believes that she “felt like [she] was gonna punish 
them…by making [her]self sick.”  Additionally, Claire thinks the unwanted sexual 
attention she received from her peers at school and her feeling like she had been 
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pressured into having sex too early led her to want to “get away from the body.”  Also, 
when her boyfriend cheated on her she felt like she “wasn’t good enough,” so she started 
dieting and losing weight.   
 Initially Claire began bingeing because she would get too hungry from restricting.  
However, she also stated that at first it was “fun.”  She said that she and her friend would 
do it together and have a good time.  She said that after some time she became more 
depressed and the bulimia began to get “out of control.”  She said that she would skip a 
college Calculus class that she was taking to binge at a Chinese restaurant by herself.  
She said that bingeing and purging “was just part of [her] day, like breathing.”  She said 
that by the time she got to college, “it was just the status quo,” that she would binge and 
purge once a day.  Also the access to the cafeterias made this easier for her.  She said that 
she would also try to restrict and only eat about 400 calories a day, but then she would 
get hungry and binge again, “so it went on cycles.”   Claire admitted that she had a hard 
time “verbalizing” her experience of this time.  In trying to explain this she stated: 
the eating disorder was kinda like a living breathing organism…it was just so much a part 
of me…just like a deep rooted feeling in me that I never, it never occurred to me to try to 
verbalize it because it was just a part of me? 
She said that after some time the bulimia began to get more “out of control.”  She stated 
that she would spend between two and six hours in her room alone eating.  She stated that 
she was depressed and lonely and that the bulimia was like her “only friend.”  She 
admitted that she had a hard time forging meaningful relationships because she “had 
bulimia instead…that’s how [she] would spend [her] free time.” 
 Treatment.  During Claire’s senior year in high school her parents caught her 
bingeing and purging and they forced her to go to therapy.  However she stated that she 
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didn’t want to go and that she would even binge and purge before she went because it 
made her nervous.  She also described her first therapist in Alaska as “ineffective.”  
Claire said that she would tell jokes and felt like she was just entertaining her rather than 
getting anything “done.” 
 Claire stated that although it took her parents to get her there, she loved the 
residential treatment facility she went to during her senior year.  She stated that it 
“changed her life.” 
 Currently.  Claire stated that she currently binges and purges about twice a 
month, however, she has been restricting her caloric intake to about one thousand calories 
a day.  She admitted that the eating disorder continues to color her relationships because 
she is, “so used to being dishonest about everything.”   
 Recovery.  Although Claire admitted that she has much less desire to binge, she is 
still not fully recovered.  She seemed ambivalent about recovery, stating,  
to be honest I don’t want bulimia to be a part of my life, but I still am like really obsessed with, 
counting, calories and exercising and, so I can definitely say I don’t want bulimia to be a part of 
my life but I-I still couldn’t honestly say about the anorexia…ya know I’m like, ‘well anorexia 
in moderation…’ ya know so… like I don’t know.  
 She admitted that she constantly struggles with issues of recovery and she can’t 
imagine a time when she would not have this struggle.  She also admitted that one of the 
reasons she does not become anorexic is because she knows “inevitably it leads to the 
bulimia.” 
 Experience of bingeing.  Claire described her most recent binge.  She stated that 
she was home alone and that often leads to a binge.  She also hadn’t gotten a chance to go 
shopping so she did not have “decent normal food that [she] was comfortable eating.”  
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She said she was also feeling depressed and therefore did not want to go to the store.  
When she found a box of macaroni, she made a “conscious choice” to binge.  She then 
ate the macaroni, some cinnamon toast and a candy bar, and then she remembers 
thinking, “Oh God I hate this.”  Claire stated that when she used to binge she did so for 
“pleasure,” and it was “heavenly,” but that she does not feel the same pleasure anymore 
when she binges. 
 Experience of purging.  Claire stated that once she has begun a binge, she has to 
“purge it out.”  She stated that she worries that the food will cause a weight gain and she 
starts to “freak out.”  She also stated that she thinks if she doesn’t purge then “maybe 
[she’s] even more greedy.”   
 Claire stated that she hates purging and that lately she spends a good deal of time 
stalling before she does.  She stated that she will “stand in the bathroom for like thirty 
minutes,” thinking, “I don’t want to do this, like I really don’t want to do this.”  She also 
admitted that during this time she will pick at her face and skin.  Nonetheless, she always 
purges and she stated that afterwards she will often lie down on her bed and “it’s like go 
think about what you’ve done.”  She said she usually thinks about how she is not going to 
tell anyone, especially her boyfriend, because “it’s over and its too late and I can’t do 
anything about it so.” 
Current Situation 
 At the time of the interview, Claire was making plans to move to Chicago after 
her graduation.  Her boyfriend, “John” received a job offer there, but they are not going 
to live together because they are “not ready.”  She would like eventually to attend 
graduate school for clinical psychology, but first she will find a job.   
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Experience of Self 
 Throughout the interviews, several key themes emerged about how Claire seems 
to experience her self.  These themes are elucidated below. 
 High expectations.  Claire repeatedly discussed the high expectations and 
pressure she feels to succeed.  She blamed this pressure on the others in her town, her 
parents, and her self.  She stated that she had been like this since she was a little girl. 
 Something’s wrong with her.  Claire described several experiences of feeling like 
she wasn’t “good enough,” specifically when her high school boyfriend cheated on her 
and when she was with the other girls at the RTF.  Claire also admitted that she began 
bingeing because she always felt “empty.”  She states that she often does not know what 
she is thinking, which is why she identified with the graphic on my flyer (a woman with 
an empty thought bubble over her head).  Finally, Claire also made several statements 
about being “abnormal,” “messed up,” “the only aberrant in the family,” and being “the 
crazy one” in her relationship with her boyfriend.   
 Contradictions.  Several times Claire described feeling caught in a contradiction 
of ideals.  For example, she described how an eating disorder can serve to make one 
different or abnormal, but then she struggled with this, as she asked, “I don’t really know 
how that fits in cause an eating disorder’s anything but normal.  So, ya know why would 
one do that if you’re so concerned with fitting in and, like being accepted?” 
 Claire also became excited as she spoke about the “freaking dichotomy between 
what society and the media is telling you is beautiful and…what normal people think is 
beautiful.”  She admitted to feeling frustrated and confused when faced with images of 
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slender models because her boyfriend does not think that that body type is attractive.  She 
asked emphatically, “What do you want?!?  Like what do you want from us?” 
 Desire to “start over.”  Claire often expressed a desire to “run away from 
[her]self and start all over again.”  She stated that this was the reason she chose to attend 
college in Pittsburgh, and is part of the reason she wants to move to Chicago.    While she 
admitted that she knows, “nothing will be different,” she always imagines that if she 
moves away things will improve.  She stated that there is “always weight loss involved” 
in these fantasies and that she also imagines “living a fantabulous life with no eating 
disorder problems…and [she] wouldn’t feel depressed…and she wouldn’t be obsessive,” 
etc. 
 Eating disorder as identity.  Claire stated that the eating disorder is “tied up in 
[her] identity,” is “like [her] personality characteristics,” and “a deep rooted feeling in 
[her]” which makes the experience hard to verbalize.  
 Desire to hide or ignore 
 Claire described feeling like she wanted to “disappear,” in the past, particularly 
from unwanted attention.  She also stated that “if something is going wrong or if 
someone’s hurting [her],” she will “stick [her] head in the sand,” and ignore it.  She also 
stated that “no matter what’s happening,” she has to “preserve the illusion that 
everything’s o.k.” 
 Being dishonest.  Claire admitted that she often struggles with being honest.  She 
stated that she first started lying to her parents as an adolescent, in order to gain some 
space from them, and then later she did so to hide her eating disorder.  She states that 
now dishonesty is her “standard operating procedure,” and that she is “ashamed” of this. 
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 Being creative and artistic.  Claire also described herself as creative and artistic. 
Psychodynamic Assessment 
Rorschach responses interpreted in light of biographical narrative 
Experience of testing 
 Claire gave 19 responses to the Rorschach, which is normal.  Her Lambda of 
0.36 is below the norm, which is typical of bulimics.  This usually suggests difficulty 
distancing oneself from painful emotional experience, yet because Claire’s Zd of 11.5 is 
very high, it is more likely indicative of an overincorporative processing style, which 
suggests that she takes more time trying to make sense of the world than necessary.  This 
makes sense considering Claire’s admitted obsessive and over-achieving tendencies. 
Affect 
 Claire’s EB of 3:5 indicates that she is extratensive; suggesting that she relies 
more on the external world for gratification, and tends to act through engagement with 
the world rather than through internal deliberation.  Her FC: CF+C ratio of 3:3 is high on 
the CF+C side, and indicates that her emotional expression can be intense and impulsive.   
Her 1 pure C response is rare and also indicates difficulty modulating emotional 
expression.  Claire’s affective ratio (Afr) of 0.46 is slightly below the norm and suggests 
that she prefers to be less involved with emotional experiences.  Claire also gave 2 white 
space (S) responses, which is slightly above the norm and may suggest some situational 
anger.  However, since these responses were given before Card III, they likely reflect that 
she was not prepared for the demands of the test.   
 Three of Claire’s responses were blends, which is slightly below the norm for an 
extratensive and suggest that her emotional experience tends to be straightforward rather 
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than complex.  She gave 2 Y responses, suggesting that she is experiencing some 
situational anxiety, likely due to her upcoming graduation and move to a new city.  Claire 
scored a 3 on the DEPI, indicating that she is not currently depressed.  
Controls 
 Claire’s EA of 8 is normal and suggests that she has enough positive resources to 
cope with more negative experiences.  Her es of 6 is also normal, indicating that she is 
not experiencing an excess of negative forces.  Her D of 0 also suggests a balance 
between positive resources and negative experiences.  These scores are supported by 
Claire’s presentation during both of the interviews, where she did not seem to be under 
any emotional duress.  They may also reflect a positive effect of the antidepressants she 
takes. 
Self Perception 
 Claire’s egocentricity index (3r+(2)/R) of 0.21 is somewhat low and indicates 
that she has a poor sense of personal worth.  This is substantiated by Claire’s indication 
that she feels empty, abnormal, and “not good enough” when compared to others.  Claire 
also had 3 FD responses, which suggests a strong tendency toward ruminating about her 
self.  Both of these scores are typical of depressives, and although Claire’s depression is 
currently abated through medication, she has had many episodes of serious depression 
since beginning adolescence.  Claire also gave 5 An responses which is quite elevated 
and indicates a preoccupation with the body, something that Claire admitted to be very 
pertinent.  Claire gave 2 Morbid (MOR) responses, which is in the normal range. 
 Claire gave 4 FQ- responses which can indicate a distorted self-perception.  The 
first was her response to Card II, in which she saw “an oversized view of the pelvic girdle 
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and oversized splotches” that were lungs.  She also saw a vagina.  The anatomy percepts 
in this answer indicate that Claire is overly concerned with her own body, and the fact 
that she described these organs as “oversized,” suggests that she tends to view her own 
body as too large.  This is certainly substantiated by Claire’s distorted feeling that she is 
larger than everyone else, even through she is actually very small.  Interestingly, this 
response also had a sexual percept in it, suggesting that Claire’s distorted body image and 
body preoccupation is tied up with feelings about her sexuality.  Claire admitted that 
when she was in high school, unwanted sexual attention and discomfort with sex led to 
her desire to “get away from the body.” 
 Claire’s other 3 FQ- responses all occurred in sequence to Cards VIII and IX.  
These cards are very colorful and thus the emotional connotations of the color may have 
led to some difficulty viewing the cards.  If so, then this indicates that the presence of 
emotion can distort Claire’s self-perception.  In the first of these responses, Claire saw an 
aerial view of a cattle skull.  The FD determinant combined with the distorted form 
quality suggests that she tends to focus on a distorted self image.  For the second of these 
responses, Claire stated that she saw a woman with her legs spread open, with green ink 
blots leaking onto her thighs like fingers.  She later indicated that the color of the blot 
was its most salient aspect for her, indicating that the highly charged emotions she 
experiences with sexuality can lead to a distorted self-perception.  Claire’s other FQ- 
response was of a bull flaring his nostrils.  She also indicated color and shading were the 
primary determinants for seeing this percept, again suggesting that emotion and anxiety 
can distort her perception. 
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 Claire gave 3 movement (M) and 4 animal movement (FM) responses.  Her 
total M of 3 is low, and the fact that she has more FM responses suggests that she may act 
out impulsively at times.  Closer examination of her M responses yields some clues about 
how Claire perceives her self.  Her first M response to Card I is an aerial view of an 
“important angel” flying.  Later she stated that the angel might be an “archangel.”  Again, 
this percept has a dimension element to it, indicating some excessive self-focusing.  Also 
of note is the fact that Claire described the angel as “important.”  This seems related to 
her statements about others, such as her parents having “high expectations” of her and 
expecting her to do great things.  Since an angel is a mythological figure, it might suggest 
that Claire feels some of these expectations are part fantasy and not based in a realistic 
appraisal of her abilities.   
 The second response with an M percept is to Card VII.  Claire first described “two 
creatures with their mouths open, screaming at each other…but they’re connected and 
facing each other, but they’re in disagreement, like yelling, like they can’t get away from 
each other but they conflict.”  Later she elaborated that this represented “personal 
conflicts in your mind,” “dueling desires,” and “the two things at odds with each 
other…made me think of the eating disorder, just as far as…do I wanna recover or do I 
not want to…” Thus, this response seems to clearly indicate a strong conflict within 
Claire’s very sense of self.  In terms of the eating disorder, this makes sense, as Claire has 
stated that being eating disordered is a part of her identity, yet she also has a desire to 
recover.  Perhaps more deeply rooted is the desire aggressively struggle free from some 
connection.  This type of percept, where two figures are enmeshed and struggling is 
coded as the “Rapprochement” theme category of the Separation-Individuation Theme 
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Scale, as it represents that phase of the attachment process where the subject feels 
conflicted in her attempt to separate from a primary object.  This has certainly been a 
theme throughout Claire’s life, as she has had a strong desire to break free from her 
family and home-town, but once she achieved that independence she became very lonely 
and turned to food for comfort.  Also of note is the oral quality of the response, the “two 
creatures screaming with their mouths open.”  This hints at Claire’s tendency to process 
these type of conflicts orally, which is supported by her bingeing and purging behaviors. 
Interpersonal perception 
 Claire had 0 Cooperation (COP) responses.  This score is typical of individuals 
who do not have many social relationships, which certainly seems true of Claire, who has 
had no significant social relationships in college, except for her boyfriend.  Claire had 2 
Aggressive (Ag) responses, which suggest hostility and a tendency toward aggressive 
behavior.  Her active to passive movement ratio (a:p) of 5:2, is normal and thus 
indicates that Claire is appropriately assertive in her actions, without being overly 
forceful.  Her isolation index of 0.16 is within the normal range, a finding that is 
interesting considering Claire’s tendency to isolate herself and enjoy being alone.  Her 
total human content of 5 is also normal, but her Pure human (H) content of 1 is low.  
This suggests that while Claire does have a desire for interpersonal relationships and a 
social life, her perceptions of others may be distorted and/or partial.   She also gave 0 
Food (Fd) and 0 Texture (T) responses, which, if present would a desire for nurturance 
or affection.   
 Claire did give four pair responses which merit closer examination.  The first was 
to Card III, and Claire gave the response, “I think the little red things on the outside kind 
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of look like fetuses a little bit.  Fetuses that are not doing so well.”  This is a very 
interesting percept because, like several other of Claire’s responses, it is of something 
both internal and sexual or reproductive.  She later elaborated that she saw the fetuses as 
“bloody” because of the red color of the blot, suggesting that affect is also involved in 
Claire’s perception.  Taken together, all aspects of this response seem to reiterate Claire’s 
tendency to focus on her self as damaged or aberrant, particularly in reference to 
sexuality.  This particular response shows that this ideation is likely colored by emotional 
experience and can occur in an interpersonal context.   
 Another of Claire’s pair responses was the one previously discussed of the two 
connected creatures yelling at each other.  Again, this response suggests that Claire might 
view some interpersonal relationships as hostile, particularly those in which she feels 
enmeshed or intruded upon.  Claire also gave pair responses to Cards VIII and X, which 
she described as “two woodland creatures” and “two seahorses…and crabs,” respectively.  
Of note about all of these responses are that the pairs are never interacting except in the 
percept where they are connected, and then they are interacting aggressively.  Thus, taken 
together, these responses suggest that although Claire is interested in other people, she 
does not see relationships as mutually benevolent or interdependent.  Others are simply 
there, and when they intrude on her “space” she becomes angry and aggressive. 
Relational Voice 
The following themes emerged through listening to Claire’s “relational voice.” 
High expectations from others 
 Throughout her life, Claire has felt like others expect great things from her.  She 
said that when she was young she was the “star baby” and her mother treated her like she 
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was “the most smart…the most genius little child…the most special kid in the world.”  
She stated several times during the interview that her parents put a lot of pressure on her, 
“took a lot of pride in [her] accomplishments…and academic stuff.”  She also stated that 
her sisters “had a lot to live up to…as far as [her] parents expectations.”  And that if they 
lived up to those expectations, they were a success.  Finally, Claire also stated that others 
in her small town community had “a lot of expectations” for her to “do something good 
or do something amazing.”  She said that she felt a lot of pressure because of these 
expectations. 
Rebelling against intrusiveness 
 When Claire was a teenager, she experienced her parents as intrusive.  She stated 
that she felt “stifled,” and that when the family went to a therapist they realized their 
“over-protectiveness” was “having a really bad effect on [her].”  She described rebelling 
against that intrusiveness in several ways, such as, “not turn[ing] in a month’s worth of 
work” to “piss her [mom] off.”  She also said that she would have “constant battles” with 
her parents over their rules, and she “cried out for attention.”  Claire admitted that she 
engaged in self-destructive behavior, such as cutting, “for no other reason then [she] 
wanted [her] parents to find out, so they could see…that [she] was like dying.”  She also 
said that part of the reason she developed the eating disorder was to “punish them” by 
“making [her]self sick.” 
 Because of this history with her parents, Claire is sensitive to other “intrusions” 
into her personal life.  For example, she described a recent incident with her boyfriend, 
who rifled through her shopping bags and found the receipt to see how much money she 
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had spent.  Claire became very upset and “pissed off” at him for doing thus, and said she 
“projected onto him,” saying that he was being like her parents. 
Lying to others 
 Claire spoke from the beginning of the interview about her trouble with honesty.  
She discussed how when she was growing up she was “always lying,” to her parents 
either to do “stuff [she] wasn’t allowed to do, or to “have [her] own space.”  She says that 
she most typically would tell “lies of omission,” because “they didn’t have to know 
everything.”  She admitted that she still has a difficult time telling them the truth, and that 
she will deny that anything in wrong “until there is a crisis.”  She stated that this is, “just 
what I do.”  She also admitted feeling regret for lying to them, because when they found 
out the truth they were always so “upset and disappointed.” 
 Claire also admitted that she struggles to be honest with her boyfriend.  For 
example, when she came home from a recent shopping trip with a lot of clothes, he asked 
her how much she had spent and she told him the clothes were on sale, even though they 
weren’t.  She said she is trying to work on being more honest with him in order to better 
the relationship, because dishonesty is a “deal-breaker” for him.  
 
 
Difficulty communicating to others 
 Claire spoke of having difficulty communicating to others, especially her 
boyfriend.  She said that she has a hard time describing her feelings when he asks about 
them and that she “is not very effective at…trying to explain things.  She also described 
the experience of “burst[ing] into tears” twenty minutes after he teased her, and then he 
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asked her why she hadn’t told him this bothered her while he was doing it.  She said that 
she has “a really hard time doing that.” 
 Claire also described having a difficult time talking to others about her eating 
disorder, because she believes that they do not understand as well as others who have had 
an eating disorder, who “understand exactly what you’re going through and have the 
same goals as you.” 
Difficulty maintaining relationships  
 Except for her immediate family and her boyfriend, Claire doesn’t have any 
significant relationships.  She traced this tendency back to her moving around a lot as a 
child.  She stated, “anytime we moved I would never keep in touch with anyone just 
because it was easier for me to like sever all ties ‘cause I knew I would like never see 
them again really.”  She admitted that she still is “an impossible person to keep in touch 
with ‘cause…it’s just easier for [her] to not think about them at all, then to like think 
about them and be upset or like hurt and miss them.” 
Eating disorder gets in the way of relationships 
 Claire described several instances of her eating disorder getting in the way of 
relationships.  She stated that her boyfriend has hard time understanding “eating disorder 
type stuff” and that she is “working on the eating disorder to work on the 
relationship…or to better the relationship.” 
 She also stated that in the past her bulimia kept her from “forging meaningful 
relationships.”  She said that she “fell back on bulimia instead of going out and making 
friends or going to the movies with friends.”  She admitted that this led to her isolation 
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and loneliness in college, and that she didn’t really feel like she “had to” make friends, 
“’cause [she] had the bulimia.” 
Entertaining others 
 Claire described her first experience of therapy as ineffective, primarily because, 
“the point of therapy was like me going and like entertain her.”  She said that she would 
tell funny jokes and anecdotes and that “[they] never got anything done,” because she 
“always felt like [she] was just…entertaining her.” 
Not wanting to place blame on others 
 Although Claire discussed her parents’ over-protectiveness and intrusiveness as a 
factor in the development of her eating disorder, she also made it clear that she didn’t 
want to blame them and that her “personality traits” were also an important factor in her 
disorder.  She admitted that she felt some guilt over her eating disorder because her 
“parents have been really good to [her] and [she’s] had a lot of opportunities.”  She 
admitted that more recently, now that her relationship with her parents has improved 
somewhat, she has had to realize that the responsibility for her behavior is “just [her], it’s 
not anyone else” 
 
 
Isolation 
 Claire often described being isolated from others.   She stated that she desired 
anonymity when she chose to attend a large university far from home, because, “finally 
people would leave [her] alone.”  She also described wanting to “disappear” from others, 
particularly from male sexual attention.   
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 When Claire did escape to college, she became “a recluse.”  She said she had a 
“really hard time making friends,” and that bulimia became her “only friend.”  She said 
that she felt “isolated,” like “no one cared that much” and that she “could leave [her] 
dorm at midnight and just start walking and disappear and no one would even notice 
[she] was gone.”  She admitted that she spent two to three hours a day bingeing and 
purging because otherwise she would be “sitting alone in [her] room.” 
 At other times, however, Claire enjoys solitude.  She stated that she did not want 
to move in with her boyfriend because she “like[s] to have [her] own space,” and “be 
alone a lot.”  She also admitted that she sometimes gets excited when she is alone 
because she can binge. 
 Finally, Claire did state that “it would be nice to have some female friends,” and 
that her boyfriend would like it if she had some girlfriends. 
Not showing feelings to others 
 Claire talked a lot about not showing her feelings to others.  She described being 
“stone cold” to her first boyfriend when he cheated on her, and “pretend[ing] everything 
was o.k.” to her family when she came home from college, even though she was severely 
depressed and bulimic.  Claire claimed to be like “an ostrich” when she is mad at 
someone, because she will just “wanna run away, wanna leave,” and “stick her head in 
the hole,” instead of talking things out.  She also admitted early in the interview that 
some of the trouble in her current relationship with her boyfriend is due to the fact that 
she has “[hid] stuff from him, and then it all [came] out.”  She said that she doesn’t talk 
to others about her emotions because she doesn’t want to “bother people.”  For example, 
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if she relapses into a binge, she will not tell her boyfriend because, “its over and its too 
late and [she] can’t do anything about it, so.” 
Emotional Voice 
Lexical 
 Claire used lexical emotional expression (stating actual emotion words) often 
throughout both interviews.  She spoke about feeling sad in high school after her first 
boyfriend cheated on her.  She also spoke about feeling sad, angry, and lonely when she 
moved to Texas in middle school.  Claire also described feeling lonely when she came to 
college and had a hard time making friends. 
 Claire discussed feeling depressed at several points in her life, particularly in 
high school and college when her eating disorder was at its worst.  She also described 
feeling depressed and apathetic right before her most recent binge.  She also stated that 
she is miserable when she is bulimic. 
 Many times Claire described feeling angry, mad, or pissed off.  These instances 
were in reference to her parents’ intrusiveness, her high school boyfriend cheating on her, 
and her current boyfriend’s intrusive behavior (looking at her shopping receipts).  She 
also stated that she was devastated after her first boyfriend cheated on her. 
 Claire described feeling a great mix of emotions as a teenager including elation 
and joy at being with her friends and getting to do “special” things “like driving a car for 
the first time,” and sadness, frustration, and anger at her parents. 
 Claire stated that she is frustrated and aggravated that she is not fully recovered 
from her eating disorder.  She also described feeling frustrated and angry at her parents. 
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 Claire admitted that she was embarrassed to tell me that she began being 
sexually active as a teenager, and also about her emotional “break-through” at the RTF. 
 She discussed feeling nervous as a teenager about going to therapy and so she 
would binge and purge beforehand.   
 Claire stated that she often feels like she is bigger than everyone else, and that this 
causes her to feel panic. 
 Other emotions that Claire mentioned lexically were the calmness she felt while 
at the RTF, guilt over bingeing and purging, shame for lying to her boyfriend, and 
shame mixed with belligerent anger towards her boyfriend for looking at her shopping 
receipts without her permission. 
Metaphorical 
 Claire used several metaphors to describe her emotions.  She spoke of feeling 
“numb” in regards to her disbelief that her first boyfriend cheated on her.  Shock is 
numbing. She also used “numb” to describe the lack of emotion she felt during her first 
two weeks of treatment.  Lack of emotions is numb. 
 She stated that her bulimia was “like a friend” because it made [her] feel better. 
 She described the first time she cried at the RTF as “opening the flood gates.”  
Crying is like the force of water pushing through a barrier. 
 She stated that she was “stone cold” towards her first boyfriend after he cheated 
on her.  Lack of emotion is a cold temperature and like a stone. 
 Claire also stated that she puts her “head in the sand” and doesn’t show her 
emotions to others.  Not showing emotions is like hiding head underground. 
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 Claire stated that after her boyfriend cheated on her she learned to “seal off her 
heart” so that her emotions wouldn’t get “pummeled.”  Not showing emotions is blocking 
a pathway.  Emotions are a violent force from others. 
 Claire discussed her recurrent feelings of apathy as, “nothing moves me.” 
Emotion is a force. 
 Claire said that she was so angry with her mother as a teenager she felt like she 
was going to “explode.”  Anger is a violent force. 
 Claire also spoke of the difference between “hot-angry” and “cold-angry” and 
stated that she gets “cold-angry” with others because she will disengage from any 
interaction.  Anger is a temperature. 
Enacting 
 Claire often acted out an emotion while telling a story.  Most commonly she 
mocked herself crying, usually during an interaction with her boyfriend. 
 She imitated herself entertaining her therapist, saying, “heyyyy!” 
 Claire re-enacted her feelings of anger towards her parents by saying, “I was like, 
‘screw this!’ and she re-enacted her fight with her boyfriend over looking at her receipts, 
yelling, “What are you doing?!?  What are you doing?!?” 
 Claire expressed happiness by stating that if she could be anorexic without 
bingeing she would “be like, ‘yeah! Cool!” 
 Claire also re-enacted her shock when first beginning treatment. 
Embodied 
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 Claire laughed and giggled throughout the interview, and she often told jokes or 
funny anecdotes so that I laughed as well.  Indeed, laughing was the only embodied 
emotional expression that she seemed to have throughout the interview.  
 She discussed two ways that she embodies emotion, through crying and yelling.  
She said that she used to not be able to cry, but since her eating disorder treatment she 
cries all the time, and her boyfriend calls her “leaky.”  She described screaming at her 
mom. 
Meta-emotional discourse  
 Claire spoke about her emotional experience throughout the interviews.  She 
described not knowing how she felt, and that she often hides her feelings.   
 Claire described having trouble verbalizing her emotions, and that “it’s a struggle 
to get it out.”  She stated that she became “much much much more emotional” after 
receiving treatment for her eating disorder, but now she has returned to the “habit” of 
“holding it in.”   
 Claire also stated that she often doesn’t feel any emotion, and that “nothing moves 
[her] like it used to,” and she wondered if this was due to her antidepressant medication.  
She also stated that she did not feel any emotion during the interview. 
Summary 
 Claire spoke most often of feeling sad, depressed, or angry, but usually in 
reference to a past event.  When she discussed her current feelings, she mentioned feeling 
frustrated that she is not recovered from her eating disorder, and also apathetic. 
 Claire’s presentation throughout the interview supported her self-description as 
lacking emotion.  Although she laughed and joked throughout the interview, she did not 
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seem to embody or express any other emotions, although she often imitated herself crying 
when recounting a story about being emotional.  This common occurrence and her 
Rorschach profile lend support to her claim that she will not experience any emotion and 
then suddenly will burst into tears. 
 Claire also used metaphors to describe her emotions, typically referring to them as 
a powerful or violent force or a temperature.   
Embodied Voice 
Comportment throughout the interview 
 Excerpted from my process notes written on 4/2/04 
She was very petite – about 5’2 and slender.  She was dressed very fashionably in 
form-fitting flare jeans, a blue cardigan with lace, and high heeled boots.  Her 
strawberry blond hair was pulled back.  She had a pretty face with minimal, if any 
make-up.  At the beginning of the interview Claire seemed a little tense and 
closed off.  She alternated between making eye contact and looking down.  She 
wrung her hands and played with her fingers during the first part of the interview.  
Towards the end of the interview she opened up a little more – she spoke loudly 
and became more animated, she laughed and smiled more, and she appeared more 
comfortable, such as putting her foot on the coffee table.   
  
When she talked, she very often seemed to be at a loss for words.  It seemed like 
she struggled to get the words out – it felt constipated in a sense.  At the same 
time, Claire didn’t seem to be emotional at all during the interview.  She just 
seemed neutral.  I felt myself wondering how much of her speech was re-
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constituted from past therapies, and what was more “spontaneous.”  She was 
engaged and polite, but almost the polar opposite of the previous participant, 
Ellen, where the emotionality was overwhelming.  It was an easy interview in that 
sense, and so I wonder if this is how she is in her normal life, and if it is a way of 
making everything neutral and unemotional, and to what extent does she do that 
for herself and to what extent does she do it for the benefit of others? 
 
Excerpted from my process notes written on 4/3/04: 
 She was more casually dressed and she had her hair down so she looked younger.  
 She seemed a little hesitant during the Rorschach, although she opened up 
 towards the end.  During the interview she fooled around with her hair a lot – she 
 was pretty fidgety.  However, she seemed fairly open to discussing her 
 experience.   
Embodied action during the interview: 
 Claire did not move her body too much throughout the interview.  At times she 
fidgeted by playing with her watch or the cuff of her jeans.  She crossed her legs and at 
one point she put her feet up on the coffee table.  Afterwards she asked if she could do 
this and I told her to “go for it.”  Then she apologized, and a few minutes later she took 
her feet down again.   
 At times Claire’s face was expressive, either appearing confused or relaxed.   
 
Talking about her body 
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 Claire did talk quite a bit about her body.  She discussed her adolescent desire to 
“get away from the body” as a possible contributing factor to the development of her 
eating disorder.  She traced this desire to burgeoning sexuality.  She said that when she 
developed large breasts, she was uncomfortable with the attention they brought, and that 
this was embarrassing to her.  She discussed feeling a sense of a “duality” between her 
body and her mind, and that she felt like if she “could get rid of the excess in [her] body, 
then maybe she could focus more on who [she] was and not what [she] looked like.”  
Claire also stated that she began having sex too early and didn’t enjoy it, so she would try 
to “detach [her]self mentally” during the act. 
 Claire also discussed her adolescent desire to hurt her body through her eating 
disorder and “dabbling” in self-mutilation.  She stated that this was a “roundabout way” 
of telling her parents that they were hurting her, “rather than [her] like trying to tell 
them.” 
 Claire talked about the images of bodies she sees in magazines and on t.v.  She 
says that these images “affect” her because she “covet[s] the bodies” and thinks, “why 
can’t I look like that?”  She said that this causes her to want to “go back to fasting and 
restricting because [she] feel[s] like that’s the standard of beauty right now.”  Claire also 
discussed feeling very frustrated and confused because, “what’s considered beautiful for 
models or actresses as far as like, the body size and as far as being very slim, somehow, a 
lot of times that makes it so you’re not sexually attractive or desired by…your man.”  She 
said that her boyfriend thinks being super-thin like a model is unattractive and she thinks 
this is confusing.  She energetically admitted that she felt like asking, “what do you 
want?!? Like what do you want from us?!?” 
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 Claire also spoke about feeling like her body is too big.  She described the 
experience of being on a bus and thinking that she is bigger than everyone and that she 
“stick[s] out like a sore thumb.”  She said that when this occurs she feels “panicky” and 
like “there is something fundamentally wrong with [her] that makes [her] stick out and 
that people could see.” 
 Claire admitted that she is preoccupied with thoughts about her body.  When I 
began to ask her which parts of her body she didn’t like, she didn’t let me finish the 
question before she jumped in and said that she is bothered by her stomach, her thighs, 
her upper arms, and her face.  She admitted that she is “constantly looking in the mirror 
and weighing [her]self.”  She stated that she wants to lose five to ten pounds. 
 Claire also stated that she has a nervous habit of picking at her skin, and that she 
will pick at her face before she purges.   
Using bodily metaphors 
 Claire used several bodily metaphors to describe her experience.  For example, 
she stated that bingeing and purging behavior was “like breathing.”  She said that she 
always felt “empty” and bulimia “filled [her] up.”  She described feeling “numb” when 
she first went to the RTF. 
 Claire stated that she lied to her parents when she was a teenager partly to “have 
[her] own space.”  She also stated that when her eating disorder first developed she 
wanted to “not take up as much space,” and that she felt like she was, “too much.” 
 Claire described feeling like she was going to “explode” when she was an 
adolescent, over her parents’ over-protectiveness.  She also spoke of wanting to 
“disappear” from sexual attention. 
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Interactive Reflexivity 
My experience of the first interview 
 Excerpted from process notes written on 4/2/04: 
 I felt a little anxious before the interview, especially when I was waiting during 
 the first ten minutes that Claire was late.  I immediately noticed how thin, pretty, 
 and stylishly dressed she was, and I felt a little self-conscious about my own body 
 and clothes.  I felt “big” during the interview compared to her.  I feel like it was a 
 good interview, and like I got some “good data”, but that I did not connect on any 
 emotional level at all. I felt like I could easily engage and listen to what she was 
 saying, although I kept wanting to get a little more raw emotion… 
 
As was previously stated, the interview was a bit tense at first, but gradually 
became more comfortable and relaxed.  She certainly noticed what I was doing 
because at one point she put her leg up on the coffee table and I glanced over.  I 
was actually glad she had done so because it signaled to me that she was more 
comfortable…Claire immediately noticed that I noticed her move and asked if it 
was alright.  When I told her it was, she took her foot down anyway.  Another 
point I want to mention was that when I asked her to describe a typical binge, she 
started discussing it and I said, “tell me about it,” meaning just that.  However, I 
think she took my phrase to mean the more colloquial sense of, “I know what you 
mean,” and thus she probably assumed that I had had similar experiences.  It 
seems that with this mis-interpreted and unintentional self-disclosure the 
experience changed – she became much more comfortable with me seemed to 
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open up more.  Also, the interview seemed to wind-down early, but I felt myself 
pushing her for more information and I probably had her unnecessarily repeat 
some things – I wonder what I was actually “pushing” for?  Towards the end of 
the interview our interaction became very easygoing and conversational as we 
talked about [the RTF].  I felt torn because in one sense I was asking her about her 
experience there, but in another sense I really wanted to know what it was like for 
professional reasons.   
My experience of the second interview 
 Excerpted from process notes written on 4/3/04: 
 I felt a little anxious waiting for our meeting – although less so than 
 yesterday.  Since Claire often speaks hesitantly – verbal constipation I had called 
 it, it was difficult for me to tell if she was nervous or tense, or not wanting to talk 
 about something, or if she was just taking her time, and that made me a little 
 uneasy because I was unsure if I should probe more or less with my questioning. 
 I almost felt a little relieved when she asked about my experience with an e.d. 
 because it was like I had felt bad for trying to gather all this personal info. from 
 her, and I hadn’t given anything back.  In other words, I think throughout the 
 interview and the Rorschach, I had the feeling like I was probing and that made 
 me feel almost guilty.  When she asked me about my experience it was like I 
 could equalize the power differential a little bit – I could let my intentions be 
 shown and not feel so much like a creepy, voyeuristic researcher.  [I wonder if I 
 should try to be even more spontaneously open with other participants?] 
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  Our interaction seemed a little stilted and tense at times.  Again, there seemed to 
 be very little underlying emotionality on her part.  She seemed very even-
 tempered emotionally, and also like she was trying to keep everything on a nice 
 friendly note – not shake things up too much.  Again, it felt a little more relaxed at 
 the end as I shared some of my personal experience and some of my reasons for 
 wanting to do the research.     
Verbal interaction between myself and Claire 
 Although a full conversation or discourse analysis is beyond the scope of this 
study, I examined the different types of utterances I used in my interview with Claire, and 
how those utterances affected the interpersonal dynamics between us. 
 I laughed and giggled often through the interview, as Claire was very entertaining.  
She often made jokes or mimicked herself or others in a humorous way.   
 The types of rhetorical techniques that I seemed to use most often with Claire 
were: a request to share an emotional experience, a request for a description, a request for 
a narrative, a request for elaboration, a reflective question, and a suggestive question.   
It is interesting that I used so many suggestive-type questions with Claire; more so than 
with other participants.  For these types of questions I would elaborate on what Claire 
said and suggest something additional.  For example, when she was wondering about the 
causes of her eating disorder she stated, “I’ve had a good life, like my parents 
are…they’re really good people.  I haven’t had any trauma like,” and I interjected with, 
“So there is some guilt?”  After which Claire laughed, affirmed my suggestion, and 
explained further what she meant.  I found many other such instances throughout the 
transcript, where I seem to be “feeding” Claire answers in this way, whether they are 
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suggestions of a feeling as in the instance described above, a suggestion of a causal link, 
or the suggestion of an analogy to better describe her experience.  Most typically in her 
response, Claire would affirm my suggestion and elaborate upon it. 
 I also talked more about myself in this interview than in any other, although this 
occurred almost exclusively at the end, after we were officially finished.  Claire did seem 
curious about me and asked me several questions about my career and my own, personal 
experience with eating disorders.  She wondered about my motivation for conducting this 
study.  I answered her easily and honestly, although listening to the tapes I found myself 
talking a great deal about some of these topics, much more than was necessary to 
sufficiently answer the question.  I think there were several reasons for this.  First, at 
times I felt like I was “pushing” Claire, and I think I wanted to equalize the relationship 
by exposing parts of myself as well.  Secondly, Claire is very easy and fun to talk to.  She 
has a casual style of speaking and kept the interaction fun by making a lot of jokes.  She 
therefore put me more at ease and I had a desire to “chit-chat” with her. 
 Claire did not seem to repeat any typical pattern in answering my questions, 
except for her use of pauses and silence.  Although Claire did speak rather quickly, she 
did pause often before answering a question, and these pauses seemed unusually long 
compared to her rapid rate of speech.  This added to the “constipated” quality of the 
interview that I discussed in my process notes. 
 Finally, there were several instances where Claire stated something and then 
negated it, or “sandwiched” a negative statement by beginning and ending on a positive 
note (see addendum to Interaction table).  The following is an example of this type of 
“sandwiching:” 
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we talked a little bit about your relationship with your boyfriend but how is that? C: Oh, 
its, its really really good he’s the biggest help he’s amazing he, is really supportive um, 
and then the problem is not that he’s not supportive its just, that he doesn’t understand. D: 
um-hmm C: And that I’m really not able to, to make him understand very well. D: um-
hmm C: not very affective at, like trying ta, trying to explain things um. It’s a-it’s a really 
really good relationship.  
The following is an example of Claire negating a previous statement: 
I-I think, I must be a lot like my mom because, of our like kind of the tensions and the 
like fighting and stuff. I don’t know I think its cause like I’m-I’m a lot like her and, D: In 
what ways? C: Uh (.) I (7) We just have a lot of the same personality traits like very like, 
like kind of bubbly and friendly and, uh, very talkative and uh (4) I don’t really know I 
don’t-I don’t see that much of-of my mom in me I actually see more of my Dad in me. 
 
 
Participant #3: Sam 
 
Biographical Narrative 
Current Situation 
 “Sam” is a twenty-one year old, single, white female.  At the time of the interview 
she was a senior at a local, large university and was preparing for graduation.  She 
responded first by phone and then by e-mail to the flyer she saw outside of the University 
Counseling Center.  Sam grew up in the suburbs of a large city about five hours away and 
currently resides off campus by herself.  She majored in social work and recently applied 
to graduate school in this field.  At the time of the interview, she was interning at a local 
non-profit organization, and she was offered a full-time job there after graduation.  She 
was unsure whether she would take this job or go to graduate school.  She has a 
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boyfriend, whom she has been dating for two years.  They are from the same home-town 
and he attends college several hours away. 
Developmental History 
 Sam’s parents met when they were in their twenties and had Sam when they were 
about thirty.  She has one other sibling – a sister who is four years older.  Sam did not 
suffer from any major illnesses or injuries as a child and, according to her mother; she 
talked late and walked early.  She reached all of her other developmental milestones on 
time.  Sam lived in the same house her entire life.  She stated that the only traumatic 
event that she remembers from childhood is her maternal grandfather’s death, however, 
she stated that they were not close and this did not affect her “more than any, normal 
kid’s affected by their grandparent’s death.”  Sam never witnessed any abuse, but she 
remembers one incident where her father pulled his hand back as if he was going to hit 
her mother.  He did not hit her. 
Family History 
 Sam’s mother.  Currently Sam’s mother works at a pharmacy.  Prior to having 
this job she worked at a child-care center.  When she and her sister were very young her 
mother did not work, or else she worked in someone’s home providing child-care and 
took Sam with her.   
 Sam knows that her mother had a difficult childhood because both of her parents 
were alcoholics and her own mother died when she was sixteen.  Sam stated that her 
grandfather was “not a very nice person” and she thinks he was abusive towards her 
mother.  Her mother’s sister is also an alcoholic. 
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 Sam stated that when she was growing up, her mom “was like supermom, 
basically.”  She said that she would “do anything for” her and her sister, and that they 
“were her lives.”   
 In her sophomore year of college, Sam has learned that her mother is an alcoholic.  
In the past, she had never seen her mother drink, except socially.  However, once she and 
her sister left for college she became very depressed.  Since Sam’s father began working 
nights, and Sam and her sister had moved out, her mother was home alone most of the 
time.  Several times when Sam came home for breaks she would return from a night out 
with her friends to find her mother drunk, and she “would have to put her to bed.”  She 
said that the first “bad incident” she found her “stumbling, drunk, rambling 
about…things, and [she] put her to bed,” and went to her boyfriend’s house, crying.  For 
a long time, Sam was the only person who witnessed these events.  She tried to talk to her 
father and her sister about it, and both of them seemed dismissive of the problem.  She 
said that her Dad doesn’t “understand the extent of it,” and her sister did not talk about it 
until recently when she came home and saw their mother intoxicated as well.   
 Sam also stated that last year her mother attempted suicide, but she did not speak 
more on this topic.  She admitted that her mother has been depressed since both she and 
her sister left home, and that she has been seeing a therapist about once a month.  She 
said that she and her sister think the therapist is “useless,” but when they have asked their 
mother to see someone else, “she’ll fight it.” Sam thinks this is because she doesn’t want 
to go through telling someone new “everything.”   
 Sam states that her mother went from living with her own father to marrying her 
husband, and therefore she “never got on her own.”  Since Sam’s mother has expressed 
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pride in Sam for going away to college, and it was “the coolest thing” that she was living 
by herself, she feels like she is “doing what [her mother] never got to do.” 
 Sam’s sister recently had a baby, and she said that her mother is “obsessed with 
the baby.”  She said that otherwise, “things are as good as they can be,” and “there’s no 
big controversies right now.” 
 Sam’s father. Sam’s father is an electrical technician at a pharmaceutical 
company.  She admitted that when she was growing up they didn’t get along, although 
they get along better now that they don’t live together. 
 Sam’s parents. Sam’s parents are still married and live in the house where she 
grew up.  They met through mutual friends.  Sam admitted that they fight often.  She 
remembers the fighting beginning when she was in elementary school.  She thinks that 
her “mom probably rushed into things in order to get out of the house with her Dad,” and 
“she was just ready to take the first train, the first thing that came along, basically.”  She 
thinks that “in the beginning” her parents fought since her mom  “was in it for the wrong 
reasons,” and their “different views on life” caused fights.  She admits that later on their 
fighting had to do with her, since she would often argue with her Dad, and her mother 
would “stick up for [her],” and “get in the middle of it.” 
 Sam stated that her parents were not pushy about grades or achievement, and that 
she and her sister joke about this, because they are both overachievers and don’t know 
why. 
 Sam’s family. Sam described her home atmosphere growing up as a “negative 
environment,” because “there was a lot of fighting,” and “yelling and screaming.”  She 
said she didn’t want to have friends over because of this.  She said that never sat down all 
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together, and even now, her father watches nature shows in the living room while her 
mother sits in the kitchen and smokes.  She also stated that there were some “great 
times,” like family trips and birthday parties, but “it wasn’t constant.” And “when it was 
bad, it was bad.” 
 Sam stated that she feels like her family “put[s] on a front.”  She said that even 
though there was a lot of fighting and her mom had trouble with drinking and she had an 
eating disorder, “from the outside it…appeared like [they] were the perfect little 
[family].” 
 Sam also admitted that following graduation she does not want to return home.  
She said that “its not healthy for [her] to be in that house,” because she feels like she “has 
to babysit [her] mom at night,” there is too much fighting between them, she gets along 
better with her Dad when they don’t live together, and she wouldn’t have any privacy. 
 Sam’s sister. Sam’s sister is twenty-five, married, and just had a baby.  She said 
that when they were growing up, “there was a while where [they] were fighting all the 
time,” but they’re “much better now.”  She stated that her sister is “smaller and skinner 
than [her],” and “not only was she like skinny and beautiful, but she was like 
cheerleading captain, homecoming queen, valedictorian.”  Sam admitted that it bothered 
her when people would talk about how beautiful her sister was, and that even though she 
herself was “good at everything,” her sister was “great at everything.”  She said that she 
is “closer” with her sister now that she is older, but she doesn’t talk to her much because 
she is busy with the baby. 
Personal history 
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 Early childhood. Sam wasn’t sure what her earliest memory is, but thinks it is 
“probably going to nursery school, and, or playing outside, even earlier than that, with the 
neighborhood kids.”  She described herself as a “big dork,” “very active,” and “goofy,” 
as a child, and stated that she and her sister were “very creative.”  She said they would 
“make videos and do news shows and stuff like that.”  She engaged in many other 
activities, such as horseback riding, gymnastics, ballet, soccer, and other sports.  
 Sam described a typical day in her house, which included going to school, eating 
dinner as a family, eating ice cream, and then going to bed, after which she and her sister 
would sneak into each others’ rooms.  She said that in the summer they would play 
outside until their mother would call them in for dinner, and as she got older “[she] would 
do [her] homework while [she] watched t.v. and then [her] Dad would come home and 
yell at [her] ‘cause [she] did her homework…with the t.v. on.”  Sam stated that as a child 
she thought the fighting that occurred in the house was her fault, both because, “[she] 
didn’t get along with [her] Dad, so [they] would fight, and then [her] parents would fight 
about that,” and because her “sister told [her] it was [her] fault quite a few times when 
[she] was little.” 
 Sam also stated that she “always had issues with food,” meaning that she would 
overeat.  However, “up until high school,” she could “still eat anything [she] wanted and 
[she] was still…pretty much a stick figure.”  She said that she did not binge, but rather 
“just had a big appetite.” 
 High school.  Sam admitted that by the time she began high school, the family 
didn’t spend much time together anymore, because she and her sister “both had after 
school stuff and [her] Dad was sometimes working nights.” 
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 Sam stated emphatically that she “loved high school,” and she “felt like [she] was 
there all the time…either at practice or at after school meetings.”  She said several times 
that high school was “just a lot of fun,” and that she had many close friends and a 
boyfriend for two years.  She also worked throughout high school, busing tables, working 
at a pharmacy, and working at the child-care center where her mother worked.  She said 
that “high school was more fun, just more laid back,” than college, because it was “care-
free,” and she didn’t have as many responsibilities. 
 College. Sam stated that she was “definitely excited to come to college,” but that 
she was disappointed with her first roommate.  She said that they “had been e-mailing 
each other all summer,” and she thinks that they “just built it up a little too much.”  She 
admitted that she “had that mentality that you go to college and you’re best friends with 
your roommate, and you hang out with them all the time, but that didn’t happen that 
way.”  She said that they “just didn’t fit,” that her roommate “would be on the phone with 
her mom for like hours a day,” and she “didn’t go out of the room much,” so Sam felt 
like she had no privacy, which she “was used to.” 
 Sam also admitted that she had a hard time finding friends, and that she was 
“stressing a little bit about this.”  She eventually “hung out with a couple guys…[she] had 
met during orientation,” and their female friends from home.  She also stated that the 
freedom of college and the “college scene” was “new and exciting.”  However, Sam 
stated that she was also “frustrated” with the college scene of drinking and partying 
because she was “big into doing more constructive things…like writing or reading…or 
backpacking and hiking and even just to go have coffee or go see a band,” and “there 
wasn’t really many people who were into that.” 
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 Sam also gained about fifteen or twenty pounds her freshman year, she thinks 
primarily because the food was “unhealthy” and cafeteria-style. 
 Sam stated that she also “missed [her] friends from home,” and she felt like 
“college was just like me by myself far away.” 
 Future Plans. Sam has applied to one graduate school for an MSW.  She also has 
a job offer from the non-profit where she is interning and since it’s “a really good job,” 
this is “making [her] think about whether [she] even wants to go to grad school right 
now.”  Her career goal is to “maybe be the director of a non-profit,” or “possibly go into 
public administration, in a school district or something.” 
 She stated that she did not want to return home after her lease runs out in August, 
and that this has been “kind of a conflict,” because her parents want her to return home, 
but she “can’t live with them again.”  Sam also does not want to “make decisions based 
on where [her] boyfriend’s going to be.” 
Experience of bulimia 
 Development of disorder.  Sam said that she began bingeing and purging after she 
began college, although “there’s not really a single moment that [she] can remember.”  
She said that when she went to college, “everything with [her] meals was different,” and 
although she doesn’t remember bingeing, she does remember throwing up “once or 
twice” during her first year of college.  She later stated that she remembered throwing up, 
“on her summer break at home.”  She described her memory of the first time she did this: 
at that point I think, my Dad was still working during the day…so I was home by myself, 
and it was just, I always ate a lot but, I started eating and I just felt like I couldn’t 
stop…so I’d just go for anything. D: What kind of stuff were you eating? S: um (.) I don’t 
know why I remember this but like graham crackers, chips, um (.) if there was like, cake 
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or pie or anything, um, I don’t remember specifically any more than that probably like 
cookies…um, pasta…um, just eating and eating and eating and, ya know not wanting to 
stop. Um, and then, when I just felt so full that I just couldn’t fit anything else in my 
mouth, um, just being pissed at myself, for doing that…and then (.) going to the 
bathroom and making myself throw-up. 
 She stated that “up until this year it was only, maybe like once or twice a month if 
that.”  Sam said that this year her bulimia got “out of control.”  After living with four 
other girls during her freshman and sophomore years, she decided to live by herself.  
She said that she “kinda convince[d]” herself last year that she had been eating too 
much of what others had brought into the house, so she “had this idea that if [she] lived 
by [herself] it would be better,” which she later decided was “dumb, ‘cause now [she’s] 
by herself and [she] can do anything [she] wants,” not have to “hide it from anyone.” 
 Sam stated that this year she had a week where her bingeing and purging was 
especially “out of control,” although she does not know why this happened that week, 
and she speculated that there “may have been extra stress with school, or…there was a 
lot of buzz about [her] sister being pregnant and [her] mom was stressed out about 
that.”  She said at this time her bulimia got “worse than it had ever been, and [she] was 
throwing up, more than once a day.”  She stated that “it got to the worst point…when 
[she’d] throw up…go and eat more…and then throw up again.” 
 Sam said that she had a friend whom she had talked to about her bulimia, and this 
friend, who is a recovering alcoholic, recommended Overeaters Anonymous.  She 
“took [her] to an OA meeting” in October, and Sam “latched onto that whole thing.” 
Sam eventually stopped going to OA because it was no longer “appealing” to her.  She 
said that “there was a part of [her] that kind of connected getting worse to the 
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program.”  She discussed how “they say you’re powerless,” and that reminded her “of 
when [she] was younger…and if you didn’t go to church on Sunday, like you couldn’t 
have your own relationship with God or whatever, ya know if you didn’t go to Sunday 
school then you’re a bad person.”   
 Current experience of disorder.  Sam often feels like her behavior contradicts her 
own best interest.  For example she describes a binge as such, “you’re eating like this 
knowing that you’re like, totally embarrassed and ashamed by the fact that you do it, 
and yet you still do it.”  She also admitted that she is the most “unhappy with [her]self” 
after she binges and purges.  She described this as “ironic,” because: 
I manipulate food and, use food in those ways, that I can only, ya know, um speculate has 
something to do with, the way I wanna look and my image, yet its during those times that 
I, feel the worst about myself and my image, um, so that, only makes me think that, when 
I’m not doing those things that I feel good about myself and that I’m taking care of 
myself and I feel healthy…That if I, would want ta, continue to feel that way then why 
would I (.) do the bulimic, thing. D: hmm. And you don’t know. S: I don’t…(h) it just 
doesn’t make sense! 
 Sam also described a profound sense of disconnection between her behavior and 
the psychological reasons or motivation for that behavior.  For example, she discussed 
how “something [she’s] like struggling with, is just connecting events like that, to my 
eating,” because she has listened to others who “talk about like, well this happened so I 
eat this and then threw up.”  She stated that, “something will happen and then things will 
go on and then [she’ll] find herself bingeing and purging…like down the road, later in the 
month.”  She added that, “it’s not ever really like a direct reaction to something that 
happens to [her].”  She admitted that she will “have small revelations” when talking to 
her therapist about it, but then it will happen the next day, “and it doesn’t make sense the 
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next day.”  Sam also stated that she is “happy,” and “content,” with her life right now, 
and “grateful” for what she has, so she doesn’t know how the bulimia fits in.  She admits 
that “it’s a weird thing…not knowing why [she] [does] it.”  She stated that she thinks that 
“there’s some connection in there somewhere that’s crossed.”  While Sam did say that 
she “know[s] [she] just has to talk about these things or they’ll never get better. Deal with 
them, and process them in a healthy way, instead of using food,” she added that she 
believes she “processes things” with foods only because that’s “more what [she’s] been 
told.”  When I asked if she has experienced this herself, she answered “no.” 
 Sam stated that one of the reason she binges is because she doesn’t “really know 
what to do with [her]self when [she] has free time.”  She described bingeing as an 
“alternate state of being,” and later elaborated that this is an “overwhelming desire to 
eat.”  She also described a binge as such: 
 I’m just like completely aware of what I’m putting in my mouth, and what I’m eating, 
how much I’m eating and, I’m doing it because, I want to taste the food and I wa-I want 
to eat the food but, knowing that, um (.) knowing that afterwards I’m just gonna (.) um, 
regret? doing it, and, then I, just wish that I could eat like a normal person. D: um-hmm. 
S: I guess there’s not really a good way to describe it. 
She also described a typical binge as follows:  
If I have, food at my house, um, I will, usually, make like a mea-make like dinner…and 
then, when I’m done with dinner I just, don’t feel, full I guess? Um, ( ) that I want, 
something else. And then, I’ll eat that something else, and then I will-convince myself 
that I need something else. D: Convince yourself? What do you mean? S: Convince 
myself that I can have just one more thing…and not start, into, a binge…Um, and then 
I’ll just, find myself, eating everything, um, that I have, or, ya know every once in a 
while I’ll like go to the store and get something specific that I want…and then take it 
back and eat it. 
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Sam stated that she usually purges because she “[relates] it to getting fat,” and “wanting 
to undo it, I guess?”   
 Sam has not told many people about her eating disorder.  She hasn’t told them 
because she “would be completely embarrassed by it,” and she “know[s] that they would 
be shocked.”  She did talk to her mother and sister about over this past Christmas break.  
She told them that she had “a problem with eating, that [she] was just out of control, and 
[she] didn’t eat like a normal person.”  She also told them that she’s “eaten so much that 
she’s thrown up,” although she “didn’t use the bulimia word.”  She admitted that she had 
told the same thing to her boyfriend, and later when she “used the bulimia word…he was 
kind of shocked.”  She stated that he pointed out to her that she hadn’t really told her 
family “the extent of it.”   
 Sam began “seeing a therapist at school,” once a week, in the beginning on 
March.  She stated that she feels “more hopeful about getting better, than [she] did in 
OA.”  She thinks that therapy “is a little bit more empowering to [her] as a person,” 
because when she was in OA “she felt like [she] was stuck with this for the rest of [her] 
life.”  She added that “it just wasn’t working and I was getting frustrated…and I just 
wanted to be able to do something more than just rely on a higher power.  I wanted to do 
something by myself.”  She likes her therapy because, she is “understanding why [she] 
eat[s] the way [she does] and why [she] feels the need to throw up, and then re-
structuring those things, instead of just completely declaring that [she] has no power over 
it, and that…it’s a part of [her] for the rest of [her] life.” 
 Sam also talked about re-discovering her “natural impulses,” “like when you’re 
hungry,” and “when you’re full.”  She stated that she likes “the idea better that [these 
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natural impulses] are still in there somewhere,” because it “just gives [her] a little bit 
more faith in [her]self and hope that [she’s] gonna get better…and that there’s that 
natural core inside her and that its not hopeless.”  Although Sam admits that she 
“definitely [has] a long way to go,” she believes that she “[has] to learn from it, that it’s 
happening to her for a reason and that its leading [her] somewhere to something.”   
 Sam stated that although “it’s never really consistent,” since she started 
counseling she has been bingeing and purging once a week, and before that it was “about 
once a day for three days, and then not binge for a week or two.”  She used laxatives once 
because “[her] food was messing [her] up.”  Sam exercises sporadically, and she likes 
Yoga and Pilates.  She admitted that last year and the year before she was “crazy about 
exercising,” and “would exercise every day, no matter what.”  She said that although 
“there is always that temptation to restrict after [she] binges,” she has never been 
successful since she “can’t go without eating.” 
Experience of Self 
Throughout the interviews, several key themes emerged about how Sam seems to 
experience her self.  These themes are elucidated below. 
 Unsure about future.  Several times Sam discussed how she can’t decide she is 
going to do after graduation, and that this is a “conflict” for her. 
 Desire to rely on self.  Sam spoke often about her desire to rely on herself and 
make her own decisions.  She spoke about wanting to “do something by herself” in order 
to recover from her eating disorder.  She also spoke about making decisions, such as 
which graduate schools to apply to.  She admitted that “in the past [she] would have 
worried endlessly over whether that was the right thing to do, and then [she] would have 
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worried endlessly over deciding which one to go to.  But in this instance…[she] just 
trusted herself a lot with it.”  She said that “that was the first time that [she] was ever to 
make a decision like that, and feel confident in it.” 
 Spiritual. Sam stated that she’s “always been spiritual, not necessarily religious.”  
Although she grew up Lutheran and was involved in her church as the youth 
representative on their board, she “rejected that whole thing for a while,” when she 
witnessed a lot of fighting between members of the board.  She said, “I didn’t think that 
was what Church was supposed to be about, and what God was supposed to be about.”  
She admitted that when she “came to school she found [her]self searching for a higher 
power,” and she and her friends found a church they liked.  She said that she’s “more 
satisfied knowing that there’s a higher power, and that [she’s] taken care of.” 
 “Into constructive things.” Sam admitted that she was disappointed with college 
because she was “into more constructive things,” than drinking, such as backpacking, 
hiking, and photography.  She has always been involved in many extra-curricular 
activities, such as student council, cheerleading, and sports, while she was in high school, 
and National Honor Society and volunteer work in college. 
 “Overachiever” Sam stated that she has “always been like an overachiever in 
school and everything.”  She said that she “[has] basically like a 4.0 in school, and [she 
does] more work than she needs to do.”  She says that this is “somewhat of a perfectionist 
thing,” and that she doesn’t “feel right” about turning in a project “not perfect.”  She 
stated that she “guess[es] that’s why [she] wish[es] [her] appearance was perfect too,” 
and that she “holds [her]self to standards that [she] doesn’t hold anyone else to.” 
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 Content with life.  Sam stated that she is “very content with…where [she is] in 
life right now, and [she’s] very happy and grateful for what [she] has.” 
 Contradictions.  Sam discussed many ways that her behavior contradicts her 
beliefs about what is in her best interest.  For example, she said that “there’s this desire to 
look one way but [she] keeps doing this stuff with food that’s making it impossible to do 
that in a healthy way.”  She also stated that it’s “weird” that she “feels most attractive” 
when she is not bingeing and purging, and “yet [she] still [does] those things.” 
 Disconnections.  Sam also described feeling disconnected from understanding the 
reasons for her behavior.  She said, “there are times when I’ll have like small like 
revelations about, well maybe that’s why I do that…and that’ll happen and then I’ll just 
forget about it the next day and it doesn’t make sense the next day.”  She added, “its 
convinces me that there’s something in my mind that’s working against me, because I can 
sit here and tell you right now that it doesn’t make sense that I do those things and I know 
they just make me feel worse.”  She also said that there’s “a lot of times that [she] 
[doesn’t] just trust [herself] that that’s really how [she’s] feeling or [she’ll] question if 
[she’s] making the right decision.” 
 Dissatisfied with appearance.  Sam admitted that she is dissatisfied with her 
appearance.  She could not tell me what she would rather look like, but that she “think[s] 
it has a lot more to do with like the media and the projection of what a woman is 
supposed to look like.”  She said that when she looks at herself she doesn’t like what she 
sees,”  At one point Sam tried to discuss which parts of her body she was most 
dissatisfied with, but she had to stop because it “was too hard” for her, and she felt like 
she was “pointing out [her] flaws.” 
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 Jealousy of others.  Sam stated that part of her dissatisfaction of her appearance 
has to do with “jealousy” towards what other people look like.  She admitted that its 
“exhausting…wanting to be satisfied with what [she has] instead of looking at other 
people and being jealous.” 
Psychodynamic Assessment 
Rorschach responses interpreted in light of biographical narrative 
Experience of testing 
 Sam gave 26 responses (R) to the Rorschach, which is normal.  Her Lambda of 
0.18 is very low, and suggests that she had trouble distancing herself from inner 
experiences during the testing. 
Affect 
 Sam’s EB of 5:5.5 indicates that she is ambitent, and therefore has no 
characteristic way of solving problems.  Sometimes she uses self-reflection and other 
times she will look to the external world for help.  Her FC:CF+C ratio of 2:4 is very 
high on the CF+C side, suggests that she can be emotionally intense and impulsive.  Sam 
also had one pure C response, also indicative of difficulty modulating intense affect.    
Her Affective ratio (Afr) of 0.53  is on the low side of normal, and suggests that she is 
moderately involved with her emotional experience.  Sam gave 8 white space responses 
(S), which is very high and suggests that she is experiencing a great deal of anger.   
 Twelve of Sam’s responses (almost half of her total responses) were blends, 
which is very high.  This indicates a high degree of psychological complexity, and a 
tendency to be preoccupied with painful emotional experience.  Nine of these blends 
were of unusual or poor form quality, suggesting that these intense emotional experiences 
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might compromise cognitive functioning or reality testing.  She gave 2 color-shading 
blends, which indicates an ability to experience positive and negative affect 
simultaneously, and is also indicative of psychopathology.  Sam also gave 6 shading 
blends.  The presence of even 1 shading blend is very rare in a normal protocol and 
suggests a severe affective disorder, such as major depression.  However, since many of 
these blends contained a Y determinant, the presence of very painful affect is most likely 
due to situational factors, and is not necessarily chronic.  Nonetheless, the great amount 
of these types of responses suggests that Sam is experiencing a lot of psychic pain.  She 
gave 1 vista (V) response, suggesting a tendency towards painful introspection.  Her 8 
achromatic color (C’) responses are very high and suggest depression, and sadness.  She 
also gave 6 Y responses, which is high and indicates that she is experiencing a lot of 
situational anxiety.   
Controls 
 Sam’s EA of 10.5 is normal, and suggests that she has enough positive resources 
to cope with the negative experiences in her life.  However, her es of 22 is more than 
twice the norm, and indicates that she is experiencing a great deal of negative forces in 
her life.  Her D of -4 and adjusted D of -1 suggests that Sam feels overwhelmed by these 
negative forces.   
 
Self-perception 
 Sam’s egocentricity index (3r+(2)/R) of 0.23 is low.  This suggests poor self-
esteem and a tendency to see oneself unfavorably as compared to others.  This is certainly 
supported by Sam’s discussion of these aspects in the interview.  Sam gave a very high 
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amount, 8, of FD responses.  This is highly unusual and suggests a great deal of 
introspection and that she may be preoccupied with “soul-searching.”  This is interesting 
considering that fact that Sam feels so disconnected from herself and the reasons for her 
behavior, but seems to support the notion that she is devoting a lot of energy to 
uncovering those psychic factors.  She also gave 3 An+Xy responses, which suggests that 
she is preoccupied with somatic concerns.  Sam gave 2 MOR responses, which typically 
signifies depression, however, since she only provided 2 of these more overtly depressed 
imagery responses (as opposed to 8 C’ responses), her depression is likely very 
unconscious and more emotional than cognitive. 
 Sam gave 10 FQ- responses, which can indicate distorted self-percepts.  Closer 
examination of some of these responses may give further information about distorted 
self- perception.  For example, for Card III, Sam saw “the top of someone wearing a 
tuxedo with a bowtie.”  Since this percept only included part of a human figure, and was 
focused on clothing, it suggests that she may have difficulty seeing herself as a whole 
person, and that her thinking about her appearance might be incomplete and distorted.  
Another FQ- response was also to Card III and is of a pelvis bone and the “stomach and 
organs.”   These internal anatomy percepts also indicate that her somatic self-perception 
is also distorted.    One of Sam’s responses to Card IV was that “you’re coming out of a 
cave and there’s a road going out straight.  That maybe there’s water underneath.”    She 
cited the diffuse shading (Y) and achromatic color (C’) as contributing to this FD and S 
response, which suggests a combination of anxiety, unhappiness, anger, and introspection 
contribute to a distorted self-perception.  Similarly, her next response to this card, “a 
piece of white paper that was burned underneath,” with it’s use of white space (S) and 
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achromatic color (C’) also suggests that anger and unhappiness might distort her 
perception.  Her response to Card VII of “ a dog swimming through water ending up at a 
dock,” also made use of diffuse shading (Y), achromatic color (C’), and dimension (FD), 
again suggesting that anxiety and depression are causing Sam to want to search inside 
herself and that this is tied to distorted perceptions.  Finally, to Card IX Sam saw “an 
egg…that cracked a little bit and is dripping down.”  Her use of diffuse shading (Y) to 
describe something that is damaged suggests that Sam might feel that the anxiety she is 
currently experiencing is hurting or “cracking” her in some way.   
 Sam gave 5 Human Movement (M) and 4 Animal Movement (FM) responses, 
both are within normal range.   Closer examination of some of the human movement (M) 
responses might reveal additional information about Sam’s self-perception.  For example, 
her first response to Card I was “two beings with wings holding onto an object in the 
middle that kind of looks like a person in a dress with her arms out.”  This response 
might indicate that Sam feels caught by interpersonal forces beyond her control. To Card 
VI she gave the response:  “one real skinny man with whiskers wearing a coat that’s too 
big for him giving the thumbs up sign.”  Both of these responses highlight people with 
clothing whose arms are extended.  Sam gave a total of 6 Clothing (Cg) responses, 
which is much higher than normal.  Since many of the items described were decorative, 
such as a dress, tuxedos, a hat, and a bikini, this suggests that Sam is concerned with 
outward appearances.   
Interpersonal Perception 
 Sam gave 2 Cooperation (COP) responses, which is within the normal range and 
suggests that Sam understands the positive benefits of interpersonal relationships.  She 
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also had 0 Aggressive (AG) responses, indicating that she is not concerned with 
aggressive thoughts or impulses.  Her active to passive movement ratio (a:p) of 8:4 is 
also normal.  Her isolation index of 0.27 is slightly above the norm and suggests that 
Sam has some tendencies to avoid relationships.  Her total Human content score of 9 is 
higher than normal, which suggests an excessive focus on others. Moreover, Sam’s ratio 
of pure H responses to partial Human responses, or H: (H) + Hd + (Hd) is 5:4, which is 
slightly higher than normal on the (H) + Hd + (Hd) side.  This indicates that sometimes 
Sam’s perception of others might be distorted by her own fantastical representation of 
them, or else she might have trouble seeing others realistically.  She also gave 0 Food 
(Fd) and 0 Texture (T) responses, which, if present would a desire for nurturance or 
affection.   
 Sam gave 6 pair responses, which is in the normal range however closer 
examination of these responses might indicate how she views relationships.  For Card II, 
Sam saw two men facing each other meditating together with their hands up, and for Card 
VI, she saw two people peering out from behind a street sign, “pointing in opposite 
directions.”  Also, for Card III, Sam described “two butlers serving something in the 
middle.”  Although all of these pairs are engaged in activities together, they are not 
intensely interacting with one another.  This may suggest that Sam sees the importance of 
having interpersonal relationships, but does not feel intensely engaged with and/or 
dependent on the actions of others.  Finally, as with the single human movement 
responses, all of these pairs have their arms or hands raised.    The repetitive nature of 
this theme throughout Sam’s protocol merits some attention, however it is unclear what 
the arms or hands might signify, as they are engaged in different types of activity such as 
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pointing, serving, or just being raised.  It may be that Sam feels a strong desire towards 
action, such as where next to go with her life, but she is unsure what to do.  This might be 
supported by the above-mentioned percept of the two people pointing in opposite 
directions. 
Relational Voice 
The following themes emerged through listening to Sam’s “relational voice.” 
Being alone 
 The theme of being alone emerged often from Sam’s interview.  For example, she 
discussed how college, as opposed to high school is “me by myself far away,” and the 
difficulty she has had finding a peer group in college.  She also discussed her recent 
withdrawal from her friends in college, particularly when things got worse with her 
mother’s drinking.  Finally, Sam admitted that she likes being alone, and stated, “I enjoy 
being by myself which is something that a lot of people, a lot of my friends, don’t 
understand.” 
Difficulty talking to others about personal life 
 Sam often described having a hard time talking to others about her personal life.  
For example, she said that her friends don’t know about her bulimic because “if they did 
[she] would be completely embarrassed by it.”  She also admitted that she is embarrassed 
to talk to her boyfriend about her bulimia, although he does know about it.  She discussed 
several attempts to talk to her mother about her eating disorder however Sam had trouble 
either using the “bulimia word,” or else her mother seemed dismissive of it.  Finally, Sam 
became embarrassed during the interview itself when I asked her which parts of her body 
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she is dissatisfied with.  She stopped midway through her answer and stated that it was 
“difficult” and “uncomfortable” to talk about these things. 
Desire for independence/autonomy 
 Sam discussed her desire to be autonomous and in control of her own life in 
several ways throughout the interview.  For example, when discussing why she quit OA, 
she stated, “I wanted to be able to do something more than just rely on a higher power.  I 
wanted to do something myself.  She admitted that sometimes her friends don’t 
understand her desire to be by herself.  She said that “they’re the kind of people, at least 
the girls, [who] can’t go to the bathroom by themselves.”  Sam said that this “gets to [her] 
sometimes.”  She also stated that she likes her privacy, which is one of the reasons she 
didn’t get along with her freshman roommate.  Sam stated that when deciding what she 
wants to do after graduation, she doesn’t want to “make decisions based on where [her] 
boyfriend’s going to be.”  She also stated that she does not what to return to her parents’ 
house, because she has “been on [her] own for too long to go back.” 
Taking care of her mother 
 Sam has been the primary family member who is aware of the extent of her 
mothers’ alcoholism, and until recently, the only one who had witnessed her mother 
intoxicated.  Sam admitted that she felt like the burden of her mother’s drinking fell on 
her, and that “telling anyone would have been like telling on her.”  She admitted that she 
felt “alone” in this role, and angry that she “was the only one like experiencing it and 
knowing about it.”  Sam stated that one of the reasons she does not want to go home after 
graduation is because she feels like she would “have to babysit [her] mom at night,” and 
that this is “not healthy” for her.   
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 Sam also described how she takes care of her mother in other ways, often by 
attempting to spare her feelings.  For example, she did not want to tell her mother about 
her bulimia because she “know[s] that she’ll just worry…and it will be one more thing 
that she’ll worry about and probably blame herself for.”  She admitted that she is careful 
what she says to her mom about her mother’s own problems or behavior because, “she 
will beat herself up over it…and then possibly…drink.”  She also stated that she worries 
about her mother being happy and she wishes she could “just fix it,” (her mother’s 
drinking problem).   
 Finally, although for a long time Sam was the only family member aware of the 
extent of her mother’s drinking, she has finally begun to seek help from other family 
members.  She has talked to her boyfriend, sister, aunt, and father about it, and she told 
her mother that she “had to talk to somebody about it,” even though her mother became 
angry and said “she wasn’t gonna leave our house anymore she was so embarrassed.” 
Guilt over leaving her mom behind/surpassing her 
 Sam admitted to feeling guilty that by going away to college and living on her 
own, she is “doing what [her mother] never got to do.”  She also admitted that she feels 
“bad,” when talking to her mom, if she expresses happiness or excitement, because “she’s 
just not happy with anything right now.”  She also alluded to some feelings of conflict 
over whether to move back home after graduation because her mother doesn’t want her 
“so far away,” but she is “trying to make decisions for [her]self based on what [she] 
want[s] to do.” 
Focus on sister 
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 Sam spoke often about growing up on her older sister’s shadow.  She said that 
growing up she was “extremely jealous” of her sister who was “smaller and thinner,” 
than she, as well as “cheerleading captain, homecoming queen, valedictorian.”  Sam 
admitted that this was “hard in middle school,” because she would have the same 
teachers as her sister and they would always talk about how beautiful she was.  She said 
that this still “bothers” her and that although she is “good at everything,” her sister was 
“great at everything.” 
 Sam also described how currently, there was “a lot of buzz about [her] sister 
being pregnant,” and now on her sister’s baby.  She stated that her mother is “obsessed” 
with the baby, and she described a recent situation, where she asked her mother to attend 
a special graduation ceremony that she had a role in as class representative.  She said her 
mother was concerned about who would watch the baby, and then when she realized the 
baby could go to the ceremony she said, “oh well I’ll go…I’ll still be with the baby 
there.”  Sam said that this really “pissed her off,” because “she was gonna go so she 
could be with the baby instead of going to see my graduation.” 
Desire for care 
 Sam also seemed to have some desire to be taken care of.  For example, in 
discussing her spirituality she said that she is “satisfied knowing that there is a higher 
power and that [she’s] taken care of.”  She also admitted that she wished someone could 
fully understand her, “but there’s no way to explain to someone every little detail.”  
Finally, Sam is close to several families besides her own, since she babysits often and 
volunteers to help out with a family who has children with special needs.  She said that 
this has “helped [her] a lot, to have somewhere to go, kind of a family setting.” 
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Difficulty making new friends 
 Sam described having a hard time making friends when she first came to college.  
She was disappointed with the fact that she and her first roommate didn’t along, and she 
said “it took me a while to find, not a while, I just didn’t find those people that I just 
meshed with, that I wanted to hang out with all the time.” 
Emotional Voice 
Lexical  
 Throughout the interview, Sam most often expressed emotions lexically.  She 
spoke very often of feeling angry or pissed off, often in regards to her mother’s drinking 
and the fact that she was the only one dealing with the problem.  She also mentioned 
being pissed at herself after bingeing.   
 The other emotion Sam described most often was feeling frustrated.  She spoke a 
lot about feeling frustrated with herself over being bulimic, and not knowing why she 
engages in the self-destructive behavior.  She also discussed feeling frustrated when she 
can’t express what she is feeling.   
 Sam also spoke often about feeling embarrassed.  This was typically in regards 
to her bulimia and others knowing about it. She also described feeling disgusted with 
herself after bingeing.   
 Other emotions Sam discussed were feeling disappointed that the results of her 
research study didn’t come out the way she wanted, hopeful about getting better, and 
content, with her life and “where [she is] right now.”  She also described feeling excited 
when she first came to college and confused over what to do about her mother’s 
drinking.  She stated that she feels guilt over the fact that she is doing what her mother 
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was not able to, and she feels “bad,” telling her mother how she feels about “stuff.”  She 
also admitted to worrying about her mother.  Sam described feeling jealous towards her 
sister, and said that it’s exhausting, “just wanting to look a certain way and not being 
able to.” 
Metaphorical 
 Sam only used metaphor to describe her emotions once.  She admitted that her 
mother’s depression has “weighed on her” because she “kind of felt bad leaving” home. 
Embodied 
 Sam did not express emotion bodily very much throughout the interview either.  
She described crying after the first time she found her mother drunk, and several times 
during the interview she laughed briefly. 
Meta-emotional discourse 
 Sam spoke a lot about how she often feels disconnected from her emotions and 
doesn’t know how she feels.  For example, when attempting to describe this 
disconnection, she provided the following explanation: 
D: You said it’s hard for you to, connect it to anything going on? Like emotionally or et 
cetera? S: Yeah. I mean I’m sure it has a lot to do with, um, issues with my mom and 
everything but, I’m just (.) I don’t experience like, a depression or anything or, D: um-
hmm. S: Um, and I talked about this with my therapist at school like, I’m just generally 
like a very content, happy person. D: um-hmm. S: And (.) and even like, a lot of the 
people in OA, like just had, were depressed all the time, had very low self-esteem like 
just, didn’t like anything about who they were, or, or ya know what they were doing, and 
I just, I can’t really identify with that, D: um-hmm. S: so much, so and I think I get 
frustrated because I’m like, then why do I do this to myself? h’ D: um-hmm. S: I don’t 
know." 
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Sam repeated this theme throughout the interview, admitting that often she doesn’t “trust 
[her]self that that’s really how [she’s] feeling,” and “never knowing for sure how [she] 
feels.” 
Embodied Voice 
Comportment throughout the interview 
 Excerpted from my process notes written on 4/4/04 
 She appeared friendly but subdued.  She was about medium height and 
 build/weight.  She was dressed casually, with sneakers, gray sporty cotton pants, 
 and a denim button-down shirt.  She wore some pretty silver jewelry (necklace 
 and rings) and some beaded bracelets. She did not wear make-up and her brown 
 hair was pulled back.  Sam easily made eye contact.  She appeared nervous at first 
 – she tugged her hands together and sat with her arms crossed across her stomach.  
 She spoke easily with me, although her speech seemed slow and deliberate.  Her 
 demeanor was quiet, sweet, and subdued.  She was mostly serious, although she 
 giggled occasionally.  She did not appear to become emotional at all during the 
 interview, in fact she maintained a kind of subdued, but pensive way of being.  At 
 times she seemed to really be struggling with what to say, but it was not an 
 emotional struggling, more like she couldn’t find the words.   
Embodied action during the interview 
 Sam was not bodily expressive during the interview.  Except for clearing her 
throat twice and sighing once, the only other act of embodied activity she engaged in was 
laughing.  She laughed several times throughout the interview, sometimes appropriately 
to the content, such as when she playfully called herself a “big dork,” as a child, but often 
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the laughter was inappropriate, such as when talking about the frustration she experiences 
with her own contradictory behavior and her dissatisfaction with her body.  However, it 
seems likely that these instances of laughter were due to nervousness rather than humor, 
especially since several times Sam laughed while she admitted she was nervous or 
uncomfortable discussing something. 
Talking about her body 
 Sam did talk about her body throughout the interview.  She discussed her appetite 
several times, describing it as “huge.”  She also talked about “natural impulses” in terms 
of hunger and satiety, and her desire to regain them. 
 Sam mentioned that she gained fifteen to twenty pounds her freshman year, and 
she discussed how when she purges it is because she does not want to get fat.  She also 
talked about wanting to “taste the food,” and “eat the food,” when she binges. 
 Sam discussed other people’s bodies as well.  She talked about feeling jealous of 
others, like her sister, whom she perceives as “skinny and beautiful.”  She discussed 
feeling dissatisfied with her own body, and that she “judge[s] [her]self on things that [she 
doesn’t], would never judge anyone else on.”  Sam also said that she wished she looked 
different, although she is not sure what she wants to look like.  When asked to describe 
which parts of her body she is dissatisfied with, Sam mentioned her ankles and her legs, 
before she started giggling and told me she couldn’t talk about it anymore.  She also 
described feeling frustrated that her weight fluctuates because of the bulimia. 
 
 
Using bodily metaphors 
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 Sam used a few bodily-based metaphors in our interview.  She said that through 
therapy, she has been “uncovering things inside [her]self,” thus implying that there are 
parts of herself that have been covered over.  She also spoke of a “natural core inside” 
her, that she wishes to tap into, again implying that there is something hidden inside 
herself that she wants to find in order to recover. 
 She also discussed she and her father not “budging,” when describing their 
stubbornness in arguments with each other. 
 Finally, she said she “couldn’t put [her] finger on anything” that was 
embarrassing about being bulimic, meaning that she was unsure why it was embarrassing 
to her. 
Interactive Reflexivity 
My experience of the first interview 
 Excerpted from process notes written on 4/4/04: 
I felt a little nervous before the interview, but I felt calm in Sam’s presence.  At 
several times during the interview, I noticed feeling heartburn (I had drank and ate 
a lot at a party the night before), or having to pee.  By the time we got to the 
Rorschach I started to get really hungry and felt my blood sugar drop.  I started to 
hope we would end soon just so I could eat something.  At times the interview 
seemed to move very slowly and since it was so unemotional, and kind of “blah,” 
I felt a little bored.  I was engaged in what she said, but I felt – subdued as well.  
It felt like there wasn’t much emotional depth to what she was saying, even the 
parts about her mother’s drinking.  I don’t think it was that she didn’t want to 
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show me how she felt about that, I think she really didn’t feel it too much as she 
was speaking it. 
 
At a few points I remember feeling disappointed that there wasn’t more “meat” to 
her story – she kind of presents herself as quite well-adjusted, except for the 
bulimia which she is really confused about.  She was very sweet and nice but she 
left me wondering about the absence of any strong feelings or excitement– 
whether good or bad.  She was just kind of this sweet, nice, good person who is 
kind of blasé.  At the same time, I really liked her and felt very hopeful for her.  
She seems to have a lot of intelligence and the ability to use insight to help 
herself.  I fairly certain she will be able to recover and will probably be a very 
successful woman. 
 
Our interaction seemed to flow fairly well.  We seemed to become more 
comfortable with each other as time moved on, and she was comfortable enough 
to ask what I was doing with my research towards the end.  I felt like both of us 
were sleepy and in a quiet, calm space.  The weather (cold, wet, and dark) and the 
time (we met at 9am the morning Daylight Savings Time took effect, so it was 
actually 8am), probably contributed a lot to the sleepy quality of the interview.   
 
 
 
Verbal interaction between myself and Sam 
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 Although a full conversation or discourse analysis is beyond the scope of this 
study, I examined the different types of utterances I used in my interview with Sam, and 
how those utterances affected the interpersonal dynamics between us. 
 The rhetorical technique that I seemed to use most often with Sam was when I 
asked her to elaborate on a topic.  Often she complied with my request, although several 
times she seemed unsure about what to say, demonstrated by either pausing or stating, “I 
don’t know.”   I also requested information, narratives, descriptions, and elaborations, to 
which Sam always complied or else said, “I don’t know.” 
 I also asked her several times for her thoughts or opinion about something or 
requested clarification on a matter.  Several times I summarized or paraphrased what she 
said, to which Sam most often affirmed my summary and sometimes she elaborated upon 
it.  Sometimes, following a summary or paraphrase, I would request further information, 
her opinion, or a further narrative, which Sam either provided or told me that she didn’t 
know how to answer the question.   
 Several times I offered reflective questions, where I repeated what she had said in 
the form of a question, such as when Sam, stated, “it’s uncomfortable,” and I queried, 
“it’s uncomfortable?”  Typically she would offer an affirmation and then elaborate on the 
topic.  Several times I presented Sam with more of a suggestive type of question, where I 
offered something that she had not explicitly stated.  Usually Sam would affirm my 
suggestion.  An example of this type of interaction follows: 
S: I even feel bad like, calling her out about stuff like that or like saying how I feel about 
stuff like that cause I know that she (.) will like beat herself up over it, D: hmm. S: And 
then possibly (.) I don’t know, drink. D: um-hmm. S: Over it, or whatever she does or, 
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just get very upset about, overly upset about small incidents like that. D: um-hmm. S: so. 
D: So you’re careful about what you say, to her? S: Yeah, yeah, definitely. 
 Several times I asked Sam to share an emotional experience, often by asking, 
“what was that like for you?”  Sometimes she paused and provided a description, 
although at other times she either said she didn’t know or negated what she said, such as 
follows: 
S: people will be looking at pictures and say, remark on how beautiful she is or 
something like that. And it just bothers me that that even bothers me. D: hmm. S: Cause 
its so (dumb). D: um-hmm. What was it like for you when someone says that? S: Um 
(4) it’s just like, I know she is, ya know it’s not like, I don’t know, I don’t know. D: um-
hmm. S: Its-and I guess it’s just wishing that someone, would say that about me. D: um-
hmm. S: Or (.) that it’s not even (2) ya know I-I don’t know what it is" 
At other times she quickly and easily described an emotional experience when asked. 
 Indeed, many times throughout the interview Sam used the phrase, “I don’t 
know,” or stated that she doesn’t know something.  I have included over fifty instances of 
this in an Addendum table entitled, “Instances where Sam states, “I don’t know.”  There 
is no clear pattern of when Sam uses this phrase, although she seemed to use it most often 
when discussing very poignant topics, such as her mother’s drinking, her bulimic 
behavior, her jealousy toward her sister, her negative body image, and her parents’ 
troubled relationship. 
Participant #4: Abby 
Biographical Narrative 
Current Situation 
 Abby is a twenty-one year old, single, white female.  At the time of the interview 
she was a senior at a local, large university and was preparing for graduation.  She 
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responded by phone to an ad she saw for the study in the student paper.  Abby grew up in 
the Western United Sates and came to school in Pittsburgh on a soccer scholarship.  She 
majored in finance.  She was planning on driving with her mother back to her home state 
the day after graduation.  She planned on living at her mother’s house and “relaxing” 
over the summer, and in the Fall she would like to get a job and take classes to get her 
real estate license.  At the time of the interview Abby had a boyfriend who she’d been 
dating for three months.  Although he planned on visiting her after she returned home, 
they had no plans of maintaining a long-distance relationship. 
Developmental History 
 Abby’s parents met in their twenties and had Abby when her mom was about 30 
and her Dad was about 28.  Her birth was normal and she didn’t have any illnesses or 
disabilities.  She has one brother who is three years younger than she. 
Family History 
 Abby’s parents.  Abby’s parents met in college, because “both of them went to 
the wrong classroom at the wrong time.”  Her mother was from New England, and her 
father was from the Western state where Abby was born.  When Abby was in 7
th
 grade, 
her parents got divorced.  She stated that the reason for the divorced was because her 
mother found out that her father had been cheating on her with “multiple women” since 
Abby was a baby.  Abby’s father moved out of the house, and she describes that time as 
“really rough.”  She aligned with her mother, and stated, "I remember like my mom 
asking me and my brother what do you think if me and your Dad got a divorce and I was 
like, ‘yeah divorce him." 
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 Abby’s mother.  Abby stated that her mother taught home economics classes at a 
university when Abby was a young child.  Prior to the divorce, her mother provided 
child-care out of their home.  Once Abby and her brother started school, she worked at a 
school supply store, where she eventually became manager.  She worked there for nine 
years, and Abby said “they worked her long hours and didn’t pay her very well…she 
worked even weekends and she wasn’t supposed to…but it brought in steady money.”  
She remembered waiting for her mom to pick her up from school while she had this job 
and said that that “stunk.”  Abby said recently her mother got a job as a secretary at an 
insurance company, “which she loves.” 
 Abby stated several times that she and her mom are “best friends.”  She said she 
is excited to be going home because her mom is her “best, [her] bestest friend and [she] 
miss[es] her a lot.”  She said they both like to do outdoor activities, such as skiing, 
hiking, and canoeing, and they planned on spending a lot of time together doing these 
things when Abby returns home.   
 Abby talked often about her mother’s role in emotionally supporting the family.  
She said, “my mom’s like always been like there for me in my family, " and that she has 
“bailed” her brother out of “so much crappy stuff, where [her] Dad really hasn’t.” 
 Abby’s mother is getting remarried, and Abby stated that she’s “never been 
happier.”  Abby described her mother’s fiancé as “awesome,” and “great.” 
 Abby said that she has “so much respect for [her] mom,” and that she thinks they 
have a “strong connection,” because “I know what she’s gone through and how hard it 
must have been ya know, raising me and my brother knowing that my Dad, did this to our 
family when I was a baby.”  Several times she described her mother as “amazing.” 
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 Abby’s father.  Abby’s father is a car mechanic, and he owned his own repair 
shop next to their house for twelve or thirteen years.  She described their relationship as 
“alright,” “alright close,” and “shady.”  She admits that her father’s infidelity hurt their 
relationship a great deal, and that she wishes it was better.  Abby also stated that she has a 
hard time trusting guys because of what her father did.”  She also stated that she lost 
respect for him after this happened, and that she is worried that her brother will follow in 
his footsteps.  She said she hopes he doesn’t because “it’s an awful thing.” 
 Abby said that after the divorce her father sold his business to her mother and his 
business partner and “went off to follow his dream of becoming a pilot or 
whatever…which put us into more debt [because] he racked up the bills, big time.”  She 
said he also got really depressed. 
 Abby’s father has since remarried, and he and his wife live “an hour and a half” in 
the mountains.  When asked if she got along with his wife Abby said, “I mean I gotta 
accept her, I’m not like buddy-buddies with her.”  She said that this woman has three 
daughters, although Abby has never met them. 
 Abby’s brother.  Abby’s brother is nineteen years old.  She described him as a 
“troublemaker.” She said that “he’s gotten into serious trouble with the law,” and that “he 
loves getting in fights.” 
 She also stated that her brother is having trouble with alcohol.  She partly blames 
her brothers’ troubles on the fact that there was no male role model in the house growing 
up.  She said that she “feels bad” for her brother because “he doesn’t have that 
relationship with my Dad, and that’s kind hard I feel like, you need like, the same sex. I 
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mean, I don’t know I can’t, I can’t really explain it but, for guys they need like a male, to 
like kind of show them…” 
 Abby also said that her brother and mother fight often, and that when Abby was 
home, her role was the “mediator” between them.”  She said that even though they fight, 
he told Abby that “he loves [their mother] to death.” 
 Abby said that she and her brother fought a lot when they were growing up, but, 
“now that we’re apart, like our relationship is so much stronger I wanna go home…Like I 
miss him to death, I, and I hope I can help him out cause, he needs some help out there " 
Personal History 
 Early Childhood.  Abby described herself as a child as “very active,” and “wild, 
crazy, and rambunctious.” Her earliest memories were of riding a bike and swinging 
upside down on a jungle gym.”  Abby said that she “grew up playing sports,” including 
soccer, basketball, softball, gymnastics, and volleyball. 
 Abby said she has a “good childhood.” Since her father’s shop was next door, she 
used to “play with her Dad a lot and hang out, and work with him.”   She said she was 
grateful that her mother did child-care out of their home because “other kids have to go to 
day cares and stuff like that.”  She said that her father tried to spank her a few times, but 
her mother stopped him because she “didn’t believe in that punishment.”  She never 
witnessed any abuse.   
 Abby said that her only traumatic experience as a child (besides the divorce) was 
when her maternal grandmother died.  She said they were “really close,” and she 
remembered visiting their farm in New England.  Abby said that she missed the funeral 
because of a soccer tournament, but she wishes that she would have gone. 
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 Abby said when her parents got divorced her father lived in the same town so she 
saw him often, however, she said that he put them in “financial crisis” and they were 
“really poor.”  She described a memory of going door-to-door to try to get sponsorship 
money so she could go to soccer camp, because her family couldn’t afford it.  She said 
“that was odd.”  Abby said that at the time of the divorce she “was like, ‘oh who cares, 
they’re getting a divorce, big deal,” however, she thinks now that she “pushed it all 
down.”  She also thinks she sports helped her to “express [her] emotions,” because she 
“kinda got everything out.” 
 Abby said her social life was “really good,” and she attributes some of this to 
being an athlete because, “athletics are such a big part of high school and junior high and 
if you’re an athlete then you get a lot of…attention…” 
 High school.  Abby described herself as “extremely active” in high school.  She 
said that after school she would stay for sports, and that she “loved after school in high 
school cause there were so many sports going on.”  She said she “wasn’t interested in 
guys,” because she was more interested in “going to soccer tournaments and camps and 
playing soccer.”  She said she has kept in touch with her high school friends and they are 
still her “best friends.”  She also said that she felt like high school was “a breeze,” and 
that she “got good grades.”  She said that although she took her SATs and ACTs she 
didn’t worry about getting accepted to college because she knew she would get an 
athletic scholarship. 
 College.  Abby was recruited to a large university in Pittsburgh to play soccer.  
She said that she “played really well [her] freshman year,” but she gained the “freshman 
fifteen,” and she felt “that that extra weight was just, slowing [her] down in some things.”  
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Abby said she gained this weight because her teammates would “encourage the freshmen 
to eat” a lot, when they would go to restaurants.  She described her eating as “out of 
control,” at this time.  Abby described feeling worried that her weight gain would affect 
her soccer performance.  She said:  
And, you come in like I was a great soccer-I-I was really good in high school um, and 
then you come to college and you-you’re just like blown away by all the good players 
that you’re around and you gotta keep, you wanna play good cause you got a scholarship 
to play here ya know, and people are paying for you to play good, that’s a lot of pressure 
too, um, so I felt that when I was, I was gaining that weight like I wasn’t, gonna be able 
to do my job and, this is why [they] brought me here so I could, do good, ya know? 
 Abby said that during her freshman year she “partied a lot” and “did the typical 
freshman thing,” but then she stopped going out when she decided to lose weight.  
Abby’s eating disorder led her to isolate herself socially during most of her college years.  
She said she “had no social life,” and “it was just, and food was always on my mind like 
when I was losing weight, it was just, food and school.”  She said that she “never went 
out,” and “never partied at all,” during her sophomore junior and senior years.  She said 
she had “no good friends,” that she “lost a lot of good friends,” she “felt alone,” and “it 
was rough.”  She said she also felt like she “needed her [mom] a lot and she was 
hundreds of miles away.”  She said she felt like she lived “a life in isolation.” 
 Abby described feeling pressure to be thin in college, and she thinks that this 
pressure is especially present for women athletes like her self.  She also felt a lot more 
pressure to excel in sports because “here, soccer was a job, and, [she] got paid to play 
soccer here and… if [she] didn’t do good, [she would have] felt really guilty.” 
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 Abby also felt more pressure to succeed academically in college.  She said she 
“worried a lot about exams and stuff,” and said she “always wanted to get the 4.0 during 
college,” which she did twice.  She said she thinks her eating disorder has something to 
do with this because she could use studying as an excuse not to go out with her friends, 
and because she “had nothing else to do.” 
 Once Abby came to college she also became more interested in “guys.” 
 Abby also developed severe acne after she began college.  She said that she 
“didn’t want to go out because [she] had such a bad complexion,” she “never looked 
anyone in the eye, [she] always looked down,” and she would always wear hats because 
it was “embarrassing.”  She said it was a “hard blow to [her] self-esteem.” 
 Overall, Abby described her college experience as “awful,” and “crappy,” and she 
said she just wants to “get out of here, as fast as [she] can.”  She admits that it is “sad to 
know [that she] didn’t have the best college years, like a lot of people had,” but she is 
glad that she is “graduating with honors and got…good grades and a good degree,” if not 
a good social life. 
 Current situation.  At the time of the interview, Abby was living in an apartment 
off campus with a roommate.  She had been dating a man for about three months, whom 
she described as “a really great guy.”  She said that being with him is “a good 
experience,” and “it just puts a little faith back that there are, there’s decent guys out 
there.”  They are not planning on continuing the relationship long distance, although he 
was going to visit Abby when she returned home. 
 Future Plans.  Abby’s plans after graduation were to return home and live with 
her mother.  She said, “I felt like I haven’t relaxed for a while so, I’m gonna do that this 
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summer, find a nice little job, go to school, for my, [real estate] license, and really look 
for, a job in the Fall.”  She said she will also help her mother plan her upcoming 
wedding.   
 Abby also discussed a desire to help other athletes with eating disorders.  She 
lamented the fact that she “never had, someone that [she] could talk to, that was, just like 
[her].  Abby said,  
And so I feel like girls, like me like someone who’s gone through what they-and know 
what they’re going through, they need that type a outlet. Ya know and so I’m really tryin-
I really wanna help like, um girls, in college, specifically athletes. Cause I know the 
pressures that sports put onto you, in college, ya know, I do really, when I graduate 
wanna find like some organization that I can be involved with that, for girls like me that’s 
been like me really help them out, be their friend, ya know? ‘Cause I never had that and I 
really wish I would’ve. 
Experience with Bulimia 
 Development of the disorder.  Abby traces the development of her eating disorder 
to the weight she gained her freshman year.  She said that her teammates encouraged she 
and the other freshmen players to overeat, and she described her eating at that time as 
“out of control.”  Abby said that although her pants were getting tighter, she “didn’t 
care,” until one day, a male friend from “back home” who played on the men’s team said 
to her, “yeah Abby, your butt is getting really big.”  Abby said about this comment, “I 
don’t know it’s just in my head but and I was like, ‘oh! I didn’t realize that people 
noticed that I was, gettin’ big,’ and then I kind of, started thinking about it, and I was 
like, ‘wow I’m gettin’ really big,’"  Abby said that after she received this comment she 
“wanted to lose weight, well first so [she] could get some comments…from the guys.”  
She started eating less and when she began to lose weight, according to Abby, “it just 
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spiraled, and kept on going and there was like no stopping point.”  She did receive some 
comments from guys about her weight loss – she remembered being “at a function for 
athletics” during her sophomore year, and “a couple of guys came up to [her], and…they 
were like, ‘you have amazing legs,’ and [she] was like, ‘oh wow.’ Ya know, ‘cool!’”  
Abby said that these comments “fueled the fire” for her to keep losing weight.   
 At this time, during her freshman year, Abby’s roommate, “Trish,” who was on 
her team, “lost a lot of weight too.”   Abby had a crush on the young man from her home 
state who had originally told her that her butt looked big.  Abby later found out that he 
and Trish liked each other, and she “really upset [her].”  She said,  
he wasn’t really my boyfriend I just, hung out with him more than I had with any other 
guy ever and so I was really upset to find out that, they like liked each other and I, I 
thought he liked me and, this is really stupid now but, and so there was kinda like a little 
competition I felt like, between me and her, um, not only on the field but outside the 
field. So when she saw that I was losing weight she started to lose weight. 
Abby said that this also “fueled the fire for [her] to lose more weight.” 
Abby also cited her acne as a motivation to lose weight.  She thought, “people maybe 
would focus on how like, thin I was or how, good I looked, instead of on my face,” 
 Abby first began trying to lose weight during Christmas break of her freshman 
year.  She said that when she went home for break she “joined like a club,” and “started 
like doing like the machines and the treadmills.”  Abby said she had never done this 
before since she exercised through her sports.  Abby said that eventually she lost forty 
pounds in less than a year. 
 Abby said of her continuing weight loss,  
And then it just started, I just continued and continued and there was like, no, I kept 
losing weight and I was like, ‘this is amazing! How am I doing this?’ and people were 
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like, yeah you look good and then they started saying, ‘whoa, are you alright,’ ya know, 
and I’d be like, ‘yeah I’m fine, I’m eatin’ healthy, I’m in great shape and,’ there was like 
no stopping point I kept losing weight it was amazing. " 
 By the time Abby came back to school for her sophomore year, she was very 
thin, and her soccer playing suffered.  She said, “the trainers got worried about me, and I 
had to go through this whole ordeal with like, a nutritionist, and um, and like a 
psychologist.”  Abby said that she had to get “hydrostatic weighed,” and the trainers 
checked her body fat percentage.  She said that this attention, and “all these 
people…concentrated on [her],” also “fueled the fire” for her to keep losing weight.  
Abby also started to isolate herself socially at this time.  She said, “I didn’t wanna go out, 
because I’d, people would make me drink ya know, and, I would rather just go to bed, or 
watch t.v. and, not have those, temptations and people commenting about me.”  She said 
that “there was “no stopping point for [her],” and that “it was really weird,” because she 
“didn’t know how low [she] would go.”   
 In order to lose all of this weight, Abby severely limited her food intake.  She 
said she called it, “healthy eating,” “but really it was…some vegetables, and like meat, 
and that’s it.”  She described a typical day during this time as such: 
I would have like a routine like I’d wake up in the morning at like seven and run like 
eight, ten miles and, and, it was always on my mind like what I was gonna eat next, like 
have the, next meal, set, set up, and I’d always have it like, planned, planned out, like my 
fridge was like, my roommate would be like, ph my God you’re so weird because I’d 
have like, a lot of like certain foods, like fish and stuff, like a lot of it, and she’d be like, 
you’re so weird why do you, like stash like fish and, ‘h, it was just weird and now that I 
look back on it, I’m like, oh my God (I can’t believe I did that), but, it was just 
compulsive like, 
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 Abby said that she “used to count calories like crazy,” in addition to over-
exercising. 
 Abby said that she was not able to play soccer during her junior or senior year 
because her body fat percentage was too low.  She said that by her senior year she got, 
“fed up with being held back from soccer.”  She added, “I was like I can’t do this 
anymore cause it made me really depressing too.”  Abby decided that she wanted to play 
soccer during her last year at school and so she decided to start eating.   
 Abby said that once she started eating things like “bread with peanut butter,” 
she “started to gain weight.”  She said that she gained weight “fast” because “your body 
wants it and retains it all.”  She said it was “scary” to gain weight that fast, and “not be 
able to fit in your clothes anymore.” 
 Abby said once she began eating, “sometimes [she’d] eat too much.”  She said, 
“and this is when, I’d feel like, I started becoming more bulimic, because I would eat so 
much food, and then I would just feel the need that…to have it come out.” She said, 
“there was no gradual, eat a little bit at a time, I was like, oh these foods are amazing I 
haven’t had this- Reese’s cups in a long time, ya know I want more and more and more!  
And that’s, when that started…” 
 Abby said that “all of a sudden it switched,” and at “the end of [her] junior year, 
beginning of [her] senior year, [she] switched to let [her]self eat this, and that’s when, 
[she] started throwing up."  Abby said: 
I would let myself eat some of these foods and I, thought about how good they tasted 
again, ya know cause I hadn’t had them for like years… and then I started to eat all these 
foods that, I hadn’t and I saw my weight start to climb climb climb and then I, I think it 
scared me. That’s when, I started to throw up, so. 
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 Abby said that during this time she felt like she was “torturing” her body.  
When asked what she meant by this, she described bingeing at her summer catering job, 
“and I’d feel to gross so I’d have to run home, and I would go, I remember I’d go in the 
shower and just like puke and then I would go back to work and, I’d do it again."  She 
admitted that there were “times where [she had] been like, ‘Ah I just wanna, to kill 
myself.’”  She said that living “a life like this” was “awful,” and “horrid.”  Abby also 
described how this behavior “would get in the way of [her] life.”  She said she would 
have to “go home and puke,” she would miss classes, and she wasn’t allowed to play 
soccer.  She described one incident where her coach put her in the game but he said, “’if 
you fall down I’m taking you out.’”  According to Abby, “we were like losing and I went 
in and I played for like, four minutes and he took me out cause I fell-a player hit me and I 
feel down and that’s it.”  She added, “So, I’ll always remember that, and-and he said it so 
loud and everyone heard, and I-I it was just really embarrassing.”  Abby also described 
how her behavior kept her socially isolated.  She said that she stayed in town for the 
summers, and got on a “set routine” of eating and working out.  Abby added, “and then 
when people would come back they’d ask me to do stuff and I’d be like, well I’m too 
tired ya know like, cause I was tired, my body had like no energy, and besides the fact 
that I didn’t want to go drinking.”  Abby said she didn’t want to go drinking because she 
didn’t want to ingest the calories.   
 Abby described eating disorders as a “female issue.”  When asked to explain 
further she said, “Because uh, just like gets down to like, you wanna attract like guys like 
it’s like your, it’s like natural.”   
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 Currently.  Abby described herself as “in recovery,” because she is no longer 
bingeing and purging “four or five times a day” like she was before.  She said that she 
“[tries] to eat like a really good breakfast,” and she tries “to stay away from 
cafeterias…cause they’re bad.”  She described how she tries to find other activities to do 
besides bingeing, such as people-watching or going for a walk, since she binges when she 
is bored.   
 Abby admitted that she still binges and purges about three times a week, and she 
exercises for about two hours every day.   
 She described bingeing like being in a “compulsive zone.”  For example, she 
talked about being in this zone when she is in a cafeteria: “everyone like goes away and 
you just like…there’d be like cookies in a basket and I’d like take like handfuls and just 
like stand there and eat ‘em and I-I’d I don’t know what people thought of me but!”  She 
admitted that she didn’t “pay for the food,” and said, “I didn’t feel like good enough to 
pay for this food that I would eventually eat and then it would all come up.”  Abby 
admitted that now she realizes “its so wrong,” “but at that compulsive time…[she] didn’t 
even care.”  When discussing her recovery, Abby said: 
So I’ve come to that point where, I can start to feel myself like, go into like, get into that, 
like compulsive zone where I’m like, I’m gonna eat everything that I haven’t gotten to eat 
in the past I mean, and I feel good about that I’m starting to and I can walk by cafeterias 
without walking in and being like, ‘mm, I’m just gonna have a cookie,’ Cause I know 
that leads into more and then, just the cookie. I-I’m starting to be able to, and where 
before I would just be able to like go to the cafeteria, like a lot, like four times a day, ya 
know. 
 Abby also described a recent binge where she ate a lot of bagels and couldn’t 
purge them.  She described feeling really sick afterwards and said, “it’s good for me 
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sometimes like not to throw up because I suffer, like, and I know that I, probably gained 
like five pounds of bread, I mean it-and that taught me now that, like if I ever get offered 
that again I’m gonna be like, no cause I didn’t wanna feel like that way again.”  She 
added that she “learned from that one.” 
 Since Abby has been “in recovery” her weight has leveled out.  She said that 
when she goes home, “people that saw [her] when [she] was that skinny are gonna be 
like, ‘oh she gained a lot of weight back,’” and she said she doesn’t “wanna be around 
them commenting about [her] weight getting back up.” 
 Abby also said that she thinks she’ll “always have that in [her] head.”  When 
asked what she meant she said,  
Just, that thing that I can’t, eat too many of these cookies or else, I’ll, have to like, throw 
up and I hate that, I hate that. So sick of it, it’s been like years, I-I’ve had this problem 
for, three and a half years now and I’m, sick of it. 
 Descriptions of bingeing. As was previously mentioned, Abby described 
bingeing as being in “the zone.”  When asked to describe “the zone” she stated: 
Its like no-I don’t care about anyone, like if I bump into them, I don’t care.  I just go on I 
keep, and usually I’m like oh I’m so sorry ya know and I look in-them in their eye and 
I’m like, ya know I’m sorry I, bumped into you ya know. And I see people I know and 
I’m in-I’m in like this hurried like, bingeing stage, I see people I know I’m like, ‘hey.’and 
I like look away like, and they’re like wanna talk to me and I’m like, ‘don’t talk to me,’ 
ya know.  And they’re, I don’t know you just completely don’t care about anything but 
eating a bunch of just, food. 
 Abby also said that when she is in “the zone,” her “mind races” and “her body 
temperature rises,” and she has thoughts like, “hmm, I want, or ooh I haven’t had this for 
a long time this would taste really good.”   
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 Abby was aware that some things will trigger a binge, including; when she is 
stressed for an exam; when her blood sugar is low, especially if she doesn’t eat a good 
breakfast; and when she is bored.  She said that “during exam time [her] stress levels go 
like yay high,” and she described what would often happen after an exam: 
after an exam I would like, be like this ya know like my brain was like fried and I’d be 
like, ‘Ah, what do I do what do I do?’ and I’d be like, ‘Oh! I know I’m gonna go have 
some cookies!’ It would be like such relief (h) and then afterwards I would feel like total 
crap even more than, after the exam ya know? 
 Abby said that after she binged she would get “pissed off at [her]self,” and that 
she would admonish herself for eating so much and for “puking.” 
 Abby described several recent binges in detail.  She said, “about a month ago I 
bought, like a lot of chocolate candy bars and I ate them all, and I didn’t feel too well 
after that."  She also talked about a recent binge where she was at a bagel shop and the 
worker offered her a “whole bag” of bagels that he was going to throw out.  She 
described the episode as follows: 
and I was like, ‘huh! Oh man and this is like, nine at night and I was studying and I was 
like, ‘oh Gosh, oh don’t give me these!’ but I was like, ‘yeah I’ll take em I’ll give some 
to my roommate,’ D: um-hmm. A: [LF] Well, definitely didn’t get to my roommate I ate 
about (.) like four bagels there, I mean that’s a these are big bagels that Einstein’s has. D: 
um-hmm. A: I ate about four bagels there. I put like, honey on it. And I-I eat it so fast I 
don’t even enjoy it. Like, and then I know when I, when I start to get like this 
compulsiveness, I get really hot too and like sweaty. D: um-hmm. A: I feel like I get hot 
and sweaty and like my mind just races and so I was just eating these bagels and they 
tasted so good and I had like honey on em. And then I went home, and then I knew I was 
like, oh screw it, it was like ten at night and I was like, I’m gonna eat, like the rest of 
these, and so then I started, I like toasted like two of ‘em and then I put like, syrup on one 
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of ‘em and then on another one I put, a bunch of butter, D: um-hmm. A: and, I ate those 
and by, by the time my stomach-I mean these are breads and like, I don’t even eat ‘em I 
inhale them, D: hmm. A: and so my stomach was like, getting bigger and bigger and was 
just-and then I really couldn’t eat anymore, I couldn’t put anything in my stomach, and I 
knew I had a stomach like this big of just, bread, D: um-hmm. A: just like not even 
chewed it was, awful.  
 She said that “the day afterwards [she] got extremely sick,” and she “vomited” 
and “dry heaved every hour.”  She said it was an “awful experience.” 
 Recovery.  Abby has seen two counselors for her eating disorder.  The first was 
a “sports therapist,” who she was forced to see by those in charge of her team.  She said 
“he was crazy” and it was “a complete waste,” and “like two and a half hours of awful.”  
She also saw a psychologist who “did a lot with art.”  About her Abby said, “I just wasn’t 
into that like, cut out magazine pictures of what…you think is, the ideal and what you 
think, should be the ideal and, she was very artsy and, paint and pictures and stuff.” 
 Abby credits her “recovery” with her desire to play sports again.  She said she 
“knew this was [her] last chance to play sport” and she said “I don’t care I’m gonna buy 
all-I’m gonna buy all new clothes, I don’t care.” 
 Abby talked very often about how “great” she felt now that she was in recovery.  
For example, she said, “it’s great ‘cause I used to work-out every day like, four hours a 
day, and I would kill my body and now I go to the gym for maybe and hour and a half 
and I feel great and I leave and I, go on with the rest of my day.”  She also talked about 
how she “learned how to eat good meals” so that her blood sugar doesn’t drop and trigger 
a binge.  She said, “But now that I eat good like, decent meals I don’t, like afterwards, 
maybe I’ll have like a cookie and I’ll be like great."  She also discussed how she has 
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learned to control herself, for example by not eating a whole jar of peanut butter.  She 
said, “I love it but I’ll like have it on a banana and be like great.”  She also said that she 
has stopped counting calories and that she’s “excited to start a new life,” because she 
feels like she’s learned a lot “these past four years.” 
 Abby said she feels “freer…without all the constraints [she has] put on herself.”  
She discussed how she has learned to find other things to do rather than binge, and how 
she has learned to talk herself out of a binge and relax.  She described this as such: 
I, just kinda sit down and like breathe, and wha-kinda think about like, yeah it was a 
really hard exam but, if I go and I go out and I do this then it’s gonna be double, double 
awful than what I feel like right now so just, close your eyes and relax. 
 Food.  Abby talked about food very often throughout the interview.  She 
discussed “healthy eating,” such as eating “fish,” some vegetables and some meat,” and 
“two eggs.”  She discussed restricting certain foods such as “carbs” and alcohol.  She also 
discussed her favorite foods, often excitedly. For example, she talked about peanut butter 
five times, such as when she said, "Like, oh man, what-I would eat jars of peanut butter, I 
still have, I love peanut butter that’s like my, fixation, [LF] D: hmm. A: I love peanut 
butter and…”  She also became excited when discussing “junk food,” for example when 
she said,  
"I worked at a catering business, um, the summer of my junior year, and, we had like 
cookies, D: um-hmm. A: and that was awesome!  Like cookies and muffins and donuts, I 
just loved it all. Candy-chocolate candy. I mean, I couldn’t get enough of it." 
 Abby also talked about cookies at least 11 times throughout the interview, such 
as: "I can walk by cafeterias without walking in and being like, ‘mm, I’m just gonna have 
a cookie,’ Cause I know that leads into more and then, just the cookie."  Other foods she 
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discussed in detail were pizza, macaroni and cheese, doughnuts, muffins, bagels, candy 
bars, Reese’s cups, honey, butter, and popcorn. 
 Abby related one story of being in “the zone” in a cafeteria, where she stuck her 
finger in the icing of a piece of cake that was in the trash can and licked it.  She said, 
“like now when I think about it that’s so gross.  I would never do that-I would go buy a 
new piece of cake or whatever but at that time, I remember I mean I would like go 
through like, and like and eat like other people’s like what they didn’t want."  Abby 
admitted to being preoccupied with food (although not in those words).  She described 
“the zone” as, “you just completely don’t care about anything but eating a bunch of just, 
food.”  When discussing her life during this time she said, “Um, but I just had no like, 
social life and, it was just, and food was always on my mind like when I was losing 
weight, it was just, food and school." 
Experience of Self 
 “Huge Jock.” It was clear from her interviews that being an athlete plays a large 
part in Abby’s identity.  She mentioned sports as having a significant role in all aspects of 
her life since her childhood.  She also cited sports as helping her to “get respect” and 
friends in high school, and she described how she used sports as “an outlet” when her 
parents were divorcing.  She mentioned that her coaches and her teammates formed her 
social network and support system growing up.  She also noticed a difference between 
high school and college athletics, because “playing a sport is like [her] job,” and so there 
is more pressure.  Her college team didn’t seem to play as much of a social or supportive 
role, and Abby admitted thinking that her teammates were talking about her behind her 
back. 
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 Focus on school.  Abby described herself as a “straight bullet” in terms of her 
academic career.   She said she “always [had] a plan,” and never “relaxed.”  She also 
described herself as “compulsive” about having everything “organized and neat and nice 
and clean.”  She said she was a “perfectionist” and that “everything had to be perfect.”  
She admitted that she “worried a lot…about exams and stuff.”  She said that she never 
felt pressure from her family to do well in school, and she thinks part of it had to do with 
her eating disorder, because she used school work as an excuse not to socialize 
 Now more relaxed.  Abby spoke often about how much more relaxed she was at 
the time of the interview.  She said, “I just, I feel good and I feel, I’m more positive about 
like, my future, that its not always on my mind it’s like a great-I feel free.”  She also 
stated that now that she “[doesn’t] have this problem anymore, [she] feel[s] more relaxed 
about life and about everything.” 
 Feels stronger now.  Abby also spoke often about feeling “stronger” after her 
experience with her eating disorder.  She said she learned that she has “been through 
really bad crappy, times and, [she] still survive[d].”   
 Concern for others.  Abby often expressed concern for other girls and women 
with eating disorders and a desire to help them.  She said,  
And I’m glad that I, could recover where some people like can’t, ya know even in their, 
when they get really, older like women, that still have this problem I feel really bad for 
them because it, you shouldn’t live like that. It’s not worth, it’s not like worth like being 
that skinny. 
 She also said, “it always like, fascinated me how, really a lot of girls have this but 
you can never really tell.” 
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 Concern about what men think.  Abby often seemed concerned with what men 
might think of her.  She said, “I felt like I had to be perfect to be around them for them to 
like me like I had to be really skinny.”  Several times she mentioned her male friend’s 
comment about her butt as the impetus for her to lose weight, and said that her motivation 
to continue losing weight was to “get comments from guys.”  She also said that she is 
glad she is in recovery because, “guys don’t want to be with a girl who, doesn’t have fun 
and doesn’t drink and, go out to eat…” 
 “This is my problem.”Abby often talked about the eating disorder as “her 
problem.”  For example she said, “I guess everyone has their problems ya know, and, 
some people wear it, and some people don’t and everyone has problems and issues and 
this was one of mine."  She also compared her problem to other people’s addictions.  She 
said, “this is my addiction,” and said, “that helps too in, in getting better, I feel like, 
knowing that everyone has their problems and this is mine.”  She also said that she never 
thought “this would happen to [her], ever,” but now she has realized that, “something was 
wrong with me and something’s been wrong with me, for a while. " 
Psychodynamic Assessment 
Rorschach responses interpreted in light of biographical narrative 
Experience of testing 
 Abby gave 17 responses (R) to the Rorschach, which is within the normal 
range.  Her Lambda (L) of 0.42 is low, suggesting that she was more involved with inner 
experiences during the test. 
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Affect 
 Abby’s EB of 3:1.5 indicates that she is ambitent, and therefore has no 
characteristic way of solving problems.  Sometimes she uses self-reflection and other 
times she will look to the external world for help.  Her FC:CF+C ratio of 1:1 is low on 
the FC side and therefore suggests that Abby has difficulty moderating her emotions and 
may act on them impulsively at times.  However, her Affective ratio (Afr) of .22 is very 
low and suggests that Abby often withdraws from emotional situations.  Abby gave 2 S 
responses which indicate she is experiencing some anger, however, since two of these 
occurred in her first two responses, they are likely due to being unprepared for the 
testing.   
 Three of Abby’s responses were blends, which is within the normal range.  
However, all three of these blends had the same determinants: FM
a
.FD.  FM typically 
signifies an awareness of unmet need states, particularly base survival needs such as food 
and shelter.  Since FD indicates introspection, the presence of these two determinants 
together so often, suggests that Abby is doing a lot of thinking about how to meet these 
basic needs.  This was certainly supported by her interview, as Abby seemed preoccupied 
with food, and spoke often about how she is trying to eat balanced meals and satisfy her 
hunger so that she does not binge.   
Controls 
 Abby’s EA of 4.5 is low, and suggests that Abby has lower than normal positive 
coping resources.  Her es of 7 is normal, and therefore suggests she is experiencing a 
moderate amount of negative forces in her life.  Her D and Adjusted D of 0, however, 
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indicate that these positive resources and negative forces are balanced, although any extra 
stress might be experienced negatively.   
Self-perception 
 Abby’s egocentricity index (3r+(2)/R) index of 0.24 is low, and suggests that 
she has poor self-esteem and a tendency to see oneself unfavorably as compared to 
others.  Abby also had 3 FD responses, which is slightly elevated and indicates that she is 
engaged in some self-introspection.  However, as mentioned above, all of these FD 
responses occurred in blends with FM
a 
determinants, so Abby’s introspection seems 
likely to be concerned more with basic, unmet needs, such as hunger and satiety.  She 
gave 1 An response, and 1 MOR response, both are within the normal range.   
 Abby gave 3 FQ- responses, which can indicate distorted self-percepts.  Closer 
examination of some of these responses may give further information about distorted 
self- perception.  The first of these responses was to Card III, and it was “the top portion 
of a beetle” with “jaws and little like fangs.”  The second was to the same card and was a 
black widow.  Both of these responses are aggressive or malevolent animals, suggesting 
that Abby’s darker images of herself can be distorted.  All of these responses are animals, 
which is more common in children and suggests some immaturity. 
Interpersonal Perception 
 Abby gave 2 Cooperation (COP) responses, which is within the normal range 
and suggests that Sam understands the positive benefits of interpersonal relationships.  
She also had 0 Aggressive (AG) responses, indicating that she is not concerned with 
aggressive thoughts or impulses.  Her active to passive movement ratio (a:p) of 6:2 is 
normal.  Her isolation index score (Isolate/R) of 0.06 is below the norm and indicates that 
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Abby has a lot of interest in being around others and having interpersonal relationships.  
Her total human content score of 4 and her Pure H score of 3 are also normal and 
indicate that Abby has a healthy interest in others, and that she sees others realistically.  
Abby had 1 personal (PER) response, which may indicate a defensive tendency to 
attempt to justify or rationalize her experience.  This tendency was noted in the interview, 
when Abby seemed very defensive about “her problem” (see “this is my problem” 
section above).  Abby also gave 6 Popular (P) responses, which is on the higher side of 
normal, and suggests that she invests a good deal of energy wanting to “fit in.”  This was 
also supported by the interview, as Abby was often curious about other girls with eating 
disorders and wanted to be able to relate to them.  She also often cited other people’s 
reactions and perceptions of her as motivation for her behavior.  Along similar lines, 
Abby also gave 2 Clothing (Cg) responses, which suggest a concern with appearances 
and how she appears to others.   
 Abby had 4 pair (2) responses, further examination of which might shed 
additional light on how she views interpersonal relationships.  The first was to Card II, 
and it was of “two people holding hands.  The second pair response was to Card III, 
where Abby saw “two women watering something.”  The women were identified by their 
“boobs” and “high heels”.  The third pair response was to Card VII and was “two little 
girls, looking at each other with their ponytails in the air.”  They were wearing skirts and 
had no legs.  The fourth pair response was to Card VIII and was “two bears climbing 
something.”  All of these responses, like most of Abby’s responses, were quite simple, 
and three of them were Popular responses.  All of the pairs were clearly engaged in 
activity with each other, and none were behaving aggressively.  This seems to suggests 
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that Abby sees relationships as benevolent and not necessarily complex, in other words, 
what you see is what you get.  The only other pattern worth noting was that in the inquiry 
phase of all of these responses Abby mentioned the body parts and or clothes of the 
figures as how she identified them.  This seems to support her tendency noted throughout 
the interview of being concerned about others, particularly others bodies, and how her 
body might appear to others.  It seems her perception of relationships stays on this very 
surface-oriented plane, without much going on beneath that. 
 Finally, it is worth mentioning that Abby turned the cards around a great deal.  
Weiner (2003) describes several styles of card turning, and Abby fit the profile of the 
“systematic” card turner.  According to Weiner, this type of card turning “suggests a 
compulsive personality style marked by rigidity, inflexibility, and a penchant for 
orderliness.  People who turn the cards systematically are likely to be conscientious, 
dedicated, and disciplined individuals who follow strict sets of rules and take their lives 
and their responsibilities seriously.” (p. 218)  By her own admission, Abby is 
“compulsive” (see “perfectionist” section above) and is the type of person to plan 
everything out.  In fact, she was so rigid about her severe diet and exercise schedule that 
she stuck to it for years even through she was completely miserable and could not 
participate in her favorite pastime: soccer.    
Relational Voice 
The following themes emerged through listening to Abby’s “relational voice.” 
Past Relationships (before college) 
 Before attending college, Abby enjoyed many relationships.  She said she had “a 
lot of friends” in high school, and was also close with her coaches and teammates.  She 
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had a very close relationship with her mother, they were and are “best friends,” and she 
often served as the “mediator” between her mother and her brother when they fought.  
Abby’s relationship with her father was troubled, as she was hurt by his infidelity 
towards her mother and how he broke up the family.  She said, “I’m trying to build that 
relationship back but still its never gonna be like a hundred percent." 
Current Relationships 
 Abby has much less of a support network since she has been in college.  Other 
than a friendly relationship with her roommate, Abby’s only relationship locally is with 
her boyfriend, whom she has been seeing for about three months.  She describes their 
relationship as “good,” and said she is “bummed” that she is leaving because he “makes 
[her] so happy.”  She said this is the “first real relationship” she has had with a man.  
Abby has maintained a strong relationship with her mother, via the phone, and is very 
excited to return home to her.  Abby’s mother and her boyfriend seem to be her two 
sources of interpersonal support right now. 
Concerned with how others perceive her 
 Throughout the interview it became clear that Abby is very concerned with 
other peoples’ perceptions of her.  She often discussed how others talked about her, and 
she seemed to use that as a way to retroactively gauge how healthy and disordered she 
was.  In other words, if she remembered people commenting that she was too skinny, she 
surmised that she was unhealthy at that time.  Along those lines she talked very often 
about how others might see and comment on her body.  She discussed how positive 
comments from others such as “wow, you look really good,” and attention from others 
toward her body (such as her coaches weighing her hydrostatically) motivated her to keep 
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losing weight.  She also mentioned worrying that her friends from home will notice and 
comment on her recent weight gain, and often talked about how she thought others were 
probably talking about her body, such as: 
and I knew girls were probably like, ‘gosh’. And they say they like, supported me but I 
don’t know. I know how girls are and, how they, they chat and stuff about, people and, 
I’m sure it was going on about me too now. And they see-a lot of them see me now and 
they say I look a lot better.  
 Abby also imagined that others might belittle her eating disorder, and played out 
these conversations in the interview, such as when she said, “they’re probably like, hmm, 
that sucks for you, ya know,” in a sarcastic tone.  Abby also mentioned that the 
competition she felt between herself and her former roommate motivated her to lose 
weight.  She stated, “I was like well, if she’s gonna do it, than I can do it too." 
 Abby seemed to attribute the loss of all of her friends in college to the fact that 
they were talking about her.  She said she felt like she was the “focus” and that “everyone 
was commenting about [her].”  She also said,  
I lost like a lot of my friends and I felt like everyone talked about me, even in the, 
athletic department like a lot of other people on sports teams knew obviously that, I’d 
lost a, tremendous amount of weight and, I felt like everyone talked about me, 
 She also said that she “thought they weren’t very good friends anyways ‘cause 
they didn’t stick with [her] through all this,” and so she didn’t want to try and get them 
back.  Abby talked about a former roommate of hers whom stopped being friends with 
because, Abby “felt like she talked about [her] more with her boyfriend.”  Abby said that 
she felt this woman was “not a good friend,” because of this. 
 Finally, Abby was very concerned with how men perceive her as well.  Her 
initial impetus to lose weight was because a guy commented that her butt looked big, and 
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she said that she wanted to lose weight so that she could “get comments from guys.”  
When she did receive positive comments from guys about her legs, this “fueled the fire” 
for her to keep losing weight.  She said that she was “afraid” of guys because she “felt 
like [she] had to be perfect” and “really skinny” “to be around them.”  She also talked 
about how she doesn’t want to be that skinny anymore because she talks to “a lot of guys 
and they say that they definitely would rather have, girls with curves and stuff like that.”  
She also said that she is glad she is not being as restrictive with her food intake because, 
“guys don’t want to be with a girl who doesn’t have fun and doesn’t drink and, go out to 
eat.”  Also, Abby discussed her belief that eating disorders are primarily attributable to 
the fact that women want to attract men.   
Isolation/ Loneliness 
 Abby often discussed how she has been extremely isolated and lonely during 
her four years of college.  She partially attributed this to the acne she developed in 
college, which caused her to be less social due to embarrassment.  She said that her 
“social life was nonexistent” because she “never looked anyone in the eye.”  Abby began 
college with some friends, however, a fight between her freshman roommate and herself 
over a guy they both had a crush on caused her to lose that friendship.  Competition with 
this woman also led to her weight loss efforts, which caused her to further isolate herself 
socially.  Abby said that she had no social life because, as she said, “food was always on 
my mind like when I was losing weight, it was just, food and school."  Abby admitted 
that this preoccupation with food and exercise, as well as the constant fatigue kept her 
from developing a social life.  She often talked about how lonely she felt, for example, 
when she said:  
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"So I don’t, and just no friends like, makes a big di-difference in people I-people’s lives 
and stuff ya know. D: People’s lives? A: Yeah I just, I mean I don’t see, I could see why 
people that don’t have friends and like communicate with people now are so sad and, you 
can’t live a life in isolation I feel like. D: um-hmm. A: And that’s how I, I felt like I did 
for, two-at least two and a half years." 
 Abby also lamented the fact that she had no one to talk to because of her 
isolation.  She said, “I never felt that I could really go to anyone, I’d always cry by 
myself ya know.”  She talked often about how far away her family and friends were.   
 Abby also discussed how she didn’t date because she had trouble trusting men. 
 Finally, Abby discussed how being alone leads to bingeing sometimes.  She 
said, “when I was alone I wouldn’t necessarily be hungry I’d just be alone so I felt like 
I’d, wanna eat like, food.” 
Concern for Others 
 Abby often discussed a concern for other people.  For example, she talked about 
seeing other girls with eating disorders and said that she “feel[s] so bad for them because 
[she] know[s] how they feel.  She also talked about her desire to help other young women 
athletes battling eating disorders, like herself - how she wants to “help them out and be 
their friend.”  She discussed how when she would go to a psychologist, she would ask the 
psychologist if she could meet her other patients with eating disorders.  She said,  
I always wanted to meet the other girls and I don’t know if I wanted to meet them to just 
see what they looked like to see if I looked like them to see if I really fit this, or if I really 
wanted to like talk to someone about, and relate, I think I also really wanted to talk to 
someone and be like, ‘do you feel this way when this happens,’ ya know, and I’d always 
be like, ‘can I like meet them,’ ‘can I’- and she’d be like, well, I’m trying to get some 
groups together and, I just always wanted to meet these girls and talk with them… 
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 Similarly, at the close of our time together Abby asked me about the other 
participants.  She asked if I had girls in the study that “are still having problems,” and she 
asked me if they cried. 
Desire to be with others 
 Abby also showed that she enjoyed being with others.  Of time spent with her 
boyfriend she said, “it’s just so nice to have someone there and hang out with someone.”  
Later she talked about having friends and she said, “it’s so good and everyone should 
have friends and, someone to like, be by you cause when you’re alone it just fuels like, 
more, like I’d just get so out of control when I was alone…”   
 Abby also discussed excitement about meeting men and the possibility of 
forming new relationships when she returns home, although several times she said that 
she can’t imagine being in a long-term, serious relationship. 
 She also talked often about wanting to be closer to her friends and family back 
home, especially her mom.  Her mother seems to be her primary source of emotional 
support.  Abby said that knowing her mom will always be there is “reassuring” and this 
helps her to relax.”  She said that she thought if she had been closer to her mom she 
might not have “gone to such an extreme” with her eating disorder, because she “would 
have had some support, and someone to hug [her]…and [she] can go to and cry.”  She 
also said that being able to talk to her mom and cry in her mom’s physical presence helps 
her to feel better.  
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Emotional Voice 
Lexical  
 Abby most often expressed her emotions lexically.  She spoke very often of 
feeling happy, typically about being with her boyfriend, about her current experience of 
being in recovery for her eating disorder, and of her mother’s upcoming wedding.  She 
also spoke often of feeling sad, most often with regards to her Dad, but also about her 
college experience, being isolated, and her grandmother’s death. 
 Abby also spoke often about feeling excited, usually in regards to her upcoming 
graduation.  She also mentioned feeling lonely quite a bit, and this was usually in the 
context of her college experience and when she binges.  Finally Abby also mentioned 
feeling “awful” a lot, and this was most often in regards to her eating disorder.  
 Other emotions Abby discussed were feeling “bummed” about leaving her 
boyfriend, feeling “bad” about leaving her mother and her brother to go to college, and 
feeling miserable when she was eating disordered and when she “lost all of [her] friends.  
She also talked about being scared or afraid of gaining weight and of men, ashamed 
about her eating disorder, feeling “good” when she restrains from bingeing and when she 
talks to her mom, feeling “upset” when she found out her roommate liked the guy she 
had a crush on, feeling guilty about eating and getting paid for playing soccer when she 
didn’t play, being embarrassed when her coach took her out of the game and about 
talking to others about bulimia, feeling angry at herself for bingeing and in the past when 
her mom couldn’t pick her up, feeling stressed during exam times, as well as feeling 
bored, apathetic, and gross. 
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Enacting 
 Abby did enact an expression of emotion fairly often.   By this I mean she acted 
out a previous expression.  For example, to express how others were shocked at her 
weight loss, she imitated them saying, “whoa!” She also imitated herself exclaiming, 
“this is amazing!” when she first began to lose weight.  She also enacted disgust, saying 
“that is so gross!” and pleasure, often by exclaiming something was “cool!” or 
“awesome.”  Finally, many of the emotions expressed by her enacting expressions are 
hard to pinpoint, such as when she exclaimed, “I know! I’m gonna have some cookies!” 
or when she thought to herself about the offering of bagels, “oh gosh, oh don’t give me 
these!” 
Metaphorical 
 Abby used metaphorical speech three times to express emotions.  To express 
frustration with not being able to lose more weight (in the past) she said she was “going 
nuts.” 
 To express a general bad feeling she would have after bingeing, she said she 
would feel like “total crap.” 
 When she described feeling angry at her mom for not being able to pick her up 
from school because she was working, she said “that stunk.” 
Embodied 
 Abby laughed or giggled often throughout the interview.  There was no clear 
pattern to this, however, often it seemed like she did so when she was embarrassed or 
nervous, for example, when she had a hard time answering a question, when she 
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discussed something she thought sounded “weird,” or when she alluded to her sex life 
with her boyfriend. 
 Abby’s face was very expressive, and she would often express shock, 
excitement, or other emotions through her eyes and smile.  This most often occurred 
when she was discussing food or bingeing.  Often, as she mentioned a specific food, her 
eyes would open wide, light up, and she would grin.  When she discussed something 
upsetting, such as losing her friends or feeling lonely, her eyes were more downcast, and 
her face more serious. 
 She did not engage in any other overt embodied emotional expression although 
she talked about crying often.  She mostly discussed this in reference to her negative 
college experience, especially feeling lonely and losing her friends.  She also talked about 
crying with her mom, and she said, "it’s better when you’re in person ya know and 
physical, bein-having another physical person around you when you cry, helps me a lot, 
ya know.” 
Meta-emotional discourse 
 Abby talked about her emotional life as well.  Since she seemed to become 
visibly excited when talking about food, I asked her about this.  I think she may have 
gotten embarrassed by my question because she giggled, mumbled, and said “I don’t 
know” a lot.  What follows is my query and her response: 
D: um-hmm. When you talked about before like with the bagels, you kind of got this look 
in your face like you get really excited about it. Is that part of it too? A: Um, D: And, 
what’s that like? A: I get really excited because I, I feel like I, have res-restricted those 
foods for so long, ya know. I don’t know I just, they’re really good [LF] ya know and I 
don’t, [mumbling] I don’t know, I don’t know. I mean my favorite is, peanut butter. 
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 Abby also talked about her desire to have someone to empathize with her 
feelings.  She said, “I’d always wanna relate I guess…to someone else that was feeling 
this way.” 
 She discussed using sports as an outlet for her feelings, especially when she was 
younger to help her cope with her parents’ divorce.  Abby also talked about “pushing her 
feelings down,” with regards to her father and the divorce.  Finally she said that she gets 
“emotional” when she talks about her Dad.  She said she “[tries] not to think about it a 
lot,” because it “brings back emotions.” 
Embodied Voice 
Comportment throughout the interview 
 Excerpted from my process notes written on 4/5/04 
Abby arrived five minutes early.  I had gone to the restroom right before her 
appointment time, and had left my office door open.  When I returned she was 
already sitting on the couch.  Right away she seemed very bubbly.  She was 
medium to average height and average to slender build.  She had light blond hair 
pulled back into a long braid.  She was dressed very sporty – she wore a matching 
gray college sweat-suit, with a white v-neck t-shirt, and sneakers.  She also had a 
tiny piercing in her nose, in the cartilage part of the ear – the part closest to the 
face, and in her tongue (I could tell when she talked).  She didn’t seem to be 
wearing any make-up, but she seemed to have some acne on her forehead that was 
either covered over with foundation or healing.  She had big bright blue eyes that 
seemed always to be wide –open.   
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Abby made eye contact throughout the interview and she talked very easily and 
quickly.  She talked so fast sometimes that I felt dizzy.  Also, although her speech 
was fast, it seemed shallow.  Her mood seemed very bright, cheery, and bubbly.  
At times, possibly because of the bubbliness and the wide-open eyes, she didn’t 
seem very intelligent, but I think that she is.  In other words, what she said was 
intelligent, but how she said it seemed immature and not so smart.   At many 
times during the interview Abby would get excited what she was talking about, 
especially when she described the food she would eat during a binge.  She sat 
cross-legged in the same chair, but her face and hands were very expressive.  She 
would close her eyes, smile, frown, wrinkle up her nose in disgust, roll her eyes, 
draw her hands up to her mouth, cover her eyes with her hands, and clench her 
fists, depending on what she was talking about.  A few times she seemed to 
struggle with what she was saying, and she would play with her hands or put her 
hands up to her mouth.   
 Excerpted from my process notes written on 4/7/04: 
Abby arrived for the interview about 10 minutes early and we got started.  She 
was casually dressed in jeans, a white t-shirt, a zip-up hooded sweatshirt, and 
sneakers.  Her hair was pulled back in a loose bun.  She had a red mark on her 
nose like she had been picking at it.  She seemed a little more relaxed today and 
talked easily and quickly like she had before.  She made eye contact and smiled 
often.  She was animated again - using her hands as she talked.  She seemed to get 
a little teary eyed as she talked about her father, but I am not sure. 
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Embodied action during the interview 
 As mentioned above, although Abby sat still throughout both interviews, her 
hands and face were very expressive.  Unfortunately, the only instance of embodied 
expression marked in the interview transcript was when Abby laughed or giggled.  (See 
“embodied emotional expression” section above) 
Talking about her body 
 Abby talked extremely often about her body, much more so than any of the 
other participants.  She talked about specific body parts for example, when her stomach 
would get “huge” after bingeing, her butt, her legs, her face and skin, and the fact that she 
now has “curves,” whereas before she “felt like…a boy.” 
 Abby also talked about her exercise habits, such as the fact that she used to try 
to work out after bingeing.  She said,  
but even when I would um, I would eat a lot ya know as I said and when I couldn’t get it 
out I’d go and work out, that wasn’t a good idea either. Cause it’d all be in my stomach, 
and, I’d get like cramps and I’d feel like it come up-I, start to come up and I’d be running 
and I’d have to like stop and be like, ‘whoa,’ I don’t, ya know. It was a stupid idea 
because, my stomach would be, I’d be so full and I’d try to run and (h) ya know it was 
not gonna work. 
 Abby discussed her weight often, such as gaining the “freshman fifteen,” how 
she “gained like fifteen pounds in a month!” once she started eating regularly again, what 
she weighed at her slimmest, and what she weighs currently.  She also talked often about 
her body’s set weight, and said “I feel like my body weight is set around one forty.”  
Abby also talked about body fat such as when she said she was “eight percent,” and she 
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had to get to “twelve percent” to play soccer.  She also said, “You need like that muscle 
like, and you need that extra fat to, play especially soccer and basketball.” 
 Abby talked often about clothes size as well.  She talked about how she “had to 
buy all new clothes,” when she lost weight, and how she “got into…like twenty-six size 
waist jeans, which is like, unbelievable, like it’s like wrong its so small.”  She also talked 
about how she did not want to “give up” her “tiny, size two jean shorts,” and how she 
first wanted to lose weight so that she could “fit into [her] jeans again.” 
 Perhaps most interestingly, Abby often discussed her body as if it had it’s own 
subjectivity, for example talking about what her body “wanted,” and what “made it 
happy.”  Some of  examples of this are listed below: 
§ “like your body like wants you to eat all this food.” 
§ “because your body wants it and it retains it all and that’s how you gain the weight so 
fast.” 
§ “your body, has a certain point where, it wants you to be happy at” 
§ “And I know I’m never gonna get like, really big, like my body won’t let me get like 
really big like it didn’t want me to, to get that skinny" 
§ “and I was like, ‘I hope you learn from this,’ that, this is not a good thing to do, your 
body doesn’t like all this at one point,” 
§ "but I think once your body like, gets that low, it just wants like everything like fatty and, 
ya know it just wants you to gain that weight." 
§ “and the factor that I was so tired, I, my body, wouldn’t let me,” 
§ “And I’ve really come to realize that your body wants you to be at a certain place. " 
 Abby also discussed food and hunger.  For example, she talked about 
how she has learned to “eat like a good breakfast,” and eat “good meals all day,” 
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so that her blood sugar doesn’t drop, which often precipitates a binge.  She said, 
“I’m eating, better meals that fill me up longer and, I’m happy with that." 
 Abby talked about other peoples’ bodies as well.  For example, she 
talked about seeing other girls at the gym who she thinks are eating disordered.  
She said,  
I can tell girls that, like at the gym I can see them, and I’d be like, ‘oh my gosh,’ like that 
used to be me like, they’re there like all the time, like really drawn faces, and when I was 
really skinny I had, like my face was really like skele-I looked like a skeleton, I had like 
you could see my ribs, and I can look at them, and they’re really pale and their eyes are 
like, 
 She also discussed media figures and stated that she thought these “role models” 
were getting bigger.  She said, “like I really like like Beyoncé, and, Jennifer Lopez,” 
because “they look healthy,” as opposed to skinnier women such as “Calista Flockhart,” 
who are “way too skinny when you can see like their, bones, in their chests of their shirts 
it’s just gross.” 
 Abby also talked often about somatic feeling states, such as getting “hot and 
sweaty” and feeling her “body temperature rise,” right before she is about to binge.  She 
also talked about feeling “weak,” and “extremely sick,” after the last time she binged, and 
feeling like she used to “wear her body down,” when she was restricting and over-
exercising.   Finally, she talked about the ways she uses her body to stop herself from 
bingeing, such as when she tries to “just kinda sit down and like breathe.” 
 Finally, even Abby’s childhood memories were all embodied.  She remembered 
hanging upside down on her “favorite jungle gym,” and “riding [her] bike.” 
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Bodily metaphors 
 Abby used some bodily-based metaphors as well.  She said that when she was in 
high school she “ate like a beast.”   
 Twice she said she was “sick of it,” and both times were referring to her eating 
disorder.  She also said she was “fed up” with not being able to play soccer. 
 Finally, she used the phrase, “fueled the fire” at least five times in the interview, 
usually referring to things that would motivate her to lose more weight, for example, she 
said, “I don’t know, kinda fueled the fire I guess, ‘cool now guys are commenting on 
how, good my legs look,’ ya know.” Twice she used the phrase to talk about how being 
alone is often a factor in bingeing.  She said, “when you’re alone, and you have problems 
like I have, then you just fuel it and it just, builds up and builds up and builds up." 
Interactive Reflexivity 
My experience of the first interview 
 Excerpted from process notes written on 4/5/04: 
 My experience: 
I don’t know why, but I felt a little put-off by her bubbliness right from the start.  
I didn’t feel as connected to her as I had with the other participants.  At times I 
felt bored or found myself not paying attention to her story.  I think I started to 
feel really annoyed every time she talked about how much better she is now – 
which she did very often, and it seemed like every time I tried to ask her to 
describe an emotional experience.  I was also annoyed at several times during the 
interview due to other circumstances.  We were sitting against a wall that borders 
on the department mail room.  At around noon I could hear very load voices in 
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that room talking and laughing.  I could also recognize the voices as some of my 
classmates and could recognize one of my professor’s laughs.  They were very 
loud for about 15-20 minutes and I became more and more annoyed until I left the 
room and told them to keep it down, but by that time they were already leaving.  
Then, I received a phone call on my office phone, which never happens, from one 
of my students. This student has not been to class in probably 2 weeks and she did 
not show up for the exam that morning.  Before I could ask to call her back, she 
started talking to me and telling me that her ex-boyfriend hung himself and that 
was why she missed the exam (he survived and was in the hospital).  This got me 
more annoyed because she is one of those students who is always involved in this 
type of drama and constantly has such excuses.  Interestingly, Abby didn’t seem 
to be bothered at all by either situation.  I also found myself several times thinking 
about other things, such as what I had to do later that day, and being angry at this 
student.   
 
I also felt a lot more distanced from her, and felt much less inclined to self-
disclose.  For example, there was a part of the interview at the end where Abby 
talked about wanting to speak about her e.d. with people who had been through it 
and she kind of gave me a questioning look, where she seemed to be wondering if 
I had ever had such experiences.  However, I just smiled and nodded, and I didn’t 
offer anything of my experience like I had with the past 2 participants. 
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Our interaction: 
Our interaction seemed to flow fairly easily, however, there seemed to be more of 
a researcher-subject hierarchy this time.  I think this might be because she seemed 
so “young” to me, and by young I mean emotionally and psychically.  I felt a lot 
more mature than her, and I felt almost judgemental.  Abby, however, seemed to 
be very comfortable speaking with me.  As I previously stated, her mood 
remained consistently bright and cheery throughout most of the interview, except 
for one or two more pensive moments.  She was also very animated, while I was 
more laid-back and subdued.  I pretty much sat back in my chair and took notes, 
although I did nod my head often and asked questions.   
My experience of the second interview 
 Excerpted from process notes written on 4/7/04: 
My experience: 
I felt more warmly towards Abby today.  However, I started to feel annoyed 
during the Rors. Because I felt like she wasn’t taking the time to sit with the cards 
– like she was rushing through them. 
Our interaction: 
Our interaction seemed to flow a little more smoothly today.  Abby was not shy at 
all about asking me about the research – and she was VERY curious about the 
other participants – she even asked me if they were crying.  She was also 
interested in how others perceived the inkblots on the Rorschach.  As she left, she 
asked if this was for my doctorate and when I said it was, she said, “alriiight!”  
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She left in the same bright, cheery mood that she had had throughout both 
interviews.  
Verbal interaction between myself and Abby 
 Although a full conversation or discourse analysis is beyond the scope of this 
study, I examined the different types of utterances I used in my interview with Abby, and 
how those utterances affected the interpersonal dynamics between us. 
 The rhetorical technique that I seemed to use most often with Abby was a request 
for information.  She typically provided the information I asked about, sometimes 
elaborating or providing a fuller narrative.   
 Another rhetorical technique that I used often with Abby was a reflective 
question, where I repeated back a word or a phrase she said in the form of a question.  
Abby would often affirm what I said and then elaborate or explain further her original 
sentiment.  I also often requested clarification of a statement, to which Abby would either 
affirm or negate what I had said, and then clarify it further.  I often requested that Abby 
describe something for me.  Usually she would comply and provide a description, but at 
other times she had trouble with this, either hedging or asking for further clarification, or 
changing the subject, for example when I asked what her home atmosphere was like 
growing up she said,  
D: O.k. What was um, your home atmosphere like, growing up? A: My home 
atmosphere? D: Yeah what was like a typical day like? A: Like how young? Like, D: 
Um, a kid, I mean I guess it changed. A: I mean I don’t really remember I guess, when I, 
my mom did day-care we did a bunch of stuff um, (6) um, I don’t, I don’t know, it 
depends " 
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 Several times I asked Abby to share an emotional experience with me.  
Sometimes she named a general emotion, but at other times she seemed to have difficulty 
with this request, for example by discussing thoughts or actions rather than emotions, as 
in the segment that follows: 
D: So, if you could talk a little bit about what it was like to sit here with me today 
and what it was like to talk, A: Um, D: with me? A: I mean I like, I feel like at this 
point, that I’ve gone through everything and I can talk to people about this. Whereas 
before I would be like, deny it, 
 Finally, when speaking with Abby, I found myself often returning to an earlier 
statement she had made and turning it into a question, such as, “And you said this year 
you’re more social?”  Typically Abby would affirm this statement and pick up my cue to 
continue talking about this topic. 
 Other rhetorical techniques I used with Abby were elaborative questions, 
paraphrasing, reflection, a request for elaboration, request for a narrative, a request for an 
opinion, request for her thoughts, suggestion, and a suggestive question. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
